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ABSTRACT

We prove a conjecture of Colmez concerning the reduction modulo p of invariant lattices in irreducible admissible
unitary p-adic Banach space representations of GL2(Q p) with p ≥ 5. This enables us to restate nicely the p-adic local
Langlands correspondence for GL2(Q p) and deduce a conjecture of Breuil on irreducible admissible unitary completions
of locally algebraic representations.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we study p-adic and mod-p representation theory of G :=GL2(Q p).
Our results complement the work of Berger, Breuil and Colmez on the p-adic and mod-
p Langlands correspondence for GL2(Q p), see [5] for an overview. Let L be a finite
extension of Q p with a ring of integers O, uniformizer � and residue field k.

Theorem 1.1. — Assume p ≥ 5 and let � be a unitary admissible absolutely irreducible L-

Banach space representation of G with a central character and let � be an open bounded G-invariant

lattice in �. Then �⊗O k is of finite length. Moreover, one of the following holds:

(i) �⊗O k is absolutely irreducible supersingular;

(ii) (�⊗O k)ss ⊆ (IndG
P χ1 ⊗ χ2ω

−1)ss⊕(IndG
P χ2 ⊗ χ1ω

−1)ss for some smooth characters

χ1, χ2 :Q×
p → k×, where ω(x)= x|x| (mod p).

Further, the inclusion in (ii) is not an isomorphism if and only if � is ordinary.

We say that � is ordinary if it is a subquotient of a parabolic induction of a unitary
character, so that � is either a unitary character � ∼= η ◦ det, a twist of the univer-
sal unitary completion of the smooth Steinberg representation by a unitary character
�∼= ̂Sp⊗ η ◦ det or � is a unitary parabolic induction of a unitary character. An irre-
ducible smooth k-representation is supersingular if it is not a subquotient of any principal
series representation. The theorem answers affirmatively for p≥ 5 a question of Colmez
denoted (Q3) in [23].

Let Z be the centre of G, we fix a continuous character ζ : Z→ O×. Let Modsm
G (O)

be the category of O-torsion modules with a continuous G-action for the discrete topol-
ogy on the module, let Modsm

G,ζ (O) be the full subcategory of Modsm
G (O), consisting of

representations on which the centre Z acts by (the image of) ζ , and let Modfin
G,ζ (O)

be the full subcategory of Modsm
G,ζ (O), consisting of representations, which are of fi-

nite length as O[G]-modules. In his Montreal lecture Colmez has defined an exact co-
variant O-linear functor V : Modfin

G,ζ (O)→ ModGQ p
(O) to the category of O-modules

with a continuous action of GQ p
, the absolute Galois group of Q p. Given � as in The-

orem 1.1 one may choose an open bounded G-invariant lattice � in � and define
V(�) := L⊗ lim←− V(�/� n�). Since all open bounded lattices in � are commensurable

the definition does not depend on the choice of �.

Corollary 1.2. — Let � be a unitary admissible absolutely irreducible L-Banach space repre-

sentation of G with a central character then dimL V(�)≤ 2. Moreover, dimL V(�) < 2 if and only

if � is ordinary.
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Once one has this, the results of Berger-Breuil [7], Colmez [23] and Kisin [41]
imply:

Theorem 1.3. — Assume p≥ 5, the functor V induces a bijection between isomorphism classes

of

(i) absolutely irreducible admissible unitary non-ordinary L-Banach space representations of G
with the central character1 ζ , and

(ii) absolutely irreducible 2-dimensional continuous L-representations of GQ p
with determinant

equal to ζε,

where ε is the cyclotomic character, and we view ζ as a character of GQ p
via class field theory.2

In [23] Colmez has also defined a characteristic 0 construction, which to every
2-dimensional continuous L-representation of GQ p

associates an admissible unitary L-
Banach space representation �(V) of G, such that V(�(V)) ∼= V. Colmez has calcu-
lated3 locally algebraic vectors in�(V) in terms of p-adic Hodge theoretic data attached
to V. As a consequence of Theorem 1.3 we know that for every � in (i) there exists
a unique V such that � ∼= �(V). Using this in Section 12 we determine admissible
absolutely irreducible completions of absolutely irreducible locally algebraic representa-
tions. In particular, we show that Sp⊗|det |k/2 ⊗ Symk L2 admits precisely P1(L) non-
isomorphic absolutely irreducible admissible unitary completions, where k is a positive
integer and Sp is the smooth Steinberg representation of G over L. This confirms a con-
jecture of Breuil. However, our main result can be summed up as:

1.1. The correspondence is an equivalence of categories. — Let Banadm
G,ζ (L) be the cate-

gory of unitary admissible L-Banach space representations of G with central character
ζ and let Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L) be the full subcategory consisting of objects of finite length. Let
Modlfin

G,ζ (O) be the full subcategory of Modsm
G,ζ (O) consisting of those objects which are

locally of finite length, that is (τ,V) is an object of Modlfin
G,ζ (O) if and only if for every

v ∈ V the O[G]-module O[G]v is of finite length. We obtain Bernstein-centre-like4 re-
sults for the categories Modlfin

G,ζ (O) and Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L). That is we decompose them into a

direct product of subcategories and show that each subcategory is naturally equivalent
to the category of modules over the rings related to deformation theory of 2-dimensional
GQ p

-representations.

1 Dospinescu and Schraen have shown recently in [27] that every absolutely irreducible unitary admissible L-
Banach representation of a p-adic Lie group admits a central character.

2 We normalize it the same way as Colmez in [23], see Section 5, so that the uniformizers correspond to geometric
Frobenii.

3 In [23] some cases are conditional on the results of Emerton, which have now appeared in [32, §7.4].
4 Since we work in the category of locally finite representations, our rings are analogous to the completions of the

rings in Bernstein’s theory [8] at maximal ideals.
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To fix ideas let � be as in Theorem 1.3(i) so that V := V(�) is an absolutely irre-
ducible 2-dimensional continuous L-representation of GQ p

with determinant ζε. Let Rζε

V

be the deformation ring representing the deformation problem of V with determinant
ζε to local artinian L-algebras, and let Vu be the universal deformation of V with the
determinant ζε. Let Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)� be the full subcategory of Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L) consisting of

the representations with all irreducible subquotients isomorphic to �.

Theorem 1.4. — The category Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)� is a direct summand of the category Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
and it is naturally equivalent to the category of Rζε

V -modules of finite length.

The first assertion in Theorem 1.4 means that any finite length admissible unitary
L-Banach space representation �1 of G with a central character ζ can be canonically
decomposed �1

∼= �2 ⊕ �3, such that all the irreducible subquotients of �2 are iso-
morphic to � and none of the irreducible subquotients of �3 are isomorphic to �. The
equivalence of categories in Theorem 1.4 is realized as follows: to each B in Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)�
we let m(B) = HomGQ p

(Vu, V̌(B)), where V̌(B) = V(B)∗(εζ ), and then show in Theo-

rem 11.7 that V̌(B)∼=m(B)⊗RζεV
Vu. So at least in some sense we may describe what kind

of representations of GQ p
lie in the image of V, which explains the title of our paper.

We will discuss now what happens with Modlfin
G,ζ (O) and recall that we assume

p ≥ 5. We may define an equivalence relation on the set of (isomorphism classes of) ir-
reducible objects of Modlfin

G,ζ (O), where τ ∼ π if and only if there exists a sequence of
irreducible representations τ = τ0, τ1, . . . , τn = π such that τi = τi+1, Ext1

G(τi, τi+1) = 0
or Ext1

G(τi+1, τi) = 0 for each i. An equivalence class is called a block. To a block B

we associate πB :=⊕π∈B
π , πB ↪→ JB an injective envelope of πB in Modlfin

G,ζ (O) and
˜EB := EndG(JB). One may show that ˜EB is naturally a pseudo-compact ring, see Sec-
tion 2. By a general result of Gabriel on locally finite categories [35, §IV] we have a
decomposition of categories:

Modlfin
G,ζ (O)∼=

∏

B

Modlfin
G,ζ (O)B,

where the product is taken over all the blocks B and Modlfin
G,ζ (O)B denotes a full subcat-

egory of Modlfin
G,ζ (O) consisting of those representations, such that all the irreducible sub-

quotients lie in B. Moreover, the functor τ �→HomG(τ, JB) induces an anti-equivalence
of categories between Modlfin

G,ζ (O)B and the category of compact ˜EB-modules. In this
paper we explicitly work out the rings˜EB.

We are going to describe the blocks. Since we are working over a coefficient field
which is not algebraically closed, not every irreducible k-representation τ of G is abso-
lutely irreducible. However, we show that given a block B there exists a finite extension l

of k such that for all τ ∈B, τ ⊗k l is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of absolutely irre-
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ducible representations. The blocks containing an absolutely irreducible representation
are given by:

(i) B= {π}, supersingular;
(ii) B= {IndG

P χ1 ⊗ χ2ω
−1, IndG

P χ2 ⊗ χ1ω
−1}, χ1χ

−1
2 = 1,ω±1;

(iii) B= {IndG
P χ ⊗ χω−1};

(iv) B= {η ◦ det,Sp⊗η ◦ det, (IndG
P ω⊗ω−1)⊗ η ◦ det}.

To prove this, one has to compute all the Ext1 groups between irreducible representations
of G, which have been classified by Barthel-Livne [1] and Breuil [16]. In many cases
these computations have been dealt with by Breuil and the author [20], Colmez [23]
and Emerton [31] by different methods, and the computation was completed in [56]. To
each B we may associate a 2-dimensional semi-simple k-representation ρ of GQ p

using
the semi-simple mod-p correspondence of Breuil, [16], [17]: (i) ρ := V(π) is absolutely
irreducible; (ii) ρ = χ1 ⊕ χ2; (iii) ρ = χ ⊕ χ ; (iv) ρ := η⊕ ηω. Let Rps,ζ ε

trρ be the universal
deformation ring representing the deformation problem of 2-dimensional pseudocharac-
ters with determinant ζε lifting the trace of ρ, see Section A for a definition.

Theorem 1.5. — Let B be as above then the centre of ˜EB and hence the centre of the category

Modlfin
G,ζ (O)B is naturally isomorphic to Rps,ζ ε

trρ .

Recall that the centre of an abelian category is the ring of endomorphisms of the
identity functor. In particular, it acts naturally on every object in the category. We also
show that ˜EB is finitely generated as a module over its centre and after localizing away
from the reducible locus it is isomorphic to a matrix algebra. In cases (i), (ii) we have a
nice characterization of˜EB in terms of the Galois side. We may extend V to the category
Modlfin

G,ζ (O) since every object is a union of subobjects of finite length. If B = {π} with
π supersingular then JB is simply an injective envelope of π . Let ρ = V(π), Rζε

ρ be the
deformation ring representing the deformation problem of ρ with determinant equal to
ζε and let ρun be the universal deformation with determinant ζε.

Theorem 1.6. — If B = {π} with π supersingular then V(JB)
∨(ζ ε) ∼= ρun and ˜EB

∼=
Rζε
ρ , where ∨ denotes the Pontryagin dual.

Thus to every τ in Modlfin
G,ζ (O)B we may associate a compact˜EB-module m(τ ) :=

HomG(τ, JB) and then V(τ )∨(ζ ε)∼=m(τ )̂⊗˜EB
ρun.

In the generic reducible case (ii), Ext1
GQ p
(χ1, χ2) and Ext1

GQ p
(χ2, χ1) are both 1-

dimensional. Thus there exists unique up to isomorphism non-split extension ρ1 of χ1

by χ2 and ρ2 of χ2 by χ1. Since χ1 = χ2 the deformation problems of ρ1 and ρ2 with
determinant equal to ζε are represented by Rζε

ρ1
and Rζε

ρ2
respectively. Let ρun

1 and ρun
2 be

the universal deformation of ρ1 and ρ2 with determinant ζε, respectively.
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Theorem 1.7. — If B is as in (ii) then V(JB)
∨(ζ ε) ∼= ρun

1 ⊕ ρun
2 and ˜EB

∼=
EndGQ p

(ρun
1 ⊕ ρun

2 ), where ∨ denotes the Pontryagin dual.

Again one may describe the image of Modlfin
G,ζ (O)B under V as follows: to every

τ in Modlfin
G,ζ (O)B we may associate a compact ˜EB-module m(τ ) := HomG(τ, JB) and

then V(τ )∨(ζ ε)∼=m(τ )̂⊗˜EB
(ρun

1 ⊕ρun
2 ). For non-generic cases, (iii) and (iv) see the intro-

ductions to Section 9 and Section 10.

Proposition 1.8. — The category Banadm
G,ζ (L) decomposes into a direct sum of categories:

Banadm
G,ζ (L)∼=

⊕

B

Banadm
G,ζ (L)

B,

where objects of Banadm
G,ζ (L)

B are those� in Banadm
G,ζ (L) such that for every open bounded G-invariant

lattice � in � the irreducible subquotients of �⊗O k lie in B.

Let Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B be the full subcategory of Banadm
G,ζ (L)

B consisting of objects of
finite length.

Corollary 1.9. — Suppose that B contains an absolutely irreducible representation. We have a

natural equivalence of categories

Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B ∼=
⊕

n∈MaxSpec Rps,ζ ε
trρ [1/p]

Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B

n
.

The category Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

is anti-equivalent to the category of modules of finite length over the n-adic

completion of˜EB[1/p].
To explain the last equivalence let � be an object of Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B and choose

an open bounded lattice � in �. For each n ≥ 1, �/� n� is an object of Modlfin
G,ζ (O).

Since Rps,ζ ε
trρ is naturally isomorphic to the centre of the category Modlfin

G,ζ (O), it acts on
�/� n�. By passing to the limit and inverting p we obtain an action of Rps,ζ ε

trρ [1/p] on
�. By definition � is an object of Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

if and only if it is killed by a power of
the maximal ideal n. The corollary is essentially an application of the Chinese remainder
theorem. If n corresponds to the trace of an absolutely irreducible representation, defined
over the residue field of n, then one may show that the n-adic completion of ˜EB[1/p] is
isomorphic to a matrix algebra over the n-adic completion of Rps,ζ ε

trρ [1/p]. We obtain:

Theorem 1.10. — Let n be a maximal ideal of Rps,ζ ε
trρ [1/p] with residue field L and suppose

that the corresponding pseudocharacter Tn is the trace of an absolutely irreducible representation V,

defined over L. Then the category Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

is naturally equivalent to the category of modules of
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finite length over the n-adic completion of Rps,ζ ε
trρ [1/p]. In particular it contains only one irreducible

object�n. The Banach space representation�n is non-ordinary, and is the unique irreducible admissible

unitary L-Banach space representation of G with a central character satisfying V(�n)∼=V.

Theorem 1.11. — Let n be a maximal ideal of Rps,ζ ε
trρ [1/p] with residue field L and sup-

pose that the corresponding pseudocharacter is equal to ψ1 + ψ2, where ψ1,ψ2 : GQ p
→ L× are

continuous group homomorphisms. Then the irreducible objects of Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

are subquotients of

(IndG
P ψ1 ⊗ψ2ε

−1)cont and (IndG
P ψ2 ⊗ψ1ε

−1)cont , where we consider ψ1,ψ2 as characters of Q×
p

via the class field theory and ε(x) := x|x|, for all x ∈Q×
p .

1.2. A sketch of proof. — Let G be any p-adic analytic group. Let Modsm
G (O) be the

category of smooth representations of G on O-torsion modules and let Modlfin
G (O) be the

full subcategory of Modsm
G (O) consisting of locally finite representations. Let Mod?

G(O)
be a full subcategory of Modlfin

G (O) closed under arbitrary direct sums and subquo-
tients in Modlfin

G (O). An example of such category Mod?
G(O) can be Modlfin

G (O) itself,
or Modlfin

G (k) the full subcategory consisting of objects killed by � , or Modlfin
G,ζ (O) the

full subcategory consisting of objects on which Z, the centre of G, acts by a fixed char-
acter ζ , but there are lots of such categories. It follows from [35, §II] that every object in
Mod?

G(O) has an injective envelope.
Instead of working with torsion modules we prefer to work dually with compact

modules. Let H be a compact open subgroup of G and let Modpro aug
G (O) be the cat-

egory of profinite O[[H]]-modules with an action of O[G] such that the two actions
are the same when restricted to O[H]. This category has been introduced by Emerton
in [30]. Sending π to its Pontryagin dual π∨, see Section 2, induces an anti-equivalence
of categories between Modsm

G (O) and Modpro aug
G (O). Let C(O) be the full subcategory

of Modpro aug
G (O) anti-equivalent to Mod?

G(O) via Pontryagin duality and let C(k) be the
full subcategory consisting of objects killed by � . Since an anti-equivalence reverses the
arrows every object in C(O) has a projective envelope.

Let π be an irreducible object of Mod?
G(O) such that EndG(π)= k. Let S := π∨

and˜P � S a projective envelope of S in C(O). We assume the existence of an object Q
in C(k) of finite length, satisfying the following hypotheses:

(H1) HomC(k)(Q,S′)= 0, ∀S′ ∈ Irr(C(k)), S ∼= S′;
(H2) S occurs as a subquotient in Q with multiplicity 1;
(H3) Ext1

C(k)(Q,S
′)= 0, ∀S′ ∈ Irr(C(k)), S ∼= S′;

(H4) Ext1
C(k)(Q,S) is finite dimensional;

(H5) Ext2
C(k)(Q,R)= 0, where R= rad Q is the maximal proper subobject of Q;

(H0) HomC(k)(˜P[� ],R)= 0,

where Irr(C(k)) denotes the set of irreducible objects in C(k) (equivalently in C(O)),
and ˜P[� ] denotes the kernel of multiplication by � . We encourage the reader for the
sake of this introduction to assume that Q = S then the only real hypotheses are (H3)
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and (H4). As an example one could take G a pro-p group and π the trivial representation,
or G=Q×

p and π a continuous character from G to k× and Mod?
G(O)=Modlfin

G (O).
The ring˜E := EndC(O)(˜P) can be naturally equipped with a topology with respect

to which it is a pseudo-compact ring. It can be shown, see Section 2, that ˜E is a local
(possibly non-commutative) ring with residue field EndC(k)(S)= k. Since k is assumed to
be finite˜E is in fact compact. In Proposition 3.8 and its Corollaries we show:

Proposition 1.12. — If the hypotheses are satisfied then the natural topology on˜E coincides with

the topology defined by the maximal ideal;˜P is a flat˜E-module and k̂⊗˜E˜P∼=Q.

Remark 1.13. — Let us comment on the rigidity of the setup. There always exists
an object of C(O) satisfying (H1), (H2) and (H3). Moreover, it is uniquely determined
up to isomorphism and is isomorphic to k̂⊗˜E˜P, which is the maximal quotient of ˜P
containing S with multiplicity one. So once we impose (H1), (H2) and (H3) we have no
flexibility about (H4) and (H5), moreover k̂⊗˜E˜P need not be of finite length in general. If
either (H4) or (H5) is not satisfied, one might try and replace C(O) by a different category,
for example a full subcategory or, as we do in Section 10, by a quotient category and hope
that the hypotheses hold there.

Using Proposition 1.12 one can do deformation theory with non-commutative
coefficients. Let A be the category of finite local (possibly non-commutative) artinian
augmented O-algebras with residue field k. The ring ˜E is a pro-object in this category.
A deformation of Q to A is a pair (M, α), where M is an object of C(O) together with
the map of O-algebras A → EndC(O)(M), which makes M into a flat A-module and
α : k̂⊗A M ∼= Q is an isomorphism in C(k). Let DefQ : A→ Sets be the functor associ-
ating to A the set of isomorphism classes of deformations of Q to A. We show in Theo-
rem 3.26 that:

Theorem 1.14. — If the hypotheses are satisfied then the map which sends ϕ :˜E → A to

Â⊗˜E,ϕ˜P induces a bijection between A×-conjugacy classes of Hom̂A(˜E,A) and DefQ(A).

If we restrict the functor DefQ to Aab, the full subcategory of A consisting of com-
mutative algebras, then we recover the usual deformation theory with commutative coef-
ficients.

Corollary 1.15. — Defab
Q(A) = Hom̂A(˜Eab,A), where ˜Eab is the maximal commutative

quotient of˜E.

Let � be an admissible unitary Banach space representation of G in the sense
of Schneider-Teitelbaum [61] and let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �.
We denote by �d its Schikhof dual, �d := HomO(�,O) equipped with the topology
of pointwise convergence. We have shown in [57] that there exists a natural topological
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isomorphism �d ∼= lim←− (�/�
n�)∨. Thus �d is an object of Modpro aug

G (O). Let Banadm
C(O)

denote the full subcategory of the category of admissible Banach space representations
of G, such that for some (equivalently every) open bounded G-invariant lattice �, �d

is an object of C(O). One may show that, since C(O) is assumed to be closed under
subquotients in Modpro aug

G (O), the category Banadm
C(O) is abelian. The idea is instead of

studying Banach space representations study ˜E-modules HomC(O)(˜P,�d) and m(�) :=
HomC(O)(˜P,�d)⊗O L.

Lemma 1.16. — The (possibly infinite) dimension of m(�) is equal to the multiplicity with

which π occurs in �⊗O k.

This is the cde-triangle of Serre, see §15 of [63].

Proposition 1.17. — Suppose that the centre Z of˜E is noetherian and˜E is a finitely generated

Z -module. If � in Banadm
C(O) is irreducible then m(�) is finite dimensional.

Let Banadm.fl
C(O) denote the full subcategory of Banadm

C(O) consisting of objects of finite
length. Let Ker m be the full subcategory of Banadm.fl

C(O) consisting of those � such that
m(�)= 0. It follows from Lemma 1.16 that� is an object of Ker m if and only if π does
not appear as a subquotient of the reduction of � modulo � . Since˜P is projective one
may show that the functor m is exact and so Ker m is a thick subcategory. We denote the
quotient category by Banadm.fl

C(O) /Ker m.

Theorem 1.18. — Suppose that the hypotheses (H0)–(H5) hold and Q is a finitely generated

O[[H]]-module for an open compact subgroup H of G. Assume further that the centre of˜E is noetherian

and ˜E is a finitely generated module over its centre. Then the functor m induces an anti-equivalence of

categories between Banadm.fl
C(O) /Ker m and the category of finite dimensional L-vector spaces with a right

˜E[1/p]-action.

Corollary 1.19. — Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.18 the functor m induces a bijection

between isomorphism classes of:

(i) irreducible right˜E[1/p]-modules, finite dimensional over L;

(ii) irreducible � in Banadm
C(O) such that π occurs as a subquotient of �/�� for some open

bounded G-invariant lattice � in �.

Moreover, � is absolutely irreducible if and only if m(�) is absolutely irreducible as˜E[1/p]-module.

The inverse functor to m in Theorem 1.18 is constructed as follows. Let m be a
finite dimensional ˜E[1/p]-module. Let m0 be any finitely generated ˜E-submodule of m,
which contains an L-basis of m. Our assumptions imply that ˜E is compact and noethe-
rian, thus m0 is an open bounded O-lattice in m. Since˜P is a flat ˜E-module by Propo-
sition 1.12 we deduce that m0

̂⊗˜E˜P is O-torsion free. Let �(m) :=Homcont
O (m0

̂⊗˜E˜P,L)
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with the topology induced by the supremum norm. One may show that the natural map
�→ �(m(�)) in Banadm.fl

C(O) is an isomorphism in the quotient category. If � is irre-
ducible and m(�) = 0 we deduce that the natural map �→�(m(�)) is an injection.
Let m be the multiplicity with which π occurs as a subquotient of �/��. Lemma 1.16
says that dimL m(�) = m and thus m0 is a free O-module of rank m and so m0 ⊗O k is
an m-dimensional k-vector space. It follows from the Proposition 1.12 that the semisim-
plification of (m0

̂⊗˜E˜P)⊗O k ∼= (m0⊗O k)̂⊗˜E˜P is isomorphic to the semisimplification of
Q⊕m. Using this we obtain:

Corollary 1.20. — Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 1.18 are satisfied. Let� in Banadm
C(O)

be irreducible and suppose that π occurs as a subquotient of �/�� then

�⊆ ((Q⊕m
)∨)ss

,

where � denotes the semi-simplification of �/�� and m the multiplicity with which π occurs in �.

From the hypotheses one may deduce that Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q) is finite dimensional and

so Corollary 1.15 implies that the tangent space of ˜E is finite dimensional. Thus if ˜E
is commutative then it is noetherian. The irreducible modules of ˜E[1/p] correspond to
the maximal ideals and the absolutely irreducible modules correspond to the maximal
ideals of˜E[1/p] with residue field L. In particular, the absolutely irreducible modules are
1-dimensional. Hence, we obtain:

Corollary 1.21. — Suppose that the hypotheses (H0)–(H5) hold and Q is a finitely generated

O[[H]]-module for an open compact subgroup H of G and˜E is commutative. Then for every absolutely

irreducible � in Banadm
C(O) such that π is a subquotient in �/�� we have �⊆ (Q∨)ss.

In Theorem 3.39 we devise a criterion for commutativity of˜E.

Theorem 1.22. — Let d := dim Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q) and r = � d

2�. Suppose that the hypotheses

(H0)–(H5) are satisfied and there exists a surjection ˜E � O[[x1, . . . , xd]]. Further, suppose that for

every exact sequence

(1) 0→Q⊕r →T→Q→ 0

with dim HomC(k)(T,S)= 1 we have dim Ext1
C(k)(T,S)≤ r(r−1)

2 +d then˜E∼= O[[x1, . . . , xd]].
Recall that up to now G was an arbitrary p-adic analytic group and the cate-

gory Mod?
G(O) was any full subcategory of Modlfin

G (O) closed under arbitrary direct
sums and subquotients in Modlfin

G (O). Now we apply the formalism to G = GL2(Q p)

and Mod?
G(O) = Modlfin

G,ζ (O), where ζ is a fixed central character. We show in Propo-
sition 5.16 that injective objects in Modlfin

G,ζ (O) are also injective in Modsm
G,ζ (O) and this
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implies that they are p-divisible and hence projective objects in C(O) are O-torsion free.
Thus˜P[� ] = 0 and so the hypothesis (H0) is satisfied. Results of Breuil [16] and Barthel-
Livne [1] imply that any object of finite length in Modsm

G,ζ (O) is admissible, dually this
means that every object of finite length in C(O) is a finitely generated O[[H]]-module,
where H is any open compact subgroup of G. Thus to make the formalism work we only
need to find Q and be able to compute Ext-groups.

One has to consider four separate cases corresponding to the shape of the block B

described in Section 1.1. In the generic cases (i) and (ii), Q is the Pontryagin dual of what
Colmez calls atome automorphe, that is in case (i) Q= S= π∨, in case (ii) Q= κ∨ where κ
is the unique non-split extension between the two distinct principal series representations
which lie in the block B and S is the cosocle of Q. In Section 6 and Section 8 we verify
that the hypotheses (H1)–(H5) are satisfied. Thus by Theorem 1.14 the endomorphism
ring ˜E of a projective envelope ˜P of S in C(O) represents a deformation problem of Q
with non-commutative coefficients. Using the results of Kisin [41] we show that the func-
tor V̌ : C(O)→ RepGQ p

(O), M �→ V(M∨)∨(ζ ε) induces a morphism of deformation

functors of Q and V̌(Q) and a surjection ˜Eab � Rεζ

V̌(Q)
, where Rεζ

V̌(Q)
is the ring repre-

senting a deformation problem of V̌(Q) with commutative coefficients and determinant
equal to εζ . This argument uses the density of crystalline points in the deformation space
and essentially is the same as in [41], except that Kisin deforms objects in Modlfin

G,ζ (O)
and we deform objects in the dual category C(O). In the generic cases the ring Rεζ

V̌(Q)
is

formally smooth and thus a further Ext computation enables us to deduce from Theo-
rem 1.22 that V̌ induces an isomorphism˜E∼=Rεζ

V̌(Q)
. In particular,˜E is commutative and

Corollary 1.21 applies.
The non-generic cases are much more involved. Let π = IndG

B χ ⊗ χω−1. In
case (iii), B = {π} and we show in Section 9 that the hypotheses (H1)–(H5) are satis-
fied with Q = S = π∨. One may further show that the dimension of Ext1

C(k)(Q,Q) is 2
and there exists a surjection ˜E � O[[x, y]], but the last condition in Theorem 1.22 fails.
However, we can still compute ˜E using the fact that V̌ induces a morphism of deforma-
tion functors. Let Rps,ζ ε

2χ be the universal deformation ring parameterising 2-dimensional
pseudocharacters of GQ p

with determinant ζε lifting χ + χ and let T : GQ p
→ Rps,ζ ε

2χ be
the universal pseudocharacter. We show that˜E is naturally isomorphic to Rps,ζ ε

2χ [[GQ p
]]/J,

where J is a closed two-sided ideal generated by g2 −T(g)g + ζε(g) for all g ∈ GQ p
. This

time we use in an essential way that we allow the coefficients in our deformation theory
to be non-commutative. We then show that the absolutely irreducible modules of˜E[1/p]
are at most 2-dimensional, thus using Lemma 1.16 and Corollaries 1.19, 1.20 we obtain
that if � is absolutely irreducible and � contains π then �⊆ π⊕2. The idea to look for
˜E of this shape was inspired by [10].

The last case when the block contains 3 distinct irreducible representations is the
hardest one. The new feature here is that we need to pass to a certain quotient category
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for the formalism to work. This reflects that the deformation ring on the Galois side is
not formally smooth. We invite the reader to look at the introduction to Section 10 for
more details.

If � is an open bounded G-invariant lattice in an admissible unitary L-Banach
space representation � of G with a central character ζ then �/�� is an admissible k-
representation of G and thus contains an irreducible subquotient. After replacing L with
a finite extension we may assume that the subquotient is absolutely irreducible and thus
lies in one of the blocks considered above.

A large part of this paper is devoted to calculations of Ext groups between smooth
k-representations of GL2(Q p). These calculations enable us to apply a general formalism
developed in Section 3 and Section 4. This is the technical heart of the paper and where
the restrictions on the residual characteristic appear. We also use in an essential way
that the group is GL2(Q p). There are two E2-spectral sequences at our disposal. One is
obtained from the work of Ollivier [51] and Vignéras [67] on the functor of invariants of
the pro-p Iwahori subgroup of G, see Section 5.4. The other is due to Emerton [31] and
is induced by his functor of ordinary parts, see Section 7.1.

1.3. Organization. — The paper essentially consists of two parts: in Sections 2, 3
and 4 we develop a theory which works for any p-adic analytic group G provided certain
conditions are satisfied; in the rest of the paper we show that these conditions are satisfied
when G = GL2(Q p) and p ≥ 5. The appendix contains some results on deformation
theory of 2-dimensional GQ p

-representations.
We will now review the sections in more detail. In Section 2 we introduce and

recall some facts about locally finite categories. In Section 3 we set up a formalism with
which we do deformation theory with non-commutative coefficients in Section 3.1. In
Section 3.3 we devise a criterion with the help of which one may show that the deforma-
tion rings we obtain in Section 3.1 are in fact commutative. This criterion will be applied
in the generic cases when G=GL2(Q p), that is when the deformation ring on the Ga-
lois side is formally smooth. In Section 4 we work out a theory of blocks for admissible
unitary Banach space representations of a p-adic analytic group G. Using the work of
Schneider-Teitelbaum [61] (and Lazard [45]) one can forget all the functional analytic
problems and the theory works essentially the same way as if G was a finite group. This
section up to Section 4.1 is independent of Section 3 and the results are somewhat more
general than outlined in Section 1.2. In Section 4.1 we establish a relationship between
Banach space representations and the generic fibre of a (possibly non-commutative) ring
˜E representing a deformation problem of Section 3.1. In the applications the ring˜E turns
out to be a finitely generated module over its centre and the centre is a noetherian ring.
We show in Section 4 that when these conditions are satisfied we obtain nice finiteness
conditions on Banach space representations. Starting from Section 5, G=GL2(Q p) and
p≥ 5. The Sections 6, 7, 9, 10 correspond to B being as in the cases (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
of Section 1.1. The argument in the generic cases is outlined in Section 5.8.
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1.4. A speculation. — It is known, see for example [20], [37], [57], that if G =
GL2(Q p) then there are too many representations of G to have a correspondence with
Galois representations. One possible purely speculative scenario to remedy this, would be
that a global setting, for example a Shimura curve, cuts out a full subcategory Mod?

G(O)
of Modlfin

G (O), closed under direct sums and subquotients and for this subcategory results
similar to those described in Section 1.1 hold. Moreover, different global settings with the
same group G at p would give rise to different subcategories Mod?

G(O). For this reason
we have taken great care in Section 3 and Section 4 to work with an arbitrary p-adic
analytic group G and arbitrary full subcategory Mod?

G(O) of Modlfin
G (O), closed under

direct sums and subquotients.

2. Notation and preliminaries

Let L be a finite extension of Q p, with the ring of integers O, uniformizer � , and
k = O/�O. Let G be a topological group which is locally pro-p. Later on we will assume
that G is p-adic analytic and the main application will be to G=GL2(Q p) with p≥ 5.

Let (A,m) be a complete local noetherian O-algebra with residue field k. We de-
note by ModG(A) the category of A[G]-modules, Modsm

G (A) the full subcategory with
objects V such that

V=
⋃

H,n

VH
[

m
n
]

,

where the union is taken over all open subgroups of G and integers n ≥ 1 and V[mn]
denotes elements of V killed by all elements of mn. We will call such representations smooth.
Let Modl fin

G (A) be a full subcategory of Modsm
G (A) with objects smooth G-representation

which are locally of finite length, this means for every v ∈ π the smallest A[G]-submodule of
π containing v is of finite length. These categories are abelian and are closed under direct
sums, direct limits and subquotients in ModG(A), that is if we have an exact sequence
0 → π1 → π2 → π3 → 0 in ModG(A) with π2 an object of Modl fin

G (A) then π1 and π3

are objects of Modl fin
G (A). It is useful to observe:

Lemma 2.1. — Let τ be an object of Modl fin
G (A) and HomA[G](π, τ )= 0 for all irreducible

π in Modl fin
G (A) then τ is zero.

We note that the lemma fails in Modsm
G (k), for example c-Ind

GL2(Q p)

GL2(Zp)
1 does not

contain any irreducible subrepresentations. In practice, we will work with a variant of the
above categories by fixing a central character. Let Z be the centre of G and ζ : Z→ A×

a continuous character. We will denote by Mod?
G,ζ (A) the full subcategory of Mod?

G(A)
consisting of those objects on which Z acts by a character ζ . If we have a subgroup H of
G then the subscript ζ in Mod?

H,ζ (A) will indicate that Mod?
H,ζ (A) is a full subcategory
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of Mod?
H(A) with objects precisely those π such that zv = ζ(z)v for all z ∈ Z∩H and all

v ∈ π .
We recall some standard facts about injective and projective envelopes, see [35,

§II.5]. Let A be an abelian category. A monomorphism ι : N ↪→ M is essential if for
every non-zero subobject M′ of M we have ι(N)∩M′ is non-zero. An injective envelope
of an object M in A is an essential monomorphism ι :M ↪→ I with I an injective object
of A. An epimorphism q : M � N in A is essential if for every morphism s : P → M in
A the assertion “qs is an epimorphism” implies that s is an epimorphism. A projective
envelope of an object N of A is an essential epimorphism q : P � N with P a projective
object in A. If an injective or projective envelope exists then it is unique up to (non-
unique) isomorphism. So by abuse of language we will forget the morphism and just say
I is an injective envelope of M or P is a projective envelope of M.

Lemma 2.2. — The categories Modsm
G (A), Modsm

G,ζ (A), Modlfin
G (A), Modlfin

G,ζ (A) have

generators and exact inductive limits.

Proof. — Let X :=⊕P,n c-IndG
P A/mn, where the sum is taken over all open pro-p

groups of G and positive integers n then for V in Modsm
G (A) we have

HomA[G]
(

c-IndG
P A/mn,V

)∼=VP[
m

n
]

.

Hence, HomA[G](X,V) ∼=∏P,n VP [mn]. Since V is a smooth representation the above
isomorphism implies that X is a generator for Modsm

G (A).
Let ζ : Z → A× be a continuous character and let ζn : Z → (A/� nA)× be the

reduction of ζ modulo mn. Since ζ is continuous given an open pro-p group P of G we
may find an open subgroup P ′ of P such that ζn is trivial on P ′ ∩Z. In this case it makes
sense to consider ζn as a character of ZP ′. Let Xζ :=⊕P,n c-IndG

ZPζn where the sum is
taken over all n ≥ 1 and all open pro-p groups P of G such that ζn is trivial on P ∩ Z.
Then the same argument as above gives that Xζ is a generator in Modsm

G,ζ (A).
Let F (resp. Fζ ) be the set of quotients of X (resp. Xζ ) of finite length. Then F

(resp. Fζ ) is a set of generators in Modl fin
G (A), (resp. Modl fin

G,ζ (A)).
It is clear that all the categories have inductive limits. The exactness of inductive

limits follows from [35] Proposition I.6(b). �

Corollary 2.3. — The categories in Lemma 2.2 have injective envelopes.

Proof. — Every object in a category with generators and exact inductive limits has
an injective envelope, see Theorem 2 in [35, §II.6]. �

Lemma 2.4. — The categories Modlfin
G (A) and Modlfin

G,ζ (A) are locally finite.

Proof. — Both categories have a set of generators which are of finite length, namely
F and Fζ constructed in the proof of Lemma 2.2. Hence they are locally finite, see
Section II.4 in [35] for details. �
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An object V of Modsm
G (A) is called admissible if VH[mi] is a finitely generated A-

module for every open subgroup H of G and every i ≥ 1; V is called locally admissible

if for every v ∈ V the smallest A[G]-submodule of V containing v is admissible. Let
Modl adm

G (A) be a full subcategory of Modsm
G (A) consisting of locally admissible represen-

tations. Emerton in [30] shows that if G is p-adic analytic then Modl adm
G (A) is abelian.

Moreover, it follows from [30, Thm. 2.3.8] that if G = GL2(Q p) or G is a torus then
Modlfin

G,ζ (A)=Modl adm
G,ζ (A). If the conjecture [30, 2.3.7] holds then we would obtain this

result in general.
Let H be a compact open subgroup of G and A[[H]] the completed group al-

gebra of H. Let Modpro aug
G (A) be the category of profinite linearly topological A[[H]]-

modules with an action of A[G] such that the two actions are the same when restricted to
A[H] with morphisms G-equivariant continuous homomorphisms of topological A[[H]]-
modules. Since any two compact open subgroups of G are commensurable the definition
does not depend on the choice of H. Taking Pontryagin duals induces an anti-equivalence
of categories between Modsm

G (A) and Modpro aug
G (A), see Lemma 2.2.7 in [30]. By Pon-

tryagin dual we mean

M∨ :=Homcont
O (M,L/O),

where L/O carries discrete topology and M∨ is equipped with compact open topology.
We have a canonical isomorphism M∨∨ ∼=M.

We note that the duality reverses the arrows, and so if Mod?
G(A) is a full abelian

subcategory of Modsm
G (A) then we may define a full subcategory C(A) of Modpro aug

G (A)
by taking the objects to be all M isomorphic to π∨ for some object π of Mod?

G(A).
The category C(A) is abelian and if Mod?

G(A) has exact inductive limits and injective
envelopes then C(A) has exact projective limits and projective envelopes.

Let Mod?
G(A) be a full subcategory of Modl fin

G (A) closed under arbitrary direct
sums and subquotients in Modl fin

G (A). Since Modl fin
G (A) has exact inductive limits so does

Mod?
G(A). Moreover, Mod?

G(A) has a set of generators of finite length, one may just take
a subset of F constructed in the proof of Lemma 2.2 consisting of objects that lie in
Mod?

G(A). Hence, Mod?
G(A) is locally finite and has injective envelopes. We may define

a full subcategory C(A) of Modpro aug
G (A) by taking the objects to be all M isomorphic to

π∨ for some object π of Mod?
G(A). The category C(A) is anti-equivalent to Mod?

G(A).
In particular, it is abelian, has exact projective limits and projective envelopes.

Let π1, . . . , πn be irreducible, pairwise non-isomorphic objects in Mod?
G(A) and

let ι : πi ↪→ Ji be an injective envelope of πi in Mod?
G(A). Let Si := π∨i , Pi := J∨i and

κ := ι∨ then κ : Pi � Si is a projective envelope of Si in C(A). We put π :=⊕n

i=1 πi

then J :=⊕n

i=1 Ji is an injective envelope of π and P := J∨ is a projective envelope of
S := π∨ ∼=⊕n

i=1 Si in C(A). Let

E := EndC(A)(P).
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Each quotient q : P � M defines a right ideal of E:

(2) r(M) := {φ ∈ E : q ◦ φ = 0}.
We define the natural topology on E by taking r(M) with M of finite length to be a basis
of open neighbourhoods of 0 in E. With respect to the natural topology E is a pseudo-
compact ring, see Proposition 13 in [35, §IV.4]. Moreover, m := r(S) is the Jacobson
radical of E and

(3) E/m∼= EndC(A)(S)∼=
n
∏

i=1

EndC(A)(Si),

see Proposition 12 in [35, §IV.4] for the first isomorphism; the second holds since πi are
irreducible and distinct. Since πi is irreducible EndC(A)(Si) is a skew field over k. We
assume for simplicity that EndG(πi) is finite dimensional for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This holds if πi

are admissible. Since k is a finite field, ki := EndC(A)(Si) is a finite field extension of k.
Hence, E/m is a finite dimensional k-vector space and, since k is assumed to be finite, E
is a compact ring. Thus all the pseudo-compact modules of E will be in fact compact.

Corollary 2.5. — If S is irreducible then every α ∈ E, α ∈m is a unit in E.

Proof. — Since S is irreducible, it follows from (3) that m is maximal. On the other
hand, m is also the Jacobson radical of E by Proposition 12 in [35, §IV.4]. Hence, E is a
local ring. �

Corollary 2.6. — If S is irreducible then the centre Z of E is a local ring with residue field a

finite extension of k.

Proof. — Let m be the maximal ideal of E. Let a ∈ Z such that a /∈ m. It follows
from Lemma 2.5 that a is a unit in E. However, this implies that a is a unit in Z as for
any c ∈ E we have

a−1c− ca−1 = (a−1c− ca−1
)

aa−1 = (c− c)a−1 = 0,

as a lies in the centre of E. Hence (Z,Z∩m) is a local ring. The last assertion follows since
EndC(A)(S) is a finite extension of k and we have injections O/�O ↪→ Z/(Z ∩m) ↪→
E/m. �

Lemma 2.7. — P is a left pseudo-compact E-module.

Proof. — We will show that there exists a basis of open neighbourhoods of 0 in P
consisting of left E-submodules, such that the quotient is an E-module of finite length.
Now P is a pseudo-compact A-module, since it is a Pontryagin dual of a discrete A-
module, thus it is enough to show that every open A-submodule M of P contains an open
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left E-submodule. Since M is open, the quotient P/M is an A-module of finite length,
and hence

τ := A[G] � (P/M)∨ ⊂ P∨

is a smooth representation of G of finite length. Dualizing back, we obtain a factorisation
P � τ∨ � P/M. Then r(τ∨) is an open right ideal in E for the natural topology.

Since E with the natural topology is a pseudo-compact ring, E/r(τ∨) is a right
E-module of finite length. Since E modulo its Jacobson radical is a finite dimen-
sional k-vector space by assumption, we may choose φ1, . . . , φm ∈ E such that φ1 +
r(τ∨), . . . , φm + r(τ∨) generate E/r(τ∨) as an A-module. We may assume that φ1 is the
identity map. We claim that

(4)
{

v ∈ P : φ(v) ∈M,∀φ ∈ E
}=

m
⋂

i=1

φ−1
i (M).

The left hand side of (4) is equal to
⋂

φ∈E φ
−1(M) and so is contained in the right hand

side. Since P→ P/M factors through q : P→ τ∨ the kernel of q is contained in M. Hence
for all ψ ∈ r(τ∨) and all v ∈ P we have ψ(v) ∈ M. Since M is an A-module and every
φ ∈ E may be written as φ =∑m

i=1 λiφi + ψ , where λi ∈ A and ψ ∈ r(τ∨), we get the
opposite inclusion.

The right hand side of (4) is an open A-submodule of M and the left hand side is a
left E-module. Hence, P is a pseudo-compact E-module. �

Let m be a right pseudo-compact E-module, for definition and properties see §IV.3
of [35]. Let {mi}i∈I be a basis of open neighbourhoods of 0 in m consisting of right E-
modules and let {Pj}j∈J be a basis of open neighbourhoods of 0 in P consisting of left
E-modules. We define the completed tensor product

(5) m̂⊗E P := lim←− (m/mi)⊗E (P/Pj),

where the limit is taken over I×J. Since m/mi and P/Pj are E-modules of finite length and
E modulo its Jacobson radical is a finite dimensional k-vector space, m/mi and P/Pj are
A-modules of finite length and hence the limit exists in the category of pseudo-compact
A-modules. By the universality of tensor product we have a natural map m ⊗E P →
m̂⊗E P, and we denote the image of m⊗ v by m̂⊗v.

Lemma 2.8. — m̂⊗E P is an object of C(A).

Proof. — It follows directly from (5) that m̂⊗E P is a pseudo-compact A[[H]]-
module. Since G acts on P by continuous E-linear homomorphisms, it follows from the
universal property of the completed tensor product, see [21, §2], that for each pseudo-
compact right E-module m we obtain an action of G on m̂⊗E P by continuous, A-linear
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homomorphisms. Moreover, the action of A[G] and A[[H]] induce the same action of
A[H]. Hence, m̂⊗E P is an object of Modpro aug

G (A).
If m = E then Ê⊗E P ∼= P and so m̂⊗E P is an object of C(A). The functor ̂⊗E P

is right exact and commutes with direct products, see [26, Exp. VIIB], [21, Lem. A.4].
Hence, if m∼=∏i∈I E for some set I then m̂⊗E P∼=∏i∈I P. Since direct products exist in
C(A) we deduce that m̂⊗E P is an object of C(A). In general, we have an exact sequence
of E-modules

∏

i∈I E→∏

j∈J E→m→ 0 for some sets I and J. Since ̂⊗E P is right exact
we deduce that m̂⊗E P is the cokernel of

∏

i∈I P →∏

j∈J P and hence is an object of
C(A). �

Since P � S is essential we have HomC(A)(P,S′)= 0 for all irreducible objects of
C(A) not isomorphic to Si for 1≤ i ≤ n, and

HomC(A)(P,S)∼= EndC(A)(S)∼=
n
∏

i=1

ki.

Thus if M is an object of C(A) of finite length then HomC(A)(P,M) is a right E-module
of finite length. If M is any object of C(A) then we may write M = lim←− Mi with Mi of

finite length, and HomC(A)(P,M)∼= lim←− HomC(A)(P,Mi) is a pseudo-compact E-module.

Let us also note that, since E⊗E P∼= P∼= Ê⊗E P, for any finitely presented right pseudo-
compact E-module m we have an isomorphism m⊗E P∼=m̂⊗E P.

Lemma 2.9. — If m is a pseudo-compact right E-module then

HomC(A)(P,m̂⊗E P)∼=m.

Proof. — If m∼=∏i∈I E for some set I then m̂⊗E P∼=∏i∈I P and hence

HomC(A)(P,m̂⊗E P)∼=HomC(A)

(

P,
∏

i∈I

P
)

∼=
∏

i∈I

E∼=m.

In general, we have an exact sequence of E-modules
∏

i∈I E →∏

j∈J E → m → 0 for
some sets I and J. Applying ̂⊗E P and then HomC(A)(P,∗) to it we get the assertion. �

Lemma 2.10. — If M is in C(A) such that HomC(A)(M,S′)= 0 for all irreducible S′ not

isomorphic to Si for 1≤ i ≤ n, then the natural map

(6) HomC(A)(P,M)̂⊗E P→M

is surjective.
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Proof. — Let C be the cokernel. Lemma 2.9 and the projectivity of P implies that
HomC(A)(P,C) = 0. The exactness of HomC(A)(P,∗) implies that HomC(A)(C,S) = 0.
Since C is a quotient of M this implies that HomC(A)(C,S′)= 0 for all irreducible objects
of C(A). This implies C= 0 by Lemma 2.1. �

Lemma 2.11. — Let C(O/� n O) be the full subcategory of C(O) consisting of objects killed

by � n, let M be an object of C(O/� n O) and let q :˜P � M be a projective envelope of M in C(O),
then˜P/� ñP � M is a projective envelope of M in C(O/� n O).

Remark 2.12. — We note that Pontryagin duality identifies C(O/� n O) with the
full subcategory of Mod?

G(O) consisting of objects killed by � n.

Proof. — Let qn : P � M be a projective envelope of M in C(O/� n O). Since˜P is
projective and qn is essential there exists φ :˜P→ P such that q= qn ◦ φ. Since � n kills P,
φ factors through˜P/� ñP, which lies in C(O/� n O). Since P is projective in this category,
the surjection splits and we have ˜P/� ñP ∼= P⊕ N. Let ψ :˜P → N be the natural map,
then the composition Kerψ ↪→˜P � M is surjective. As q is essential we get Kerψ =˜P
and hence N= 0, which gives the claim. �

3. The formalism

Let C be a full abelian subcategory of Modpro aug
G (O) closed under direct products

and subquotients in Modpro aug
G (O). Note that this implies that C is closed under projective

limits. We further assume that every object M of C can be written as M∼= lim←− Mi , where

the limit is taken over all the quotients of finite length. In the sequel C will be either the
category C(O) or its full subcategory C(k), introduced in Section 2.

Dually this means that M∨ is an object of Modl fin
G (O). We denote by Irr(C) the set

of equivalence classes of irreducible objects in C and note that the last assumption implies
that if M is an object of C and HomC(M,S′)= 0 for all S′ ∈ Irr(C) then M is zero. We
denote by rad M the intersection of all maximal proper subobjects of M.

Let S be an irreducible object of C with EndC(S)= k. We assume the existence of
an object Q in C of finite length, satisfying the following hypotheses:

(H1) HomC(Q,S′)= 0, ∀S′ ∈ Irr(C), S ∼= S′;
(H2) S occurs as a subquotient in Q with multiplicity 1;
(H3) Ext1

C
(Q,S′)= 0, ∀S′ ∈ Irr(C), S ∼= S′;

(H4) Ext1
C
(Q,S) is finite dimensional;

(H5) Ext2
C
(Q,R)= 0, where R= rad Q is the maximal proper subobject of Q.

We note that we will introduce an additional hypothesis (H0) in Proposition 3.17
below. Hypotheses (H1) and (H2) imply that HomC(Q,S) is one dimensional and that Q
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has a unique maximal subobject and if we choose a non-zero ϕ :Q→ S then we obtain
an exact sequence:

(7) 0→R→Q
ϕ→ S→ 0.

We note that ϕ is essential. Since if we have ψ : A→Q such that ϕ ◦ψ is surjective, then
HomC(Cokerψ,S′)= 0 for all S′ ∈ Irr(C) and so Cokerψ = 0.

Lemma 3.1. — Equation (7) induces an isomorphism

(8) Ext1
C
(Q,Q)∼= Ext1

C
(Q,S)

and an injection

(9) Ext2
C
(Q,Q) ↪→ Ext2

C
(Q,S).

Proof. — We apply HomC(Q,∗) to (7). The injectivity of (9) and surjectivity of (8)
follows from (H5). To show the injectivity of (8) it is enough to show that Ext1

C
(Q,R)= 0.

However, a more general statement follows from (H3). Namely, if R′ is of finite length
and S is not a subquotient of R′ then Ext1

C
(Q,R′)= 0. One argues by induction on the

number of irreducible subquotients of R′. �

Lemma 3.2. — Let T ∈ C be of finite length and suppose that T has a filtration by subobjects

Ti , such that T0 =T and Ti/Ti+1 ∼=Q⊕ni , for i ≥ 0. Then (7) induces an isomorphism:

(10) Ext1
C
(T,Q)∼= Ext1

C
(T,S).

Moreover, Ext1
C
(T,S′)= 0 for all S′ ∈ Irr(C), S′ ∼= S.

Proof. — By devissage and (H3) we have Ext1
C
(T,S′) = 0 for all S′ ∈ Irr(C),

S′ ∼= S. Since (H2) implies that S is not a subquotient of R, we deduce by devissage that
Ext1

C
(T,R)= 0. Further, devissage and (H5) imply that Ext2

C
(T,R)= 0. Thus applying

HomC(T,∗) to (7) we obtain the isomorphism (10). �

Let P
κ

� S be a projective envelope of S in C. Note that since κ is essential we
have HomC(P,S′) = 0 for all S′ ∈ Irr(C), S′ ∼= S, and dim HomC(P,S) = 1. Since P is
projective the functor HomC(P,∗) is exact, and thus we get:

Lemma 3.3. — Let T ∈ C be of finite length. Then the length of HomC(P,T) as an O-

module is equal to the multiplicity, with which S occurs as a subquotient of T.

We note that since Q/ rad Q∼= S is irreducible and S occurs in Q with multiplicity
1, every non-zero φ ∈ HomC(Q,Q) is an isomorphism. This implies that Q is killed by
� . It follows from Lemma 3.3 that (H2) could be reformulated as
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(H2′) dim HomC(P,Q)= 1.

Since ϕ :Q � S is surjective and P is projective, there exists θ : P→Q such that
ϕ ◦ θ = κ . Moreover, since ϕ is essential, θ is surjective.

Lemma 3.4. — There exists a unique decreasing filtration of P by subobjects Pi such that

P = P0, Pi/Pi+1 ∼= Q⊕ni , where ni ≥ 1, for all i ≥ 0, and every φ : Pi → Q factors through

Pi/Pi+1.

Proof. — If such filtration exists then it is unique as P0 = P and Pi+1 =⋂φ Kerφ,
where the intersection is taken over all φ ∈HomC(Pi,Q). Since HomC(P,Q) is 1-dimen-
sional we get that P1 := Ker θ satisfies the conditions. Suppose that we have defined Pi ,
for 0≤ i ≤ n. Consider the exact sequence:

(11) 0→ Pn → P→ P/Pn → 0.

Let S′ ∈ Irr(C), we apply HomC(∗,S′) to (11) to get an isomorphism HomC(Pn,S′) ∼=
Ext1

C
(P/Pn,S′). Since P is projective Ext1

C
(P,∗) = 0. We may apply Lemma 3.2 to T =

P/Pn and Ti = Pi/Pn. We get

(12) HomC

(

Pn,S′
)= 0, ∀S′ ∈ Irr(C), S′ ∼= S.

Moreover, (H4) implies that d := dim HomC(Pn,S)= dim Ext1
C
(P/Pn,S) is finite. Hence,

(13) Pn/ rad Pn ∼= S⊕d .

We define φi : Pn → Pn/ rad Pn → S, where the last map is projection to the i-th compo-
nent. So φi form a basis of HomC(Pn,S). We apply HomC(∗,Q) and HomC(∗,S) to (11)
to get a commutative diagram

HomC(Pn,Q)
∼=

Ext1
C
(P/Pn,Q)

∼=(10)

HomC(Pn,S)
∼=

Ext1
C
(P/Pn,S).

The second vertical arrow is an isomorphism by Lemma 3.2. Hence the first vertical
arrow is an isomorphism. Hence there exists ψi ∈ HomC(Pn,Q), such that ϕ ◦ ψi =
φi . Then ψi form a basis of HomC(Pn,Q). Let θn : Pn → Q⊕d be the map v �→
(ψ1(v), . . . ,ψd(v)). We have a commutative diagram:

Q⊕d

ϕ⊕d

Pn

θn

Pn/ rad Pn.
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Since the vertical arrow is essential, we get that θn is surjective, and define Pn+1 :=Ker θn.
Then

(14) Pn/Pn+1 ∼=Q⊕d

where d = dim Ext1
C
(P/Pn,S). Moreover, we have

Pn+1 =
d
⋂

i=1

Kerψi =
⋂

ψ∈HomC(Pn,Q)

Kerψ,

since ψi form a basis of HomC(Pn,Q). �

Lemma 3.5. — The natural map P→ lim←− P/Pn is an isomorphism.

Proof. — Let F be a set of quotients of P in C of finite length. Since P is an object
of C, we have P∼= lim←− N, where the limit is taken over all N ∈ F . Since P/Pn are of finite

length, it is enough to show that for every quotient q : P � N of finite length there exists
n such that Pn is contained in the kernel of q. Let N be a counterexample of minimal
length m. If N is irreducible then, as κ : P � S is essential, we get that N∼= S and q= λκ
for some λ ∈ k. But then P1 is contained in the kernel of q. Hence, m > 1 and we may
consider an exact sequence 0→ S′ →N→N′ → 0, with S′ irreducible and N′ non-zero.
The minimality of m implies that there exists n such that Pn is contained in the kernel of
q′ : P→N→N′. Since by assumption Pn is not contained in the kernel of q, we obtain a
non-zero map q : Pn → S′. Since S′ is irreducible, rad Pn is contained in the kernel. As by
construction Pn+1 is contained in rad Pn we obtain a contradiction. �

Definition 3.6. — Let P
κ

� S be a projective envelope of S in C. We let

E := EndC(P), m := {φ ∈ E : κ ◦ φ = 0}.
A priori m is only a right ideal of E. Since P is projective we get a surjection

HomC(P,P)� HomC(P,S). Now dim HomC(P,S) = 1, and hence any φ ∈ E may be
written as φ = λ+ ψ , where λ ∈ O and ψ ∈m. Since the image of O lies in the centre
of E, this implies that m is a two-sided ideal and E/m∼= EndC(S)∼= k.

Lemma 3.7. — We have mnP⊆ Pn for n≥ 0 and mP= P1, so that P/mP∼=Q.

Proof. — Recall that κ : P � S factors through θ : P � Q. If φ ∈m then θ ◦φ maps
P to R= rad Q. Since HomC(P,R)= 0, we obtain θ ◦ φ = 0. Thus

(15) m= {φ ∈ E : θ ◦ φ = 0}.
Hence, mP ⊆ P1 = ker θ . We fix n ≥ 1 and we claim that if i ≤ n then for all ψ ∈
HomC(P,P/Pi) and φ ∈ mn we have ψ ◦ φ = 0. The claim applied to the natural map
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P → P/Pn implies mnP ⊆ Pn. We argue by induction on i. If i = 1 then P/P1 ∼= Q,
HomC(P,Q) is 1-dimensional, spanned by θ , and so the claim follows from (15). In gen-
eral we have an exact sequence:

(16) 0→HomC

(

P,Pi−1/Pi
)→HomC

(

P,P/Pi
)→HomC

(

P,P/Pi−1
)→ 0.

Letψ ∈HomC(P,P/Pi), φ1 ∈mn−1 and φ2 ∈m. The image ofψ ◦φ1 in HomC(P,P/Pi−1)

is zero by the induction hypothesis. Hence, ψ ◦ φ1 induces a map from P to Pi−1/Pi ∼=
Q⊕d . Hence, ψ ◦ φ1 ◦ φ2 = 0, as φ2 ∈ m. Now any φ ∈ mn can be written as a linear
combination of φ1 ◦ φ2 with φ1 ∈mn−1 and φ2 ∈m. Hence, ψ ◦ φ = 0.

We know, see (13), that P1/ rad P1 ∼= S⊕d . Hence, there exists a surjection P⊕d �
P1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ d let Xi : P → P⊕d → P1 ↪→ P denote the composition, where the first
map is inclusion to the i-th component. Then Xi ∈ E and κ ◦ Xi = 0. So Xi ∈ m and
P1 =∑d

i=1 XiP⊆mP. �

Proposition 3.8. — For n≥ 0 we have:

(i) mnP= Pn;

(ii) the natural map mn →HomC(P,mnP) is an isomorphism;

(iii) dimmn+1/mn+2 = dim HomC(Pn+1,S)= dim Ext1
C
(P/Pn+1,S);

(iv) the natural map mn/mn+1
̂⊗E P→mnP/mn+1P is an isomorphism.

Proof. — We prove (i) and (ii) by induction on n, and obtain (iii) and (iv) as by-
products of the proof. We note (i) and (ii) hold trivially for n = 0. Suppose that (i) and
(ii) hold for n. Let d := dim HomC(Pn,S) then Pn/ rad Pn ∼= S⊕d , see (13). Since mnP= Pn

we get a surjection P⊕d � mnP. For 1≤ i ≤ d let

Xi : P→ P⊕d →m
nP ↪→ P

denote the composition, where the first map is the inclusion to the i-th component. Then
Xi ∈ E and (ii) implies that Xi ∈ mn. Suppose that φ ∈ m then Xi ◦ φ ∈ mn+1 so the
surjection P⊕d � mnP � mnP/mn+1P factors through

(17) Q⊕d ∼= (P/mP)⊕d � m
nP/mn+1P

where the first isomorphism follows from Lemma 3.7. On the other hand Lemma 3.7
gives mn+1P⊆ Pn+1 and since mnP= Pn we have a surjection

(18) m
nP/mn+1P � Pn/Pn+1 ∼=Q⊕d

where the last isomorphism is (14). Since Q is of finite length the composition of (17)
and (18) is an isomorphism. Thus mnP/mn+1P ∼= Pn/Pn+1 and since mnP = Pn we get
mn+1P= Pn+1.
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It remains to show that the map mn+1 →HomC(P,mn+1P) is an isomorphism. We
apply HomC(P,∗) to the surjection P⊕d � mnP to obtain a surjection:

(19) E⊕d � HomC

(

P,mnP
)∼=m

n,

where (φ1, . . . , φd) �→∑d

i=1 Xi ◦ φi. So every ψ ∈ mn may be written as ψ =∑d

i=1 Xi ◦
φi, with φi ∈ E. Let λi be the image of φi in E/m ∼= k, then φi − λi ∈ m and so ψ ∈
∑d

i=1 λiXi + mn+1. Hence, dimmn/mn+1 ≤ d . We apply HomC(P,∗) to the surjection
mnP � mnP/mn+1P to obtain a surjection:

(20) m
n � HomC

(

P,mnP
)

� HomC

(

P,mnP/mn+1P
)

.

Now mnP/mn+1P ∼= Q⊕d and so dim HomC(P,mnP/mn+1P) = d . The composition
in (20) factors through mn/mn+1 � HomC(P,mnP/mn+1P). So dimmn/mn+1 ≥ d . Hence,
dimmn/mn+1 = d and the surjection is an isomorphism. The commutative diagram with
exact rows:

0 mn+1 mn

∼=

mn/mn+1

∼=

0

0 Hom(P,mn+1P) Hom(P,mnP) Hom(P,mnP/mn+1P) 0

implies that mn+1 →HomC(P,mn+1P) is an isomorphism. We have shown that the image
of {X1, . . . ,Xd} in mn/mn+1 is a basis of mn/mn+1 as a k-vector space. Thus (17) may be

interpreted as an isomorphism mn/mn+1
̂⊗E P

∼=→mnP/mn+1P, which proves (iv). �

Corollary 3.9. — The ideals mn are finitely generated right E-modules.

Proof. — This follows from (19). �

Corollary 3.10. — We have an isomorphism of O-modules:

(21) HomC

(

P/mnP,P/mnP
)∼=HomC

(

P,P/mnP
)

and an isomorphism of rings:

(22) E/mn ∼= EndC

(

P/mnP
)

.

Proof. — Application of HomC(P,∗) and HomC(∗,P/mnP) to 0 → mnP → P →
P/mnP→ 0 gives exact sequences

(23) 0→HomC

(

P,mnP
)→HomC(P,P)→HomC

(

P,P/mnP
)→ 0

(24) 0→HomC

(

P/mnP,P/mnP
)→HomC

(

P,P/mnP
)→HomC

(

m
nP,P/mnP

)

.
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Let φ ∈HomC(P,P/mnP). We may lift it to φ̃ ∈ E using (23). Since mn is a two-sided ideal
of E, we have φ̃(mnP)⊆mnP. Hence, φ maps to zero in (24), which implies (21). The last
assertion follows from Proposition 3.8(ii). �

Corollary 3.11. — We have E ∼= lim←− E/mn. The m-adic topology on E coincides with the

natural one, defined in Section 2.

Proof. — Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.8(i) imply that P∼= lim←− P/mnP. Thus

(25) E∼=HomC

(

P, lim←− P/mnP
)∼= lim←− HomC

(

P,P/mnP
)∼= lim←− E/mn

where the last isomorphism follows from Corollary 3.10. It follows from Proposition 3.8(i)
and Lemma 3.4 that P/mnP is of finite length, hence the ideal r(P/mnP), defined in (2), is
an open ideal of E. It follows from Proposition 3.8(iii), that r(P/mnP)=mn. Conversely, if
r is an open ideal of E then, E/r is an E-module of finite length, and so will be annihilated
by some power of m, which implies that r is open in the m-adic topology. Hence the two
topologies coincide. �

Corollary 3.12. — The functor ̂⊗E P is exact.

Proof. — We will show that if 0 → m1 → m2 → m3 → 0 is an exact sequence of
right pseudo-compact E-modules then 0 → m1̂⊗E P → m2̂⊗E P → m3̂⊗E P → 0 is an
exact sequence in C. Since projective limits commute with the completed tensor product
and are exact in C, we may assume that m1, m2 and m3 are of finite length. The functor
̂⊗E P is right exact, let ̂Tor

i

E(∗,P) be the i-th left derived functor of ̂⊗E P. It is enough
to show that ̂Tor

1
E(k,P) = 0, since by devissage this implies that ̂Tor

1
E(m,P) = 0 for all

pseudo-compact E-modules m, which are of finite length. We apply ̂⊗E P to the exact
sequence 0→m→ E→ k → 0 to obtain an exact sequence:

(26) 0→̂Tor
1
E(k,P)→m̂⊗E P→ P→ P/mP→ 0.

It is enough to show that the natural map m̂⊗E P → P is injective. Proposition 3.8(iv)
says that the natural map mn/mn+1

̂⊗E P→mnP/mn+1P is an isomorphism for all n ≥ 0.
By devissage, we obtain that the natural map m/mn

̂⊗E P→mP/mnP is an isomorphism.
Passing to the limit we obtain that the natural map m̂⊗E P→mP is an isomorphism. �

We will refer to the result of the Corollary 3.12 as “P is E-flat”.

Corollary 3.13. — Let ϕ : E→ A be a map of pseudo-compact rings, which makes A into a

pseudo-compact E-module then Â⊗E,ϕ P is A-flat.
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Proof. — Since A is a pseudo-compact E-module, every pseudo-compact A-module
m is also a pseudo-compact E-module via ϕ. The assertion follows from the isomorphism
m̂⊗A(Â⊗E P)∼=m̂⊗E P and Corollary 3.12. �

Corollary 3.14. — Let m be an O-torsion free, pseudo-compact E-module. Then m̂⊗E P is

O-torsion free.

Proof. — Since m is O-torsion free multiplication by � is injective. Since ̂⊗E P is
exact it remains injective. �

Remark 3.15. — Let us point out a special case, where our results are particularly
easy to prove, and which was the motivation for the formalism. If Ext1

C
(S,S′) = 0 for

all irreducible S′ non-isomorphic to S, and Ext1
C
(S,S) is finite dimensional, then the

hypotheses (H1)–(H5) are satisfied with Q= S. The filtration in Lemma 3.4 is simply the
radical filtration, which is exhaustive, as by assumption P can be written as projective limit
taken over all the quotients of P of finite length. Hence, all the irreducible subquotients
of P are isomorphic to S. If m is a pseudo-compact E-module, then m̂⊗E P is a quotient
of
∏

I P for some set I, thus all the irreducible subquotients of m̂⊗E P are isomorphic
to S. Let m1 ↪→ m2 be an injection of pseudo-compact E-modules, and let K be the
kernel of the induced map m1̂⊗E P→m2̂⊗E P. All the irreducible subquotients of K are
isomorphic to S, but Lemma 2.9 implies that HomC(P,K)= 0. Hence, K is zero and P
is E-flat.

3.1. Deformations. — Let C(O) be a full abelian subcategory of Modpro aug
G (O)

closed under direct products and subquotients in Modpro aug
G (O). We further assume that

every object M of C(O) can be written as M ∼= lim←− Mi , where the limit is taken over all

the quotients of finite length. Let C(k) be a full subcategory of C(O) consisting of the
objects which are killed by � .

Let S and Q be as in the previous section with C= C(k). We assume that hypothe-
ses (H1)–(H5) are satisfied in C= C(k). Let P � S be a projective envelope of S in C(k),
E= EndC(k)(P) and m the maximal ideal of E defined by 3.6.

Let ˜P � S be a projective envelope of S in C(O), ˜E := EndC(O)(˜P) and m̃

two sided ideal of ˜E defined by 3.6. For every M in C(k) we have HomC(O)(˜P,M) ∼=
HomC(k)(˜P/�˜P,M) thus˜P/�˜P is projective in C(k), and the map˜P/�˜P→ S is essen-
tial. Since projective envelopes are unique up to isomorphism, we obtain P ∼=˜P/�˜P.
Thus we have an exact sequence:

(27) 0→˜P[� ]→˜P
�→˜P→ P→ 0.

Since˜P is projective applying HomC(O)(˜P,∗) to (27) we obtain an exact sequence

(28) 0→HomC(O)
(

˜P,˜P[� ])→˜E
�→˜E→ E→ 0.
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Lemma 3.16. — Let A and B be objects of C(k) then there exists an exact sequence

(29) 0→ Ext1
C(k)(A,B)→ Ext1

C(O)(A,B)→HomC(k)(A,B).

Proof. — Let 0→ B→C→ A→ 0 be an extension in C(O). Multiplication by�
induces an exact sequence

(30) 0→ B[� ]→C[� ]→ A[� ] ∂→ B/�B.

Since A and B are in C(k) we have B = B[� ] = B/�B and A = A[� ] so ∂ de-
fines an element of HomC(k)(A,B), which depends only on the class of the extension
in Ext1

C(O)(A,B). Now ∂ = 0 if and only if C = C[� ], which means if and only if the
extension lies in C(k). �

We note that since C(k) is a full subcategory of C(O), (H1) and (H2) for C(k)

trivially imply (H1) and (H2) for C(O). It follows from the Nakayama’s lemma that C(k)

and C(O) have the same irreducible objects. Further, it follows from Lemma 3.16 and
(H1) for C(k) that (H3) and (H4) for C(k) imply (H3) and (H4) for C(O).

Proposition 3.17. — Suppose that the following hypothesis holds:

(H0) HomC(O)(˜P[� ], rad Q)= 0,

then (H5) for C(k) implies (H5) for C(O).

Proof. — It follows from (H1) and (H2) that S is not a subquotient of R = rad Q.
Thus HomC(O)(˜P,R) = HomC(k)(P,R) = 0, by Lemma 3.3. Since ˜P is projective us-
ing (27) we get Ext1

C(O)(P,R)= 0 and

(31) HomC(O)
(

˜P[� ],R)∼= Ext1
C(O)(�˜P,R)∼= Ext2

C(O)(P,R).

Thus (H0) is equivalent to Ext2
C(O)(P,R) = 0. We apply HomC(O)(∗,R) to 0 → mP →

P→Q→ 0 to get an isomorphism

(32) Ext1
C(O)(mP,R)∼= Ext2

C(O)(Q,R).

Since P is projective in C(k) we also have Ext1
C(k)(mP,R)∼= Ext2

C(k)(Q,R)= 0 by (H5) for
C(k). Since mP is a quotient of P⊕d and HomC(k)(P,R)= 0, we get HomC(k)(mP,R)= 0.
Lemma 3.16 implies Ext1

C(O)(mP,R)= 0 and the assertion follows from (32). �

For the rest of the section we assume (H1)–(H5) for C(k) and (H0). It follows from
the Proposition that (H1)–(H5) also hold for C(O). Hence, the results of Section 3.1 apply
to˜P,˜E and m̃.
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Remark 3.18. — In the application to G=GL2(Q p) we will show that˜P is in fact
O-torsion free, so (H0) will be satisfied.

Definition 3.19. — Let A be the category of finite local (possibly non-commutative) artinian

O-algebras (A,mA) such that the image of O under the structure morphism σ : O → A lies in the

centre of A, and σ induces an isomorphism O/�O ∼= A/mA. We denote by Aab the full subcategory

of A consisting of commutative algebras.

Remark 3.20. — The category A contains genuinely non-commutative rings: for
example, every group algebra of a finite p-group over O/(� n) is in A.

We refer the reader to [43, §19] for basic facts about non-commutative local
rings. Let ̂A denote the category of local O-algebras (R,mR) such that for every n ≥ 1,
R/mn

R is an object of A and R∼= lim←− R/mn
R and morphisms are given by Hom̂A(R,S)=

lim←− Hom̂A(R,S/mm
S)= lim←− HomA(R/mm

R,S/m
m
S), where the limit is taken over all m≥ 1.

Definition 3.21. — Let (A,mA) be an object of A. A deformation of Q to A is a pair (M, α),
where M is an object of C(O) together with the map of O-algebras A→ EndC(O)(M), which makes

M into a flat A-module and α : k̂⊗A M∼=Q is an isomorphism in C(k).

Let (A,mA) ∈A, let n be the largest integer such that mn
A = 0 and (M, α) a defor-

mation of Q to A. We note that A is finite (as a set). In particular, every finitely generated
A-module N is also finitely presented, and for such N we have

(33) N̂⊗A M∼=N⊗A M.

Lemma 3.22. — For 0≤ i ≤ n we have

(34) m
i
A/m

i+1
A
̂⊗A M∼=m

i
AM/mi+1

A M∼=Q⊕di ,

where di = dimmi
A/m

i+1
A .

Proof. — We argue by induction on i. The statement is true if i = 0. In general, by
applying ̂⊗A M to 0→mi

A/m
i+1
A → A/mi+1

A → A/mi
A → 0, and using flatness of M and

(33) we get an isomorphism mi
A/m

i+1
A ̂⊗A M∼=mi

AM/mi+1
A M. Now, mi

A/m
i+1
A
∼= k⊕di as an

A-module, since k̂⊗A M∼=Q we obtain the last assertion. �

Given an O-module of finite length, we denote by �O its length.

Lemma 3.23. — We have �O(HomC(O)(˜P,M))= �O(A).

Proof. — Since˜P is projective, HomC(O)(˜P,∗) is exact and dim HomC(O)(˜P,Q)=
dim HomC(k)(P,Q)= 1. Hence, �O(HomC(O)(˜P,M))=∑n

i=0 di = �O(A). �
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Lemma 3.24. — The natural map

(35) HomC(O)(˜P,M)̂⊗˜E˜P→M

is an isomorphism of (left) A-modules.

Proof. — Since˜P is projective and˜E-flat by Corollary 3.12, the functor F : C(O)→
C(O), F(N) := HomC(O)(˜P,N)̂⊗˜E˜P is exact. Moreover, if N is of finite length in C(O)
then HomC(O)(˜P,N) is an O-module of finite length, and so the completed and the
usual tensor products coincide. Further, we have F(Q) ∼= k ⊗˜E ˜P ∼= Q and (34) gives
F(miM/mi+1M)∼=miM/mi+1M, 0≤ i ≤ n. The exactness of F implies F(M)∼=M. Since
the map F(N)→ N is functorial, we obtain that the isomorphism in C(O) is also an
isomorphism of A-modules. �

Recall that the map˜P � S factors through θ :˜P→Q, which induces an isomor-
phism αuniv : k̂⊗˜E˜P∼=Q, λ̂⊗v �→ λθ(v). We will think of (˜P, αuniv) as the universal de-
formation of Q.

Lemma 3.25. — Let (M, α) be a deformation of Q to A. There exists ϕ ∈ Hom̂A(˜E,A)
and ι :M∼= Â⊗ϕ,˜E

˜P such that α = αuniv ◦ (k̂⊗A ι).

Proof. — Since˜P is projective, there exists ψ :˜P→M making the diagram:

M k̂⊗A M
∼=α

˜P

ψ

Q

commute. We claim that the map A → HomC(O)(˜P,M), a �→ a ◦ ψ induces an isomor-
phism of A-modules. Lemma 3.23 says that it is enough to prove that the map is injective.
Choose v ∈˜P, such that the image of v in Q is non-zero. Suppose a ∈mi

A and a ∈m
i+1
A

then (34) gives an isomorphism:

m
i
A/m

i+1
A
̂⊗k M/mAM∼=m

i
AM/mi+1

A M.

Since (a+mi+1)̂⊗ (ψ(v)+mAM) is non-zero, we also obtain a(ψ(v)) is non-zero. Hence
a ◦ψ = 0 if and only if a= 0 and so the map is injective. This means that for every b ∈˜E
there exists a unique ϕ(b) ∈ A such that ϕ(b) ◦ψ =ψ ◦ b. Uniqueness implies that ϕ is a
homomorphism of algebras. The assertion follows from Lemma 3.24. �

Let DefQ :A→ Sets be the functor associating to A the set of isomorphism classes
of deformations of Q to A. We denote by Defab

Q the restriction of DefQ to Aab. Let
(A,mA) be in A, then to ϕ ∈ Hom̂A(˜E,A) we may associate an isomorphism class of
(Â⊗˜E,ϕ˜P, αϕ), where αϕ is the composition of Â⊗˜E,ϕ˜P→ k̂⊗˜E,ϕ˜P with αuniv . By Corol-
lary 3.13 this gives us a point in DefQ(A).
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Theorem 3.26. — The above map induces a bijection between DefQ(A) and A×-conjugacy

classes of Hom̂A(˜E,A).

Proof. — Lemma 3.25 says that the map Hom̂A(˜E,A)→ DefQ(A) is surjective.
Suppose we have ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈Hom̂A(˜E,A) and an isomorphism β : Â⊗˜E,ϕ1

˜P∼= Â⊗˜E,ϕ2
˜P in

C(A) such that the diagram

Â⊗˜E,ϕ1
˜P Q

Â⊗˜E,ϕ2
˜P

β ∼=

commutes. For i ∈ {1,2} define ψi :˜P→ Â⊗˜E,ϕi
˜P by ψi(v) := 1̂⊗v. It follows from the

proof of Lemma 3.25 that HomC(O)(˜P,Â⊗˜E,ϕi
˜P) is a free A-module of rank 1, and ψi

is a generator. Since β is an isomorphism, β∗ :=HomC(O)(˜P, β) is also an isomorphism.
Hence there exists u ∈ A× such that uψ1 = β∗(ψ2). Since β∗ is A-linear, we obtain

(36) β(â⊗v)= β(a(1̂⊗v))= [aβ∗(ψ2)
]

(v)= auψ1(v)= aû⊗v.

So for all b ∈˜E, (36) gives

(37) β(1̂⊗ bv)= β(ϕ2(b)̂⊗v
)= ϕ2(b)û⊗v,

(38) β(1̂⊗ bv)= û⊗ bv = uϕ1(b)̂⊗v.
It follows from (37) and (38) that (uϕ1(b)− ϕ2(b)u)ψ1 = 0. Hence, ϕ2(b)= uϕ1(b)u

−1 for
all b ∈˜E.

Conversely, suppose that ϕ1 and ϕ2 lie in the same A×-conjugacy class. Since O →
A/mA is surjective and the image of O in A is contained in the centre, there exists u ∈ 1+
mA such that ϕ2 = uϕ1u−1. An easy check shows that β : Â⊗˜E,ϕ2

˜P→ Â⊗˜E,ϕ1
˜P, â⊗v �→

aû⊗v is the required isomorphism of deformations. �

Corollary 3.27. — Defab
Q(A) = Hom̂A(˜Eab,A), where ˜Eab is the maximal commutative

quotient of˜E.

Proof. — Since A is commutative, every A×-conjugacy class consists of one element.
Thus Defab

Q(A) = DefQ(A) = Hom̂A(˜E,A) = Hom̂A(˜Eab,A). The last equality follows
from the universal property of˜Eab. �

Remark 3.28. — If R is an arbitrary non-commutative topological ring then Rab

might be the zero ring. This is not the case here, since˜E/m̃∼= k is commutative.
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Lemma 3.29. — Let k[ε] be the ring of dual numbers so that ε2 = 0. Then we have natural

isomorphisms

(39) Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q)∼=Hom̂A

(

˜Eab, k[ε])∼=Hom̂A

(

˜E, k[ε])∼= (m/m2
)∗
,

where ∗ denotes k-linear dual.

Proof. — The first isomorphism is classical. The second follows from the fact that
k[ε] is commutative. The third is again classical. �

Let (A,mA) be in A and let F : A→ Sets be a covariant functor. For each u ∈ A×,
ad(u) : A → A, a �→ uau−1 is a morphism in A, and hence induces a morphism of sets
F(ad(u)) : F(A)→ F(A). We say that the functor F is stable under conjugation if F(ad(u))=
idF(A) for all objects A of A and all u ∈ A×. For R in ̂A we denote hR : A → Sets and
FR : A → Sets the functors hR(A) := Hom̂A(R,A) and FR(A) the set of A×-conjugacy
classes in hR(A). We have a variant of Yoneda’s lemma.

Lemma 3.30. — Let F : A→ Sets be a covariant functor stable under conjugation then the

map η �→ ηR({idR}) induces a bijection between the set of natural transformations Mor(FR,F) and

F(R) := lim←− F(R/mn
R).

Proof. — Mapping a homomorphism to its conjugacy class gives rise to a natural
transformation of functors κ : hR → FR and hence a map Mor(FR,F)→ Mor(hR,F),
η �→ η ◦ κ , which is clearly injective. We claim that it is also surjective. Let ξ : hR → F be
a natural transformation, A an object of A and u ∈ A×. Then we have

ξA ◦ hR

(

ad(u)
)= F

(

ad(u)
) ◦ ξA = idF(A) ◦ξA = ξA.

Thus ξ factors through κ and hence the map is surjective. The assertion follows from the
usual Yoneda’s lemma. �

Lemma 3.31. — Let R and S be in ̂A and suppose that η : FR → FS is an isomorphism of

functors then the rings R and S are isomorphic. Moreover, η determines the isomorphism up to conjugation.

Proof. — It follows from Lemma 3.30 that Mor(FR,FS)∼=Hom̂A(S,R)/R×. Thus
we may find ϕ : S → R such that for each A in A, ηA : FR(A)→ FS(A) sends the con-
jugacy class of ψ to the conjugacy class of ψ ◦ ϕ. Since, η is a bijection for all A, we
may find c ∈ FR(S) such that ηR(c)= {idS}. Choose any ψ ∈ c then the last equality reads
ψ ◦ ϕ = idS, which implies that ϕ is an isomorphism. The last assertion follows from
Lemma 3.30. �
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3.2. Examples. — We give some examples of deformations with possibly non-
commutative coefficients. Our coefficients are objects of the category A defined in 3.19.

Lemma 3.32. — Let G be a finitely generated pro-finite group and Q = 1 the trivial

representation. Then Def1(A) = Hom̂A(O[[G(p)]]op,A)/ ∼, where G(p) is the maximal pro-

p quotient of G , and ∼ denotes the equivalence under conjugation by A×. Moreover, Defab
1 (A) =

Hom̂A(O[[G(p)ab]],A).
Proof. — Let (M, α) be an A-deformation. Since M is A-flat and k̂⊗A M ∼= k we

get that M is a free A-module of rank 1. Choose v ∈M, such that α(1⊗ v)= 1. Then v
is a basis vector of M and for every g ∈ G we obtain a unique ag ∈ A such that gv = agv.
Now

aghv = (gh)v = g(hv)= gahv = ahgv = ahagv.

Hence, we get a group homomorphism G op → 1+mA, g �→ ag . Since 1+mA is a finite
group of p-power order, the map factors through G(p)op. By extending O-linearly we
obtain a homomorphism O[[G(p)]]op → A. A different choice of v would conjugate the
homomorphism by u ∈ 1+mA.

Conversely, O[[G(p)]] is a free right O[[G(p)]]op = EndC(O)(O[[G(p)]]) module,
with the action b � a := ab. Thus every ϕ ∈Hom̂A(O[[G(p)]]op,A) defines a deformation
Â⊗O[[G(p)]]op,ϕ O[[G(p)]].

If A is commutative then the map G → G(p)→ 1+mA must further factor through
G(p)ab, and the same argument gives the claim. �

Lemma 3.33. — Let G = Q×
p and χ : Q×

p → k× a continuous character. If p = 2 then

Defχ(A) = Hom̂A(O[[x, y]],A)/A×, where O[[x, y]] denotes the ring of formal (commutative)

power series.

Proof. — We may choose a character χ̃ :Q×
p → O× lifting χ . After twisting with χ̃

we may assume that χ is the trivial character. It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.32
that the deformation problem does not change if we replace G with its pro-p completion
̂G. Since p = 2 we have G ∼= Z⊕ Z/(p − 1)⊕ Zp and hence ̂G ∼= Z2

p . Thus O[[̂G]] ∼=
O[[x, y]] and the assertion follows from the Lemma 3.32. �

Proposition 3.34. — Let G =Q×
p and χ :Q×

p → k× a continuous character and let S :=
χ∨, then if p = 2 then ˜E ∼= O[[x, y]] and E ∼= k[[x, y]]. Moreover,˜P is a free ˜E-module of rank 1
and in particular it is O-torsion free.

Proof. — We claim that the hypotheses (H1)–(H5) are satisfied for Q= S= χ∨ and
note that since in this case R = 0 the hypothesis (H0) is satisfied. Since Ext1

G(χ,χ)
∼=

Homcont(G, k) is 2-dimensional, (H4) holds. Consider a non-split extension 0 → χ →
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ε→ τ → 0 in Modsm
G (k) with τ irreducible. Since G is commutative for each g ∈G the

map φg : ε → ε, v �→ gv − χ(g)v is G-equivariant. If φg is non-zero for some g then
it induces an isomorphism between τ and χ , if φg is zero for all g then any k-vector
space splitting of the sequence is G-equivariant. Hence, (H3) is satisfied and all the other
hypotheses hold trivially, since R= 0. It follows from Lemma 3.33 and Lemma 3.31 that
˜E ∼= O[[x, y]] and hence E ∼=˜E ⊗O k ∼= k[[x, y]]. Since ˜P is flat over ˜E ∼= O[[x, y]] by
Corollary 3.12 and k̂⊗˜E˜P∼= χ∨ is one dimensional,˜P is a free ˜E-module of rank 1 and
in particular it is also O-torsion free. �

Corollary 3.35. — dim Ext1
C(k)(χ

∨, χ∨) = 2, dim Ext2
C(k)(χ

∨, χ∨) = 1. Moreover,

Exti
C(k)(χ

∨, χ∨)= 0 for i ≥ 3 and Exti
C(k)(χ

∨,S′)= 0 for all i ≥ 0 and all irreducible S′ ∈ C(k)

not isomorphic to χ∨.

Proof. — Since E∼= k[[x, y]] we apply ̂⊗E P to the exact sequence

0→ k[[x, y]]→ k[[x, y]] ⊕ k[[x, y]]→ k[[x, y]]→ k → 0

where the first arrow is f �→ (xf , yf ), the second is (f , g) �→ yf − xg to get a projective
resolution of χ∨ ∼= P/mP:

0→ P→ P⊕2 → P→ χ∨ → 0.

The assertions follow from a calculation with this projective resolution. �

3.3. Criterion for commutativity. — In this section we devise a criterion, see Theo-
rem 3.39, for the ring˜E to be commutative. When G=GL2(Q p) we will show that this
criterion is satisfied in the generic cases, see Section 5.8, and it will enable us to apply
Corollary 4.44. We use the notation of Section 3.1, we assume the hypotheses (H1)–(H5)
for C(O) or equivalently (H0) and (H1)–(H5) for C(k).

Lemma 3.36. — If there exists a surjection ˜E � O[[x1, . . . , xd]], with d = dimm/m2,

and the graded ring gr•
m
(E) is commutative then˜E∼= O[[x1, . . . , xd]].

Proof. — Let R := k[[x1, . . . , xd]] and m1 = (x1, . . . xd) be the maximal ideal of R.
Applying ⊗O k we obtain a surjection E � R, thus a surjection of graded rings

(40) gr•
m
(E)� gr•

m1
(R)∼= k[x1, . . . xd].

Since gr•
m
(E) is commutative and dimm/m2 = d , there exists a surjection

(41) k[x1, . . . xd]� gr•
m
(E).

It follows from (40) and (41) that gr•
m
(E)∼= gr•

m1
(R). Hence mn/mn+1 ∼= mn

1/m
n+1
1 for all

n≥ 1. By induction we get that E/mn ∼=R/mn
1 for all n≥ 1. Since both rings are complete
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we get E∼=R. Let K be the kernel of˜E � O[[x1, . . . , xd]]. Since O[[x1, . . . , xd]] is O-flat,
we have K⊗O k = 0 and hence K= 0, by Nakayama’s lemma for compact O-modules,
[26] Exp. VIIB (0.3.3). �

Let d be the dimension of m/m2 as a k-vector space and let W be a (d − r)-
dimensional k-subspace of m/m2 then W + m2 is a 2-sided ideal of E and the exact
sequence of E-modules 0→ m/(W+m2)→ E/(W+m2)→ k → 0 leads by tensoring
with P to an exact sequence of G-representations

(42) 0→Q⊕r →T→Q→ 0

with T ∼= P/(W + m2)P. Conversely, any T in (42), such that HomC(k)(T,S) is one di-
mensional, is a quotient ψ : P � T, as the cosocle of T is isomorphic to S, and defines a
(d − r)-dimensional subspace

(43) W := {a ∈m :ψ ◦ a= 0}/m2 ⊆m/m2.

Lemma 3.37. — Let T and W be as above then

(44) dim Ext1
C(k)(T,S)= dim

W+m2

Wm+m3
= dim W+ dim

m2

Wm+m3
.

Proof. — We have an exact sequence:

(45) 0→ (

W+m
2
)

̂⊗E P→ P→T→ 0.

Since dim HomC(k)(T,S) = dim HomC(k)(P,S) = 1 and P is projective, by applying
HomC(k)(∗,S) to (45) we obtain an isomorphism

(46) HomC(k)

((

W+m
2
)

̂⊗E P,S
)∼= Ext1

C(k)(T,S).

Let n be the dimension of (W + m2)/(Wm + m3) then the exact sequence of right
E-modules 0 → Wm + m3 → W + m2 → k⊕n → 0 leads to an exact sequence of G-
representations:

(47) 0→ (

Wm+m
3
)

̂⊗E P→ (

W+m
2
)

̂⊗E P→Q⊕n → 0.

So for the first equality it is enough to show that any ψ : (W + m2)̂⊗E P → Q is zero
on (Wm + m3)̂⊗E P. Suppose that ψ(â⊗v) = 0 for some a ∈ W + m2 and v ∈ P
then the composition ϕ : P → (W + m2)̂⊗E P → Q, v �→ ψ(â⊗v) is non-zero. Since
HomC(k)(P,Q) is one dimensional, ϕ is trivial on mP and so for all b ∈m we have

0=ψ(â⊗ bv)=ψ(ab̂⊗v).
Hence, ψ is trivial on (W + m2)m̂⊗E P = (Wm + m3)̂⊗E P. The last equality follows
from the exact sequence 0→ m2

Wm+m3 → W+m2

Wm+m3 →W→ 0. �
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Lemma 3.38. — Let (R,m) be a local k-algebra with R/m∼= k and m3 = 0. Suppose there

exists a surjection

(48) ϕ :R � k[[x1, . . . , xd]]/(x1, . . . , xd)
3,

where d = dimm/m2. Let r = � d

2� and further suppose that for every d − r dimensional k-subspace

W of m/m2 we have

(49) dim
m2

Wm
≤ r(r + 1)

2

then (48) is an isomorphism. In particular, R is commutative.

Proof. — Any commutative local k-algebra (A,mA) with A/mA = k, m3
A = 0 and

dimmA/m
2
A ≤ d is a quotient of k[[x1, . . . , xd]]/(x1, . . . , xd)

3. Hence,

Rab ∼= k[[x1, . . . , xd]]/(x1, . . . , xd)
3,

where Rab is the maximal commutative quotient of R. Let a be the kernel of ϕ. Since
dimm/m2 = dimϕ(m)/ϕ(m)2 = d , we get that a is contained in m2. Since m3 = 0, any
k-subspace V of a is also a two-sided ideal of R. Suppose that a = 0 and let V⊂ a be any
k-subspace such that the quotient a/V is one dimensional. The surjection m2

R � m2
R/V

induces a surjection m2
R/WmR � m2

R/V/WmR/V. Hence, by replacing R with R/V we
may assume that a is a one dimensional k-vector space. We let t be a basis vector of a.

If a, b ∈ m then the image of ab − ba in Rab is zero. Thus there exists κ(a, b) ∈ k

such that ab− ba = κ(a, b)t. If a ∈ m2 or b ∈ m2 then κ(a, b) = 0, as m3 = 0. Hence, κ
defines an alternating bilinear form on m/m2.

We may choose a basis B = {x1, . . . , xd} of m/m2 such that for any two a, b ∈ B
we have κ(a, b) = 0, except κ(xi, xd−i+1) = −κ(xd−i+1, xi) = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, where d − 2s

is the dimension of {a ∈ m/m2 : κ(a, b) = 0,∀b ∈ m/m2}. Let W be the linear span of
S = {x1, . . . , xd−r}. The k-subspace of m2 spanned by the set S � B := {ab : a ∈ S, b ∈ B}
is equal to Wm. The set S � B consists of monomials x2

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ d − r and xixj with
1≤ i ≤ d − r, 1≤ j ≤ d and i < j, since by construction ab= ba for all a, b ∈ S . We note
that d − r ≤ s, as d − 2s ≥ 0. It follows from (48) that ϕ induces a bijection between
the sets S � B and ϕ(S) � ϕ(B). Since distinct monomials are linearly independent in
Rab the set ϕ(S) � ϕ(B) is a basis of ϕ(Wm) = ϕ(W)ϕ(m). Hence, the dimension of
Wm is equal to the dimension of ϕ(Wm), which is equal to the cardinality of the set
ϕ(S) �ϕ(B). The latter can be calculated as |B|+ (|B|−1)+· · ·+ (|B|− |S|+1). Since
the dimension of ϕ(m)2 is equal to |B|+(|B|−1)+· · ·+1, we deduce that the dimension
of ϕ(m)2/ϕ(Wm) is equal to 1+ 2+ · · · + (|B| − |S|)= r(r+1)

2 . Since we have assumed
a = 0 we have dimm2 > dimϕ(m)2 and hence dimm2/Wm> dimϕ(m)2/ϕ(Wm). This
contradicts (49). �
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Theorem 3.39. — Let d := dimm/m2 and r = � d

2� and suppose that there exists a surjection
˜E � O[[x1, . . . , xd]]. Further, suppose that for every exact sequence

(50) 0→Q⊕r →T→Q→ 0

with dim HomC(k)(T,S)= 1 we have dim Ext1
C(k)(T,S)≤ r(r−1)

2 +d then˜E∼= O[[x1, . . . , xd]].

Proof. — The bound on dim Ext1
C(k)(T,S) and Lemmas 3.37, 3.38 imply that E/m3

is commutative. Hence, the commutator of any two elements in gr1
m

E is zero in gr•
m

E.
Thus the graded ring gr•

m
(E) is commutative, as it is generated as a ring by gr1

m
E over

gr0
m

E∼= k, and the result follows from Lemma 3.36. �

In the applications to G=GL2(Q p), r will turn out to be equal to 1. We finish the
section with lemmas of technical nature tailored for this situation.

Let a, b ∈ Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q) be equivalence classes of extensions of 0 → Q → A

α→
Q→ 0 and 0→Q

β→ B→Q→ 0, respectively. We denote by a ◦ b ∈ Ext2
C(k)(Q,Q) the

equivalence class of 0 → Q → A
β◦α→ B → Q → 0. Applying HomC(k)(Q,∗) we get an

exact sequence:

(51) Ext1
C(k)(Q,A)→ Ext1

C(k)(Q,Q)
∂1→ Ext2

C(k)(Q,Q).

Applying HomC(k)(∗,Q) we get an exact sequence

(52) Ext1
C(k)(A,Q)→ Ext1

C(k)(Q,Q)
∂2→ Ext2

C(k)(Q,Q).

Then ∂1(b)= a ◦ b and ∂2(b)= b ◦ a, [13, §7.6 Prop. 5].

Lemma 3.40. — The following are equivalent:

(i) Hom(E, k[x]/(x3))→Hom(E, k[x]/(x2)) is surjective;

(ii) a ◦ a= 0 for all a ∈ Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q).

Proof. — By Hom in (i) we mean homomorphisms of local k-algebras. We will
show that (i) implies (ii). An extension a may be considered as a deformation of Q to
k[x]/(x2) and hence as ϕ ∈Hom(E, k[x]/(x2)) by Theorem 3.26. More precisely, a is the
equivalence class of

(53) 0→ k̂⊗E P→ k[x]/(x2
)

̂⊗E,ϕ P→ k̂⊗E P→ 0.

By assumption there exists ψ ∈Hom(E, k[x]/(x3)) lifting ϕ. This gives an extension

(54) 0→ k̂⊗E P→ k[x]/(x3
)

̂⊗E,ψ P→ k[x]/(x2
)

̂⊗E,ϕ P→ 0.
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The image of (54) in Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q) via (52) is the extension class of

(55) 0→ k̂⊗E P→ (x)/
(

x3
)

̂⊗E,ψ P→ k̂⊗E P→ 0

and is equal to a. Hence, a lies in the kernel of ∂2 and so a ◦ a= 0.
Conversely suppose that a ◦ a= 0 then since a ◦ a= ∂2(a) there exists a commuta-

tive diagram:

0 Q

=
A Q 0

0 Q B A 0

Q
=

Q

Since P is projective and a is non-split there exists a surjection ψ : P � B lifting ϕ : P �
A. It is enough to show that a := {b ∈ m : ψ ◦ b = 0} is a two-sided ideal of E. Since

the composition P
ψ→ B � Q is trivial on mP, the image of ψ ◦ b : P → B is contained

in A ∼= Ker(B � Q) for all b ∈ m. Now HomC(k)(P,A) is 2-dimensional with basis ϕ,
ϕ1 : P � Q ↪→ A. For a fixed b ∈ m we may write ψ ◦ b = λϕ + μϕ1. For all c ∈ E we
have ϕ ◦ c ≡ ψ ◦ c (mod Q) and hence ϕ ◦ c = 0 if c ∈ a. Thus we obtain ψ ◦ b ◦ c =
λϕ ◦ c+μϕ1 ◦ c= 0 for all c ∈ a. Hence, a is a two sided ideal. �

Lemma 3.41. — Let (R,m) be a commutative local artinian k-algebra with m3 = 0 and

R/m= k. Let d be the dimension of m/m2 as a k-vector space. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) Hom(R, k[x]/(x3))→Hom(R, k[x]/(x2)) is surjective;

(ii) R∼= k[[x1, . . . , xd]]/(x1, . . . , xd)
3.

Proof. — Let S := k[[x1, . . . , xd]]/(x1, . . . , xd)
3 and mS be the maximal ideal of S.

Since R is commutative and dimm/m2 = dimmS/m
2
S there exists a surjection ϕ : S � R,

inducing an isomorphism S/m2
S
∼= R/m2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ d define ϕij : R → R/m2 ∼=

S/m2
S → k[x]/(x2), where the last arrow is given by sending xi �→ x, xj �→ x and xk �→ 0,

if k = i and k = j. By assumption there exists ψij : R→ k[x]/(x3) lifting ϕij . Let κ be the
composition

S
ϕ

� R
∏

ψij−→
∏

1≤i≤j≤d

k[x]/(x3
)

.

The kernel of κ is contained in m2
S. Any element y ∈ m2

S maybe written as y =
∑

1≤i≤j≤d aijxixj , and ψii(ϕ(y)) = aiix
2 and ψij(ϕ(y)) = (aii + aij + ajj)x

2, if i < j. Hence,
κ is injective and so ϕ is injective. The other implication is trivial. �
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Lemma 3.42. — Assume that Hom(E, k[x]/(x3))→Hom(E, k[x]/(x2)) is surjective and

let a be a non-zero extension class of 0→Q→T
α→Q→ 0. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) the kernel of Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q)→ Ext2

C(k)(Q,Q), b �→ b ◦ a is at most 1-dimensional;

(ii) dim Ext1
C(k)(T,Q)= dim Ext1

C(k)(T,S)≤ dimm/m2;

(iii) the kernel of Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q)→ Ext2

C(k)(Q,Q), b �→ a ◦ b is at most 1-dimensional;

(iv) dim Ext1
C(k)(Q,T)≤ dimm/m2.

If the conditions hold then all the inequalities above are in fact equalities.

Proof. — Since ◦ is bilinear, Lemma 3.40 gives a ◦ b=−b ◦ a. Thus (i) is equivalent
to (iii). We show the equivalence of (i) and (ii). Let ϒ be the kernel of Ext1

C(k)(Q,Q)→
Ext2

C(k)(Q,Q). Since Q/ rad Q ∼= S is irreducible and occurs with multiplicity 1 we
have dim HomC(k)(Q,Q) = 1. Since a is non-split, we also have dim HomC(k)(Q,T) =
dim HomC(k)(T,Q)= 1. Since dim Ext1

C(k)(Q,Q)= dimm/m2 the exact sequence

HomC(k)(Q,Q) ↪→ Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q)→ Ext1

C(k)(T,Q)�ϒ

gives dim Ext1
C(k)(T,Q) = dimm/m2 + dimϒ − 1. Lemma 3.2 implies Ext1

C(k)(T,Q)
and Ext1

C(k)(T,S) have the same dimension, so (i) is equivalent to (ii). It follows from
Lemma 3.40 that a ◦ a = 0 and so a ∈ ϒ , which implies that dimϒ ≥ 1 and so
dim Ext1

C(k)(T,Q) = dim Ext1
C(k)(T,S) ≥ dimm/m2. This implies that if (i) or (ii) hold

then the inequalities are in fact equalities. The same proof shows that (iii) is equivalent
to (iv). �

Lemma 3.43. — Assume that Hom(E, k[x]/(x3))→Hom(E, k[x]/(x2)) is surjective and

that there exists a (d−1)-dimensional subspace V of Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q) such that the equivalent conditions

of Lemma 3.42 hold for every non-zero a ∈V. Then they hold for every non-zero a ∈ Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q).

Proof. — Let ϕa : Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q)→ Ext2

C(k)(Q,Q) be the map b �→ b◦a. Lemma 3.40
implies that a lies in Kerϕa. Thus (i) in Lemma 3.42 holds if and only if a spans Kerϕa.
If a ∈V then the conditions hold by assumption and so Kerϕa = 〈a〉. If a ∈V then using
ϕa(b)=−ϕb(a) we deduce that the restriction of ϕa to V is injective. Thus the image of
ϕa is at least d − 1 dimensional, and so the kernel is at most 1-dimensional. Hence, the
conditions of Lemma 3.42 hold for a. �

4. Banach space representations

From now on we assume that G is a p-adic analytic group. The following fact is
essential: for every compact open subgroup H of G the completed group ring O[[H]] is
noetherian. An L-Banach space representation� of G is an L-Banach space� together with a
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G-action by continuous linear automorphisms such that the map G×�→� describing
the action is continuous. A Banach space representation � is called unitary, if there exists
a G-invariant norm defining the topology on�. The existence of such norm is equivalent
to the existence of an open bounded G-invariant O-lattice � in �. A unitary L-Banach
space representation is admissible if � ⊗O k is an admissible (smooth) representation of
G, this means that the space of invariants (�⊗O k)H is finite dimensional for every open
subgroup H of G. We note that it is enough to check this for a single open pro-p subgroup
of G, see for example [54, 6.3.2]. Our definition of admissibility does not depend on the
choice of �. Moreover, it is equivalent to that of [61], see [33, 6.5.7], which requires
�d := HomO(�,O) to be a finitely generated module over O[[H]]. We say that an
L-Banach space representation � is irreducible, if it does not contain a proper closed G-
invariant subspace. We say that � is absolutely irreducible if �⊗L L′ is irreducible for every
finite extension L′ of L.

Lemma 4.1. — Let � be an absolutely irreducible and admissible unitary L-Banach space

representation of G and let φ ∈ Endcont
L[G](�). If the algebra L[φ] is finite dimensional over L then

φ ∈ L.

Proof. — Let f ∈ L[X] be the minimal polynomial of φ over L, and let L′ be the
splitting field of f . If M is a finitely generated L[[H]] := L⊗ O[[H]] module, then ML′

is a finitely generated L′[[H]]-module. Thus, it follows from [61, Thm. 3.5] that �L′ is
an admissible unitary L′-Banach space representation of G. Since by assumption �L′ is
irreducible, it follows from the proof of [61, Cor. 3.7] that any non-zero continuous linear
G-equivariant map ψ :�L′ →�L′ is an isomorphism. Since f (φ)= 0 using this we may
find λ ∈ L′ such that f (λ) = 0 and φ ⊗ id−λ kills �L′ . Now Gal(L′/L) acts on �′

L via
σ(v⊗μ)= v⊗σ(μ) for all μ ∈ L′. Choose a non-zero v ∈�, then φ(v) ∈�, and hence
σ(λ)v = λv for all σ ∈Gal(L′/L). This implies λ ∈ L, and hence φ = λ. �

Lemma 4.2. — Let � be an irreducible admissible unitary L-Banach space representation of

G. If Endcont
L[G](�)= L then � is absolutely irreducible.

Proof. — Suppose that � is not absolutely irreducible. Then there exists a finite
Galois extension L′ of L such that �L′ contains a closed proper G-invariant subspace �.
Since L′ is a finite extension of L we have isomorphisms:

Endcont
L′[G](�L′)∼=Homcont

L[G](�,�L′)∼= Endcont
L[G](�)L′ ∼= L′.

Hence, it is enough to show that Endcont
L′[G](�L′) contains a non-trivial idempotent.

As observed in the proof of Lemma 4.1, �L′ is admissible. This implies that any
descending chain of closed G-invariant subspaces must become constant. Hence we may
assume that � is irreducible (and admissible). The group � :=Gal(L′/L) acts on �L′ by
G-equivariant, L-linear isometries

rγ :�L′ →�L′, v⊗ λ �→ v⊗ γ (λ), ∀γ ∈ �.
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In particular, rγ is continuous and rγ (�) is a closed G-invariant L′-subspace of�L′ . Since
� is an irreducible admissible unitary L′-Banach space representation of G, so are rγ (�)

for all γ ∈ �. Let ϒ be the image of the natural map

(56)
⊕

γ∈�
rγ (�)→�L′ .

Since both representations are admissibleϒ is a closed G-invariant subspace of�L′ . Now
ϒ is �-invariant and ϒ� =ϒ ∩⋂γ∈� Ker(rγ − 1) is a closed G-invariant L-subspace of
��

L′ =�. Linear independence of characters implies that if v ∈ϒ is non-zero then there
exists λ ∈ L′ such that

∑

γ∈� rγ (λv) = 0. Hence, ϒ� is non-zero. Since � is irreducible
we deduce that ϒ� =� and hence (56) is surjective.

Now any non-zero continuous G-equivariant L-linear map between two admissible
irreducible unitary L-Banach space representations of G is an isomorphism. Using this
fact and arguing by induction on n one may show that any quotient of

⊕n

i=1�i , where
�i are admissible and irreducible, is semi-simple. Hence, �L′ is semi-simple. As we have
assumed that �L′ is not irreducible Endcont

L′[G](�L′) contains a non-trivial idempotent. �

Lemma 4.3. — Let � be a unitary L-Banach space representation of G, let � and  be open

bounded G-invariant lattices in �, and let π be an irreducible smooth k-representation of G. Then π

is a subquotient of �⊗O k if and only if it is a subquotient of  ⊗O k. Moreover, if �⊗O k is a

G-representation of finite length then so is  ⊗O k, and their semi-simplifications are isomorphic.

Proof. — Let π ↪→ J be an injective envelope of π in Modsm
G (k) the category of

smooth k-representations of G. Since J is injective, HomG(∗, J) is exact, thus if π occurs
as a subquotient of some smooth k-representation κ , then HomG(κ, J) = 0. Conversely,
if there exists some non-zero ϕ : κ→ J, then the image of ϕ must contain π , as π ↪→ J
is essential. Further, if κ is of finite length the same argument shows that π occurs in κ
with multiplicity dim HomG(κ, J). Since �⊗O k and  ⊗O k are smooth representations
of G, the assertion of the lemma is equivalent to HomG(� ⊗O k, J) = 0 if and only if
HomG( ⊗O k, J) = 0; �⊗O k is of finite length if and only if  ⊗O k is of finite length,
in which case

dim HomG( ⊗O k, J)= dim HomG(�⊗O k, J).

Since any two open bounded lattices in � are commensurable, one can show this by
adapting the proof of analogous statement for finite groups, see the proof of Theorem 32
in Section 15.1 of [63] and use the exactness of HomG(∗, J). �

Let � be a unitary L-Banach space representation of G and � an open bounded
G-invariant lattice in �. We denote by �d its Schikhof dual

�d :=HomO(�,O)
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equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence. If �⊗O k is a G-representation of
finite length, then we denote by � its semi-simplification

� := (�⊗O k)ss.

Lemma 4.3 shows that � does not depend on the choice of �.

Lemma 4.4. — �d is an object of Modpro aug
G (O).

Proof. — For every n≥ 1,�/� n� is a smooth representation of G on an O-torsion
module, thus (�/� n�)∨ is an object of Modpro aug

G (O). It follows from the proof of [57,
Lem. 5.4] that we have a topological isomorphism:

(57) �d ⊗O O/� n O ∼= (�/� n�
)∨
.

Thus �d ∼= lim←−�
d/� n�d ∼= lim←− (�/�

n�)∨ is an object of Modpro aug
G (O). �

Lemma 4.5. — Suppose that � is irreducible and admissible and let φ :M→�d be a non-

zero morphism in Modpro aug
G (O), then there exists an open bounded G-invariant lattice  in � such

that  d = φ(M).
Proof. — Let H be an open p-adic analytic pro-p subgroup of G. The completed

group algebra O[[H]] is noetherian. The admissibility of � is equivalent to �d be-
ing a finitely generated O[[H]]-module. Hence, φ(M) is a finitely generated O[[H]]-
submodule of �d and is O-torsion free. Hence, there exist a unique Hausdorff topol-
ogy on φ(M) such that O[[H]] × φ(M)→ φ(M) is continuous, [61, Prop. 3.1(i)], and
φ(M) is a closed submodule of �d with respect to this topology, [61, Prop. 3.1(ii)]. The
uniqueness of the topology on φ(M) implies that the submodule topology coincides with
the quotient topology. Since φ(M) is G-invariant and non-zero and � is irreducible it
follows from [61, Thm. 3.5], that � is naturally isomorphic to the Banach space repre-
sentation Homcont

O (φ(M),L) with the topology induced by the supremum norm. If we let
 :=Homcont

O (φ(M),O) then  will be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in � and it
follows from the proof of [61, Thm. 1.2] that  d = φ(M). �

Let Mod?
G(O) be a full subcategory of Modl fin

G (O) closed under subquotients and
arbitrary direct sums in Modl fin

G (O). Let C(O) be a full subcategory of Modpro aug
G (O)

anti-equivalent to Mod?
G(O) via Pontryagin duality. We note that Mod?

G(O) has injective
envelopes and so C(O) has projective envelopes, see Section 2.

Lemma 4.6. — For an admissible unitary L-Banach space representation� of G the following

are equivalent:

(i) there exists an open bounded G-invariant lattice� in� such that�d is an object of C(O);
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(ii) �d is an object of C(O) for every open bounded G-invariant lattice � in �.

Proof. — Clearly (ii) implies (i). The converse holds because any two open bounded
lattices are commensurable and C(O) is closed under subquotients. �

Definition 4.7. — Let Banadm
G (L) be the category of admissible unitary L-Banach space rep-

resentations of G with morphisms continuous G-equivariant L-linear homomorphisms. Let Banadm
C(O) be

the full subcategory of Banadm
G (L) with objects admissible unitary L-Banach space representations of G

satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.6.

Lemma 4.8. — Banadm
C(O) is closed under subquotients in Banadm

G (L). In particular, it is

abelian.

Proof. — We note that it follows from [61] and [33, 6.2.16] that Banadm
G (L) is an

abelian category. Let � be an object of Banadm
C(O) and let � be an open bounded G-

invariant lattice in �. Then �d is an object of C(O) and any subquotient of �d in
Modpro aug

G (O) lies in C(O), since C(O) is a full subcategory of Modpro aug
G (O) closed under

subquotients. Dually this implies that any subquotient of � in Banadm
G (L) lies in Banadm

C(O).
Hence Banadm

C(O) is abelian. �

Lemma 4.9. — Let ˜P be a projective object in C(O) and let ˜E := EndC(O)(˜P). Let

� be in Banadm
C(O), choose an open bounded G-invariant lattice � in � and put m(�) :=

HomC(O)(˜P,�d)⊗O L. Then � �→m(�) defines an exact functor from Banadm
C(O) to the category

of right˜E[1/p]-modules.

Proof. — We note that since any two open bounded lattices in � are commen-
surable the definition of m(�) does not depend on the choice of �. Let 0 → �1 →
�2 →�3 → 0 be an exact sequence in Banadm

C(O). Let� be an open bounded G-invariant
lattice in �2. Since all the Banach space representations are admissible, �1 ∩ � is an
open bounded G-invariant lattice in �1 and the image of � in �3 is an open bounded
G-invariant lattice in �3. So we have an exact sequence 0 → �1 → �2 → �3 → 0
with �i an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �i . Dually this gives an exact sequence
0 → �d

3 → �d
2 → �d

1 → 0 in C(O). Since ˜P is projective in C(O) we obtain an exact
sequence of right˜E-modules:

0→HomC(O)
(

˜P,�d
3

)→HomC(O)
(

˜P,�d
2

)→HomC(O)
(

˜P,�d
1

)→ 0.

The sequence remains exact after tensoring with L. �

Corollary 4.10. — Let˜P be a projective object in C(O) and let � be in Banadm
C(O) then there

exists a smallest closed G-invariant subspace of �1 of � such that m(�/�1) is zero.
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Proof. — Since � is admissible any descending chain of closed G-invariant sub-
spaces must become stationary, [57, Lemma 5.8]. The assertion follows from the exact-
ness of m. �

In the application we will be in the following situation.

Lemma 4.11. — Let G = GL2(Q p), ζ : Z → O× be a continuous character of the centre

of G and let C(O) be the full subcategory of Modpro aug
G (O) anti-equivalent to Modlfin

G,ζ (O) by Pon-

tryagin duality, see Section 2. Let� be an admissible L-Banach space representation of G with a central

character ζ and let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �. Then �d is an object of C(O). In

particular, Banadm
C(O) = Banadm

G,ζ (L) the category of admissible unitary L-Banach space representations

of G on which Z acts by the character ζ .

Proof. — Recall that an object M of Modpro aug
G (O) is an object of C(O) if and only

if M ∼= lim←− Mi where the limit is taken over all the quotients in Modpro aug
G (O) of finite

length and Z acts on M via ζ−1.
Since � is admissible �/� n� is an admissible smooth representation of G for

all n ≥ 1. Since Z acts on �/� n� by a character ζ [30, Thm 2.3.8] says that any
finitely generated subrepresentation of �/� n� is of finite length. Hence by definition
(�/� n�)∨ is an object of C(O). The assertion follows from (57). �

Remark 4.12. — If the Conjecture formulated by Emerton in [30, 2.3.7] holds then
the proof of Lemma 4.11 goes through unchanged for a p-adic reductive group G.

Lemma 4.13. — Let˜P be a projective envelope of an irreducible object S in C(O), π := S∨ a

smooth irreducible k-representation of G, � an object of Banadm
C(O) and � an open bounded G-invariant

lattice in �. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) π is a subquotient of �⊗O k;

(ii) S is a subquotient of �d ⊗O k;

(iii) HomC(O)(˜P,�d ⊗O k) = 0;

(iv) HomC(O)(˜P,�d) = 0.

Proof. — It follows from (57) that (i) is equivalent to (ii). Since˜P � S is essential (iii)
implies (ii). Since C(O) is closed under subquotients and HomC(O)(˜P,∗) is exact (ii) im-
plies (iii). We have isomorphisms:

(58) HomC(O)
(

˜P,�d
)∼=HomC(O)

(

˜P, lim←−�
d/� n�d

)∼= lim←− HomC(O)
(

˜P,�d/� n�d
)

.

The transition maps are surjective since˜P is projective. Hence (iii) implies (iv). Since �d

is O-torsion free multiplication by� n induces isomorphism�d/��d ∼=� n�d/� n+1�d .
If HomC(O)(˜P,�d/��d) = 0 then by considering short exact sequences we obtain
HomC(O)(˜P,�d/� n�d)= 0 for all n≥ 1 and so (iv) implies (iii). �
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Lemma 4.14. — Let˜P, S, π and� be as in Lemma 4.13. If HomC(O)(˜P,�d) = 0 then π

is an admissible representation of G. In particular, EndC(O)(S)∼= EndG(π) is a finite field extension

of k.

Proof. — Let H be an open p-adic analytic pro-p subgroup of G. Since � is ad-
missible �d is finitely generated over O[[H]]. Since O[[H]] is noetherian it follows from
Lemma 4.13 that S is a finitely generated O[[H]]-module. Since H is pro-p, dually this
implies that πH is finite dimensional. Since π is irreducible, EndG(π) is a skew field over
k contained in Endk(π

H). Since πH is finite dimensional EndG(π) is finite dimensional.
Since k is a finite field EndG(π) is a finite field extension of k. �

Lemma 4.15. — Let˜P be a projective envelope of an irreducible object S in C(O) with d :=
dimk EndC(O)(S) finite. Let M be in C(O), O-torsion free and such that Mk :=M⊗O k is of finite

length in C(O). Then HomC(O)(˜P,M) is a free O-module of rank equal to the multiplicity with

which S occurs as a subquotient of Mk multiplied by d.

Proof. — Since M is O-torsion free so is HomC(O)(˜P,M). Let m be the mul-
tiplicity with which S occurs as a subquotient of Mk . It follows from Lemma 3.3
that HomC(O)(˜P,M)k ∼= HomC(O)(˜P,Mk) is an md-dimensional k-vector space. Since
HomC(O)(˜P,M) is a compact ˜E, and hence O-module, the assertion follows from
Nakayama’s lemma. �

From now on we assume (unless it is stated otherwise) the following setup. Let
S1, . . . ,Sn be irreducible pairwise non-isomorphic objects of C(O) such that EndC(O)(Si)

is finite dimensional over k for 1≤ i ≤ n. Let˜P be a projective envelope of S :=⊕n

i=1 Si

and let˜E= EndC(O)(˜P). Recall from Section 2, that˜E is a compact ring and˜E/ rad˜E∼=
∏n

i=1 EndC(O)(Si), where rad˜E is the Jacobson radical of ˜E. Moreover, uniqueness of
projective envelopes implies that˜P ∼=⊕n

i=1
˜Pi, where˜Pi is a projective envelope of Si in

C(O). For 1≤ i ≤ n let πi := S∨i , so that πi is a smooth irreducible k-representation of G
and π :=⊕n

i=1 πi
∼= S∨.

Remark 4.16. — The assumption on the finite dimensionality of EndC(O)(Si) holds
if πi is a subquotient of the reduction modulo � of admissible Banach space representa-
tions, see Lemma 4.14.

Proposition 4.17. — Let � be in Banadm
C(O) and let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice

in �. Then HomC(O)(˜P,�d) is a finitely generated module over˜E.

Proof. — Let m = HomC(O)(˜P,�d) and let M ⊆ �d be the image of the natural
map m̂⊗˜E˜P →�d . We may assume that M = 0, since otherwise m = 0 is finitely gen-
erated. We apply HomC(O)(˜P,∗) to m̂⊗˜E˜P � M ↪→�d and use Lemma 2.9 to obtain
HomC(O)(˜P,M) ∼= m. Since � is admissible, �d is a finitely generated O[[H]]-module,
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which implies that ((�)d)∨ is admissible-smooth. Since the quotients of admissible repre-
sentations are admissible, we deduce that M∨ is admissible-smooth. The G-socle of M∨

is a finite direct sum of irreducible representations, because every summand contributes
to invariants by a pro-p subgroup of G. Hence, HomG(πi,M∨) is a finite dimensional
k-vector space, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Dually, we obtain that HomC(O)(M,Si) is a finite dimen-
sional k-vector space of dimension di (say), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since M is a quotient of
m̂⊗˜E˜P, all the irreducible summands appearing in its cosocle are isomorphic to Si for
some 1≤ i ≤ n. Hence, cosoc M∼=⊕n

i=1 S⊕ni

i , with ni equal to di divided by the dimension
of EndC(O)(Si). We may choose a surjection a :˜P⊕m � cosoc M for some integer m. Since
˜P is projective, a factors through b :˜P⊕m → M. Since M � cosoc M is an essential epi-
morphism, b is surjective. We apply HomC(O)(˜P,∗) to b :˜P⊕m � M to obtain a surjection
˜E⊕m � m. �

Proposition 4.18. — Let � be in Banadm
C(O) and let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice

in �. Suppose that � is irreducible and �⊗O k contains πi as a subquotient for some i. Let φ ∈
HomC(O)(˜P,�d) be non-zero and let a := {a ∈ ˜E : φ ◦ a = 0}. There exists an open bounded

G-invariant O-lattice  in � such that φ(˜P)= d . Moreover,

(i) HomC(O)(˜P, d)∼=˜E/a as a right˜E-module;

(ii) HomC(O)(˜P, d)L is an irreducible right˜EL-module;

(iii) the natural map HomC(O)(˜P, d)̂⊗˜E˜P→ d is surjective.

Proof. — Since by assumption �⊗O k contains πi as a subquotient, Lemma 4.13
implies that HomC(O)(˜P,�d) is non-zero. Let φ,ψ ∈HomC(O)(˜P,�d) be non-zero then
by Lemma 4.5 there exists an open bounded G-invariant lattice in� such that φ(˜P)=
 d . By applying HomC(O)(˜P,∗) to the exact sequence 0→Kerφ→˜P→ φ(˜P)→ 0 we
obtain that

(59) HomC(O)
(

˜P, φ(˜P)
)= φ˜E∼=˜E/a.

Lemma 4.5 implies that ψ(˜P) is commensurable with φ(˜P). Thus for some n ≥ 0,
� nψ(˜P)⊆ φ(˜P), and hence � nψ ∈HomC(O)(˜P, φ(˜P)). It follows from (59) that � nψ =
φ ◦ a for some a ∈˜E. Hence, HomC(O)(˜P, d)⊗O L is an irreducible ˜E ⊗O L-module.
The image of the natural map ev : HomC(O)(˜P, d)̂⊗˜E˜P →  d will contain φ(˜P), and
hence ev is surjective. �

Proposition 4.19. — Let  be as in Proposition 4.18 then we have natural isomorphisms of

rings:

EndC(O)
(

 d
)∼= End˜E(m)∼= EndC(O)(m̂⊗˜E˜P),

where m :=HomC(O)(˜P, d).
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Proof. — We note that m is a compact right˜E-module and End˜E(m) denotes con-
tinuous˜E-linear endomorphisms of m. We have natural maps

EndC(O)
(

 d
)→ End˜E(m)→ EndC(O)(m̂⊗˜E˜P),

where the first one sends φ to ψ �→ φ ◦ψ , the second one sends φ to ψ ̂⊗v �→ φ(ψ)̂⊗v.
The natural map ev : m̂⊗˜E˜P →  d is surjective by Proposition 4.18(iii), let K be its
kernel. By applying HomC(O)(˜P,∗) to the exact sequence 0→K→m̂⊗˜E˜P→ d → 0
and using Lemma 2.9 we deduce that HomC(O)(˜P,K)= 0.

We claim that HomC(O)(K, d) = 0. Suppose we have a non-zero morphism φ :
K→ d in C(O). It follows from Lemma 4.5 that φ(K) contains � n d for some n≥ 1.
This implies that HomC(O)(˜P, φ(K)) = 0. Since˜P is projective we get HomC(O)(˜P,K) =
0, which is a contradiction. The claim implies that every φ ∈ EndC(O)(m̂⊗˜E˜P) maps K
to itself. Hence we obtain a well defined map EndC(O)(m̂⊗˜E˜P)→ EndC(O)( 

d), which
sends φ toψ ̂⊗v+K �→ φ(ψ ̂⊗v)+K. The composition of any three consecutive arrows
is the identity map, hence all the maps are isomorphisms. �

Proposition 4.20. — Let � ∈ Banadm
C(O) be irreducible and let � be an open bounded G-

invariant lattice in �. Suppose that �⊗O k contains πi as a subquotient for some i. If the centre Z of
˜E is noetherian and ˜E is a finitely generated Z -module then HomC(O)(˜P,�d)L is finite dimensional

over L.

Proof. — Let  be an open bounded G-invariant lattice constructed in Propo-
sition 4.18. Since � and  are commensurable, � ⊗O k and  ⊗O k have the same
irreducible subquotients by Lemma 4.3 and HomC(O)(˜P,�d)L ∼= HomC(O)(˜P, d)L as
˜E[1/p]-modules.

Since � is admissible and irreducible it follows from [61, Thm. 3.5] that the ring
D := Endcont

L[G](�) is a skew field. Since  is an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �,
[59, Prop. 3.1] implies that EndO[G]( ) is an O-order in D. It follows from the anti-
equivalence of categories established in [61, Thm. 3.5] that sending f to its Schikhof dual
f d induces an isomorphism B := EndC(O)( 

d)∼= EndO[G]( )op and B[1/p] ∼=Dop. Hence
B[1/p] is a skew field and since  is O-torsion free so is B and we have an injection
B ↪→ B[1/p].

Let R be the centre of B. Since R is contained in a skew field B[1/p] it is an integral
domain and B[1/p] contains the quotient field K of R. Let s ∈K∩B be non-zero, then we
may find non-zero a, b ∈R such that as = b. For all t ∈ B we have (st − ts)a= bt − tb= 0
as a and b are central. Since B is contained in a skew field we deduce that st = ts for all
t and hence B ∩K= R. Since K is contained in B[1/p] we deduce that for every x ∈K
there exists n≥ 0 such that pnx ∈R and so K=R[1/p].

Without loss of generality we may assume that n= 1, so that S is irreducible. This
may be seen as follows: since˜P∼=⊕n

i=1
˜Pi and thus HomC(O)(˜Pi, 

d) = 0 for some i, and
if e ∈˜E denotes the idempotent such that e˜P =˜Pi , then EndC(O)(˜Pi) = e˜Ee is a finitely
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generated eZ e-module and eZ e is contained in the centre of e˜Ee. Moreover, since Z is
noetherian so is eZ e and this implies that the centre of e˜Ee is noetherian.

Let m :=HomC(O)(˜P, d). We have a natural map Z → End˜E(m), which sends z

to ψ �→ ψ ◦ z. Let φ and a be as in Proposition 4.18. It follows from Proposition 4.18(i)
that for every α ∈ End˜E(m) there exists β ∈˜E such that α(φ)= φ ◦ β and the map α �→
β + a is an injection of Z -modules End˜E(m) ↪→˜E/a. Since by assumption ˜E is finitely
generated over Z and Z is noetherian we deduce that End˜E(m) is finitely generated
over Z . The image of Z in End˜E(m) is contained in the centre. We identify End˜E(m)
with B using Proposition 4.19. Then the image of Z in B is contained in R, hence R is
a Z -submodule of a finitely generated Z -module B. We deduce that R is a noetherian
ring.

Since R[1/p] is a field and R is a noetherian integral domain, Theorem 146 in [38]
implies that R/pR is artinian. Hence, R/pR ∼=∏n

i=1(Ai,ni), where (Ai,ni) are artinian
local rings. Let Z̄i be the image of Z in Ai/ni via R/pR → Ai → Ai/ni . Since R is a
finitely generated Z -module, Ai/ni is a finitely generated Z̄i-module. Since A/ni is a field
we deduce that Z̄i is a field. Since Z is a local ring with residue field a finite extension of
k, Corollary 2.6, we deduce that Z̄i and hence Ai/ni is a finite extension of k. Since Ai

is an artinian local ring, Ai is an Ai-module of finite length with irreducible subquotients
isomorphic to Ai/ni . Hence Ai is a finitely generated O-module and so R/pR is a finitely
generated O-module. As  d is p-adically complete, so is B and hence so is R. Thus R is
a finitely generated O-module. Since by assumption ˜E is a finitely generated Z -module
we deduce from Proposition 4.18 that m is a finitely generated Z -module and hence m
is a finitely generated R-module and so a finitely generated O-module. Thus m⊗O L is
finite dimensional over L. �

Corollary 4.21. — Let � be an irreducible admissible unitary L-Banach space representation

of G, let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �. If the conditions of Proposition 4.20 are

satisfied then there exists a finite extension L′ of L such that �L′ is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of

absolutely irreducible unitary L′-representations.

Proof. — It follows from Propositions 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 that Endcont
G (�) is a

skew field, finite dimensional over L. Let L′ be a finite Galois extension of L splitting
Endcont

G (�). Then Endcont
G (�L′)∼= Endcont

G (�)L′ is a matrix algebra over L′. Let {ei}1≤i≤n be
the complete set of orthogonal idempotents and let �i := ei(�L′). Then �L′ ∼=⊕n

i=1�i

and Endcont
G (�i)= ei Endcont

G (�L′)ei = L′. It follows from the proof of Lemma 4.2 that, after
possibly enlarging L′, we may assume that �i is semi-simple. Since Endcont

G (�i)∼= L′, we
deduce that �i is irreducible and hence absolutely irreducible by Lemma 4.2. �

We equip every finitely generated O-module (resp. every finite dimensional L-
vector space) with the p-adic topology.
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Lemma 4.22. — If ˜E is right noetherian then any O-linear right action of ˜E on a finite

dimensional L-vector space is continuous.

Proof. — Let mL be a finite dimensional L-vector space with an O-linear right ˜E-
action. Choose a basis {v1, . . . , vn} of mL and let m := v1˜E+ · · · + vn

˜E. Since ˜E is right
noetherian the kernel of˜E⊕n � m is finitely generated as a right˜E-module and, since˜E
is compact, the kernel is a closed submodule of ˜E⊕n. Thus the quotient topology on m
is Hausdorff and it has a system of open neighborhoods of 0 consisting of ˜E-modules,
and in particular of O-modules. The action of O on m via O →˜E on m is continuous
for the quotient topology. Any compact linear-topological O-torsion free O-module is
isomorphic to

∏

i∈I O for some set I, see Remark 1.1 in [61]. Since m is contained in a
finite dimensional L-vector space we deduce that m is an O-module of finite rank. Thus,
for each n ≥ 1 the quotient topology on m/� nm is discrete, as it is Hausdorff and the
underlying set is finite. In particular, the sets � nm are open in the quotient topology
on m, for all n ≥ 0. Since m is � -adically complete, we deduce that the sets � nm for
n ≥ 0 build a system of open neighborhoods of 0 in the quotient topology on m. In
particular, the quotient topology and the p-adic topology on m coincide. Let n ≥ 0, and
let v ∈mL. The same argument as above shows that (v˜E+� nm)/� nm with the discrete
topology is a topological ˜E-module. This implies that the set a(v, n) := {a ∈ ˜E : va ∈
� nm} is open in ˜E. Let U be the preimage in ˜E×mL of v +� nm. If (a,w) ∈ U, then
(a + a(w, n),w +� nm) is open in ˜E × mL, and is a subset of U containing (a,w). In
particular, U is open and hence the action of˜E on mL is continuous. �

Proposition 4.23. — Let m be a compact right˜E-module, free of finite rank over O. Assume that

(˜E/ rad˜E)̂⊗˜E˜P is of finite length in C(O) and is a finitely generated O[[H]]-module, where rad˜E
is the Jacobson radical of ˜E. Then m̂⊗˜E˜P is finitely generated over O[[H]] and (m̂⊗˜E˜P)⊗O k is

of finite length in C(O).

Proof. — Let n be a finite dimensional k-vector space with a continuous ˜E-action.
If n is an irreducible˜E-module then it is killed by rad˜E, and hence

n̂⊗˜E˜P∼= n̂⊗˜E/ rad˜E

(

(˜E/ rad˜E)̂⊗˜E˜P
)

.

Thus it follows from our assumptions that n̂⊗˜E˜P is of finite length in C(O) and is a
finitely generated O[[H]]-module. In general, arguing inductively on the dimension of
n we deduce that n̂⊗˜E˜P is of finite length in C(O) and is a finitely generated O[[H]]-
module. Applying ̂⊗˜E˜P to the exact sequence m

�→m→mk → 0 we get

(m̂⊗˜E˜P)⊗O k ∼=mk ̂⊗˜E˜P.
Nakayama’s lemma for compact O[[H]]-modules implies that m̂⊗˜E˜P is a finitely gener-
ated O[[H]]-module, see [21, Cor. 1.5]. �
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Remark 4.24. — If S is an irreducible object in C(O) and κ :˜P � S is its projec-
tive envelope, then rad˜E = {φ ∈˜E : κ ◦ φ = 0}, which is the ideal m defined in Defini-
tion 3.6, and (˜E/ rad˜E)̂⊗˜E˜P is the object Q considered in Section 3, see Remark 1.13
and Lemma 3.7.

Lemma 4.25. — Under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.23 the maximal O-torsion free quotient

(m̂⊗˜E˜P)tf of m̂⊗˜E˜P is an object of C(O). Moreover,

HomC(O)
(

˜P, (m̂⊗˜E˜P)tf
)∼=m.

Proof. — Since O[[H]] is noetherian and m̂⊗˜E˜P is finitely generated, the tor-
sion submodule (m̂⊗˜E˜P)tors is finitely generated, and hence is equal to the kernel of
multiplication by � n for n large enough. So (m̂⊗˜E˜P)tors and (m̂⊗˜E˜P)tf are both ob-
jects of C(O). Now HomC(O)(˜P,m̂⊗˜E˜P)∼=m, see Lemma 2.9, is O-torsion free. Hence,
HomC(O)(˜P, (m̂⊗˜E˜P)tors)= 0. Since˜P is projective we obtain an isomorphism:

m∼=HomC(O)(˜P,m̂⊗˜E˜P)∼=HomC(O)
(

˜P, (m̂⊗˜E˜P)tf
)

. �

Definition 4.26. — Under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.23 to a right ˜E-module m free of

finite rank over O we associate an admissible unitary L-Banach space representation of G:

�(m) :=Homcont
O
(

(m̂⊗˜E˜P)tf,L
)

with the topology induced by the supremum norm.

Remark 4.27. — We define �(m) in terms of the maximal torsion free quotient of
m̂⊗˜E˜P, as this allows us to appeal to the results of [61]. Since any O-linear homomor-
phism to L kills off the O-torsion, we have �(m)∼=Homcont

O (m̂⊗˜E˜P,L).
A continuous homomorphism of compact ˜E-modules m1 → m2 induces a mor-

phism m1̂⊗˜E˜P→m2̂⊗˜E˜P in C(O) and hence m �→�(m) defines a contravariant func-
tor from the category of compact right˜E-modules, free of finite rank over O to Banadm

C(O).
Since� is invertible in Banadm

C(O) the functor factors through the category of finite dimen-
sional L-vector spaces with continuous˜E-action (note that˜E is compact).

Lemma 4.28. — Let mL be a finite dimensional L-vector space with continuous ˜E-action.

Assume that (˜E/ rad˜E)̂⊗˜E˜P is of finite length in C(O) and is a finitely generated O[[H]]-module.

Then

m
(

�(mL)
)∼=mL

where m is the functor defined in Lemma 4.9.
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Proof. — Since ˜E is compact and the action is continuous there exists an open
bounded O-lattice m in mL which is˜E-stable. Then

�(mL)=Homcont
O
(

(m̂⊗˜E˜P)tf,L
)

and let �(mL)
0 be the unit ball in �(mL) with respect to the supremum norm, so

that �(mL)
0 = Homcont

O ((m̂⊗˜E˜P)tf,O). Then (�(mL)
0)d ∼= (m̂⊗˜E˜P)tf and HomC(O)(˜P,

(�(mL)
0)d) ∼= m by Lemma 4.25. Since m is an open O-lattice in mL we get

m(�(mL))∼=mL. �

Lemma 4.29. — Let � ∈ Banadm
C(O) be irreducible, and let mL := m(�), where m is the

functor defined in Lemma 4.9. If mL is a non-zero finite dimensional L-vector space then� is isomorphic

to a closed subspace of �(mL).

Proof. — Let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �. The evaluation
map HomC(O)(˜P,�d)̂⊗˜E˜P → �d induces a non-zero continuous, G-equivariant map
�→�(mL). Since � is irreducible, and both representations are admissible, the map
induces an isomorphism between � and a closed subspace of �(mL). �

Lemma 4.30. — Assume that (˜E/ rad˜E)̂⊗˜E˜P is of finite length in C(O) and is a finitely

generated O[[H]]-module. The functor mL �→�(mL) is left exact.

Proof. — This follows from the right exactness of ̂⊗˜E˜P, left exactness of Homcont
O (∗,L)

and Remark 4.27. �

Lemma 4.31. — Assume that (˜E/ rad˜E)̂⊗˜E˜P is of finite length in C(O) and is a finitely

generated O[[H]]-module. Let mL be a finite dimensional L-vector space with a continuous ˜E-action.

Then �(mL) is an admissible smooth, finite length representation of G.

Proof. — The assertion follows from Proposition 4.23 together with (57). �

Proposition 4.32. — Assume that (˜E/ rad˜E)̂⊗˜E˜P is of finite length in C(O) and is a finitely

generated O[[H]]-module. Let mL be a finite dimensional L-vector space with continuous˜E-action and

let � be a closed non-zero G-invariant subspace of �(mL). Suppose that mL is an irreducible right
˜EL-module, then m(�(mL)/�)= 0 and m(�)∼=m(�(mL))∼=mL. In particular, each πi occurs

in� with the same (finite) multiplicity as in�(mL). Further, if S is irreducible and EndC(O)(S)= k

then π = S∨ occurs in � with multiplicity dimL mL.

Proof. — Let �(mL)
0 be the unit ball in �(mL) with respect to the supremum

norm and let � :=� ∩�(mL)
0. Then � is an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �.

By [61, Prop. 1.3.iii] we have a surjection σ : (m̂⊗˜E˜P)tf ∼= (�(mL)
0)d � �d . As σ is

non-zero, there exists n ∈ m and v ∈˜P such that σ(n̂⊗v) is non-zero. Then ψ :˜P →
�d , v �→ σ(n̂⊗v) is a non-zero element of HomC(O)(˜P,�d). Thus m(�) = 0. Since the
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functor m is exact and contravariant and mL is an irreducible˜E-module we deduce that
m(�(mL)) ∼= m(�) and m(�(mL)/�) = 0, which is a contradiction. The rest follows
from Lemma 4.15 and (57). �

Corollary 4.33. — Assume the setup of Proposition 4.32 then �(mL) contains a unique irre-

ducible non-zero closed G-invariant subspace�. Moreover, for any φ :�(mL)→�(mL) continuous

and G-equivariant we have φ(�)⊆�.

Proof. — This is immediate from Corollary 4.10 and Proposition 4.32. �

Let Banadm.fl
C(O) be the full subcategory of Banadm

C(O) consisting of objects of finite length.
Let Ker m be the full subcategory of Banadm.fl

C(O) consisting of those � such that m(�)= 0.
Since m is an exact functor, Ker m is a thick subcategory of Banadm.fl

C(O) and hence we may
build a quotient category Banadm.fl

C(O) /Ker m, see [35, §III.1].

Theorem 4.34. — Let˜P and ˜E be as in the setup described before Proposition 4.18. Assume

that

(i) (˜E/ rad˜E)̂⊗˜E˜P is a finitely generated O[[H]]-module and is of finite length in C(O);
(ii) For every irreducible � in Banadm

C(O), m(�) is finite dimensional.

Then the functors mL �→�(mL) and � �→ m(�) induce an anti-equivalence of categories between

Banadm.fl
C(O) /Ker m and the category of finite dimensional L-vector spaces with continuous right˜E-action.

Proof. — Let T : Banadm.fl
C(O) → Banadm.fl

C(O) /Ker m be the natural functor. Recall that
a morphism φ : �1 → �2 in Banadm.fl

C(O) induces an isomorphism T (φ) in the quo-
tient category if and only Kerφ and Cokerφ lie in Ker m (that is m(Kerφ) = 0 and
m(Cokerφ)= 0), see Lemme 4 in [35, §III.1].

Since m is exact assumption (ii) implies that m(�) is finite dimensional for all� in
Banadm.fl

C(O) . Let � be in Banadm.fl
C(O) and � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in � and

let m := HomC(O)(˜P,�d). Evaluation induces a morphism m̂⊗˜E˜P → �d in C(O) and
dually we obtain a morphism L-Banach spaces �→�(m(�)). We claim that the map
T (�)→ T (�(m(�)) is an isomorphism. It is enough to prove the claim for irreducible
�, since then we get the rest by induction on the length of �. The diagram:

0 T (�1)

∼=

T (�2) T (�3)

∼=

0

0 T (�(m1)) T (�(m2)) T (�(m3))

where mi :=m(�i) gives the induction step. We note that T is exact by Proposition 1 in
[35, §III.1] and hence the rows are exact.
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Suppose that � in Banadm
C(O) is irreducible. If m(�)= 0 then �∼= 0 in the quotient

category Banadm.fl
C(O) /Ker m and hence T (�) ∼= T (�(m(�))). Suppose that m(�) = 0

then m(�) is an irreducible right˜E-module by Proposition 4.18(ii). By dualizing Propo-
sition 4.18(iii) we obtain an injection ι : � ↪→ �(m(�)) and it follows from Proposi-
tion 4.32 that m(�(m(�))/�)= 0. Hence, T (ι) is an isomorphism between T (�) and
T (�(m(�))). For the other composition we observe that m factors through the quotient
category, see [35, §III.1 Cor. 2], so m(T (�(mL))) ∼= m(�(mL)) ∼= mL, where the last
assertion is given by Lemma 4.28. �

Remark 4.35. — We note that since we assume that (˜E/ rad˜E)̂⊗˜E˜P is of finite
length in C(O), Lemma 4.31 implies that �(mL) is of finite length. The statement of
Theorem 4.34 holds if instead of making the assumption (ii) we replace Banadm.fl

C(O) by a
smaller category. Namely a full subcategory of Banadm

C(O) with objects � such that �⊗O k

is of finite length where � is an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �. Such � are of
finite length and it follows from Lemma 4.15 that m(�) is finite dimensional. However,
in the application to GL2(Q p)-representations we will verify that the assumption (ii) is
satisfied using Proposition 4.20.

Theorem 4.36. — Let˜P and ˜E be as in the setup described before Proposition 4.18. Assume

that

(i) (˜E/ rad˜E)̂⊗˜E˜P is a finitely generated O[[H]]-module and is of finite length in C(O);
(ii) the centre Z of˜E is noetherian and˜E is a finitely generated Z -module.

Then

Banadm.fl
C(O) /Ker m∼=

⊕

n∈MaxSpec Z[1/p]

(

Banadm.fl
C(O) /Ker m

)

n
,

where the direct sum is taken over all the maximal ideals of Z[1/p], and for a maximal ideal n of

Z[1/p], (Banadm.fl
C(O) /Ker m)n is the full subcategory of Banadm.fl

C(O) /Ker m, consisting of all Banach

spaces which are killed by a power of n.

Further, the functor m �→�(m) induces an anti-equivalence of categories between the category

of modules of finite length of the n-adic completion of˜E[1/p] and (Banadm.fl
C(O) /Ker m)n.

Proof. — We claim that Z[1/p]/n is a finite extension of L for every maximal ideal
n. For 1≤ i ≤ n let ei ∈˜E be orthogonal idempotents such that ei

˜P=˜Pi and let Zi be the
centre of EndC(O)(˜Pi). Since Z ⊂∏n

i=1 ei Z ei ⊂∏n

i=1 Zi , Z[1/p]/n will be a subfield of
Zi[1/p]/ni for some 1≤ i ≤ n and some maximal ideal ni of Zi[1/p]. It follows from the
proof of Proposition 4.20 that Zi[1/p]/ni is a finite extension of L. Since ˜E is a finitely
generated Z -module the claim implies that every irreducible ˜E[1/p]-module is finite di-
mensional over L, see the proof of Proposition 4.20.
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Proposition 4.20 says that the assumption (ii) in Theorem 4.34 is satisfied. More-
over, since Z is noetherian and ˜E is a finitely generated Z -module we deduce that ˜E
is left and right noetherian and hence any O-linear action of ˜E on a finite dimensional
L-vector space is automatically continuous by Lemma 4.22. Thus it follows from The-
orem 4.34 and the claim that the functor m �→ �(m) induces an anti-equivalence of
categories between the category of˜E[1/p]-modules of finite length and Banadm.fl

C(O) /Ker m.
Let n be a maximal ideal of Z[1/p] and let m be an ˜E-module of finite length.

It follows from the anti-equivalence that �(m) is an object of (Banadm.fl
C(O) /Ker m)n if and

only if m is annihilated by a power of n, and, since m is of finite length and n is maximal,
this is equivalent to m=mn, the localization of m at n. As already observed, m is a finite
dimensional L-vector space. Hence, the image of Z[1/p] in EndL(m) is a finite dimen-
sional L-algebra, which implies via the Chinese remainder theorem, that m ∼= ⊕nmn,
where the sum is taken over all the maximal ideals of Z[1/p], and mn = 0 for almost all
n. Applying the functor � we deduce the last assertion. �

Proposition 4.37. — We assume the hypotheses of Theorem 4.36 and let n be a max-

imal ideal of Z[1/p] and n0 := ϕ−1(n), where ϕ : Z → Z[1/p]. The irreducible objects of

(Banadm.fl
C(O) /Ker m)n are precisely the irreducible Banach subrepresentations of Homcont

O ((˜P/n0˜P)tf,L).

Proof. — Since Z is noetherian n0 is finitely generated and hence n0˜P is closed
in ˜P. Thus ˜E/n0˜Ê⊗˜E˜P ∼=˜P/n0˜P. Since ˜E is a finitely generated Z -module ˜E/n0˜E is
a finitely generated Z/n0-module and so (˜E/n0˜E)tf is a finitely generated (Z/n0)tf-
module. Now, (Z/n0)tf is equal to the image of Z in Z[1/p]/n and hence is a finitely
generated O-module. We deduce that (˜E/n0˜E)tf is a free O-module of finite rank. It
follows from Lemma 4.25 that ((˜E/n0˜E)tf̂⊗˜E˜P)tf is an O-torsion free object of C(O)
and from Proposition 4.23 that it is finitely generated over O[[H]]. It is immediate
that any O-linear homomorphism from ˜E/n0˜Ê⊗˜E˜P to a torsion free O-module must
factor through (˜E/n0˜E)tf̂⊗˜E˜P and then through ((˜E/n0˜E)tf̂⊗˜E˜P)tf. We deduce that
(˜P/n0˜P)tf ∼= ((˜E/n0˜E)tf̂⊗˜E˜P)tf is a finitely generated O[[H]]-module and is O-torsion
free, and so the Banach space representation � :=Homcont

O ((˜P/n0˜P)tf,L) is admissible.
Let �1 be a closed non-zero subspace of �, irreducible as a Banach space repre-

sentation of G. Let �0 be the unit ball in � with respect to the supremum norm and let
�0

1 :=�1 ∩�0. Dually we obtain a surjection ψ : (˜P/n0˜P)tf ∼= (�0)d � (�0
1)

d . Compos-
ing ψ with the natural map˜P � (˜P/n0˜P)tf we deduce that m(�1) = 0 and hence �1 is
non-zero in the quotient category. Since˜P is projective we get a surjection of˜E-modules:

(˜E/n0˜E)tf ∼=HomC(O)
(

˜P, (˜P/n0˜P)tf
)

� HomC(O)
(

˜P,
(

�0
1

)d)

,

where the first isomorphism follows from Lemma 4.25. Hence, n kills m(�1) and so �1

is an object of (Banadm.fl
C(O) /Ker m)n.

Conversely, let�1 ∈ Banadm
C(O) be irreducible with m(�1) = 0. Then�1 is non-zero

in the quotient category. Suppose �1 is an object of (Banadm.fl
C(O) /Ker m)n. Since m(�1)
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is an irreducible ˜E[1/p]-module by Proposition 4.18, n kills m(�1). Let � be an open
bounded G-invariant lattice in�1, every ψ ∈ n0 induces a map ψ∗ :HomC(O)(˜P,�d)→
HomC(O)(˜P,�d), which is zero after inverting p. Since �d is O-torsion free, so is
HomC(O)(˜P,�d) and hence ψ∗ is zero. We deduce that

HomC(O)
(

(˜P/n0˜P)tf,�d
)∼=HomC(O)

(

˜P/n0˜P,�d
)∼=HomC(O)

(

˜P,�d
)

.

Since m(�1) = 0, HomC(O)((˜P/n0˜P)tf,�d) = 0 and dually Homcont
G (�1,�) = 0. As both

spaces are admissible and �1 is irreducible any such non-zero homomorphism induces
an isomorphism between �1 and a closed subspace of �. �

Remark 4.38. — If we assume that Z is noetherian, ˜E is O-torsion free and is a
free module of finite rank over Z then Z is O-torsion free, thus n0 = Z ∩ n and so Z/n0

is a free O-module of finite rank, which implies˜E/n0˜E is a free O-module of finite rank.
If additionally we assume that˜P is flat over ˜E then Corollary 3.14 implies that˜P/n0˜P is
O-torsion free. This situation will arise in the applications to GL2(Q p).

4.1. Relation to the deformation theory. — In this subsection we assume a more restric-
tive setup which will be used in the applications. Let˜P be a projective envelope of an ir-
reducible object S in C(O) such that EndC(O)(S)= k. Let˜E := EndC(O)(˜P) and π := S∨.
Assume that there exists Q in C(k) of finite length in C(k), a finitely generated O[[H]]-
module satisfying hypotheses (H1)–(H4) made in Section 3, (we do not assume (H5)).
Then it follows from Lemma 3.7 that (˜E/ rad˜E)̂⊗˜E˜P∼=˜P/(rad˜E)˜P∼=Q and hence the
hypothesis (i) in Theorem 4.34 is satisfied.

Remark 4.39. — If G = GL2(Q p) then it follows from the classification in [1]
and [16] that every smooth irreducible k-representation of G with a central character
is admissible and hence any smooth finite length k-representation of G with a central
character is admissible. So the assumption that Q is finitely generated over O[[H]] will
be automatically satisfied.

Theorem 4.40. — There exists a natural bijection between isomorphism classes of

(i) irreducible topological right˜EL-modules, finite dimensional over L, and

(ii) irreducible admissible unitary L-Banach space representations � of G containing an open

bounded G-invariant lattice � such that

(a) �⊗O k is of finite length;

(b) �⊗O k contains π as a subquotient;

(c) �d is an object of C(O).

Proof. — We recall if the conditions are satisfied for one open bounded G-invariant
lattice � then by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6 they are satisfied for all such lattices inside �.
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Suppose we are given�, containing such�, then m(�) :=HomC(O)(˜P,�d)L does
not depend on the choice of� and it follows from Proposition 4.18 that it is an irreducible
˜EL-module and from Lemma 4.15 that it is finite dimensional.

Given an irreducible ˜EL-module, finite dimensional over L, we may choose an
˜E-invariant O-lattice m inside it as ˜E is compact. Let �(m) be the admissible unitary
L-Banach space representation of G defined in 4.26. By Corollary 4.33 �(m) contains
a unique closed irreducible G-invariant subspace of �. Lemma 4.31 implies that � is a
G-representation of finite length.

It is shown at the end of the proof of Theorem 4.34 that we have a natural injection
� ↪→�(m(�)). This fact together with Propositions 4.32 implies that the two maps are
mutually inverse. �

Corollary 4.41. — Let � be an irreducible admissible unitary L-Banach space representation

of G containing an open bounded G-invariant lattice � such that �d is an object of C(O) and π is a

subquotient of �⊗O k. If the centre Z of˜E is noetherian and˜E is a finitely generated Z -module then

�⊗O k is of finite length as a G-representation.

Proof. — Proposition 4.20 implies that HomC(O)(˜P,�d)L is finite dimensional over
L and the assertion follows from Theorem 4.40. �

Corollary 4.42. — Let � be as in Theorem 4.40 and m :=HomC(O)(˜P,�d), where � is

an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �, then the following are equivalent:

(i) Endcont
L[G](�)= L;

(ii) End˜EL(mL)= L;

(iii) mL is an absolutely irreducible right˜EL-module;

(iv) � is an absolutely irreducible L-Banach space representation of G.

Proof. — It follows from Proposition 4.19 that Endcont
L[G](�)∼= End˜EL(mL)

op. Hence
(i) is equivalent to (ii). The assumptions on � made in Theorem 4.40 imply that mL

is finite dimensional. Hence (ii) is equivalent to (iii), see [11, Cor. 12.4]. Moreover, we
deduce that Endcont

L[G](�) is finite dimensional over L and so we deduce from Lemma 4.1
that (iv) implies (i). Finally Lemma 4.2 says that (i) implies (iv). �

Corollary 4.43. — Let � and � be as in Theorem 4.40. If � is absolutely irreducible then

the image of the centre of˜E in EndO(HomC(O)(˜P,�d)) is equal to O.

Proof. — The image of Z contains O and is contained in End˜E(HomC(O)(˜P,�d)),
which is isomorphic to O by Corollary 4.42. �

Corollary 4.44. — Let� be an absolutely irreducible admissible L-Banach space representation

of G containing an open bounded G-invariant lattice � such that �d is an object of C(O) and π is a

subquotient of �⊗O k. If˜E is commutative then �⊆ (Q∨)ss.
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Proof. — As a consequence of the hypotheses (H1)–(H4) we know that the maxi-
mal ideal of ˜E is generated by at most 1+ dimk Ext1

C(k)(Q,S) elements, see Lemma 3.7
and Proposition 3.8(iii), which implies that ˜E is noetherian. We note that the proof of
Lemma 3.7 and Proposition 3.8(iii) for n = 1 does not use (H5). Let  and a be as
in Proposition 4.18 then HomC(O)(˜P, d)L is finite dimensional by Proposition 4.20.
Since ˜E is commutative and � is absolutely irreducible it follows from Corollary 4.43
that ˜E/a ∼= O. Tensoring the surjection Ô⊗˜E˜P �  d with k we obtain a surjection
Q∼= k̂⊗E P � d ⊗O k. Thus �∼= ( ⊗O k)ss ∼= (( d ⊗O k)∨)ss ⊆ (Q∨)ss. �

4.2. Extensions of Banach space representations. — Let Mod?
G(O) be a full subcategory

of Modl fin
G (O) closed under subquotients and arbitrary direct sums in Modl fin

G (O). Let
C(O) be a full subcategory of Modpro aug

G (O) anti-equivalent to Mod?
G(O) via Pontrya-

gin duality. Assume that Mod?
G(O) has only finitely many irreducible objects π1, . . . , πn,

which are admissible. Let˜P be a projective envelope of π∨1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ π∨n in C(O), and let
˜E= EndC(O)(˜P). It follows from [35, §IV.4, Cor. 1] that the functor M �→HomC(O)(˜P,M)
induces an equivalence of categories between C(O) and the category of compact
right ˜E-modules, with the inverse functor given by m �→ m̂⊗˜E˜P. This implies that
˜E/ rad˜Ê⊗˜E˜P ∼= π∨1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ π∨n , which is a finitely generated O[[H]]-module, as πi are
assumed to be admissible. We further assume that the centre Z of˜E is noetherian, and˜E
is a finitely generated module over Z . Let Modfg

˜E[1/p] be the category of finitely generated

right˜E[1/p]-modules.

Lemma 4.45. — The functor m : Banadm
C(O)→Modfg

˜E[1/p] is fully faithful.

Proof. — Lemma 4.9 and Proposition 4.17 show that m is well defined. It remains
to show that it is fully faithfull. Let �1, �2 be in Banadm

C(O) and let �1 and �2 be open
bounded G-invariant lattices in �1 and �2, respectively. Then �d

1 and �d
2 are objects

of C(O) by Lemma 4.6. For i = 1 and i = 2 let mi :=HomC(O)(˜P,�d
i ), then, because of

equivalence of categories explained above, we have HomC(O)(�
d
2,�

d
1)
∼=Hom˜E(m2,m1).

Since HomG(�1,�2) ∼= HomC(O)(�
d
2,�

d
1) ⊗O L by [61], and m(�i) = mi ⊗O L, we

deduce the result. �

Proposition 4.46. — Let R be a ring, A the category of finitely generated (right) modules of

R, and let B be a full subcategory of A containing all the modules of finite length and closed under

extensions and subquotients in A. Let Z be the centre of R. If Z is noetherian and R is a finitely

generated Z-module, then for every A,B ∈ B with B a module of finite length, the natural map between

the Yoneda-Ext groups:

ϕn : Extn
B(A,B)→ Extn

A(A,B)

is an isomorphism, for all n≥ 0.
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Proof. — Since Z is noetherian, and R is a finitely generated Z-module, R is left
and right noetherian. Hence A is an abelian category. Since B is a full subcategory, closed
under subquotients in A, B is also an abelian category.

If ϕn is bijective for a given n and all A,B ∈ B then ϕn+1 is injective for all A,B ∈ B,
see [52, Prop. 3.3]. Moreover, ϕ0 and ϕ1 are bijective by assumption. So it is enough to
show that ϕn is surjective for n ≥ 2. Let 0 → B → X1 → ·· · → Xn → A → 0 be an
extension representing ξ ∈ Extn

A(A,B). Let I be the Z-annihilator of B, then by Artin-
Rees lemma, there exists a positive integer c, such that B ∩ IcX1 = 0. Since B is of finite
length, Z/Ic is a Z-module of finite length, and hence X1/IcX1 is an R-module of finite
length. We thus may represent ξ with the extension 0 → B → X1/IcX1 → X2/IcX1 →
·· ·→ A→ 0. Arguing inductively, we deduce that ξ can be represented by an extension
in B, and so ϕn is surjective for n≥ 2. �

Remark 4.47. — The upshot of Proposition 4.46 is that A has enough projectives
and the Yoneda Ext-groups can be calculated using projective resolutions.

Corollary 4.48. — Let �1 and �2 ∈ Banadm
C(O), with �1 of finite length. The functor m

induces an isomorphism

Exti
G(�1,�2)∼= Exti

˜E[1/p]
(

m(�2),m(�1)
)

between the Yoneda Ext-groups computed in Banadm
C(O) and in Modfg

˜E[1/p], respectively.

Proof. — We apply Proposition 4.46 with R =˜E[1/p], A = Modfg
˜E[1/p], and B the

full subcategory with objects all the finitely generated˜E[1/p]-modules, which are isomor-
phic to m(�), with � ∈ Banadm

C(O). Theorem 4.36 implies that B contains all the modules
of finite length. Let m be a finitely generated ˜E[1/p]-module, and let m0 be a finitely
generated˜E-submodule, which is an O-lattice in m. If m0

̂⊗˜E˜P is finitely generated over
O[[H]], then �(m) := Homcont

O (m0
̂⊗˜E˜P,L) is an admissible Banach space representa-

tion of G, and m(�(m))∼= m. Since O[[H]] is noetherian, this implies that B is closed
under extensions and subquotients in A. Lemma 4.45 implies that m induces an equiva-
lence of categories between Banadm

C(O) and B. �

Remark 4.49. — The assumptions made in this subsection are satisfied if G =
GL2(Q p), p ≥ 5 and Mod?

G(O) is a block in the category of smooth locally finite rep-
resentations of G with a fixed central character, see Section 5.5. Further, for each block
we will compute the ring˜E and show that it satisfies the assumptions made in this subsec-
tion. Since the decomposition into blocks is functorial, there are no extensions between
Banach space representations lying in different blocks, so Corollary 4.48 will enable us to
compute the Ext-groups in the category of admissible unitary Banach space representa-
tions of GL2(Q p) with a fixed central character.
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5. Representations of GL2(Q p)

5.1. Notation. — Let G := GL2(Q p), let P be the subgroup of upper-triangular
matrices, T the subgroup of diagonal matrices, U be the unipotent upper triangular ma-
trices and K :=GL2(Zp). Let p := pZp and

I :=
(

Z×
p Zp

p Z×
p

)

, I1 :=
(

1+ p Zp

p 1+ p

)

, K1 :=
(

1+ p p

p 1+ p

)

.

For λ ∈ Fp we denote the Teichmüller lift of λ to Zp by [λ]. Set

H :=
{([λ] 0

0 [μ]
)

: λ,μ ∈ F×p

}

.

Let ε :Q p → L, x �→ x|x|, ω :Q p → k, x �→ x|x| (mod pL), where | � | is a norm on Q p

with |p| = 1
p
, and α :T→ k× be the character

α

((

λ 0
0 μ

))

:= ω(λμ−1
)

.

Further, define

� :=
(

0 1
p 0

)

, s :=
(

0 1
1 0

)

, t :=
(

p 0
0 1

)

.

For λ ∈ k× we define an unramified character μλ : Q×
p → k×, by x �→ λval(x). Given two

characters χ1, χ2 :Q×
p → k× we consider χ1 ⊗ χ2 as a character of P, which sends

(

a b
0 d

)

to χ1(a)χ2(d).
Let Z be the centre of G, and set Z1 := Z∩ I1. Let G0 := {g ∈G : det g ∈ Z×

p } and
set G+ := ZG0.

Let G be a topological group. We denote by Hom(G, k) the continuous group
homomorphism from G to (k,+). If V is a representation of G and S is a subset of
V we denote by 〈G � S〉 the smallest subspace of V containing S and stable under the
action of G . The socle socG V is the maximal semi-simple G -subrepresentation of V . The
socle filtration soci

G V ⊆ V is defined by an exact sequence 0 → soci
G V → soci+1

G V →
socG(V/ soci

G V)→ 0, for i ≥ 0 and soc0
G V := 0.

We make the same conventions as in [23] regarding local class field theory: if ! is
a topological ring let ̂T (!) be the set of continuous characters δ :Q×

p →!×. Local class
field theory gives us an isomorphism of topological groups between the abelianisation
Wab

Q p
of the Weil group WQ p

of Q p and Q×
p . This enables us to consider an element
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δ ∈ ̂T (!) as a continuous character of WQ p
by the formula:

(60) δ(g)= δ(p)−deg(g)δ
(

ε(g)
)

, ∀g ∈WQ p
,

where deg(g) is an integer defined by g(x)= xpdeg(g)
, for all x ∈ Fp, and ε is the cyclotomic

character. Since GQ p
is isomorphic to the profinite completion of WQ p

, the character δ
defined by (60) extends to a continuous character δ : GQ p

→!× if and only if n �→ δ(pn)

extends continuously to ̂Z. This is the case if ! = k or ! = L and δ is unitary. The
formula (60) identifies the cyclotomic character with the character Q×

p → Z×
p , x �→ x|x|,

which is also denoted by ε above.

5.2. Rationality.

Lemma 5.1. — Let G be a group, K a field and L a field extension of K . Let V and W be

K [G]-modules. If either V is finitely generated over K [G] or L is finite over K then the natural injection

(61) HomK [G](V,W)⊗K L ↪→HomL[G](V⊗K L,W⊗K L)

is an isomorphism. In particular, WG ⊗K L ∼= (W⊗K L)G.

Proof. — If V is finitely generated over K [G] we have an exact sequence of K [G]-
modules 0→U→ K [G]⊕n →V→ 0. We obtain a commutative diagram

0 HomK [G](V,W)L (W⊕n)L

∼=

HomK [G](U,W)L

0 HomL[G](VL,WL) (WL)
⊕n HomL[G](UL,WL).

Since the third vertical arrow is injective and the second is an isomorphism we deduce
that the first is also an isomorphism. Since WG ∼=HomK [G](1,W) we deduce WG ⊗K L ∼=
(W⊗K L)G .

Let V be arbitrary. The group G acts naturally on HomK (V,W) by conjugation. If
L is finite over K then we have HomK (V,W)L ∼=HomL(VL,WL), see for example Propo-
sition 16(i) in §II.7.7 of [14]. Since by the previous part taking G-invariants commutes
with the tensor product with L we deduce that (61) is an isomorphism. �

Remark 5.2. — In the foundational papers [1], [16], [17], [67] the authors study
representation theory over an algebraically closed field. Using the Lemma one may show
that their results also hold over an extension of Fp, provided the extension is “large
enough”, see Lemma 5.10. Lemma 5.1 will allow us to deduce various results on Ext-
groups between irreducible representations over k from the corresponding results over al-
gebraically closed fields, which have already appeared in the literature, see Remark 5.15,
Lemma 5.32, Proposition 5.33.
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5.3. Irreducible representations. — We recall the classification of the (absolutely) irre-
ducible smooth k-representations of G with a central character5 due to Barthel-Livné [1]
and Breuil [16]. We then show that the category Modl fin

G,ζ (k) behaves well when we replace
k by an extension. We let k be an arbitrary field of characteristic p until Proposition 5.11,
from then onwards k is a finite field, which is the situation we are most interested in. This
assumption is made for the sake of simplicity, one has to work harder if k is not a perfect
field, see Remark 5.4. We assume from Section 5.4 onwards that k contains a square root
of ζ(p), where ζ is the fixed central character.

Let σ be an irreducible smooth representation of K. Since K1 is a normal pro-p
subgroup of K, σK1 is non-zero and since σ is irreducible we deduce that K1 acts trivially.
Hence σ is an irreducible representation of K/K1

∼=GL2(Fp) and so σ ∼= Symr k2 ⊗ deta

for uniquely determined integers 0≤ r ≤ p− 1 and 0≤ a≤ p− 2. We also note that this
implies that σ is absolutely irreducible and can be defined over Fp.

Let ζ : Z → k× be a smooth character extending the central character of σ . We
extend the action of K on σ to the action of KZ by making p act by a scalar ζ(p). It is
shown in [1, Prop. 8] that there exists an isomorphism of algebras:

(62) EndG

(

c-IndG
KZσ

)∼= k[T]
for a certain Hecke operator T ∈ EndG(c-IndG

KZσ) defined in [1, §3].

Proposition 5.3. — Let π be a smooth irreducible k-representation of G with a central character

ζ . There exists a finite extension l of k such that π ⊗k l is of finite length and all the irreducible

subquotients are absolutely irreducible in the sense of Remark 5.12(iii).

Proof. — Following the proof of Proposition 32 in [1] we deduce that π is a quotient
of c-IndG

KZσ/P(T)c-IndG
KZσ , where P ∈ k[T] is a non-zero polynomial, irreducible over k

and T is as in (62). We know that the assertion holds if P(T) = T − λ, for some λ ∈ k,
by [1] if λ = 0 and [16] if λ= 0. We may take l to be the splitting field of P. �

Remark 5.4. — If k is perfect then the same proof shows that for every smooth
irreducible k-representation of G with a central character ζ there exist a finite exten-
sion l of k such that π ⊗k l is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of absolutely irreducible
representations.

Corollary 5.5. — If π is an object of Modl fin
G,ζ (k) then π ⊗k l is an object of Modl fin

G,ζ (l).

Proof. — Given v ∈ π ⊗k l we may express v =∑n

i=1 λivi with vi ∈ π and λ ∈ l.
Hence, we may assume that π is of finite length. Proposition 5.3 implies that π ⊗k l is of
finite length. �

5 Laurent Berger has shown recently in [6], that every smooth irreducible representation of G over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p admits a central character.
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Corollary 5.6. — Every smooth finite length k-representation of G with a central character is

admissible.

Proof. — It follows from the classification, see [1] and [16], that every absolutely
irreducible representation is admissible. The assertion follows from Proposition 5.3 and
Lemma 5.1. �

Lemma 5.7. — Let π and τ be objects of Modl fin
G,ζ (k) (resp. Modsm

G,ζ (k)) and let l be a field

extension of k. If π is finitely generated over G then the natural map

(63) Ext1
k[G],ζ (π, τ )⊗k l → Ext1

l[G],ζ (π ⊗k l, τ ⊗k l),

is injective, where Ext1 are computed in the corresponding categories.

Proof. — In terms of Yoneda Ext the map is given by sending an extension
0→ τ → κ→ π→ 0 to 0→ τl → κl → πl → 0. Since π is assumed to be finitely gen-
erated over k[G], it follows from Lemma 5.1 that HomG(πl, κl) = HomG(π, κ)l , hence
any splitting of 0 → τl → κl → πl → 0 is already defined over k. Thus the map is an
injective. �

Let k̄ be the algebraic closure of k. It follows from [1, Thm. 33] and [16, Thm. 1.1]
that the irreducible smooth k̄-representations of G with a central character fall into four
disjoint classes:

(i) characters, η ◦ det;
(ii) special series, Sp⊗η ◦ det;

(iii) principal series IndG
P χ1 ⊗ χ2, with χ1 = χ2;

(iv) supersingular c-IndG
KZσ/(T).

The Steinberg representation Sp is defined by the exact sequence:

(64) 0→ 1→ IndG
P 1→ Sp→ 0.

Definition 5.8. — Let π be a k̄-representation of a group G and l a subfield of k̄. We say that

π can be defined over l if there exists an l-representation τ of G such that τ ⊗l k̄ ∼= π . We say that l is

a field of definition of π if it is the smallest subfield of k̄ over which π can be defined.

Lemma 5.9. — Let χ : Q×
p → k̄× be a smooth character then the field of definition of χ is

Fp[χ(p)].
Proof. — Since χ is smooth it is trivial on 1 + pZp and hence χ(Z×

p ) ⊆ F×p , the
group of (p− 1)-st roots of unity in k̄. Since Q×

p
∼= Z×

p × pZ the assertion follows. �
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Lemma 5.10. — Let π be a smooth irreducible k̄-representation of G with a central character

ζ . Then there exists a smallest subfield l of k̄ over which π can be defined. Moreover,

(i) if π ∼= η ◦ det then l = Fp[η(p)];
(ii) if π ∼= Sp⊗η ◦ det then l = Fp[η(p)];

(iii) if π ∼= IndG
P χ1 ⊗ χ2 then l = Fp[χ1(p),χ2(p)];

(iv) if π is supersingular then l = Fp[ζ(p)].
Proof. — Let l be a subfield of k̄ and τ an l-representation of G such that τ⊗l k̄ ∼= π .

Since π is irreducible τ is irreducible and hence it follows from Lemma 5.1 that τ is
uniquely determined up to an isomorphism over l. As already mentioned π I1 is finite
dimensional (and non-zero), this implies EndG(π)∼= k̄. We deduce from Lemma 5.1 that
EndG(τ )∼= l. Thus Z acts on τ by a central character. We deduce that ζ(p) ∈ l.

If π is supersingular then we are done since σ |K can be defined over Fp, σ can
be defined over Fp[ζ(p)] by using KZ ∼= K× pZ and the endomorphism T can also be
defined over Fp[ζ(p)], as is immediate from [1, §3].

If π is a character or special series then π I1 is 1-dimensional. Lemma 5.1 implies
that τ I1 is 1-dimensional. Since

( 0 −1
p 0

)

acts on π I1 by a scalar ±η(p), we deduce that
η(p) ∈ l and hence Fp[η(p)] is a field of definition of π . We note that it is immediate
from (64) that Sp can be defined over Fp.

If π is principal series then π I1 is 2-dimensional with basis {ϕ1, ϕ2}, where
Suppϕ1 = PsI1, ϕ1(s) = 1, Suppϕ2 = PI1, ϕ2(1) = 1. The K-representation σ := 〈K �
ϕ1〉 ⊂ π is irreducible, σ I1 = k̄ϕ1 and HomK(σ,π) is 1-dimensional. Now σ can be re-
alized over Fp, so in particular over k. It follows from Lemma 5.1 that HomK(σ, τ ) is
1-dimensional. Choose a non-zero φ ∈ HomK(σ, τ ) and let v ∈ φ(σ)I1 be non-zero.
The 1-dimensionality of the spaces involved implies that any G-equivariant isomor-
phism π ∼= τ ⊗l k̄ must map ϕ1 to v ⊗ λ for some λ ∈ k̄. A direct calculation shows
that

∑

λ∈Fp

(

p [λ]
0 1

)

ϕ1 = χ2(p)ϕ1, hence
∑

λ∈Fp

(

p [λ]
0 1

)

v = χ2(p)v and so χ2(p) ∈ l. Since
ζ(p) = χ1(p)χ2(p) we deduce that χ1(p) ∈ l. Hence, Fp[χ1(p),χ2(p)] is the field of def-
inition of π . Further, since both χ1 and χ2 maybe defined over Fp[χ1(p),χ2(p)] by
Lemma 5.9 we deduce that τ is a principal series representation. �

Let χ :T→ k̄× be a smooth character and let X be the orbit of χ under the action
of � :=Gal(k̄/k). It follows from Lemma 5.9 that χ can be defined over a finite extension
of k and so X is finite. Let

Vχ :=
(

⊕

ψ∈X

ψ

)�

,

where the action of � on
⊕

ψ∈Xψ is given by γ � (λψ)ψ := (γ (λψ))γ (ψ). Then Vχ is the
unique irreducible k-representation of T such that Vχ ⊗k k̄ contains χ . We note that if χ
factors through the determinant, then we may consider both χ and Vχ as representations
of G.
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Proposition 5.11. — Let π be an irreducible smooth k-representation of G with a central

character. Then π is isomorphic to one of the following:

(i) Vη◦det, η :Q×
p → k̄×;

(ii) Sp⊗Vη◦det, η :Q×
p → k̄×;

(iii) IndG
P Vχ , χ :T→ k̄× with χ = χ s;

(iv) supersingular c-IndG
KZσ/(T).

Proof. — Since k is perfect it follows from the proof of Proposition 5.3 that there
exists a finite Galois extension l of k such that

π ⊗k l ∼= π1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ πn

with πi absolutely irreducible and distinct. If π1 is supersingular then, since the central
character of π1 is k-rational, π1 can be realized over k by Lemma 5.10 and since π is irre-
ducible Lemma 5.1 implies that πl

∼= π1 and so π is absolutely irreducible supersingular.
The proof in the cases π1 is a character, special series or principal series is the

same. We only treat the principal series case so π1
∼= IndG

P χ with χ : T → k̄× a smooth
character with χ = χ s. Let τ := IndG

P Vχ , then τl
∼=⊕ψ∈X IndG

P ψ . Since χ = χ s we have
ψ =ψ s for every ψ ∈X. Hence, all the principal series are irreducible and distinct. Since
the �-action on τ ⊗k l permutes the irreducible subspaces transitively we deduce that τl

does not contain a proper G-invariant subspace, which is stable under the action of �.
Hence τ is an irreducible G-representation. Since HomG(τl,πl) = 0 Lemma 5.1 implies
that HomG(τ,π) = 0. Since both π and τ are irreducible they must be isomorphic. �

Remark 5.12. — It follows from the Proposition 5.11 that for an irreducible π with
a central character the following are equivalent:

(i) π ⊗k l is irreducible for all l/k finite;
(ii) π ⊗k l is irreducible for all l/k;

(iii) π ⊗k l irreducible for some l/k with l algebraically closed.

In this case, we will say that π is absolutely irreducible.

Suppose p ∈ Z acts trivially on σ and σ |K ∼= Symr k2. Let ϕ ∈ c-IndG
KZSymr k2 be

such that Suppϕ = ZK and ϕ(1) is non-zero and I1-invariant. If we identify Symr k2 with
the space of homogeneous polynomials in two variables x and y of degree r, then we may
take ϕ(1)= xr . Since ϕ generates c-IndG

KZSymr k2 as a G-representation T is determined
by Tϕ.

Lemma 5.13.

(i) If r = 0 then Tϕ = ( 0 1
p 0

)

ϕ +∑λ∈Fp

(

1 [λ]
0 1

)

tϕ.

(ii) Otherwise, Tϕ =∑λ∈Fp

(

1 [λ]
0 1

)

tϕ.
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Proof. — In the notation of [1] this is a calculation of T([1, e�0]). The claim follows
from the formula (19) in the proof of [1] Theorem 19. �

Theorem 19 in [1] says that c-IndG
KZσ is a free k[T]-module. Hence, the map T−λ

is injective, for all λ ∈ k.

Definition 5.14. — Let π(r, λ) be a representation of G defined by the exact sequence:

(65) 0 c-IndG
ZKSymr k2

T−λ
c-IndG

ZKSymr k2 π(r, λ) 0.

If η :Q×
p → k× is a smooth character then let π(r, λ, η) := π(r, λ)⊗ η ◦ det.

It follows from [1, Thm. 30] and [16, Thm. 1.1] that π(r, λ) is absolutely irre-
ducible unless (r, λ)= (0,±1) or (r, λ)= (p− 1,±1). Moreover, one has non-split exact
sequences:

(66) 0→ μ±1 ◦ det→ π(p− 1,±1)→ Sp⊗μ±1 ◦ det→ 0,

(67) 0→ Sp⊗μ±1 ◦ det→ π(0,±1)→ μ±1 ◦ det→ 0,

where μλ :Q×
p → k×, x �→ λval(x). Further, if λ = 0 and (r, λ) = (0,±1) then [1, Thm. 30]

asserts that

(68) π(r, λ)∼= IndG
P μλ−1 ⊗μλωr.

If π is an absolutely irreducible k-representation of G with a central character ζ
and ζ(p) is a square in k then π is a quotient of π(r, λ, η) for some λ ∈ k and η :Q×

p →
k×. The supersingular representations are isomorphic (over k[√ζ(p)]) to π(r,0, η). All
the isomorphism between supersingular representations corresponding to different r and
η are given by

(69) π(r,0, η)∼= π(r,0, ημ−1)∼= π
(

p− 1− r,0, ηωr
)∼= π(p− 1− r,0, ηωrμ−1

)

see [16, Thm. 1.3]. We refer to the regular case if π ∼= π(r,0, η) with 0< r < p− 1, and
Iwahori case if π ∼= π(0,0, η)∼= π(p− 1,0, η).

5.4. Hecke algebra and extensions. — Let H := EndG(c-IndG
ZI1
ζ ) and let ModH be the

category of right H-modules. Let I :Modsm
G,ζ (k)→ModH be the functor:

I(π) := π I1 ∼=HomG

(

c-IndG
ZI1
ζ,π

)

.

Let T :ModH →Modsm
G,ζ (k) be the functor:

T (M) :=M⊗H c-IndG
ZI1
ζ.
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One has HomH(M,I(π)) ∼= HomG(T (M),π). Moreover, Vignéras in [67, Thm. 5.4]
shows that I induces a bijection between irreducible objects in Modsm

G,ζ (k) and ModH. Let
Modsm

G,ζ (k)
I1 be the full subcategory of Modsm

G,ζ (k) consisting of representations generated
by their I1-invariants. Ollivier has shown6 in [51] that

(70) I :Modsm
G,ζ (k)

I1 →ModH, T :ModH →Modsm
G,ζ (k)

I1

are quasi-inverse to each other and so ModH is equivalent to Modsm
G,ζ (k)

I1 .

Remark 5.15. — We note that (c-IndG
ZI1
ζ ) ⊗k l ∼= c-IndG

ZI1
(ζ ⊗k l), and since it is

finitely generated we have H⊗k l ∼= EndG(c-IndG
ZI1
ζ ⊗k l). Moreover, I(π)⊗k l ∼= I(π⊗k

l) by Lemma 5.1 and T (M)⊗k l ∼= T (M⊗k l). Hence, if we show that the functors in (70)
induce an equivalence of categories over some extension of k then the same also holds
over k.

In particular, if τ = 〈G � τ I1〉 and π is in Modsm
G,ζ (k) then one has:

(71) HomG(τ,π)∼=HomH
(

I(τ ),I(π)
)

and the natural map T I(τ )→ τ is an isomorphism. We have shown in [56, §9] that (71)
gives an E2-spectral sequence:

(72) Exti
H
(

I(τ ),Rj I(π)
)=⇒ Exti+j

G,ζ (τ,π)

where Extn
G,ζ (τ,∗) is the n-th right derived functor of HomG(τ,∗) on Modsm

G,ζ (k). The
5-term sequence associated to (72) gives us:

0→ Ext1
H
(

I(τ ),I(π)
)→ Ext1

G,ζ (τ,π)→HomH
(

I(τ ),R1 I(π)
)

(73)

→ Ext2
H
(

I(τ ),I(π)
)→ Ext2

G,ζ (τ,π).

Let Modl adm
G,ζ (O) (resp. Modl adm

G,ζ (k)) be the full subcategory of Modsm
G,ζ (O) (resp.

Modsm
G,ζ (k)) consisting of all locally admissible representations, see Section 2. As already

explained in Section 2, it follows from [30, Thm. 2.3.8] that a smooth representation
of G with a central character is locally admissible if and only if it is locally of finite
length, so that Modl adm

G,ζ (O)= Modlfin
G,ζ (O) and Modl adm

G,ζ (k)= Modlfin
G,ζ (k). The inclusion

ι :Modl adm
G,ζ (O)→Modsm

G,ζ (k) has a right adjoint functor V �→Vl adm, which associates to
V the subset of all locally admissible elements. Taking locally admissible elements is a left

6 In fact, both Vignéras and Ollivier work with the full Hecke algebra EndG(c-IndG
I1

1). Our Hecke algebra is the
quotient of the full Hecke algebra by the ideal generated by all the elements of the form Tz−ζ(z)−1, where Tz is the Hecke
operator corresponding to the (double) coset zI1, see [54, §2], for all z ∈ Z. In particular, if π is a smooth representation of
G, the action of the full Hecke algebra on π I1 factors through the action of H if and only Z acts on π I1 by the character ζ ,
or equivalently the subrepresentation of π generated by π I1 has a central character equal to ζ . The results of [51] imply
that (70) induces an equivalence of categories.
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exact functor, see [30, 2.2.19], which is the identity functor on locally admissible repre-
sentations. Let C(O) (resp. C(k)) be the full subcategory of Modpro aug

G (O) anti-equivalent
to Modl adm

G,ζ (O) (resp. Modl adm
G,ζ (k)) via the Pontryagin duality.

Proposition 5.16. — The functor ι :Modl adm
G,ζ (k)→Modsm

G,ζ (k) maps injectives to injectives.

Proof. — Let J be an injective object in Modl adm
G,ζ (k) and let ι(J) ↪→ J1 be an injective

envelope of ι(J) in Modsm
G,ζ (k). If ι(J) = J1 then (J1/ι(J))I1 = 0 and thus there exists v ∈

(J1/ι(J))I1 such that σ := 〈K � v〉 is an irreducible representation of K. Let A := 〈G � v〉 ⊆
J1/ι(J) then by pulling back we obtain B⊆ J1 and an exact sequence:

(74) 0→ ι(J)→ B→ A→ 0.

Since ι(J) ↪→ J1 is essential, the class of the sequence (74) is a non-zero element in
Ext1

G,ζ (A, ι(J)). We will show that Ext1
G,ζ (A, ι(J)) = 0 and thus obtain a contradiction

to ι(J) = J1.
Since J1 has a central character ζ , Z acts on σ by ζ . Let ϕ ∈ c-IndG

KZσ be such
that Suppϕ = ZK and ϕ(1) spans σ I1 . By Frobenius reciprocity we obtain a map ψ :
c-IndG

KZσ → A, which sends ϕ to v. Since v generates A as a G-representation, ψ is sur-
jective. It is shown in [34, Cor. 3.8] that the restriction functor Modl adm

G,ζ (k)→Modsm
K,ζ (k),

π �→ π |K sends injectives to injectives. Hence,

(75) Ext1
G,ζ

(

c-IndG
KZσ, ι(J)

)∼= Ext1
K,ζ

(

σ, ι(J)
)= 0

and so ψ cannot be injective. Thus Kerψ is non-zero, and [1, Prop. 18] asserts that
(Kerψ)I1 is of finite codimension in (c-IndG

KZσ)
I1 . In particular, the set {ψ(Tnϕ) : n≥ 0},

where T is the Hecke operator defined in (62), is linearly dependent and so there exists a
non-zero polynomial P such that ψ(P(T)ϕ)= 0. Hence, ψ factors through

(76) c-IndG
KZσ � c-IndG

KZσ/
(

P(T)
)

� A.

Since c-IndG
KZσ/(T−λ) is of finite length, for all λ, by base changing to the splitting field

of P(T), we see that c-IndG
KZσ/(P(T)) is of finite length and hence is admissible and thus

A is admissible.
We claim that there exists a finite length subrepresentation κ of B such the B= κ+

ι(J). The claim implies that B is locally finite (or equivalently locally admissible). Since J is
injective in Modl adm

G,ζ (k), the claim implies that (74) is split. To prove the claim, we proceed
as follows. Choose w ∈ B, which maps to v in A. Let τ be the KZ-subrepresentation of B
generated by v. Since Z acts by the central character and the action of K is smooth, τ is
finite dimensional. By Frobenius reciprocity we obtain a map θ : c-IndG

KZτ→ B, such that

the composition c-IndG
KZτ

θ→ B → A is surjective. Let τ ′ be the kernel of the surjection
τ � σ . Since compact induction is an exact functor we obtain an exact sequence

(77) 0→ c-IndG
KZτ

′ → c-IndG
KZτ→ c-IndG

KZσ → 0.
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Let ϒ be the subrepresentation of c-IndG
KZτ fitting into the exact sequence

(78) 0→ c-IndG
KZτ

′ →ϒ→ P(T)
(

c-IndG
KZσ

)→ 0,

where P(T) is the endomorphism of c-IndG
KZσ constructed in (76). It follows from (76) that

c-IndG
KZτ/ϒ is of finite length, and the composition ϒ

θ→ B→ A is zero. Hence, θ(ϒ) is
contained in ι(J). It follows from (78) that ϒ is a finitely generated G-representation, and
since J is locally finite, we deduce that θ(ϒ) is of finite length. Thus κ := θ(c-IndG

KZτ) is
of finite length, and the composition κ ↪→ B � A is surjective, which implies the claim. �

If τ is in Modl adm
G,ζ (k) then we denote by Extl adm,n

G,ζ (τ,∗) (resp. Extn
G,ζ (τ,∗)) the n-

th right derived functor of HomG(τ,∗) in Modl adm
G,ζ (k) (resp. Modsm

G,ζ (k)). It follows from
Corollary 2.3 or [31, 2.1.1] that Modl adm

G,ζ (k) and Modl adm
G,ζ (O) have enough injectives.

Corollary 5.17. — Let τ and π be in Modl adm
G,ζ (k) then ι induces an isomorphism

(79) Extn
G,ζ

(

ι(τ ), ι(π)
)∼= Extl adm,n

G,ζ (τ,π)∼= Extn
C(k)

(

π∨, τ∨
)

, ∀n≥ 0.

Corollary 5.18. — The functor ι :Modl adm
G,ζ (O)→Modsm

G,ζ (O) maps injectives to injectives.

Proof. — Let J be an injective object in Modl adm
G,ζ (O) and ι(J) ↪→ J1 be an

injective envelope of ι(J) in Modsm
G,ζ (O). Now J[� ] is injective in Modl adm

G,ζ (k) and
ι(J[� ]) ↪→ J1[� ] is an injective envelope of ι(J[� ]) in Modsm

G,ζ (k). It follows from
Proposition 5.16 that J1[� ] ∼= ι(J[� ]) = ι(J)[� ]. Hence, we obtain an injection
(J1/ι(J))[� ] ↪→ ι(J)/�ι(J). This implies that (J1/ι(J))[� ] is an object of Modl adm

G,ζ (O)
and so the extension

0→ ι(J)→ A→ (

J1/ι(J)
)[� ]→ 0

splits, where A ⊂ J1. Since ι(J) ↪→ J1 is essential, we get that (J1/ι(J))[� ] = 0, which
implies that J1 = ι(J). �

Corollary 5.19. — Projective objects in C(O) are O-torsion free. In particular, the hypothe-

sis (H0) of Section 3.1 is satisfied.

Proof. — Let P be a projective object in C(O) then P∨ is an injective object in
Modl adm

G,ζ (O) and also in Modsm
G,ζ (O) by Corollary 5.18 and it is enough to show that

P∨ is � -divisible. We claim that any V in Modsm
G,ζ (O) may be embedded into an object

which is � -divisible. The claim gives the result, since injectivity of P∨ implies that the
embedding must split. Since direct summands of � -divisible modules are � -divisible,
we are done. We may embed j : V ↪→ W into a � -divisible O-torsion module, since
the category of O-torsion modules has enough injectives and these are � -divisible. The
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embedding V ↪→ Cu(G,W), v �→ [g �→ j(gv)] where the target is the space of uniformly
continuous functions with discrete topology on W solves the problem. �

Corollary 5.20. — Let M be an O-torsion free object of C(O) then M is projective in C(O)
if and only if M⊗O k is projective in C(k).

Proof. — Since every A in C(k) is killed by � we have

HomC(k)(M⊗O k,A)∼=HomC(O)(M,A).

Hence, if M is projective in C(O) then the functor HomC(k)(M⊗O k,∗) is exact and so
M⊗O k is projective in C(k).

Let φ : P � M ⊗O k be a projective envelope of M ⊗O k in C(O). Since M →
M⊗O k is essential and P is projective there exists a surjection ψ : P � M such that the
diagram

P
ψ

φ

M

M⊗O k

commutes. Since M⊗O k is projective it is its own projective envelope in C(k). Thus it
follows from Lemma 2.11 that φ induces an isomorphism P⊗O k ∼=M⊗O k. Since M is
O-torsion free we get (Kerψ)⊗O k = 0. Nakayama’s lemma implies that Kerψ = 0 and
hence M∼= P is projective. �

Corollary 5.21. — Let P• � M be a projective resolution of M in C(k). Let ˜M be an O-

torsion free object of C(O) such that ˜M⊗O k ∼=M. Then there exists a projective resolution˜P• � ˜M
of ˜M in C(O) lifting the resolution of M.

Proof. — Let φ : P � M be an epimorphism in C(k) with P projective and let˜P be
a projective envelope of P in C(O). Lemma 2.11 says that P∼=˜P⊗O k. Since ˜M⊗O k ∼=
˜M/�˜M ∼= M, the epimorphism ˜M � M is essential by an application of Nakayama’s
lemma and since˜P is projective there exists φ̃ :˜P � ˜M such that the diagram

˜P
φ̃

˜M

P
φ

M

commutes. Since ˜M is O-torsion free it is O-flat and hence (Ker φ̃)⊗O k ∼=Kerφ. More-
over,˜P is O-torsion free by Corollary 5.19, and hence Ker φ̃ is O-torsion free. We may
then continue to lift the whole resolution. �
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Lemma 5.22. — Let π be a smooth k-representation of G with a central character ζ . Forgetting

the H-action induces an isomorphism Ri I(π)∼=Hi(I1/Z1,π) for all i ≥ 0.

Proof. — Let ResI1 :Modsm
G,ζ (k)→Modsm

I1,ζ
(k) be the restriction to I1. Since ResI1 is

right adjoint to an exact functor c-IndG
ZI1

, ResI1 maps injective objects to injective objects.
Since ζ is smooth and I1 is pro-p, ζ is trivial on Z1 := I1 ∩ Z, hence we may identify
Modsm

I1,ζ
(k) with Modsm

I1/Z1
(k). Choose an injective resolution π ↪→ J• of π in Modsm

G,ζ (k).
Then π |I1 ↪→ (J|I1)

• is an injective resolution of π |I1 in Modsm
I1/Z1

(k). Hence, for all i ≥ 0
we get an isomorphism of k-vector spaces Ri I(π)∼=Hi(I1/Z1,π). �

The results proved in the rest of the subsection will only be used in Section 10.

Lemma 5.23. — If p≥ 5 then Ri I = 0 for i ≥ 4.

Proof. — We have an isomorphism

I1/Z1
∼= (I1 ∩Us

)× (I1 ∩T)/Z1 × (I1 ∩U)∼= Zp ×Zp ×Zp.

Hence, I1/Z1 is a compact p-adic analytic group of dimension 3. Since we assume p≥ 5
it is p-saturable [45, III.3.2.7.5], and hence torsion free. Thus I1/Z1 is a Poincaré group
of dimension 3, [45, V.2.5.8] and [62]. Hence Hi(I1/Z1,∗) = 0 for all i > 3 and the
assertion follows from Lemma 5.22. �

Lemma 5.24. — Let τ be a smooth irreducible representation of G with a central character ζ ,

such that τ ∼= π(r,0, η) with 0< r < p− 1. Then Exti
H(I(τ ),∗)= 0 for i ≥ 2.

Proof. — Using Lemma 5.32 we may reduce to the case where τ is absolutely
irreducible, which we now assume. It is enough to produce an exact sequence of H-
modules:

(80) 0→ P1 → P0 → I(τ )⊕M→ 0

with P0 and P1 projective and M arbitrary. We observe that if A is a direct summand of
c-IndG

I1Zζ , then I(A) is a direct summand of I(c-IndG
I1Zζ )

∼= H and hence I(A) is pro-
jective. If τ ∼= π(r, λ, η), with λ = 0 and 0< r < p−1, then such sequence is constructed
in [20, Cor. 6.6, Eq. (12)]. If τ ∼= π(r, λ, η) with r = 0 or r = p− 1 then one may obtain
(80) by applying I to (65). The sequence remains exact by [1, 2.9, 2.8] in the non-, and
by [16, 3.2.4, 3.2.5] in the supersingular case. If τ = η ◦ det or τ = Sp⊗η ◦ det, then τ
may be realized as an H0 of the diagram τ I1 ↪→ τK1, see [20, Thm. 10.1]. This means an
exact sequence:

(81) 0→ c-IndG
K
τ I1 ⊗ δ→ c-IndG

KZτ
K1 → τ → 0,

where δ(g) = (−1)val(det g), where K is the G-normalizer of I. Again applying I we
get (80). �
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Corollary 5.25. — Let M be a finite dimensional H-module, such that the irreducible subquo-

tients are isomorphic to I(τ ), where τ is as above, then Exti
H(M,∗)= 0, for i ≥ 2.

Proposition 5.26. — Let π and τ be in Modsm
G,ζ (k). Suppose that τ is admissible, generated

by τ I1 , and the irreducible subquotients of I(τ ) are not isomorphic to M(r,0, η) with 0< r < p− 1.

Then for i ≥ 1 there exists an exact sequence:

(82) Ext1
H
(

I(τ ),Ri−1 I(π)
)

↪→ Exti
G,ζ (τ,π)� HomH

(

I(τ ),Ri I(π)
)

.

If p≥ 5 then Ext4
G,ζ (τ,π)

∼= Ext1
H(I(τ ),R3 I(π)) and Exti

G,ζ (τ,π)= 0 for i ≥ 5.

Proof. — This follows from a calculation with the spectral sequence (72). Let Epq

2 =
Extp

H(I(τ ),Rq I(π)). Then Epq

2 = 0 for p> 1, by Corollary 5.25. Thus Epq
∞ = Epq

2 and for
all n≥ 0 we obtain an exact sequence

(83) 0→ E0,n
2 → En → E1,n−1

2 → 0.

If p≥ 5 then Epq

2 = 0 for q> 3 by Lemma 5.23, which implies the assertion. �

Lemma 5.27. — Let M, N be absolutely irreducible H-modules and let d be the dimension of

Ext1
H(M,N). If p> 2 and d = 0 then one of the following holds:

(i) M∼=N∼= I(π(r,0, η)) with 0< r < p− 1 and d = 2;

(ii) M∼= N and M ∼= I(Sp⊗η), M ∼= I(η), M ∼= I(π(r,0, η)) with 0< r < p− 1
and d = 1;

(iii) either (M ∼= I(η) and N ∼= I(Sp⊗η)) or (N ∼= I(η) and M ∼= I(Sp⊗η)) and

d = 1,

where η :G→ k× is a smooth character.

Proof. — If N∼= I(Sp⊗η) or N∼= I(η) the assertion follows from [56, 11.3]. Oth-
erwise, N∼= I(π(r, λ, η)) and the assertion follows from Corollaries 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 [20].
We note that when the module denoted by M in [20, Cor. 6.7] is irreducible, which is the
case of interest here, it is isomorphic to the module denoted by M′ in [20, Cor. 6.7], as
they are both isomorphic to I(IndG

B μλ⊗μλ−1). �

Remark 5.28. — Let Tp be the Hecke operator in the full Hecke algebra
EndG(c-IndG

I1
1) corresponding to the (double) coset

(

p 0
0 p

)

I1, and let λ= ζ (( p 0
0 p

))

. In [20]
we work with the algebra Hp=λ, which is the quotient of the full Hecke algebra by the
ideal generated by Tp − λ−1. Let eζ := |Z ∩K/Z ∩K1|−1

∑

z∈Z∩K/Z∩K1
ζ(z)Tz, where Tz

is the Hecke operator corresponding to the (double) coset zI1, see [54, §2]. Then eζ is a
central idempotent in Hp=λ and H = eζ Hp=λeζ . Since eζ is a central idempotent we may
calculate the Ext-groups of H-modules in the category of Hp=λ-modules, which allows us
to use the results of [20].
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5.5. Blocks. — We show that the category Modlfin
G,ζ (O) naturally decomposes into

a direct product of subcategories.

Lemma 5.29. — Let J be an injective object of Modsm
G (k), where G is a profinite group. Let l

be a field extension of k then J⊗k l is an injective object of Modsm
G (l).

Proof. — Let V be a k-vector space and let C(G,V) be the space of continuous
functions f : G → V. For every smooth k-representation π of G the map φ �→ [v �→
φ(v)(1)] induces an isomorphism

HomG
(

π,C(G,V)
)∼=Homk(π,V).

The inverse is given by � �→ [v �→ [g �→ �(gv)]]. The functor Homk(∗,V) is exact and
so C(G,V) is an injective object of Modsm

G (k). The natural injection C(G,V) ⊗k l ↪→
C(G,V⊗k l) is also a surjection, since for every open subgroup P of G we have

(

C(G,V)⊗k l
)P ∼= (k[G/P] ⊗k V

)⊗k l ∼= l[G/P] ⊗l Vl
∼=C(G,Vl)

P ,

as P is of finite index in G . This gives us the lemma for J = C(G,V). In general, one
can embed J into C(G,V) by taking V to be the underlying vector space of J. Since J is
injective the embedding splits. Thus J⊗k l is a direct summand of an injective object of
Modsm

G (l) and hence it is itself injective. �

Corollary 5.30. — Let G , π and l be as above then Hi(G,π)⊗k l ∼=Hi(G,π ⊗k l) for all

i ≥ 0.

Proof. — Choose an injective resolution π ↪→ J• of π in Modsm
G (k). Lemma 5.29

says that πl ↪→ J•l is an injective resolution of πl in Modsm
G (l). Since taking G -invariants

commutes with ⊗kl by Lemma 5.1 we get the assertion. �

Corollary 5.31. — Let π be a smooth representation of G with a central character ζ then

(84) Ri I(π)⊗k l ∼=Ri I(π ⊗k l)

for all field extensions l of k and all i ≥ 0.

Proof. — Lemma 5.22, Corollary 5.30. �

Lemma 5.32. — Let M and N be H-modules. If M is finitely generated over H then

(85) Exti
H(M,N)⊗k l ∼= Exti

Hl
(M⊗k l,N⊗k l)

for all field extensions l of k and all i ≥ 0.
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Proof. — It follows from the explicit description of H given by Vignéras in [67] that
the centre of H is noetherian and H is a finitely generated module over its centre, see
[67, §1.2, 2.1.1, Cor. 2.3]. Hence H is noetherian and since M is finitely generated we
may find a resolution P• � M by free H-modules of finite rank. Since HomH(H⊕n,N)l ∼=
N⊕

l
∼=HomHl

(H⊕n
l ,Nl) we get the assertion. �

Proposition 5.33. — Let τ and π be in Modsm
G,ζ (k) and suppose that τ is of finite length.

Then

(86) Exti
k[G],ζ (τ,π)⊗k l ∼= Exti

l[G],ζ (τ ⊗k l,π ⊗k l)

for all field extensions l of k and all i ≥ 0.

Proof. — We will first prove the result when τ is irreducible. Then τ I1 is finite dimen-
sional and τ is generated by as a G-representation by the I1-invariants. By Lemma 5.1,
H ⊗k l ∼= Endl[G](c-IndG

ZI1
ζ ⊗k l). Since τ I1 is finite dimensional, it is a finitely generated

H-module. Combining (84) and (85) we get an isomorphism of spectral sequences:

Exti
H
(

I(τ ),Rj I(π)
)⊗k l ∼= Exti

Hl

(

I(τl),Rj I(πl)
)

.

Since k is a field, l is k-flat and so it follows from (72) that Exti
H(I(τ ),Rj I(π))l converges

to Exti+j

k[G],ζ (τ,π)l . We use (72) again to deduce the assertion.
We will finish the proof by induction on the length of τ . We have already proved

the result when τ is irreducible and (86) is an isomorphism for i = 0 by Lemma 5.1. If τ
is not irreducible, then we may consider a short exact sequence 0→ τ1 → τ → τ2 → 0,
with both τ1 and τ2 of length strictly less than the length of τ . The induction step is given
by comparing the two long exact sequences induced by the short exact sequence and the
5-Lemma. �

Let IrrG,ζ (k) be the set of equivalence classes of smooth irreducible k-representa-
tions of G with central character ζ . We write π ↔ τ if π ∼= τ or Ext1

G,ζ (π, τ ) = 0 or
Ext1

G,ζ (τ,π) = 0. We write π ∼ τ if there exists π1, . . . , πn ∈ IrrG,ζ (k), such that π ∼= π1,
τ ∼= πn and πi ↔ πi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The relation ∼ is an equivalence relation on
IrrG,ζ (k). A block is an equivalence class of ∼.

Proposition 5.34. — The category Modl fin
G,ζ (O) decomposes into a direct product of subcate-

gories

(87) Modl fin
G,ζ (O)∼=

∏

B

Modl fin
G,ζ (O)B

where the product is taken over all the blocks B and the objects of Modl fin
G,ζ (O)B are representations

with all the irreducible subquotients lying in B. The equivalence in (87) is induced by sending (πB)B,

where each πB is an object of Modl fin
G,ζ (O)B, to the direct sum

⊕

B
πB.
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Proof. — This is standard, see [35, §IV.2], especially the Corollary after Theo-
rem 2. Let us note that every irreducible object in Modl fin

G,ζ (O) is killed by � and so
IrrG,ζ (k) = IrrG,ζ (O). Moreover, if τ and π are irreducible then Ext1

O[G],ζ (τ,π) = 0
implies that either π ∼= τ or Ext1

k[G],ζ (τ,π) = 0, see the proof of Lemma 3.16. So
we could have defined ∼ by considering the extensions in Modl fin

G,ζ (O). Let Jπ and Jτ
be injective envelopes of π and τ in Modl fin

G,ζ (O). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) HomG(Jπ, Jτ ) = 0; (2) τ is a subquotient of Jπ ; (3) there exists a representation κ
of finite length which contains τ as a subquotient and socG κ ∼= π . Using this one can
show that our definition of a subcategory cut out by a block coincides with the one used
in [35]. �

Dually we obtain:

Corollary 5.35. — The category C(O) decomposes into a direct product of subcategories

(88) C(O)∼=
∏

B

C(O)B,

where the product is taken over all the blocks B and the objects of C(O)B are those M in C(O) such

that for every irreducible subquotient S of M, S∨ lies in B. The equivalence in (88) is induced by

sending (MB)B, where each MB is an object of C(O)B, to the direct product
∏

B
MB.

Let Banadm
G,ζ (L) be the category of admissible unitary L-Banach space representa-

tions of G with a central character ζ . We note that it follows from [61] and [33, 6.2.16]
that Banadm

G,ζ (L) is an abelian category.

Proposition 5.36. — The category Banadm
G,ζ (L) decomposes into a direct sum of categories:

Banadm
G,ζ (L)∼=

⊕

B

Banadm
G,ζ (L)

B,

where the objects of Banadm
G,ζ (L)

B are those � in Banadm
G,ζ (L) such that for every open bounded G-

invariant lattice � in � the irreducible subquotients of �⊗O k lie in B.

Proof. — Recall that we have showed in Lemma 4.3 that the reductions mod p of
any two open bounded G-invariant lattices in � have the same irreducible subquotients.
Let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �, π an irreducible subquotient of
�⊗O k and B the block of π . By Lemma 4.11 the Schikhof dual�d is an object of C(O).
Let C(O)B be the full subcategory of C(O) as in Corollary 5.35 and let C(O)B be the full
subcategory of C(O), such that M is an object if and only if for all irreducible subquotients
S of M, the Pontryagin dual S∨ does not lie in B. It follows from Corollary 5.35 that we
may canonically decompose �d ∼= (�d)B ⊕ (�d)B, where (�d)B is an object of C(O)B
and (�d)B is an object of C(O)B.
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Let �B :=Homcont
O ((�d)B,L) and �B :=Homcont

O ((�d)B,L) with the supremum
norm. Then it follows from the anti-equivalence of categories established in [61] that
�∼=�B⊕�B. Further, since the decomposition in Corollary 5.35 is a decomposition of
categories we have no non-zero morphisms in C(O) between (�d)B and (�d)B. Dually
this implies that there are no non-zero morphisms between �B and �B in Banadm

G,ζ (L).
Using (�⊗O k)∨ ∼=�d ⊗O k, see [57, Lem. 5.4], we deduce that�B is a non-zero object
of Banadm

G,ζ (L)
B and none of the irreducible representations in B appear as subquotients

of the reduction modulo p of any open bounded lattice in �B. Inductively we obtain a
sequence of closed G-invariant subspaces �i of � such that �i

∼=�Bi ⊕�i+1 for some
block Bi with �Bi = 0 if �i = 0. Since � is admissible such sequence must become
stationary, see [57, Lem. 5.8]. Hence, there exist finitely many blocks B1, . . . ,Bm such
that �Bi = 0 and so �∼=⊕m

i=1�
Bi . �

Corollary 5.37. — Let � be an irreducible admissible L-Banach space representation of G
with a central character and let� be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in�. Then�⊗O k contains

an irreducible subquotient π and all other irreducible subquotients lie in the block of π .

Proposition 5.38. — Let l be a field extension of k. Let π in Modsm
G,ζ (k) be absolutely irre-

ducible and let τ in Modsm
G,ζ (l) be irreducible. If π ⊗k l ↔ τ then there exists an absolutely irreducible

σ in Modsm
G,ζ (k) such that τ ∼= σ ⊗k l. Moreover, σ is unique up to isomorphism.

Proof. — It follows from Lemma 5.1 that if such σ exists then it is unique. It follows
from the proof of Proposition 5.3 that τ ⊗l l̄ ∼=⊕n

i=1 τi , where each τi is of finite length
and τ ss

i
∼= κ⊕mi

i with κi absolutely irreducible. (Note that we do not require l to be a
perfect field, and hence τ ⊗l l̄ need not be semisimple.) Thus using Proposition 5.33 we
may reduce the problem to the case when l is algebraically closed. In this case in [56] we
have determined all possible τ such that τ ↔ πl . It follows from the explicit description
(recalled in Proposition 5.42 below) and Lemma 5.10 that every such τ can be defined
over the field of definition of π . �

Corollary 5.39. — Let π ∈ IrrG,ζ (k) be absolutely irreducible and let π ↪→ J be an injective

envelope of π in Modl fin
G,ζ (k). Then π ⊗k l ↪→ J⊗k l is an injective envelope of π ⊗k l in Modl fin

G,ζ (l).

Proof. — Let ι : Jl ↪→ J′ be an injective envelope of Jl in Modl fin
G,ζ (l). We claim that

the quotient is zero. Otherwise, there exists τ ∈ IrrG,ζ (l) such that HomG(τ, J′/Jl) = 0.
Since ι is essential we have HomG(τ, Jl)∼=HomG(τ, J′) and so Ext1

G,ζ (τ, Jl) = 0. Since we
are working in the category of locally finite representations, every representation is equal
to the union of its subrepresentations of finite length. Since τ is irreducible, and hence
finitely generated as a G-representation, we deduce that Ext1

G,ζ (τ, Jl)∼= lim→ Ext1
G,ζ (τ, κl),

where the limit is taken over all the finite length subrepresentations κ of J. This implies
the existence of a subobject κ of J of finite length, such that Ext1

G,ζ (τ, κl) = 0. Further
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passing to short exact sequences we may assume that κ is irreducible and lies in the block
of π . Proposition 5.38 implies that κ is absolutely irreducible, and applying it again we
deduce that there exists σ ∈ IrrG,ζ (k) such that τ ∼= σ ⊗k l. As J is injective in Modl fin

G,ζ (k)

we have Ext1
G,ζ (σ, J)= 0 and so Proposition 5.33 implies that Ext1

G,ζ (τ, Jl)= 0. This is a
contradiction and so Jl

∼= J′ is injective.
Since all the irreducible subquotients σ of J are absolutely irreducible, all the irre-

ducible subquotients of Jl can be defined over k. Since HomG(σl, Jl) ∼= HomG(σ, J)l by
Lemma 5.1, we deduce that πl ↪→ Jl is essential. �

Let L′ be a finite extension of L with the ring of integers O′ and residue field k′.
Let π be an absolutely irreducible k-representation of G with a central character ζ and
let˜P be a projective envelope of S := π∨ in C(O).

Corollary 5.40. — ˜P ⊗O O′ is a projective envelope of S ⊗k k′ in C(O′). Moreover,

EndC(O′)(˜P⊗O O′)∼= EndC(O)(˜P)⊗O O′.

Proof. — It is enough to show that ˜P ⊗O k′ is a projective envelope of S ⊗k k′ in
C(k′), see Corollary 5.20, as˜P is O-torsion free by Corollary 5.19. Now,

˜P⊗O k′ ∼= J∨π ⊗k k′ ∼= (Jπ ⊗k k′
)∨
,

where Jπ is an injective envelope of π in Modl fin
G,ζ (k) and the last isomorphism follows

from Lemma 5.1. Since Jπ ⊗k k′ is an injective envelope of π ⊗k k′ in Modl fin
G,ζ (k

′) by
Corollary 5.39 we get the first assertion. The second assertion follows since O′ is free of
finite rank over O. �

Corollary 5.41. — Let S be as above and suppose there exists Q in C(k) satisfying the hy-

potheses (H1)–(H5) of Section 3. Then Q ⊗k k′ and S ⊗k k′ satisfy the hypotheses (H1)–(H5) in

C(k′).

Proof. — Propositions 5.38, 5.33. �

Proposition 5.42. — Let π ∈ IrrG,ζ (k) be absolutely irreducible and let B be the equivalence

class of π in IrrG,ζ (k) under ∼. If p≥ 5 then one of the following holds:

(i) if π is supersingular then B= {π};
(ii) if π ∼= IndG

P χ1 ⊗ χ2ω
−1 with χ1χ

−1
2 = 1,ω±1 then

B= {IndG
P χ1 ⊗ χ2ω

−1, IndG
P χ2 ⊗ χ1ω

−1
};

(iii) if π ∼= IndG
P χ ⊗ χω−1 then B= {π};

(iv) otherwise, B= {η,Sp⊗η, (IndG
P α)⊗ η};

where η :G→ k× is a smooth character.
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Proof. — If k is algebraically closed this is the main result of [56]. It follows from
Lemma 5.10, Propositions 5.38 and 5.33 that the same statement is true over k. �

Remark 5.43. — In fact, [56] also computes the blocks for p= 3, the only difference
is that the block in case (iv) contains 4 distinct irreducible representations, because IndG

P α

is reducible if p = 3, and its semi-simplification is isomorphic to ω ◦ det⊕Sp⊗ω ◦ det.
In [58] we have found a new method to compute the blocks, which also works for p= 2.
If p= 2 then the cases (iii) and (iv) collapse to one: a block with two irreducible represen-
tations B= {η,Sp⊗η}.

Corollary 5.44. — Let � be an absolutely irreducible admissible unitary L-Banach space

representation of G with a central character ζ , let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in � and

let π be an irreducible subquotient of �⊗O k. Then either π is absolutely irreducible or there exists a

smooth character χ :Q×
p → k̄× such that l := k[χ(p)] is a quadratic extension of k and

π ⊗k l ∼= IndG
P χ ⊗ χσω−1 ⊕ IndG

P χ
σ ⊗ χω−1,

where χσ is a conjugate of χ by the non-trivial element in Gal(l/k).

Proof. — We observe that for every finite extension l of k the irreducible subquo-
tients of πl are contained in the same block. Since otherwise Proposition 5.36 implies that
�L′ is not irreducible, where L′ is a finite extension of L with residue field l. The assertion
follows from the description of irreducible k-representations of G in Proposition 5.11 and
Proposition 5.42. �

It follows from Propositions 5.42, 5.11 and 5.33 that a block B contains only
finitely many isomorphism classes of irreducible k-representations of G. Fix a representa-
tive πi for each isomorphism class in B and let˜PB be a projective envelope of (

⊕n

i=1 πi)
∨

then˜EB := EndC(O)(˜PB) is a compact ring, see Section 2.

Proposition 5.45. — The category Modl fin
G,ζ (O)B is anti-equivalent to the category of compact

right˜EB-modules. The centre of Modl fin
G,ζ (O)B is isomorphic to the centre of˜EB.

Proof. — See [35, §IV.4 Thm. 4, Cor. 1, Cor. 5]. �

5.6. Representations of the torus. — Let T be the subgroup of diagonal matrices in G,
T0 := T∩ I, T1 :=T∩ I1.

Proposition 5.46. — Every smooth irreducible k-representation of T is finite dimensional and

hence admissible. The absolutely irreducible representations are 1-dimensional.

Proof. — Let τ be an irreducible smooth k-representation of T. Since T1 is a pro-
p group we have τT1 = 0, and since T1 is normal in T and τ is irreducible we obtain
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τT1 = τ . Since T0/T1 is a finite group of prime to p order and with all its absolutely
irreducible representations defined over Fp, we may find a smooth character χ :T0 → k×,
such that χ is a direct summand of τ |T0 . Since T is commutative and τ is irreducible we
deduce that τ |T0 is isomorphic to a direct sum of χ ’s, in particular any k-subspace of τ
is T0-invariant. Choose t1, t2 ∈ T such that their images generate T/T0 as a group. Let
R= k[t±1

1 , t
±1
2 ] ⊂ k[T] then any R-invariant subspace of τ is T0-invariant and hence T-

invariant. Thus τ is an irreducible R-module and hence is isomorphic to R/m, where m

is a maximal ideal of R. Since R is just the ring of Laurent polynomials in 2 variables,
R/m is a finite extension of k. Thus, τ is finite dimensional and R/m is an absolutely
irreducible R-module if and only if R/m∼= k. �

Corollary 5.47. — Let τ1, τ2 be smooth irreducible k-representations of T. If IndG
P τ1 and

IndG
P τ2 have an irreducible subquotient in common then τ1

∼= τ2.

Proof. — If τ1 and τ2 are absolutely irreducible then they are characters and the
assertion follows from [1, §7]. In general, since τ1 and τ2 are finite dimensional, we may
find a finite extension l of k such that

τ1 ⊗k l ∼=
⊕

σ∈Gal(l/k)

χσ1 , τ2 ⊗k l ∼=
⊕

σ∈Gal(l/k)

χσ2 ,

where χ1 and χ2 are smooth characters T→ l×. From the absolutely irreducible case, we
deduce that χ1 is Galois conjugate to χ2 and thus τ1 ⊗k l ∼= τ2 ⊗k l. Lemma 5.1 implies
τ1
∼= τ2. �

Lemma 5.48. — Let ψ : T → k× be a smooth character such that ψ |Z = ζ and let 0 →
ψ→ ε→ψ→ 0 be a non-split extension in Modsm

T,ζ (k). If p> 2 then dim Ext1
T,ζ (ψ, ε)= 2.

Proof. — After twisting we may assume that ψ = ζ = 1. As we have seen in Propo-
sition 3.34 the hypotheses (H0)–(H5) are satisfied for T/Z∼=Q×

p and S=Q= 1∨. More-
over, the endomorphism ring˜E of the projective envelope of 1∨ is isomorphic to O[[x, y]]
and E =˜E ⊗O k ∼= k[[x, y]] with the maximal ideal m = (x, y). The non-split extension
ε∨, defines a 1-dimensional subspace W of m/m2, see Section 3.3. Without loss of gen-
erality we may assume that the image of x is a basis of W. Then the image of {x, y2} in
(W+m2)/(Wm+m3) is a basis and the assertion follows from Lemma 3.37. �

5.7. Colmez’s Montreal functor. — Let Modfin
G,Z(O) be the full subcategory of

Modsm
G (O) consisting of representations of finite length with a central character. Let

Modfin
GQ p
(O) be the category of continuous GQ p

-representations on O-modules of fi-
nite length with the discrete topology, where GQ p

is the absolute Galois group of Q p.
Colmez in [23] has defined an exact covariant functor V : Modfin

G,Z(O)→ Modfin
GQ p
(O).
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If ψ : Q×
p → O× is a continuous character, then we may also consider it as a contin-

uous character ψ : GQ p
→ O× via (60) and for all π in Modfin

G,Z(O) we have V(π ⊗
ψ ◦ det) ∼= V(π) ⊗ ψ . Moreover, V(1) = 0, V(Sp) = ω, V(IndG

P (χ1 ⊗ χ2ω
−1)) ∼= χ2,

V(π(r,0))∼= ind
GQ p

GQ
p2
ωr+1

2 , where ω is the reduction of the cyclotomic character modulo

p, ω2 : GQ
p2 → k× is a character of the absolute Galois group of an unramified quadratic

extension of Q p, which via local class field theory corresponds to the character Q×
p2 → k×,

x �→ x|x| mod � , see [23, §VII.4]. In particular, the representation V(π(r,0)) is abso-
lutely irreducible.

Let ζ : Z → O× be a continuous character and let C(O) be the category dual
to Modlfin

G,ζ (O). Let RepGQ p
(O) be the category of continuous GQ p

-representations on

compact O-modules. We define a functor V̌ : C(O)→ RepGQ p
(O) as follows. Let M

be in C(O), if it is of finite length then V̌(M) := V(M∨)∨(εζ ), where ∨ denotes the
Pontryagin dual, ε the cyclotomic character and we consider ζ as a character of GQ p

via the class field theory. In general, we may write M ∼= lim←− Mi , where the limit is taken

over all quotients in C(O) of finite length, we define V̌(M) := lim←− V̌(Mi). Since we have

dualized twice, the functor V̌ is covariant. Moreover, it preserves exactness of short exact
sequences of objects of finite length. Since all the maps Mi →Mj in the projective system
are surjective with Mi and Mj of finite length, we deduce that the maps V̌(Mi)→ V̌(Mj)

are surjective. The exactness of projective limits in RepGQ p
(O) implies that the functor V̌

is exact. Let us note that with our normalization of V̌ we have:

V̌
(

π∨
)∼=V(π), V̌

((

IndG
P χ1 ⊗ χ2ω

−1
)∨)= χ1, V̌

(

(Sp⊗η ◦ det)∨
)= η,

where π is a supersingular representation.
Let � be an admissible unitary L-Banach space representation of G with central

character ζ , and let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �. Then �/� n� is
admissible-smooth representation of G for all n ≥ 1, and hence locally finite. It follows
from Section 4 that�d is an object of C(O). Since�d is O-torsion free and V̌ is covariant
and exact, V̌(�d) is O-torsion free. We let V̌(�) := V̌(�d)⊗O L. Since different open
lattices in � are commensurable, V̌(�) does not depend on the choice of �.

Lemma 5.49. — Let� and� be as above. If�/�� is of finite length as a G-representation,

then let V(�) := lim←− V(�/� n�), and V(�) := V(�) ⊗O L. Then V̌(�) ∼= V(�)∗(εζ ),

where ∗ denotes L-linear dual. If V̌(�) is 2-dimensional and det V̌(�)= εζ , then V̌(�)∼=V(�).

Proof. — Since V sends irreducible representations of G to finite dimensional
Galois representations, and �/�� is of finite length by assumption, we deduce
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that V(�/��) is a finite dimensional k-vector space. It follows from [41, 2.2.2]
that V(�/� n�) is a flat O/(� n)-module for all n ≥ 1 and hence V(�) is a free
O-module of finite rank, such that V(�)/� nV(�) ∼= V(�/� n�) for all n ≥ 1.
For every n ≥ 1 we have �d/� n�d ∼= (�/� n�)∨, and hence V̌(�d)/� nV̌(�d) ∼=
(V(�)/� nV(�))∨(εζ )∼= HomO(V(�),O/(� n))(εζ ), for all n ≥ 1, which implies that
V̌(�d)∼=HomO(V(�),O)(εζ ), and V̌(�)∼=V(�)∗(εζ ). The last assertion follows from
the fact that

(

0 1
−1 0

)

conjugates A= ( a b
c d

)

to (det A)At−1, where t denotes the transpose. �

We are going to adapt an argument of Kisin [41, §2], which uses Colmez’s functor
to relate the deformation theory on the GL2(Q p)-side to the deformation theory on the
Galois side.

Lemma 5.50. — Let M be in C(O), let A be a noetherian O-subalgebra of EndC(O)(M)
and let m be a finitely generated A-module, then there exists a natural isomorphism V̌(m ⊗A M) ∼=
m⊗A V̌(M).

Proof. — This is identical to [41, 2.2.2], via [39, 1.2.7]. We recall the argument for
the sake of completeness. Since A ⊂ EndC(O)(M) and V̌ is a covariant functor, V̌(M) is
naturally an A-module. Since V is exact and additive, we have an isomorphism V̌(An ⊗A

M) ∼= V̌(M⊕n) ∼= V̌(M)⊕n ∼= An ⊗A V̌(M). The isomorphism, exactness of V̌ and the
snake lemma imply that for any finitely presented A-module m we have an isomorphism
m ⊗A V̌(M) ∼= V̌(m ⊗A M). We leave it as an exercise to the reader to check that the
isomorphism does not depend on the presentation of m and is functorial. Since A is
noetherian any finitely generated A-module m is also finitely presented. �

Lemma 5.51. — Let Q be an object of finite length in C(k). Let A→ A′ be a morphism in

A, let QA be a deformation of Q to A in the sense of Definition 3.21. Then V̌(QA) is a flat A-module

and

A′ ⊗A V̌(QA)∼= V̌
(

A′ ⊗A QA

)

.

In particular, k ⊗A V̌(QA)∼= V̌(Q) and V̌(QA) is a finite free A-module of rank dimk V̌(Q).

Proof. — By definition of a deformation, QA is A-flat. Hence the functor m �→
m⊗A QA is exact. Since V̌ is exact, using Lemma 5.50 we deduce that the functor m �→
m⊗A V̌(QA) is exact, so that V̌(QA) is A-flat. The A-linear map QA → A′ ⊗A QA, v �→
1 ⊗ v induces an A-linear map V̌(QA)→ V̌(A′ ⊗A QA). Since V̌ is a functor, A′ acts
on V̌(A′ ⊗A QA) and by the universality of the tensor product we obtain an A′-linear
map A′ ⊗A V̌(QA)→ V̌(A′ ⊗A QA). This map is an isomorphism, since it follows from
Lemma 5.50 that it is an isomorphism of A-modules. Since Q is of finite length and
irreducible subquotients are mapped to finite dimensional k-vector spaces we deduce
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that V̌(Q) is finite dimensional, as k⊗A V̌(QA)∼= V̌(k⊗A QA)∼= V̌(Q), by Lemma 5.50,
we deduce the last assertion from Nakayama’s lemma for A. �

Corollary 5.52. — Let Q be an object of finite length in C(k). The functor V̌ induces

natural transformations between the deformation functors DefQ → DefV̌(Q), Defab
Q → Defab

V̌(Q)
,

QA �→ V̌(QA).

Lemma 5.53. — Let ˜P � S be a projective envelope of an absolutely irreducible object S in

C(O) and let ˜E = EndC(O)(˜P). For every compact right ˜E-module m there exists a natural isomor-

phism V̌(m̂⊗˜E˜P)∼=m̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P).

Proof. — Let {mi}i∈I be a basis of open neighbourhoods of 0 in m, consisting of right
˜E-modules, and let ai be the˜E-annihilator of m/mi . Since mi is open in m, the quotient is
an˜E-module of finite length, and the quotient topology on m/mi is discrete. In particular,
ai is open. Moreover, since ˜E is a local ring with residue field k, we deduce that ˜E/ai is
a finite O-module, which implies that it is noetherian. Let ˜Pi be the closure of ai

˜P in
˜P, so that˜P/˜Pi

∼=˜E/ai ̂⊗˜E˜P. Then V̌(m/mi ̂⊗˜E˜P)∼= V̌(m/mi ⊗˜E/ai
˜P/˜Pi)∼= m/mi ⊗˜E/ai

V̌(˜P/˜Pi)∼=m/mi ̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P), where the second isomorphism is given by Lemma 5.50. Since
V̌ and ̂⊗ commute with projective limits and m ∼= lim←− m/mi , by passing to the limit we

obtain V̌(m̂⊗˜E˜P)∼=m̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P). �

Corollary 5.54. — Let˜P � S be a projective envelope of an absolutely irreducible object S in

C(O) and let ˜E = EndC(O)(˜P). Let � be an irreducible admissible unitary L-Banach space repre-

sentation of G with a central character ζ and the reduction � of finite length. Suppose that S∨ is a

subquotient of � and let  be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in � such that the natural map

HomC(O)(˜P, d)̂⊗˜E˜P→ d is surjective, see Proposition 4.18(iii). Then we have a surjection

HomC(O)
(

˜P, d
)

̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P)∼= V̌
(

HomC(O)
(

˜P, d
)

̂⊗˜E˜P
)

� V̌
(

 d
)

.

Proof. — We note that since � is of finite length, HomC(O)(˜P, d) is a finitely gen-
erated O-module by Lemma 4.15. The isomorphism follows from Lemma 5.53, the sur-
jection from the exactness of V̌. �

Corollary 5.55. — Let˜P � S be a projective envelope of an absolutely irreducible object S in

C(O), let˜E= EndC(O)(˜P) and let ̂Tor
i

˜E(∗,˜P) be the i-th derived functor of ̂⊗˜E˜P in the category of

compact right˜E-modules. If SL2(Q p) acts trivially on̂Tor
1
˜E(k,

˜P) then the functor m �→m̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P)
is exact. Moreover, if k̂⊗˜E˜P is of finite length then V̌(˜P) is a free ˜E-module of rank equal to

dimk V̌(k̂⊗˜E˜P).
Proof. — Since every compact ˜E-module can be written as a projective limit of ˜E-

modules of finite length, and ̂⊗ commutes with projective limits, which are exact in the
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category of continuous GQ p
-representations on compact O-modules, it is enough to show

that the functor m �→ m̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P) maps short exact sequences of continuous ˜E-modules
of finite length to short exact sequences.

If m is a continuous ˜E-module of finite length then by devissage we deduce
that SL2(Q p) acts trivially on ̂Tor

1
˜E(m,˜P). Since V̌ kills every irreducible on which

SL2(Q p) acts trivially, we obtain V̌(̂Tor
1
˜E(m,˜P))= 0 for all finite length modules m. Us-

ing Lemma 5.50 we deduce that the functor m �→m̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P) maps short exact sequence
of continuous˜E-modules of finite length to short exact sequences.

If k̂⊗˜E˜P is of finite length then V̌(k̂⊗˜E˜P) is a finite dimensional k-vector space.
Since k̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P)∼= V̌(k̂⊗˜E˜P) by Lemma 5.50, we deduce from Nakayama’s lemma that
V̌(˜P) is a free˜E-module of rank equal to dimk V̌(k̂⊗˜E˜P). �

Let˜P � S be a projective envelope of an absolutely irreducible object S in C(O),
let˜E= EndC(O)(˜P). From now on we assume the existence of Q in C(k) of finite length,
satisfying the hypothesis (H1)–(H5) in C(k). Since (H0) holds in C(O) by Corollary 5.19,
the hypotheses (H1)–(H5) hold in C(O) by Proposition 3.17, and so˜P is a flat˜E-module
by Corollary 3.12.

Since Q is of finite length, V̌(Q) is a continuous representation of GQ p
on a finite

dimensional k-vector space. Let Defab,ψ

V̌(Q)
be a subfunctor of Defab

V̌(Q)
parameterising de-

formations with determinant equal to ψ := εζ , where ε is the cyclotomic character. If
Defab

V̌(Q)
is pro-representable then so is Defab,ψ

V̌(Q)
, see [48, §24], and we denote the corre-

sponding ring by Rψ , and the universal deformation of V̌(Q) with determinant equal
to ψ by ρun,ψ . Let m be a maximal ideal of Rψ [1/p], then the residue field κ(m) is a
finite totally ramified extension of L, and the image of Rψ in κ(m) is equal to the ring of
integers Oκ(m). Let a be the intersection of those maximal ideals m of Rψ [1/p] for which
κ(m)⊗Rψ ρ

un,ψ is an absolutely irreducible κ(m)[GQ p
]-module and let R′ be the image

of Rψ in Rψ [1/p]/a.

Proposition 5.56. — Assume that S∨ is not a character, so that V̌(S) = 0. Suppose that the

following hold:

(i) EndGQ p
(V̌(Q))= k;

(ii) V induces an injection,

Ext1
G,ζ

(

Q∨,Q∨) ↪→ Ext1
k[GQ p ]

(

V
(

Q∨),V
(

Q∨));
(iii) for every irreducible representation ρ of GQ p

defined over some finite totally ramified extension

L′ of L and satisfying detρ = ψ and ρ ∼= V̌(Q)ss there exists an open bounded G-

invariant lattice  in a unitary admissible L′-Banach space representation � of G such

that the following hold:
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(a) ζ is the central character of �;

(b) � contains S∨ with multiplicity 1;

(c) ρ ∼= V̌( d)⊗O L.

Then there exists a natural surjection˜Eab � R′.

Proof. — We note that in this Proposition we allow only commutative coefficients for
our deformations. In particular, all the rings representing different functors are commu-
tative. Corollary 5.52 gives a natural transformation of functors Defab

Q → Defab

V̌(Q)
. Since

both functors are pro-representable we obtain a map ϕ : R →˜Eab, where R is the ring
pro-representing Defab

V̌(Q)
. Now (ii) is equivalent to the assertion that V̌ induces an injec-

tion

Defab
Q

(

k[ε])∼= Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q) ↪→ Ext1

k[GQ p ]
(

V̌(Q), V̌(Q)
)∼=Defab

V̌(Q)

(

k[ε]),
which is equivalent to the assertion that ϕ induces a surjection

mR/
(

m
2
R +�R

)

� m̃ab/
(

m̃
2
ab +�˜Eab

)

.

Since both rings are complete we deduce that ϕ :R �˜Eab is surjective.
Let m be a maximal ideal of Rψ [1/p], such that κ(m) ⊗Rψ ρ

un,ψ is absolutely
irreducible. We claim that there exists a map of O-algebras x :˜E → Oκ(m), such that
κ(m)⊗˜E V̌(˜P) is isomorphic to κ(m)⊗Rψ ρ

un,ψ as a κ(m)-representation of GQ p
. Since

V̌(Q) has only scalar endomorphisms by (i), there exists a unique GQ p
-invariant Oκ(m)-

lattice in κ(m) ⊗˜E V̌(˜P), which reduces to V̌(Q) modulo the maximal ideal of Oκ(m).
Hence, the claim implies that Oκ(m)⊗˜E V̌(˜P) and Oκ(m)⊗Rψ ρ

un,ψ define the same defor-
mation of V̌(Q) with determinant ψ . Thus the natural map Rψ → κ(m) factors through
x ◦ ϕ, which implies that the surjection Rψ � R′ factors through ϕ :Rψ �˜Eab.

We will deduce the claim from (iii). Let  and � be as in (iii) with L′ = κ(m)
and ρ = κ(m) ⊗Rψ ρ

un,ψ , so that ρ ∼= V̌( d) ⊗O L. As V̌ is exact, and  d is O-
torsion free, we deduce that V̌( d) is O-torsion free and it follows from (iii)(c) that
V̌( d) is an Oκ(m)-lattice in ρ. Part (iii)(b) implies that S occurs as a subquotient of
k ⊗Oκ(m)

 d with multiplicity one. It follows from Lemma 4.15 and Corollary 5.40 that
HomC(O)(˜P, d) is a free Oκ(m)-module of rank 1. The action of ˜E gives us an O-linear
map x :˜E→ EndOκ(m)

(HomC(O)(˜P, d))∼= Oκ(m). Let C be cokernel of the natural map
Oκ(m)̂⊗˜E,x˜P →  d . It follows from Lemma 2.9 that HomC(O)(˜P,C) = 0 thus S is not a
subquotient of C by Lemma 4.13. Since V̌(S) = 0 by assumption, and V̌ maps distinct
irreducibles to distinct irreducibles, we deduce that V̌(S) is not a subquotient of V̌(C).
Hence, the map V̌(Oκ(m)̂⊗˜E,x˜P)→ V̌( d) is non-zero. Lemma 5.53 and the irreducibil-
ity of ρ implies that the induced map κ(m)⊗˜E,x V̌(˜P)→ ρ is surjective. The map is an
isomorphism as both κ(m)-vector spaces have dimension equal to dimk V̌(Q). �
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5.8. The strategy in the generic case. — We are now in a position to explain how in
the generic case the proof of the main theorem reduces to a computation of dimensions
of some Ext groups in the category of smooth k-representations of G with a central char-
acter, when p≥ 5. By the generic case we mean that Q∨ is an atome atomorphe in the sense
of Colmez, which is either irreducible supersingular, so that S=Q, or Q∨ is a non-split
extension of IndG

P χ1 ⊗ χ2ω
−1 by IndG

P χ2 ⊗ χ1ω
−1 with χ1χ

−1
2 = ω±1,1 and S∨ is a prin-

cipal series representation.
We know that the hypothesis (H0) is satisfied by Proposition 5.19 and to verify

(H1)–(H5) we only need to compute the dimensions of some Ext groups. Suppose that
we can do this and (H1)–(H5) hold. Now V̌(Q) is 2-dimensional and is either irreducible
or a non-split extension of two characters χ2 by χ1. Since p ≥ 5 and χ1χ

−1
2 = ω±1,1

the universal deformation ring Defab

V̌(Q)
is representable by R ∼= O[[x1, . . . , x5]] and the

deformation ring with the determinant condition Rψ is isomorphic to O[[x1, x2, x3]].
Moreover, one may show that the irreducible locus is dense, hence the ring R′ introduced
before Proposition 5.56 is isomorphic to Rψ . The condition (ii) in Proposition 5.56 in
this case is a result of Colmez [23, VII.5.2], and the condition (iii) is a result of Kisin
[41, 2.3.8]. Hence, Proposition 5.56 gives us a surjection ˜Eab � Rψ ∼= O[[x1, x2, x3]].
One may calculate that dim Ext1

G,ζ (Q
∨,Q∨) = 3 and hence dim m̃/(m̃2 +�˜E) = 3. If

we can show that for every non-split extension 0 → Q∨ → τ → Q∨ → 0 in Modsm
G,ζ (k)

the dimension of Ext1
G,ζ (S

∨, τ ) is at most 3 then using Theorem 3.39 we may deduce
that ˜E ∼= Rψ . In particular, ˜E is commutative and hence Corollary 4.44 says that every
absolutely irreducible admissible unitary L-Banach space representation� of G with the
central character ζ and such that � contains S∨ satisfies �⊆ (Q∨)ss.

6. Supersingular representations

In this section we carry out the strategy described in Section 5.8 in the supersin-
gular case. The main result is Theorem 6.4 and its Corollaries. In Section 6.1 we carry
out some Ext calculations, we suggest to skip them at first reading. We assume throughout
this section that p≥ 5. Let π ∼= π(r,0, η) be a supersingular representation with a central
character congruent to ζ .

Proposition 6.1. — The hypotheses (H1)–(H5) of Section 3.1 hold with Q= S= π∨. More-

over, dim Ext1
C(k)(S,S)= dim Ext1

G,ζ (π,π)= 3.

Proof. — Let τ be an irreducible representation in Modsm
G,ζ (k) not isomorphic to

π , then Ext1
G,ζ (τ,π)= 0, [56, 10.7]. Moreover, dim Ext1

G,ζ (π,π)= 3, [56, 10.13]. This
implies (H3) and (H4) via Corollary 5.17, the rest holds trivially. �

Since (H0) holds vacuously in the supersingular case, we may apply the results
of Section 3.1 and Section 4. Let˜P � S be a projective envelope of S in C(O), let ˜E =
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EndC(O)(˜P), m̃ the maximal ideal of˜E and let m be the maximal ideal of˜E⊗O k. We note
that Proposition 6.1 and Lemma 3.29 imply that d := dimm/m2 = 3. Let ρ :=V(π) then
ρ ∼= indωr+1

2 ⊗ η is absolutely irreducible. We note that detρ is congruent to ζε, where ε
is the cyclotomic character. Let Rρ be the universal deformation ring of ρ and Rζε

ρ be the
deformation ring of ρ pro-representing a deformation problem with a fixed determinant
equal to ζε.

Proposition 6.2. — The functor V̌ induces a surjection

˜E � Rζε
ρ
∼= O[[x1, x2, x3]].

Proof. — This is a consequence of Proposition 5.56. We note that V̌(S)∼= V(π)=
ρ. Since p ≥ 5 using local Tate duality and Euler characteristic, we may calculate
that H2(GQ p

,Adρ) = 0 and H1(GQ p
,Adρ) is 5-dimensional. This implies, see [47,

§1.6], [48, §24], that the universal deformation problem Defab

V̌(S)
is represented by Rρ

∼=
O[[x1, . . . , x5]] and the deformation problem with the fixed determinant is represented
by Rζε

ρ
∼= O[[x1, x2, x3]]. Since the residual representation is irreducible, the ring R′ in

Proposition 5.56 is isomorphic to Rζε
ρ . Part (ii) of Proposition 5.56 is satisfied by [23,

VII.5.2], and (iii) is satisfied by [41, 2.3.8]. �

Proposition 6.3. — The functor V̌ induces an isomorphism ˜E ∼= Rζε
ρ . In particular, ˜E is

commutative and V̌(˜P) is the universal deformation of ρ with determinant ζε.

Proof. — Since dimm/m2 = 3 we deduce from the map in Proposition 6.2 in-
duces an isomorphism ˜Eab ∼= Rζε

ρ
∼= O[[x1, x2, x3]]. It follows then from Lemma 3.41

that the natural map Hom(E, k[x]/(x3))→ Hom(E, k[x]/(x2)) is surjective. In view of
Theorem 3.39 and Lemma 3.43, it is enough to find a 2-dimensional subspace V of
Ext1

G,ζ (π,π) such that for every non-zero ξ ∈ V, representing an extension 0 → π →
Eξ → π→ 0 we have dim Ext1

G,ζ (π,Eξ )≤ 3 or equivalently dim Ext1
G,ζ (Eξ , π)≤ 3.

We have shown in [56, 10.14] that for any non-zero ξ lying in the image of
Ext1

H(I(π),I(π)) in Ext1
G,ζ (π,π) via (73), we have dim Ext1

G,ζ (Eξ , π) ≤ 3. In the reg-
ular case, we have dim Ext1

H(I(π),I(π)) = 2, [20, Cor. 6.6], and so we are done. In
the Iwahori case, dim Ext1

H(I(π),I(π)) = 1, but in Proposition 6.23 below, we find
a two dimensional subspace V in Ext1

G,ζ (π,π) such that for any non-zero ξ ∈ V we
have dim Ext1

G,ζ (π,Eξ )≤ 3. Hence, V̌ induces an isomorphism of deformation functors,
Corollary 5.52, and so V̌(˜P) is the universal deformation of ρ with determinant ζε. �

Theorem 6.4. — Let� be a unitary absolutely irreducible L-Banach space representation with

a central character ζ . Suppose that the reduction of some open G-invariant lattice in � contains π as a

subquotient then �∼= π .
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Proof. — Since˜E is commutative the assertion follows from Corollary 4.44. �

Recall that the block B of π consists of only one isomorphism class, Proposi-
tion 5.42. Then Modl fin

G,ζ (O)B is the full subcategory of Modl fin
G,ζ (O) consisting of rep-

resentations with every irreducible subquotient isomorphic to π .

Corollary 6.5. — The category Modl fin
G,ζ (O)B is anti-equivalent to the category of compact

Rζε
ρ -modules. The centre of Modl fin

G,ζ (O)B is naturally isomorphic to Rζε
ρ .

Proof. — The assertion follows from Proposition 5.45 and Proposition 6.3. �

Remark 6.6. — Since ρ is absolutely irreducible and p > 2 = dimρ, sending a
deformation to its trace induces an isomorphism between Rζε

ρ and Rps,ζ ε
trρ , the deformation

ring parameterizing 2-dimensional pseudocharacters with determinant ζε lifting trρ,
see [50].

Corollary 6.7. — Let T : GQ p
→Rps,ζ ε

trρ be the universal 2-dimensional pseudocharacter with

determinant ζε lifting trρ. For every N in C(O)B, V̌(N) is killed by g2 −T(g)g + ζε(g), for all

g ∈ GQ p
.

Proof. — Proposition 6.3 and Remark 6.6 imply that the assertion is true if
N = ˜P. In general, V̌(N) ∼= V̌(HomC(O)(˜P,N)̂⊗˜E˜P) ∼= HomC(O)(˜P,N)̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P), by
Lemma 5.53. �

Let Banadm
G,ζ (L)

B be as in Proposition 5.36 and let Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B be the full subcat-
egory consisting of objects of finite length.

Corollary 6.8. — We have an equivalence of categories

Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B ∼=
⊕

n∈MaxSpec Rζερ [1/p]
Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B

n
.

The category Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

is anti-equivalent to the category of modules of finite length of the n-adic

completion of Rζε
ρ [1/p]. In particular, Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

contains only one irreducible object.

Proof. — Apply Theorem 4.36 with C(O)= C(O)B. �

6.1. Iwahori case. — Let π ∼= π(0,0, η)∼= π(p− 1,0, η). In this section we iden-
tify a two dimensional subspace V of Ext1

G,ζ (π,π) such that for any non-zero ξ ∈
V, the equivalence class of an extension 0 → π → Eξ → π → 0, we have either
dim Ext1

G,ζ (Eξ , π) ≤ 3 or dim Ext1
G,ζ (π,Eξ ) ≤ 3, thus completing the proof of Proposi-

tion 6.3. The proof involves tracking down the dimension of various Ext groups. Essen-
tially the same argument should also work for p= 3, but we have not checked the details.
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After twisting we may assume that η is the trivial character, and so Z acts trivially
on π . We will write Modsm

G/Z(k) instead of Modsm
G,ζ (k) and Ext1

G/Z instead of Ext1
G,ζ . To

ease the notation in this section we will also write Rep to mean smooth representations
on k-vector spaces. It follows from [16, 3.2.4, 4.1.4] that π I1 is 2-dimensional. Moreover,
[16, 4.1.5] implies that there exists a basis {v1, vst} of π I1 , such that �v1 = vst, �vst = v1

and there exists an isomorphism of K-representations:

(89) 〈K � v1〉 ∼= 1, 〈K � vst〉 ∼= st,

where st is the inflation of the Steinberg representation of GL2(Fp). In particular, H acts
trivially on v1 and vst. We recall the results of [56, §4]. Let

(90)

M1 :=
〈(

p2n b

0 1

)

v1 : n≥ 0, b ∈ Zp

〉

,

Mst :=
〈(

p2n b

0 1

)

vst : n≥ 0, b ∈ Zp

〉

.

Then M1, Mst are stable under the action of I, [56, 4.6], MI1
1 = kv1 and MI1

st = kvst. We
set

(91) π1 :=M1 +� � Mst, πst :=Mst +� � M1.

The subspaces π1 and πst are stable under the action of G+, [56, 4.12]. Moreover, we
have

(92) π |G+ ∼= π1 ⊕ πst.

This implies

(93) π ∼= IndG
G+ π1

∼= IndG
G+ πst.

Further, [56, 6.4] says that

(94) π
I1
1 =M1 ∩�Mst = kv1, π I1

st =Mst ∩�M1 = kvst.

The key observation that goes into the proof of this result is that the restrictions of M1

and Mst to H(I∩U) are injective envelopes of the trivial representation in RepH(I∩U).

Lemma 6.9. — Let N be a representation of I/Z1 such that N|I1∩U is an injective envelope

of the trivial representation in RepI1∩U. Let v ∈ N such that H acts on v by a character χ and let

κ := 〈I � v〉, then

(i) dim(N/κ)I1 = 1;

(ii) H acts on (N/κ)I1 by a character χα−1;

(iii) χα−1 ↪→ (N/κ)|H(I1∩U) is an injective envelope of χα−1 in RepH(I1∩U).
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Proof. — Since N is smooth and κ is finitely generated, κ is of finite length. We
argue by induction on the length � of κ . Suppose the length of κ is 1, then κ = NI1 =
NI1∩U and the assertion follows from [56, Prop. 5.9]. In general, let N1 := N/NI1 and
let κ1 denote the image of κ in N1. Now [56, Prop. 5.9] says that N1|I1∩U is an injective
envelope of the trivial representation in RepI1∩U. Since NI1 = NI1∩U is 1-dimensional
and κ ∩ NI1 = κ I1 = 0 we have �(κ1) = �(κ) − 1, and hence we get the assertion by
induction. �

Proposition 6.10. — Let

(95) w1 :=
∑

λ,μ∈Fp

λ

(

1 [μ] + p[λ]
0 1

)

t2v1, wst :=
∑

λ∈Fp

λ

(

1 [λ]
0 1

)

tv1,

and set τ := 〈K � w1〉 + 〈K � (�wst)〉 ⊂ π1. There exist an exact non-split sequence of K-

representations

(96) 0→ 1→ τ→ IndK
I α→ 0.

Moreover, Ext1
I/Z1
(1,π1/τ)= 0 and (π1/τ)

I1 ∼= α−2 ⊕ α2.

Proof. — From (95) we get

(97)
∑

μ∈Fp

(

1 [μ]
0 1

)

s(�wst)=w1.

Let τ̄ , u1 and u2 be the images of τ , w1 and �wst in π1/1, respectively. It follows from
[56, Lem. 6.1] that u1 and u2 are I1-invariant. Moreover, they are linearly independent,
since H acts on u1 by α−1 and on u2 by α, and these characters are distinct, as p ≥ 5.
Now (94) implies π1/kv1

∼= M1/kv1 ⊕ �(Mst/kvst). Moreover, since the restrictions of
M1 and Mst to H(I∩U) are injective envelopes of the trivial representation in RepH(I∩U),
Lemma 6.9 implies that the space of I1-invariants of M1/kv1⊕�(Mst/kvst) is two dimen-
sional. Hence, {u1, u2} is a basis for (π1/1)I1 and �wst ∈ �Mst. Moreover, (97) implies
that the natural surjection IndK

I α� 〈K � u2〉 is injective, since it induces an injection on
(IndK

I α)
I1 . Thus τ̄ ∼= IndK

I α and the extension 0→ 1→ τ → τ̄ → 0 is non-split, since
socK τ ⊆ socK π1

∼= 1. Now su2 is the image of

s(�wst)= twst =
∑

λ∈Fp

λ

(

1 p[λ]
0 1

)

t2v1,

which lies in M1. Since τ̄ = ku2 ⊕ 〈I1 � (su2)〉 we obtain

π1/τ ∼=M1/
〈

I � (twst)
〉⊕�(Mst/〈I �wst〉

)

.
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Let N1 := M1/〈I � (twst)〉. Lemma 6.9 gives that NI1
1 is 1-dimensional, H acts on NI1

1 by
the character α−2 and α−2 ↪→N1|H(I1∩U) is an injective envelope of α−2 in RepH(I1∩U). Let
ψ : I → k× be a smooth character, [56, Prop. 7.2, Cor. 7.4] say that Ext1

I/Z1
(ψ,N1) = 0

if and only if ψ = α−1 or ψ = α−2. Since p≥ 5 we get Ext1
I/Z1
(1,N1)= 0. Similarly, one

gets Ext1
I/Z1
(ψ,�(Mst/〈I �wst〉)) = 0 if and only if ψ = (α−1)� = α or ψ = (α−2)� = α2.

Again we obtain, Ext1
I/Z1
(1,�(Mst/〈I �wst〉))= 0 and hence Ext1

I/Z1
(1,π1/τ)= 0. �

Lemma 6.11. — We have

(i) Ext1
K/Z1

(st,1)= Ext1
K/Z1

(1, st)= 0;

(ii) dim Ext1
K/Z1

(st, st)= 1;

(iii) dim H1(I/Z1, st)= 1.

Proof. — Since 1 and st are self dual, sending an extension to its dual induces an iso-
morphism Ext1

K/Z1
(st,1)∼= Ext1

K/Z1
(1, st). So for (i) it is enough to prove Ext1

K/Z1
(st,1)=

0. Let κ be a smooth representation of K/Z1, then

(98) HomK/Z1(st, κ)∼=HomK/K1

(

st, κK1
)

,

since K1 acts trivially on st. Now st is a projective object in RepK/K1
, [63, §16.4]. Thus,

HomK/K1(st,∗) is exact and we get:

(99) Ext1
K/Z1

(st, κ)∼=HomK/K1

(

st,H1(K1/Z1, κ)
)

.

If K1 acts trivially on κ we have an isomorphism of K-representations:

(100) H1(K1/Z1, κ)∼=Hom(K1/Z1, k)⊗ κ ∼=
(

Sym2 k2 ⊗ det−1
)⊗ κ,

see [20, Prop 5.1]. Now dim HomK(st, st⊗ Sym2 k2 ⊗ det−1) = 1, by [20, Prop 5.4 (ii)]
and HomK(st,Sym2 k2 ⊗ det−1)= 0 as p≥ 5. So we get the assertions (i) and (ii). For (iii)
we observe that

H1(I/Z1, st)∼= Ext1
K/Z1

(

IndK
I 1, st

)∼= Ext1
K/Z1

(1⊕ st, st). �

Lemma 6.12. — We have dim Ext1
I/Z1
(st, α)= 1. The natural map

(101) Ext1
I/Z1
(st, α)→ Ext1

(I∩P)/Z1

(

stI, α
)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. — Since IndK
I 1∼= 1⊕ st, we have an isomorphism st|I ∼= IndI

HK1
1 and hence

(102) Ext1
I/Z1
(st, α)∼= Ext1

HK1/Z1
(1, α)∼=H1(K1/Z1, α)

H,
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which is one dimensional, see the proof of [56, Prop. 5.4]. We identify H1(K1/Z1, α) with
Hom(K1/Z1, k), then Ext1

I/Z1
(st, α) is identified with the subspace generated by κ , where

κ(g)= (bp−1
)

(mod p), ∀g =
(

a b

c d

)

∈K1.

Let 0→ α→ E→ st→ 0 be the unique non-split extension and let v be the basis vector
of α. For each coset c ∈ I/HK1 fix a coset representative c of the form

(

1 [λ]
0 1

)

. We note
that given g ∈ I1 the element gc−1gc lies in K1. The isomorphism st|I ∼= IndI

HK1
1 and (102)

imply that there exists w ∈ E such that the image of {cw : c ∈ I/HK1} is a basis of st and
for all g ∈K1 we have gw =w+ κ(g)v. Let w1 =∑c cw, then the image of w1 in st spans
stI. We have

gw1 = g
∑

c

cw =
∑

c

gc
(

gc−1gc
)

w =w1 +
∑

c

κ
(

gc−1gc
)

v(103)

=w1 + κ
(

∏

c

(

gc−1gc
)

)

v.

If g = ( 1 1
0 1

)

then g commutes with c, and so
∏

c(gc
−1gc) = gp, thus gw1 = w1 + v. This

implies that the map (101) is non-zero. Moreover, the target is 1-dimensional by [56,
Prop. 5.4], hence (101) is an isomorphism. �

Corollary 6.13. — dim Ext1
K/Z1

(σ,π1)= 1 and Ext1
K/Z1

(σ,π1/τ)= 0, where σ = 1 or

σ = st.

Proof. — It follows from 6.10 that

Ext1
K/Z1

(

IndK
I 1,π1/τ

)∼= Ext1
I/Z1
(1,π1/τ)= 0,

HomK/Z1

(

IndK
I 1,π1/τ

)∼=HomI/Z1(1,π1/τ)= 0.

Since IndK
I 1∼= 1⊕ st, we get Ext1

K/Z1
(σ,π1/τ)= 0 and HomK(σ,π1/τ)= 0. Thus, ap-

plying HomK(σ,∗) to the exact sequence

0→ IndK
I α→ π1/1→ π1/τ→ 0

we obtain

Ext1
K/Z1

(σ,π1/1)∼= Ext1
K/Z1

(

σ, IndK
I α
)∼= Ext1

I/Z1
(σ,α).

Now Ext1
I/Z1
(st, α) is 1-dimensional by Lemma 6.12 and Ext1

I/Z1
(1, α) is 1-dimensional

by [56, Prop. 5.4]. Hence,

Ext1
I/Z1
(1,π1/1)∼= Ext1

K/Z1
(1⊕ st,π1/1)
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is 2-dimensional. We know that Ext1
I/Z1
(1,1)= 0, [56, Prop. 5.4], so

(104) Ext1
I/Z1
(1,π1)→ Ext1

I/Z1
(1,π1/1)

is an injection. The source has dimension 2 by [56, Thm. 7.9]. Hence, (104) is an iso-
morphism. Using IndK

I 1 ∼= 1 ⊕ st again we get that Ext1
K/Z1

(st,π1) and Ext1
K/Z1

(1,π1)

are both 1-dimensional. �

Lemma 6.14. — We have exact sequences of G+-representations:

(105) 0→ c-IndG+
K�Z1→ c-IndG+

KZ1→ π1 → 0,

(106) 0→ c-IndG+
K�Zst�→ c-IndG+

KZst→ πst → 0.

Proof. — Below we let (σ = st and σ̌ = 1) or (σ̌ = st and σ = 1). Let

F+ := { f ∈ c-IndG
KZσ : Supp f ⊆G+}∼= c-IndG+

KZσ,

F− := { f ∈ c-IndG
KZσ : Supp f ⊆�G+}∼= c-IndG+

K�Zσ
�.

We have c-IndG
KZσ |G+ ∼= F+ ⊕ F−. Let ϕ ∈ c-IndG

KZσ , such that Suppϕ =KZ and ϕ(1)
spans σ I1 . Then F+ = 〈G+ � ϕ〉 and F− = 〈G+ ��ϕ〉. It follows from Lemma 5.13 that
Tϕ ∈ F− and T�ϕ =�Tϕ ∈ F+. Hence, T(F+)⊂ F− and T(F−)⊂ F+. Hence,

(107) π |G+ ∼= F+/T
(

F−)⊕ F−/T
(

F+).

Now (94) implies that HomK(σ̌ ,πσ )= 0, and thus (92) and (107) give πσ ∼= F+/T(F−),
πσ̌ ∼= F−/T(F+). Since T is an injection we obtain the result. �

Proposition 6.15. — We have

(i) dim Ext1
G+/Z(πst,π1)= dim Ext1

G+/Z(π1,πst)= 2;

(ii) dim Ext1
G+/Z(πst,πst)= dim Ext1

G+/Z(π1,π1)= 1.

Proof. — By applying HomG+/Z(∗,π1) to (105) we get an exact sequence

HomK�(1,π1)→ Ext1
G+/Z(π1,π1)→ Ext1

K/Z1
(1,π1).

It follows from (90) that π�1 ∼= πst, hence

HomK�(1,π1)∼=HomK(1,πst)= 0

and so dim Ext1
G+/Z(π1,π1) ≤ 1. Similarly, by applying HomG+/Z(∗,π1) to (106) we ob-

tain dim Ext1
G+/Z(πst,π1)≤ 2. On the other hand π ∼= IndG

G+ π1 and we know that

Ext1
G/Z(π,π)

∼= Ext1
G+/Z(π1 ⊕ πst,π1)
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is 3-dimensional, [56, 10.13]. Hence, both inequalities are in fact equalities. We obtain
the rest by using πst = π�1 and π1 = π�st . �

Corollary 6.16. — We have dim Ext1
K/Z1

(st,πst)= dim Ext1
K/Z1

(1,πst)= 1.

Proof. — Applying HomG+/Z(∗,πst) to (105) we get an exact sequence:

HomK�(1,πst) ↪→ Ext1
G+/Z(π1,πst)→ Ext1

K/Z1
(1,πst).

Proposition 6.15 implies that dim Ext1
K/Z1

(1,πst)≥ 1. We apply HomG+/Z(∗,πst) to (106)
we get an injection

Ext1
G+/Z(πst,πst) ↪→ Ext1

K/Z1
(st,πst).

Proposition 6.15 implies that dim Ext1
K/Z1

(st,πst)≥ 1. We know [56, 7.9] that

Ext1
I/Z1
(1,πst)∼= Ext1

K/Z1

(

IndK
I 1,πst

)∼= Ext1
K/Z1

(1⊕ st,πst)

is 2-dimensional. This implies that both inequalities must be equalities. �

Lemma 6.17. — Let E be the unique non-split extension 0 → 1 → E → 1 → 0 of

(I∩ P)/Z1-representations. Then the natural map

(108) Ext1
(I∩P)/Z1

(E, α)→ Ext1
(I∩P)/Z1

(1, α)

is zero.

Proof. — We know that Ext1
(I∩P)/Z1

(1,1)∼=Hom((I ∩ P)/Z1, k) is one dimensional
and we may choose a basis {w1,w2} of E such thatw2 is fixed by I∩P and dw1 =w2+w1,
uw1 = w1, where d = ( 1+p 0

0 1

)

and u = ( 1 1
0 1

)

, [56, 5.7]. Suppose that the map is non-
zero, then we have an extension 0 → α→ E′ → E → 0. Since Ext1

(I∩P)/Z1
(1, α) is one

dimensional, [56, 5.7], we may choose a basis {v1, v2, v3} of E′ such that I acts by α on
v3, v2 maps tow2, dv2 = v2, uv2 = v2+v3, v1 maps tow1 and H act trivially on v1 and v2.
Now H act trivially on (d−1)v1, hence (d−1)v1 = λv1+μv2. By considering the image
in E we get dv1 = v1 + v2. The image of (u− 1)v1 is zero in E. Hence (u− 1)v1 = λv3,
for some λ, (up − 1)v1 = (u− 1)pv1 = 0 and so up+1v1 = uv1 = v1 + λv3. Now

duv1 = d(v1 + λv2)= v1 + v2 + λv3,

up+1dv1 = up+1(v1 + v2)= v1 + λv3 + v2 + v3.

Since du= up+1d in I∩ P we deduce that E′ cannot exist. �

Lemma 6.18. — Let e be the unique non-split extension 0→ st→ e→ st→ 0 of K/Z1-

representations. Then eI∩U is the unique non-split extension 0→ 1→ eI∩U → 1→ 0 of (I∩P)/Z1-

representations.
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Proof. — By taking I-invariants we obtain an exact sequence:

stI ↪→ eI → stI ∂→H1(I/Z1, st).

Now dim eI = 1, since HomI(1, e)∼=HomK(st, e) by Frobenius reciprocity. Hence, ∂ is an
injection. Since by Lemma 6.11 dim H1(I/Z1, st) = 1 we get that ∂ is an isomorphism.
Fix a non-zero v ∈ stI = eI. To prove the assertion it is enough to give a 1-cocycle f :
I/Z1 → st, such that for some scalar λ = 0 we have

(109) f

((

a b

0 d

))

= a− d

p
λv, ∀

(

a b

0 d

)

∈ I1 ∩ P.

Since then there exists w ∈ e such that (g − 1)w = f (g), for all g ∈ I, as ∂ is an isomor-
phism. Then (109) implies that w ∈ eI∩U and w ∈ eI∩P. Thus v and w are linearly inde-
pendent, and so dim eI∩U ≥ 2. Since stI = stI∩U is 1-dimensional we get that eI∩U = 〈v,w〉,
thus we have an exact sequence 0→ stI → eI∩U → stI → 0 and (109) implies that this se-
quence is non-split.

We will construct a cocycle f satisfying (109). We have Z×
p
∼= μp−1 × (1 + pZp),

let pr : Z×
p → 1 + pZp denote the projection and let δ : K → 1 + pZp be the character

δ(g) = pr(det(g)). Let M := Symp−1 Z2
p ⊗ δ

1−p
2 , then K acts on M, Z1 acts trivially and

M/pM∼= st. We have an exact sequence of Zp/p
2Zp[K]-modules

0→M/pM
p→M/p2M→M/pM→ 0.

Letw := xp−1+p2M ∈M/p2M, then the image ofw in M/pM is I-invariant. Thus f (g) :=
(g − 1)w takes values in pM/p2M ∼= st for all g ∈ I. Moreover, it is immediate that f

satisfies (109) with v = xp−1 + pM and λ= p−1
2 . �

Lemma 6.19. — Let e be the unique non-split extension 0→ st→ e→ st→ 0 of K/Z1-

representations. Then the natural map

(110) Ext1
I/Z1
(e, α)→ Ext1

I/Z1
(st, α)

is zero.

Proof. — Lemma 6.18 gives a commutative diagram

0 stI eI∩U stI 0

0 st e st 0
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with exact rows, and the top row a non-split extension of I ∩ P-representations, with the
middle vertical arrow I∩ P-equivariant. Applying HomI/Z1(∗, α) to the bottom row, and
Hom(I∩P)/Z1(∗, α) to the top row we obtain a commutative diagram:

Ext1
I/Z1
(e, α)

β

Ext1
I/Z1
(st, α)

∼=(101)

Ext1
(I∩P)/Z1

(eI∩U, α)
0

(108)
Ext1

(I∩P)/Z1
(stI, α).

It follows from the diagram that β is the zero map. �

Lemma 6.20. — Let e be the unique non-split extension 0→ st→ e→ st→ 0 of K/Z1-

representations, then dim Ext1
K/Z1

(e,π1)= 1. Moreover, let

0→ π1 → E′
1 → e→ 0

be an exact sequence of K/Z1-representations, then HomK(st,E′
1) = 0.

Proof. — Applying HomK/Z1(∗,π1) to 0 → st → e → st → 0 we get an exact se-
quence

Ext1
K/Z1

(st,π1) ↪→ Ext1
K/Z1

(e,π1)
β→ Ext1

K/Z1
(st,π1).

We claim that β is zero. The claim and Lemma 6.12 gives dim Ext1
K/Z1

(e,π1) = 1.
The Yoneda interpretation of the claim gives the second assertion. Let τ ⊂ π1 be
the representation considered in Proposition 6.10, then HomK(st,π1/τ) = 0, hence
HomK(e,π1/τ) = 0. Moreover, Corollary 6.13 says that Ext1

K/Z1
(st,π1/τ) = 0, this im-

plies Ext1
K/Z1

(e,π1/τ)= 0. Hence, we have a commutative diagram:

Ext1
K/Z1

(e, τ )

∼=

γ

Ext1
K/Z1

(st, τ )

∼=

Ext1
K/Z1

(e,π1)
β

Ext1
K/Z1

(st,π1).

Recall that (96) is an exact sequence 0→ 1→ τ→ IndK
I α→ 0 of K/Z1-representations.

Lemma 6.11 says that Ext1
K/Z1

(st,1)= 0. This implies Ext1
K/Z1

(e,1)= 0. Thus applying
HomK/Z1(e,∗) and HomK/Z1(st,∗) to (96) we get a commutative diagram:

Ext1
K/Z1

(e, τ )
γ

Ext1
K/Z1

(st, τ )

Ext1
K/Z1

(e, IndK
I α)

δ

Ext1
K/Z1

(st, IndK
I α).
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Now δ is zero by Shapiro’s lemma and Lemma 6.19, hence γ = β = 0. �

Proposition 6.21. — Let

(111) 0→ π1 → E1 → πst → 0

be a non-split extension of G+/Z representations. Suppose that EI1
1 is 1-dimensional, then

Ext1
K/Z1

(st,E1)= 0.

Proof. — We note that the assumption dim EI1
1 = 1, implies that EI1

1 = π I1
1 and hence

HomK(st,E1)= 0. Let 0→ st→ e→ st→ 0 be the unique non-split extension of K/Z1-
representations. Now, e cannot be a subrepresentation of πst, since in that case by pulling
back we would obtain a subrepresentation E′

1 ⊂ E1 such that we have an exact sequence
0→ π1 → E′

1 → e→ 0 of K/Z1-representations with HomK(st,E′
1)=HomK(st,E1)=

0, which would contradict Lemma 6.20. Hence, HomK(st,πst/st)= 0 and so we obtain
an injection

(112) Ext1
K/Z1

(st, st) ↪→ Ext1
K/Z1

(st,πst).

Corollary 6.16 asserts dim Ext1
K/Z1

(st,πst) = 1, so the map of (112) is an isomorphism.
The Yoneda interpretation of this says if we let

(113) 0→ πst → E2 → st→ 0

be the unique non-split extension of K/Z1-representations, then E2 contains e as
a subrepresentation. Corollary 6.13 says that dim Ext1

K/Z1
(st,π1) = 1 so applying

HomK/Z1(st,∗) to (111) gives us an injection

(114) Ext1
K/Z1

(st,E1) ↪→ Ext1
K/Z1

(st,πst).

Suppose that Ext1
K/Z1

(st,E1) = 0 then (114) would give a non-split extension of K/Z1-
representations

(115) 0→ E1 → E3 → st→ 0

such that E3/π1
∼= E2. Now, HomK(st,E1) = 0 and so HomK(st,E3) = 0, as otherwise

we would obtain a splitting of (115). As e is a subrepresentation of E2, by pulling back we
obtain a subrepresentation E′

3 ⊂ E3, which sits in an exact sequence:

0→ π1 → E′
3 → e→ 0.

Since HomK(st,E3) = 0, we have HomK(st,E′
3) = 0. Hence, we obtain a contradiction

to Lemma 6.20. �

Corollary 6.22. — Let E1 be as above, then dim H1(I1/Z1,E1)≤ 2.
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Proof. — Taking I1/Z1-invariants of (111) gives us an exact sequence:

(116) π I1
st ↪→H1(I1/Z1,π1)→H1(I1/Z1,E1)→H1(I1/Z1,πst).

By [56, 7.9] H acts trivially on H1(I1/Z1,π1) and H1(I1/Z1,πst). Hence,

H1(I1/Z1,E1)∼=H1(I1/Z1,E1)
H ∼= Ext1

I/Z1
(1,E1)(117)

∼= Ext1
K/Z1

(

IndK
I 1,E1

)∼= Ext1
K/Z1

(1,E1)⊕ Ext1
K/Z1

(st,E1).

Application of HomK/Z1(1,∗) to (111) gives an exact sequence:

(118) Ext1
K/Z1

(1,π1) ↪→ Ext1
K/Z1

(1,E1)→ Ext1
K/Z1

(1,πst).

It follows from (118) and Corollaries 6.13, 6.16 that dim Ext1
K/Z1

(1,E1) ≤ 2. Proposi-
tion 6.21 says Ext1

K/Z1
(st,E1)= 0, hence (117) gives us the assertion. �

Recall that π ∼= IndG
G+ π1

∼= IndG
G+ πst. Thus we have an injection

(119) Ext1
G+/Z(πst,π1) ↪→ Ext1

G+/Z(πst ⊕ π1,π1)∼= Ext1
G/Z(π,π).

Proposition 6.23. — Let ξ lie in the image of (119). Suppose that ξ = 0 then either

dim Ext1
G/Z(π,Eξ ) ≤ 3 or dim Ext1

G/Z(Eξ , π) ≤ 3, where Eξ is the corresponding extension of

π by π .

Proof. — Since ξ lies in the image of (119) we have Eξ ∼= IndG
G+ E1, where E1 is an

extension of G+/Z-representations: 0 → π1 → E1 → πst → 0. Moreover, ξ = 0 implies
that E1 is non-split. If dim EI1

1 = 2 then dim EI1
ξ = 4 and hence ξ lies in the image of

Ext1
H(π

I1,π I1) ↪→ Ext1
G/Z(π,π) via (73) and we know that the assertion is true for such ξ

by [56, 10.14]. Suppose that dim EI1
1 = 1 then, since Eξ |I1

∼= E1⊕E�1 , we get dim EI1
ξ = 2,

hence EI1
ξ = π I1 and [20, 6.7], or Lemma 5.27 gives dim Ext1

H(π
I1,EI1

ξ )= 1. Moreover,
Corollary 6.22 implies that dim H1(I1/Z1,Eξ )= 2 dim H1(I1/Z1,E1)≤ 4. Since π I1 is an
irreducible H-module and its underlying vector space is 2-dimensional, we deduce from
Lemma 5.22 that dim HomH(π

I1,R1 I(Eξ ))≤ 2. Now (73) implies dim Ext1
G/Z(π,Eξ )≤

3. �

7. Non-supersingular representations

We recall the properties of Emerton’s functor of ordinary parts. This functor is an
extremely useful tool for calculating Ext groups, when some principal series are involved.
In Section 7.2 we discuss Banach space representations of G obtained by parabolic in-
duction of admissible unitary Banach space representations of the torus T. We assume
throughout this section p≥ 3.
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7.1. Ordinary parts. — Let A be a complete local noetherian commutative O-
algebra with a finite residue field. Emerton in [30] has defined a functor OrdP :
Modladm

G,ζ (A)→Modladm
T,ζ (A), satisfying

(120) HomA[G]
(

IndG
P U,V

)∼=HomA[M]
(

U,OrdP(V)
)

,

where P is the parabolic subgroup of G opposite to P with respect to T, see Theorem 4.4.6
in [30] if U is admissible, the general statement follows from the fact that OrdP and IndG

P
commute with inductive limits, see Lemmas 3.2.2 and 4.1.4 in [30]. Since induction is an
exact functor, [30, 4.1.5], the functor OrdP is left exact. It follows from [30, Prop. 4.3.4]
that for every U in Modladm

T,ζ (A) we have:

(121) OrdP

(

IndG
P U
)∼=U.

From now on we suppose that A is artinian. It is shown in [31, §3.7] that (120) induces
an E2-spectral sequence:

(122) Exti
T,ζ

(

U,Rj OrdP V
)=⇒ Exti+j

G,ζ

(

IndG
P U,V

)

.

The Ext groups in [31] are computed in the category of locally admissible representa-
tions. This category coincides with the category of locally finite representations by Propo-
sition 5.46, Corollary 5.6 and [30, 2.3.8]. However, we have shown in Corollary 5.17
that for G = GL2(Q p) and A = k these groups coincide with the Ext groups computed
in Modsm

G,ζ (k). This answers a question raised in [31, 3.7.8]. It follows from [34] that
Rj OrdP = 0 for j ≥ 2. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 3.34 that each block of
the category Modladm

T,ζ (k) is anti-equivalent to the category of compact k[[x, y]]-modules.
Hence, Exti

T,ζ = 0 for i ≥ 3. Thus (122) yields an exact sequence:

Ext1
T,ζ (U,OrdP V) ↪→ Ext1

G,ζ

(

IndG
P U,V

)→HomT

(

U,R1 OrdP V
)

(123)

→ Ext2
T,ζ (U,OrdP V)→ Ext2

G,ζ

(

IndG
P U,V

)

� Ext1
T,ζ

(

U,R1 OrdP V
)

and an isomorphism

(124) Ext3
G,ζ

(

IndG
P U,V

)∼= Ext2
T,ζ

(

U,R1 OrdP V
)

.

Moreover, we have Exti
G,ζ (IndG

P U,V) = 0 for i ≥ 4. Since, we prefer working with P
instead of P we note that the map f �→ [g �→ f (sg)] induces an isomorphism:

(125) IndG
P U∼= IndG

P Us.

It follows from [31, 4.2.10] that

(126) OrdP

(

IndG
P U
)∼=Us, R1 OrdP

(

IndG
P U
)∼=U⊗ α−1.
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Proposition 7.1. — Let χ : T → k× be a smooth character such that χ |Z = ζ . Let

ι : IndG
P χ ↪→ J be an injective envelope of IndG

P χ in Modl adm
G,ζ (A). Then the following hold

(i) OrdP(IndG
P χ) ↪→OrdP J is an injective envelope of χ in Modl adm

T,ζ (A);
(ii) the adjoint map IndG

P OrdP J→ J is injective;

(iii) There exists a natural surjective ring homomorphism

EndA[G](J)� EndA[G]
(

IndG
P OrdP J

)∼= EndA[T](OrdP J).

Proof. — Since OrdP is right adjoint to the exact functor IndG
P , OrdP J is injective in

Modl adm
T,ζ (A) and we obtain an injection OrdP ι : χ ↪→OrdP J. For every τ in Modl adm

T,ζ (A)
we have a commutative diagram:

(127) HomA[T](τ,χ)
∼=

HomA[T](τ,OrdP J)

∼=

HomA[G](IndG
P τ, IndG

P χ) HomA[G](IndG
P τ, J).

We claim that if τ is irreducible then the bottom arrow is an isomorphism. Suppose that
HomA[G](IndG

P τ, J) is non-zero, then as ι : IndG
P χ ↪→ J is essential, the representations

IndG
P τ and IndG

P χ have an irreducible subquotient in common. In this case it follows
from Corollary 5.47 that τ ∼= χ . If χ = χ s then IndG

P χ is irreducible and the claim follows
from the essentiality of ι. If χ = χ s then χ factors through the determinant and thus
extends to a character χ : G → k× and we have an exact non-split sequence 0 → χ →
IndG

P χ→ Sp⊗χ→ 0. Since the sequence is non-split, J is also an injective envelope of
χ and any non-zero map A[G]-equivariant map IndG

P χ → J is an injection. Thus the
claim in this case is equivalent to the assertion that Ext1

G/Z(Sp,1) is one dimensional.
This is shown in [56, Thm 11.4]. The claim implies that the top arrow in (127) is an
isomorphism and hence OrdP ι is essential, which proves (i).

We claim that the map IndG
P OrdPι : IndG

P χ→ IndG
P OrdP J is essential. It is enough

to show that the natural map

(128) HomG

(

π, IndG
P χ
)→HomG

(

π, IndG
P OrdP J

)

is an isomorphism for all irreducible representations π . By adjointness this is equivalent
to showing that the natural map

(129) HomT(πU, χ)→HomT(πU,OrdP J)

is an isomorphism, where πU denotes the coinvariants by the subgroup of lower-
triangular unipotent matrices. Since π is an irreducible representation the coinvariants
are either zero or an irreducible representation of T. Since χ ↪→ OrdP J is essential by
Part (i), in both cases we obtain that (129) is an isomorphism.
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Applying HomA[G](IndG
P OrdP J,∗) to the injection IndG

P OrdP J ↪→ J we get a com-
mutative diagram

HomA[T](OrdP J,OrdP J)

∼=

id
HomA[T](OrdP J,OrdP J)

∼=

HomA[G](IndG
P OrdP J, IndG

P OrdP J) HomA[G](IndG
P OrdP J, J).

Hence, the bottom arrow is an isomorphism. Applying HomA[G](∗, J) and using injectiv-
ity of J we get a surjection

HomA[G](J, J)� HomA[G]
(

IndG
P OrdP J, J

)

.

This implies that every endomorphism of J maps IndG
P OrdP J to itself and every endo-

morphism of IndG
P OrdP J extends to an endomorphism of J, which implies (iii). �

Corollary 7.2. — Let χ : T → k× be a smooth character such that χ |Z = ζ . Let ˜P be a

projective envelope of (IndG
P χ)

∨ in CG,ζ (O), let˜Pχ∨ be a projective envelope of χ∨ in CT,ζ (O) and

let ˜M= (IndG
P (
˜Pχ∨)∨)∨ then there exists a continuous surjection of rings:

(130) EndC(O)(˜P)� EndC(O)(˜M)∼= O[[x, y]].
Proof. — It follows from Proposition 7.1 that OrdP(˜P∨) is an injective envelope of

χ in Modl adm
T,ζ (O). Since injective envelopes are unique up to an isomorphism we deduce

that OrdP(˜P∨) ∼= (˜Pχ∨)∨. Duality induces an isomorphism between the endomorphism
ring of an object and the opposite of the endomorphism ring of its dual. Thus it follows
from Proposition 7.1(iii) that we have natural maps:

EndCG(O)(˜P)� EndCG(O)(˜M)∼= EndCT(O)(˜Pχ∨).

The last ring is isomorphic to O[[x, y]] by Proposition 3.34. �

Corollary 7.3. — We keep notations of Corollary 7.2. Let R := EndC(O)(˜M) and let m be a

compact R-module then there exists a natural isomorphism:

m̂⊗R ˜M∼= (IndG
P (m̂⊗R˜Pχ∨)∨

)∨
.

In particular, m �→m̂⊗R ˜M defines an exact functor from the category of compact R-modules to C(O).
Moreover, HomC(O)(˜P,m̂⊗R ˜M)∼=m.

Proof. — The assertion is true by definition if m=R. If m=∏i∈I R for some set I
then

(m̂⊗R˜M)∨ ∼=
⊕

i∈I

˜M∨ ∼= IndG
P

(

⊕

i∈I

˜P∨χ

)

∼= IndG
P (m̂⊗˜Pχ∨)∨.
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In general, we may present m as
∏

j∈J R→∏

i∈I R→m→ 0 and argue as in Lemma 2.9.
Since˜Pχ∨ is a free R-module of rank 1 by Proposition 3.34, the functor m �→m̂⊗R˜Pχ∨ is
exact and since induction and Pontryagin dual are exact functors m �→m̂⊗R ˜M is exact.

The last assertion is proved similarly. It follows from Proposition 7.1 that we have
an isomorphism HomC(O)(˜P, ˜M) ∼= HomO[T](OrdP J,OrdP, J) ∼= EndC(O)(˜M). Hence
the assertion is true when m = R and thus it is also true when m ∼=∏i∈I R for some
set I. In general, we may present m as

∏

j∈J R → ∏

i∈I R → m → 0 and argue as in
Lemma 2.9. �

Lemma 7.4. — Let U and J be in Modl adm
T,ζ (k) and suppose that J is injective. Then

(131) Ext1
G,ζ

(

IndG
P U, IndG

P J
)∼=HomT

(

Us, J⊗ α−1
)

and Exti
G,ζ (IndG

P U, IndG
P J)= 0, for i ≥ 2.

Proof. — It follows from (126) that OrdP(IndG
P J) and R1 OrdP(IndG

P J) are both
injective objects. Thus the terms Exti

T,ζ in (123) and (124) vanish and we get the asser-
tion. �

Proposition 7.5. — Let χ :T→ k× be a smooth character, such that χ = χ s and χ = χ sα2.

Then there exists an exact sequence in CG,ζ (k):

(132) 0→ PS′ → PS →Mχ∨ → 0

where S= (IndG
P χ)

∨, S′ = (IndG
P χ

sα)∨, PS a projective envelope of S in CG,ζ (k) and

Mχ∨ :=
(

IndG
P (Pχ∨)

∨)∨,

where Pχ∨ is a projective envelope of χ∨ in CT,ζ (k).

Remark 7.6. — If we write χ = χ1⊗χ2ω
−1 then χ sα = χ2⊗χ1ω

−1 and we exclude
the case χ1χ

−1
2 = ω±1. In particular, both principal series representations are irreducible.

For analogous sequences, when χ1χ
−1
2 = ω±1 see Proposition 10.17 and (234), (235).

Proof. — We show the existence of the dual sequence in ModG,ζ (k). Let Jχ be an
injective envelope of χ in Modl adm

T,ζ (k) and let Jπχ be an injective envelope of πχ := IndG
P χ

in Modl adm
G,ζ (k). Then Proposition 7.1 gives an injection IndG

P Jχ ↪→ Jπχ and we denote the
quotient by κ1. Let π be an irreducible smooth representation of G, then by applying
HomG(π,∗) we get an isomorphism

(133) HomG(π, κ1)∼= Ext1
G,ζ

(

π, IndG
P Jχ
)

.

If HomG(π, κ1) = 0 then π is a subquotient of Jπχ and hence lies in the block of IndG
P χ ,

see the proof of Proposition 5.34. Hence, π ∼= IndG
P χ or π ∼= IndG

P χ
sα, see Proposi-

tion 5.42. It follows from Lemma 7.4 and (133) that π ∼= IndG
P χ

sα and HomG(π, κ1) is
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one dimensional. Thus we may embed κ1 ↪→ Jπ , where Jπ is an injective envelope of π .
Let κ2 be the quotient. Then for every irreducible τ we have isomorphisms

(134) HomG(τ, κ2)∼= Ext1
G,ζ (τ, κ1)∼= Ext2

G,ζ

(

τ, IndG
P Jχ
)

.

If HomG(τ, κ2) = 0 then τ lies in the block of IndG
P χ . Hence, τ ∼= IndG

P χ or τ ∼=
IndG

P χ
sα. It follows from Lemma 7.4 and (133) that Ext2 term vanishes. Since every non-

zero object of Modl adm
G,ζ (k)=Modlfin

G,ζ (k) has a non-zero socle, we deduce that κ2 = 0. �

Corollary 7.7. — Let χ : T→ k× be a smooth character, such that χ = χ s and χ = χ sα2.

Then there exists an exact sequence in CG,ζ (O):

(135) 0→˜PS′ →˜PS → ˜Mχ∨ → 0

where S= (IndG
P χ)

∨, S′ = (IndG
P χ

sα)∨,˜PS a projective envelope of S in CG,ζ (O) and

˜Mχ∨ :=
(

IndG
P (
˜Pχ∨)∨

)∨
,

where˜Pχ∨ is a projective envelope of χ∨ in CT,ζ (O).

Proof. — Recall that if A is an object in C(k) and˜P � A is a projective envelope of
A in C(O) then˜P/�˜P→ A is a projective envelope of A in C(k), see Lemma 2.11. From
this and Corollary 7.3 we deduce that ˜Mχ∨ ⊗O k ∼=Mχ∨ . Proposition 3.34 says that˜Pχ∨
is O-torsion free, hence its dual is� -divisible, hence IndG

P
˜P∨χ∨ is� -divisible and so ˜Mχ∨

is O-torsion free. The assertion follows from Corollary 5.21 and Proposition 7.5. �

7.2. Parabolic induction of unitary characters. — Let Modlfin
T,ζ (O) be the full subcate-

gory of Modsm
T (O) with objects locally finite representations on which Z acts by ζ . The

irreducible objects correspond to the maximal ideals of k[T]/(z− ζ(z) : z ∈ Z), or alter-
natively Gal(k̄/k)-orbits of smooth characters χ : T→ k̄×, such that the restriction of χ
to Z is congruent to ζ , and are of the form Vχ , see Proposition 5.11. It follows from the
proof of Proposition 3.34 that there are no extensions between distinct irreducible rep-
resentations. Hence, each block consists of only one irreducible representation and so if
B= {τ } then Modlfin

T,ζ (O)B is a full subcategory of Modlfin
T,ζ (O) with objects locally finite

representations with all the irreducible subquotients isomorphic to τ . It follows from [35,
§IV.2] that we have a decomposition of categories:

(136) Modlfin
T,ζ (O)∼=

∏

B

Modlfin
T,ζ (O)B,

where the product is taken over all the blocks B. Using (136) and arguing as in Propo-
sition 5.36, we obtain a decomposition of the category of admissible unitary L-Banach
space representations of T on which Z acts by ζ into a direct sum of subcategories:

(137) Banadm
T,ζ (L)∼=

⊕

B

Banadm
T,ζ (L)

B,
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where � is an object of Banadm
T,ζ (L)

B if and only if all the irreducible subquotients of
�/�� lie in B, where � is an open bounded T-invariant lattice in �. By Proposi-
tion 5.46, an irreducible τ is absolutely irreducible if and only if it is a character.

Let χ : T → k× be a smooth character with χ |Z ≡ ζ , let ˜P � χ∨ be a projective
envelope of χ∨ in CT,ζ (O), the category anti-equivalent to Modlfin

T,ζ (O) by Pontryagin
duality, and let˜E be the endomorphism ring of˜P in CT,ζ (O). We have showed in Propo-
sition 3.34 that˜E∼= O[[x, y]]. In particular,˜E is commutative and noetherian. Let B be
the block of χ and let Banadm.fl

T,ζ (L)
B be the full subcategory of Banadm

T,ζ (L)
B consisting of

all objects of finite length.

Lemma 7.8. — We have an equivalence of categories

Banadm.fl
T,ζ (L)

B ∼=
⊕

n∈MaxSpec˜E[1/p]
Banadm.fl

T,ζ (L)
B

n
.

The category Banadm.fl
T,ζ (L)

B
n

is anti-equivalent to the category of modules of finite length of the n-adic

completion of˜E[1/p]. In particular, Banadm.fl
T,ζ (L)

B
n

contains only one irreducible object �n.

Proof. — Apply Theorem 4.36 with C(O)= CT,ζ (O)B. �

Lemma 7.9. — Let n be a maximal ideal of˜E[1/p] and let �n be as above then �n is finite

dimensional over L, with dimL�n = [˜E[1/p]/n : L].
Proof. — Let � be an open bounded T-invariant lattice in �n. It follows from

Theorem 4.36 that m(�n) :=HomCT,ζ (O)(˜P,�d)L is an irreducible˜E[1/p]-module killed
by n. Since ˜E[1/p]/n is a field we have m(�n) ∼= ˜E[1/p]/n. Corollary 4.41 implies
that � ⊗O k is of finite length and the irreducible subquotients are isomorphic to χ .
Lemma 4.15 says that χ occurs in �/�� with multiplicity [˜E[1/p]/n : L]. Hence,
[˜E[1/p]/n : L] = dimk�⊗O k = dimL�n. �

Let � be in Banadm
T,ζ (L) and let | � | be a T-invariant norm defining the topology

on �. We may consider � as a representation of P by letting U act trivially. We let
(IndG

P �)cont be the space of continuous functions f : G → � such that f (bg) = bf (g)

for all b ∈ P and g ∈ G. The function g �→ |f (g)| is continuous and constant on the
cosets Pg since the norm on � is T-invariant. Since P\G is compact, the function
f �→ ‖f ‖ := supg∈G |f (g)| defines a G-invariant norm on (IndG

P �)cont with respect to
which it is complete. If � is an open bounded T-invariant lattice in �, then (IndG

P �)cont

is an open bounded G-invariant lattice in (IndG
P �)cont and we have

(138)
(

IndG
P �
)

cont
⊗O O/

(

� n
)∼= IndG

P

(

�/� n�
)

, ∀n≥ 1.

Using (138) one may show that the admissibility of � implies the admissibility of
(IndG

P �)cont . Let ˜M := (IndG
P
˜P∨)∨ and recall that EndCG,ζ (O)(˜M) is naturally isomorphic

to˜E= EndCT,ζ (O)(˜P) by Corollary 7.2.
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Lemma 7.10. — Let � be in Banadm
T,ζ (L)

B, let � be an open bounded T-invariant lattice in

� and let m :=HomCT,ζ (O)(˜P,�d). Then

(

IndG
P �
)d

cont
∼=m̂⊗˜E ˜M,

(

IndG
P �
)

cont
∼=Homcont

O (m̂⊗˜E ˜M,L).

Proof. — Since χ is the only irreducible object of Modlfin
T,ζ (O)B, for every object

N of CT,ζ (O)B, HomCT,ζ (O)(˜P,N) = 0 is equivalent to N = 0. Thus, it follows from
Lemma 2.9 that the map HomCT,ζ (O)(˜P,N)̂⊗˜E˜P → N is an isomorphism. In particu-
lar, m̂⊗˜E˜P ∼= �d , (m/� nm)̂⊗˜E˜P ∼= �d/� n�d , for all n ≥ 1. It follows from (57) that
�/� n�∼= ((m/� nm)̂⊗˜E˜P)∨, for all n≥ 1. Hence,

(

IndG
P �
)d

cont
⊗O O/

(

� n
)∼= (IndG

P

(

�/� n�
))∨ ∼= (m̂⊗˜E ˜M)⊗O O/

(

� n
)

,

where the first isomorphism is (57) and (138), the second is given by Corollary 7.3. We
get the first assertion by passing to the limit. The second assertion follows from [61]. �

Proposition 7.11. — Let � be an absolutely irreducible admissible unitary L-Banach space

representation of G with a central character ζ . If HomCG,ζ (O)(˜M, d) = 0 for some open G-invariant

lattice  in �, then either �∼= η ◦ det or �∼= (IndG
P ψ)cont for some continuous unitary character

ψ :T→ L× lifting χ with ψ =ψ s.

Proof. — Let S := (IndG
P χ)

∨ and let ˜PS � S be a projective envelope of S in
CG,ζ (O). We note that if IndG

P χ is reducible then it is a non-split extension of two ir-
reducible representations, hence ˜PS is a projective envelope of an irreducible object in
CG,ζ (O), namely the cosocle of S. Let ˜ES := EndCG,ζ (O)(˜PS) and let ˜E = EndCG,ζ (O)(˜M)
as above. Recall that in the Corollary 7.2 we have shown that the natural map˜PS � ˜M
induces a surjection of rings ϕ :˜ES �˜E.

Lemma 4.5 allows us to assume that there exists a surjection φ : ˜M �  d in

CG,ζ (O). Let γ be the composition ˜PS → ˜M
φ→  d and let m := HomCG,ζ (O)(˜PS, 

d).
It follows from Proposition 4.18 that m = γ ◦˜ES. Since γ factors through ˜M it will
be killed by any φ1 ∈ Kerϕ. Hence, m ∼= φ ◦ ˜E ∼= HomCG,ζ (O)(˜M, d) and the ac-
tion of ˜ES on m factors through the action of ˜E. By Proposition 4.18, mL is an irre-
ducible ˜E[1/p]-module and, since ˜E ∼= O[[x, y]], mL is a finite dimensional L-vector
space. Moreover, End˜ES(m) ∼= End˜E(m). Since mL is finite dimensional, ˜E is commu-
tative and � absolutely irreducible we deduce from Proposition 4.19 and Lemma 4.1
that mL is one dimensional and so m is a free O-module of rank 1. Since φ ∈ m
the map ev : m̂⊗˜E ˜M →  d is surjective. Dually this means that we have an injection
� ↪→Homcont

O (Ô⊗˜E ˜M,L)∼= (IndG
P ψ)cont and the character ψ comes from Lemma 7.9,

where the last isomorphism is given by Lemma 7.10, which identifies� with a closed G-
invariant subspace of (IndG

P ψ)cont . (We note that both Banach space representations are
admissible.) If ψ = ψ s then (IndG

P ψ)cont is topologically irreducible and if ψ = ψ s then
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it has a unique closed G-invariant subspace isomorphic to a character, [29, 5.3.4]. This
implies the assertion. �

8. Generic residually reducible case

In this section we deal with the case where in Colmez’s terminology the atome

automorphe consists of two distinct irreducible representations. More precisely, let χ1, χ2 :
Q×

p → k× be smooth characters and assume that χ1χ
−1
2 = 1,ω±1. We assume throughout

this section that p ≥ 3. Let χ : T → k× be the character χ = χ1 ⊗ χ2ω
−1 then χ sα =

χ2 ⊗ χ1ω
−1. Let

π1 := IndG
P χ, π2 := IndG

P χ
sα.

We note that the assumption on χ1 and χ2 implies that both representations are irre-
ducible and distinct. Let π be an irreducible smooth representation of G with a central
character. It is well known, see for example [56, 11.5], that if Ext1

G,ζ (π,π1) = 0 then
π ∼= π1 or π ∼= π2. Moreover,

dim Ext1
G,ζ (π1,π1)= 2, dim Ext1

G,ζ (π2,π1)= 1.

Let

(139) 0→ π1 → κ→ π2 → 0

be the unique non-split extension.

Lemma 8.1. — OrdP κ ∼=OrdP π1
∼= χ s, R1 OrdP κ ∼=R1 OrdP π2

∼= χ s.

Proof. — Since Ri OrdP = 0 for i ≥ 2, we apply OrdP to (139) to get an exact
sequence:

0→OrdP π1 →OrdP κ→OrdP π2(140)

→R1 OrdP π1 →R1 OrdP κ→R1 OrdP π2 → 0.

It follows from (126) that OrdP π1
∼= χ s and OrdP π2

∼= χα−1. Hence, if the map
OrdP κ → OrdP π2 is non-zero then it must be surjective. Hence, we have an exact
sequence of T-representations 0 → χ s → OrdP κ → χα−1 → 0. Since χ s = χα−1 this
sequence must split, see Corollary 3.35. But then using adjointness (120) we would ob-
tain a splitting of (139). Hence, the map OrdP π2 → R1 OrdP π1 is non-zero, and since
R1 OrdP π1

∼= χα−1 the map is an isomorphism. Thus we obtain the claim. �

Lemma 8.2. — Let π be irreducible and suppose that Ext1
G,ζ (π, κ) = 0 then π ∼= π1.

Moreover, dim Ext1
G,ζ (π1, κ)≤ 3 and Exti

G,ζ (π2, κ)= 0 for all i ≥ 0.
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Proof. — If Ext1
G(π, κ) = 0 then Ext1

G(π,π1) = 0 or Ext1
G(π,π2) = 0 and hence

π ∼= π1 or π ∼= π2. The assertion follows from the degeneration of spectral se-
quence (123), Lemma 8.1 and the fact that for distinct characters χ,ψ : T → k× we
have Exti

T,ζ (χ,ψ)= 0 for all i ≥ 0, see Corollary 3.35. �

Proposition 8.3. — Let S := π∨1 and Q := κ∨ then the hypotheses (H1)–(H5) of Section 3.1

are satisfied.

Proof. — (H1) holds because (139) is non-split, (H2) holds as π1 ∼= π2, (H3), (H4)
and (H5) follow from Lemma 8.2. �

Since (H0) holds for G by Corollary 5.19, we may apply the results of Section 3.1 and
Section 4. Let˜P � S be a projective envelope of S in C(O), let ˜E= EndC(O)(˜P) and let
m be the maximal ideal of˜E⊗O k. Let ρ := V̌(Q) then since V̌ is exact we get an exact
sequence of Galois representations

0→ χ2 → ρ→ χ1 → 0.

This sequence is non-split by [23, VII.4.13]. We note that detρ is congruent to εζ , where
ε is the cyclotomic character.

Proposition 8.4. — The functor V̌ induces a surjection

˜E � Rεζ
ρ
∼= O[[x, y, z]],

where Rεζ
ρ pro-represents the deformation functor of ρ with determinant εζ .

Proof. — Since χ1 = χ2 and the sequence is non-split, we get that Endk[GQ p ](ρ)= k

and hence the universal deformation functor Defab
ρ is representable. Since χ1χ

−1
2 =

ω±1 a standard calculation with local Tate duality and Euler characteristic gives
H2(GQ p

,Adρ) = 0 and H1(GQ p
,Adρ) is 5-dimensional. This implies, see [47, §1.6],

[48, §24], that Defab
ρ is represented by R ∼= O[[x1, . . . , x5]] and the deformation prob-

lem with the fixed determinant is represented by Rεζ ∼= O[[x1, x2, x3]]. It follows from
[41, 2.3.4] that Spec˜Eab is a closed subset of Spec R and contains Spec Rεζ , which
is stronger than (iii) in Proposition 5.56. Since Rεζ is reduced we obtain a surjection
˜Eab � Rεζ ∼= O[[x1, x2, x3]]. �

Corollary 8.5. — We have

dim Ext1
G,ζ (π1, κ)= dim Ext1

C(k)(Q,S)= dim Ext1
C(k)(Q,Q)= 3.

Proof. — We note that all three Ext1 groups are isomorphic, the first two by anti-
equivalence of categories, the last two by Lemma 3.1. Now Ext1

C(k)(Q,Q) is isomorphic to
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(m/m2)∗ by Lemma 3.29 and the surjection of Proposition 8.4 implies that dimk m/m2 ≥
3. Since dim Ext1

G,ζ (π1, κ)≤ 3 by Lemma 8.2 we are done. �

Proposition 8.6. — dim Ext1
G,ζ (π1, τ ) ≤ 3 for all non-split extensions 0 → κ → τ →

κ→ 0 in Modsm
G,ζ (k).

Proof. — Proposition 8.4, Corollary 8.5 and Lemma 3.41 imply that the equivalent
conditions of Lemma 3.40 are satisfied and thus by Lemma 3.43 it is enough to check the
statement for every non-split extension in some 2-dimensional subspace of Ext1

G,ζ (κ, κ).
Let ϒ be the image of:

Ext1
T,ζ

(

χ s, χ s
)∼= Ext1

G,ζ (π1,π1) ↪→ Ext1
G,ζ (π1, κ)∼= Ext1

G,ζ (κ, κ).

The extension class of 0 → κ → τ → κ → 0 lies in ϒ if and only if there exists an
extension 0→ χ→ ε→ χ→ 0 in Modsm

T,ζ (k) and an injection IndG
P ε ↪→ τ . We denote

the quotient by κ1. Since the semi-simplification τ ss ∼= π⊕2
1 ⊕ π⊕2

2 we have κ ss
1
∼= π⊕2

2 .
As χ = χ sα, the 5-term sequence (123) implies that Ext1

G,ζ (π2, IndG
P ε) is 1-dimensional.

Since HomG(π2, τ )= 0 we deduce that κ1 cannot be semisimple. We use (123) again to
obtain Ext1

G,ζ (π2,π2)∼= Ext1
T,ζ (χ

sα,χ sα). Hence, κ1
∼= IndG

P δ, where 0 → χ sα→ δ→
χ sα→ 0 is an extension in Modsm

T,ζ (k). Applying OrdP to 0→ IndG
P ε→ τ → IndG

P δ→
0 gives an exact sequence:

0→ εs →OrdP τ→ δs ∂→ εα−1 →R1 OrdP τ→ δα−1 → 0.

Since HomG(π2, κ)= 0 we have HomT(χα
−1,OrdP τ)∼=HomG(π2, τ )= 0. Since χ s =

χα−1 we have Ext1
T,ζ (χα

−1, χ s) = 0 and hence ∂ is injective. Since the source and the
target are 2-dimensional, ∂ is an isomorphism and hence OrdP τ ∼= R1 OrdP τ ∼= εs and
we have an exact sequence

0→ Ext1
T,ζ

(

χ s, εs
)→ Ext1

G,ζ (π1, τ )→HomT

(

χ s, εs
)

.

Since the first term is 2-dimensional by Lemma 5.48 and the last term is 1-dimensional
as ε is non-split, we deduce that dim Ext1

G,ζ (π1, τ )≤ 3. �

Corollary 8.7. — The functor V̌ induces an isomorphism˜E∼=Rεζ
ρ . In particular, V̌(˜P) is the

universal deformation of ρ with determinant ζε.

Proof. — The first assertion follows from Theorem 3.39. We then deduce that V̌
induces an isomorphism of deformation functors, Corollary 5.52, and thus V̌(˜P) is the
universal deformation of ρ with determinant ζε. �

Theorem 8.8. — Let � be an admissible unitary absolutely irreducible L-Banach space repre-

sentation of G with a central character ζ . Suppose that the reduction of some open bounded G-invariant

lattice in � contains π1 as a subquotient then �⊆ π1 ⊕ π2.
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Proof. — The Schikhof dual of an open bounded G-invariant lattice in � is an ob-
ject of C(O) by Lemma 4.11. Since ˜E is commutative the assertion follows from Corol-
lary 4.44. �

Corollary 8.9. — Let � be as in Theorem 8.8 and suppose that � does not contain π2

then � ∼= (IndG
P ψ)cont for some continuous unitary character ψ : T → L× lifting χ and satisfying

ψ |Z = ζ .

Proof. — Let˜P2 be a projective envelope of π∨2 in CG,ζ (O) and let � be an open
bounded G-invariant lattice in�. Theorem 8.8 implies that�∼= π1. Hence Lemma 4.15
says that HomC(O)(˜P2,�

d)= 0 and HomC(O)(˜P,�d) = 0. We deduce from Corollary 7.7
that HomC(O)(˜M,�d) = 0, where ˜M = (IndG

P
˜P∨χ∨)

∨ and˜Pχ∨ is a projective envelope of
χ∨ in CT,ζ (O). The assertion follows from Proposition 7.11. �

8.1. The centre. — Recall that the block B of π1 contains only two irreducible
representations π1 and π2, Proposition 5.42, and so Modl fin

G,ζ (O)B is the full subcategory
of Modl fin

G,ζ (O) consisting of representations with every irreducible subquotient isomor-
phic to either π1 or π2. Let C(O)B be the full subcategory of C(O) anti-equivalent to
Modl fin

G,ζ (O)B, as in Proposition 5.35. Let˜P1 and˜P2 be projective envelopes of S1 := π∨1
and S2 := π∨2 in C(O), respectively. Let ˜PB :=˜P1 ⊕˜P2 and ˜EB := EndC(O)(˜PB). The
aim of this subsection is to compute the ring˜EB and determine its centre.

Lemma 8.10. — Let M and N be objects of C(O)B then V̌ induces an isomorphism

HomC(O)(M,N)∼=HomGQ p
(V̌(M), V̌(N)).

Proof. — Since V̌ commutes with projective limits it is enough to show the statement
for objects of finite length. Now C(O)B has only two irreducible objects S1, S2. For A and
B isomorphic to S1 or S2 we have HomC(O)(A,B) ∼= HomGQ p

(V̌(A), V̌(B)), since both

sides are equal either to k or to 0 and an injection Ext1
C(O)(A,B) ↪→ Ext1

GQ p
(V̌(A), V̌(B))

by [23, §VII.5]. We then may argue by induction on �(M)+ �(N), where � denotes the
length, see the proof of Lemma A.1 in [56]. �

Let ρ1 and ρ2 be 2-dimensional k-representations of GQ p
such that we have exact

non-split sequences of Galois representations:

0→ χ2 → ρ1 → χ1 → 0, 0→ χ1 → ρ2 → χ2 → 0.

Since Ext1
GQ p
(χ1, χ2) and Ext1

GQ p
(χ2, χ1) are one dimensional such representations exist

and are uniquely determined up to isomorphism. We note that detρ1 = detρ2 is congru-
ent to ζε. Let ρun

1 and ρun
2 be the universal deformations of ρ1 and ρ2 respectively with

determinant ζε. Let χ := trρ1 = trρ2 and let Rps,εζ
χ be the universal deformation ring

parameterizing 2-dimensional pseudocharacters with determinant ζε lifting χ .
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Corollary 8.11. — The category Modl fin
G,ζ (O)B is anti-equivalent to the category of compact

EndGQ p
(ρun

1 ⊕ ρun
2 )-modules. The centre of Modl fin

G,ζ (O)B is naturally isomorphic to Rps,ζ ε
χ .

Proof. — Corollary 8.7 and Lemma 8.10 imply that

˜EB
∼= EndGQ p

(

V̌(˜P1)⊕ V̌(˜P2)
)∼= EndGQ p

(

ρun
1 ⊕ ρun

2

)

.

In Proposition B.26 we have showed that EndGQ p
(ρun

1 ⊕ρun
2 ) is a free Rps,ζ ε

χ -module of rank
4 and its centre is isomorphic to Rps,ζ ε

χ . The assertion follows from Proposition 5.45. �

Corollary 8.12. — Let T : GQ p
→ Rps,ζ ε

χ be the universal 2-dimensional pseudocharacter

with determinant ζε lifting χ . For every N in C(O)B, V̌(N) is killed by g2 − T(g)g + ζε(g), for

all g ∈ GQ p
.

Proof. — Corollary 8.7 and Proposition B.17 imply that the assertion is true if
N=˜P1 or N=˜P2. Hence, the assertion holds for N=˜PB. The general case follows from
the isomorphism:

V̌(N)∼= V̌
(

HomC(O)(˜PB,N)̂⊗˜EB
˜PB

)∼=HomC(O)(˜PB,N)̂⊗˜EB
V̌(˜PB),

which is proved in the same way as Lemma 5.53. �

Let Banadm
G,ζ (L)

B be as in Proposition 5.36 and let Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B be the full subcat-
egory consisting of objects of finite length.

Corollary 8.13. — We have an equivalence of categories

Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B ∼=
⊕

n∈MaxSpec Rps,ζ ε
χ [1/p]

Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B

n
.

The category Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

is anti-equivalent to the category of modules of finite length of the n-adic

completion of EndGQ p
(ρun

1 ⊕ ρun
2 )[1/p].

Proof. — Apply Theorem 4.36 with C(O)= C(O)B. �

Corollary 8.14. — Suppose that the pseudo-character corresponding to a maximal ideal n of

Rps,ζ ε
χ [1/p] is irreducible over the residue field of n then the category Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

is anti-equivalent

to the category of modules of finite length of the n-adic completion of Rps,ζ ε
χ [1/p]. In particular, it contains

only one irreducible object.

Proof. — Since the pseudocharacter corresponding to n is irreducible, n cannot
contain the reducibility ideal of Rps,ζ ε

χ [1/p], see Section B.1. It follows from Corol-
lary B.27 that for such n the n-adic completion of EndGQ p

(ρun
1 ⊕ ρun

2 )[1/p] is isomorphic
to the ring of two by two matrices over the n-adic completion of Rps,ζ ε

χ [1/p]. �
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Let n be a maximal ideal of Rps,ζ ε
χ [1/p] with residue field L, let Tn : GQ p

→ L
be the pseudocharacter corresponding to n and let Irr(n) denote the set (of equivalence
classes of) irreducible objects in Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

.

Corollary 8.15. — If Tn =ψ1+ψ2 with ψ1,ψ2 : GQ p
→ L× continuous homomorphisms

then

Irr(n)= {(IndG
P ψ1 ⊗ψ2ε

−1
)

cont
,
(

IndG
P ψ2 ⊗ψ1ε

−1
)

cont

}

.

Proof. — Corollary 8.12 implies that, since

V
((

IndG
P ψ1 ⊗ψ2ε

−1
)

cont

)=ψ2, V
((

IndG
P ψ2 ⊗ψ1ε

−1
)

cont

)=ψ1,

both Banach space representations lie in Irr(n). Since χ1χ
−1
2 = ω±1,1 we also have

ψ1ψ
−1
2 = ε±1,1. Thus the Banach space representations are irreducible and distinct. It

follows from the explicit description of EndGQ p
(ρun

1 ⊕ ρun
2 ) in Proposition B.26 that the

ring EndGQ p
(ρun

1 ⊕ ρun
2 )[1/p]/n has two non-isomorphic irreducible modules. �

9. Non-generic case I

In this section we deal with the case where in Colmez’s terminology the atome auto-

morphe consists of two isomorphic irreducible representations. We assume throughout this
section that p≥ 3. Let π := IndG

P χ , where χ : T→ k× is the character χ = χ1 ⊗ χ1ω
−1,

for some smooth character χ1 : Q×
p → k×. We note that χ sα = χ . We show that the

formalism of Section 3 applies with Q = S = π∨. Hence, the projective envelope ˜P of
S is the universal deformation of S, and its endomorphism ring ˜E is the universal de-
formation ring in the sense of Theorem 3.26. The new feature in this case is that the
ring ˜E is non-commutative. Indeed, if ˜E were commutative, then by arguing as in the
proof of Theorem 6.4, we would deduce that if π is a subquotient of a reduction mod-
ulo � of an open bounded G-invariant lattice in an absolutely irreducible L-Banach
space representation � with central character ζ , then the reduction is isomorphic to π .
However, the Banach space representations corresponding to 2-dimensional crystalline
Galois representations of small weight provide a counterexample to this, see [17, 5.3.3.1]
with ap = 2p. By applying the functor V̌ we deduce that V̌(˜P) is a deformation to ˜E of
one dimensional Galois representation V̌(S) = V(π) = χ1. Since we allow the coeffi-
cients in our deformation theory be non-commutative, Lemma 3.32 implies that the ring
O[[GQ p

(p)]]op solves the universal deformation problem of χ1, where GQ p
(p) is the max-

imal pro-p quotient of GQ p
. Hence we obtain a map ϕV̌ : O[[GQ p

(p)]]op →˜E uniquely
determined up to˜E-conjugation. We show that ϕV̌ is surjective by looking at the tangent
spaces.
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Let Rps,ζ ε
2χ1

be the universal deformation ring parameterising 2-dimensional pseu-
docharacters of GQ p

with determinant ζε lifting 2V(π)= 2χ1 and let T : GQ p
→ Rps,ζ ε

2χ1

be the universal pseudocharacter. Kisin has shown that every two dimensional Galois
representation, with reduction modulo � equal to χ1 ⊕ χ1, lies in the image of V. This
result combined with a “non-commutative Zariski closure” argument, see Corollary 9.6,
shows that ϕV̌ induces a surjection˜E � (Rps,ζ ε

2χ1
[[GQ p

]]/J)op, where J is a closed two-sided
ideal generated by g2−T(g)g+ζε(g) for all g ∈ GQ p

. We show that this map is an isomor-
phism, Corollary 9.27, by proving structure theorems about both rings, see Lemma 9.3
and Proposition 9.23. We also show that Rps,ζ ε

2χ1
[[GQ p

]]/J is a free module of rank 4 over
its center, which is isomorphic to Rps,ζ ε

2χ1
. We record the consequences for Banach space

representations in Section 9.3.
The idea to try and show that˜E is isomorphic to a Cayley-Hamilton quotient was

inspired by [10].

9.1. Deformation theory.

Proposition 9.1. — Let S = Q = π∨ then the hypotheses (H1)–(H5) of Section 3.1 are

satisfied. Moreover, d := dim Ext1
C(k)(S,S)= 2.

Proof. — Let τ be irreducible in Modsm
G,ζ (k). It is well known, see for example [56,

Thm 11.5], that if Ext1
G,ζ (τ,π) = 0 then π ∼= τ and dim Ext1

G,ζ (π,π) = 2. Dually this
implies (H3) and (H4) and all the other hypotheses hold trivially. �

Since (H0) holds for G by Corollary 5.19, we may apply the results of Section 3.1
and Section 4. Let˜P � S be a projective envelope of S in C(O), let ˜E= EndC(O)(˜P), m̃

the maximal ideal of ˜E and let m be the maximal ideal of ˜E⊗O k. We note that the last
part of Proposition 9.1 and Lemma 3.29 gives dimm/m2 = 2.

Let ˜Pχ∨ be a projective envelope of χ∨ in CT,ζ (O) and let ˜M := (IndG
P
˜P∨χ∨)

∨.
Corollary 7.2 gives us a surjection

(141) ˜E � EndCG,ζ (O)(˜M)∼= EndCT,ζ (O)(˜Pχ∨)∼= O[[x, y]].
Let a be the kernel of (141). Since dimm/m2 = 2 we deduce from (141) that˜E/a∼=˜Eab.

Lemma 9.2. — There exists t ∈ m̃2 such that a=˜Et and φt = 0 for all non-zero φ ∈˜E.

Proof. — Since χ = χ sα Corollary 7.7 gives us an exact sequence

(142) 0→˜P
t→˜P→ ˜M→ 0.

Applying the exact functor HomC(O)(˜P,∗) to (142) we get an exact sequence

(143) 0→˜E
t∗→˜E→HomC(O)(˜P, ˜M)→ 0.
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The last term is isomorphic to EndC(O)(˜M) by Proposition 7.1(iii), Corollary 7.2. Hence,
a = t∗(˜E) =˜Et and since t∗ is injective we get that φt = 0 implies φ = 0. As the image
of t in˜Eab is zero, the image of t in the commutative ring˜E/m̃2 will also be zero. Hence,
t ∈ m̃2. �

Lemma 9.3. — Let ϕ :˜E � R be a quotient such that Rab ∼= O[[x, y]] and there exists an

element t′ ∈ R such that Ker(R � Rab)= Rt′ and at′ = 0 implies that a = 0 for all a ∈ R. Then

ϕ is an isomorphism.

Proof. — The composition ˜E � R � Rab factors through ˜Eab and since both rings
are formally smooth of the same dimension we deduce that ϕab :˜Eab →Rab is an isomor-
phism. Thus Ker(R→ Rab)= Rϕ(t). Hence, we may write ϕ(t)= at′ and t′ = bϕ(t) for
some a, b ∈R. Hence, (1− ba)t′ = 0 and so ba= 1 and this implies that b and a are units
in R. (Note that any element of 1+mR is a unit and hence if the image of a in Rab is a
unit then a is a unit in R.) So we may assume that t′ = ϕ(t).

Since a is a two-sided ideal and a=˜Et, for every b ∈˜E there exists a ∈˜E such that
tb = at. This implies that for n ≥ 1 we have an =˜Etn. Moreover, since the right multi-
plication by t is injective, multiplication by tn induces an isomorphism ˜E/a ∼= an/an+1.
Since the multiplication by ϕ(t) is injective in R, multiplication by ϕ(t)n induces an
isomorphism R/ϕ(a) ∼= ϕ(a)n/ϕ(a)n+1. Hence, ϕ induces an isomorphism an/an+1 ∼=
ϕ(a)n/ϕ(a)n+1, for all n ≥ 1. Thus an isomorphism ˜E/an ∼= R/ϕ(a)n for all n. Passing
to the limit we get˜E∼=R. �

Now V̌(S) is a 1-dimensional k-representation of GQ p
, the absolute Galois group

of Q p. Let A be the category of local finite artinian augmented (possibly non-commu-
tative) O-algebras defined in Definition 3.19 and let DefV̌(S) : A→ Sets be the functor,
such that DefV̌(S)(A) is the set of isomorphism classes of deformations of V̌(S) to A, see
Definition 3.21. Lemma 3.32 says that the functor DefV̌(S) : A→ Sets is pro-represented
(in the sense of Theorem 3.26) by the ring O[[G]]op ∼= EndO[[G]](O[[G]]), where G :=
GQ p

(p) is the maximal pro-p quotient of GQ p
and O[[G]] is the universal deformation.

It follows from Corollary 5.52 that V̌ induces a natural transformation V̌ :DefS →
DefV̌(S). Since DefS is pro-represented by ˜E by Theorem 3.26 we deduce from Yoneda’s
Lemma in this non-commutative context, see Lemma 3.30, that the natural transforma-
tion of functors is induced by

ϕV̌ : O[[G]]op →˜E,

where the morphism ϕV̌ is uniquely determined up to conjugation by ˜E×. Since by a
result of Colmez, [23, VII.4.15], we know that V̌ induces an injection

Ext1
CG,ζ (k)

(S,S) ↪→ Ext1
GQ p

(

V̌(S), V̌(S)
)

,

we deduce via Lemma 3.29 and the proof of Proposition 5.56 that ϕV̌ is surjective.
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Remark 9.4. — A note on actions: our groups always act on the left, (g, v) �→ gv,
hence a representation (ρ,V) of G gives rise to a left O[[G]]-module, which we may write
down as a homomorphism ρ : O[[G]] → EndO(V). In our context, it is also natural to
consider ρ as a right O[[G]]op-module, via the isomorphisms HomO[[G]](O[[G]], ρ) ∼=
ρ, φ �→ φ(1), and O[[G]]op ∼= EndO[[G]](O[[G]]). Having made this point we will not
distinguish between left O[[G]]-modules and right O[[G]]op-modules.

Proposition 9.5. — Let M be a finite extension of L and let ρ : O[[G]] → EndM(W) be a

continuous absolutely irreducible representation of G with dimM W≤ 2. Then KerϕV̌ ⊂Kerρ.

Proof. — If dim W= 1 then ρ factors through O[[G]]ab. Since p> 2, G is a free pro-
p group on 2-generators, [49, 7.5.8]. It follows from (141) that ϕ induces an isomorphism
O[[G]]ab ∼=˜Eab and we are done.

Suppose that dim W = 2 by base change we may assume that M = L. It follows
from [41, 2.3.8] that there exists an open bounded G-invariant lattice  in a unitary
admissible L-Banach space representation � of G such that L⊗O V̌( d)∼= ρ and �∼=
π⊕2. Since all open bounded lattices are commensurable, L⊗O V̌( d) does not depend
on the choice of  . Thus we may choose  so that we have a surjection

HomC(O)
(

˜P, d
)

̂⊗˜E˜P � d,

see Proposition 4.18. Corollary 5.55 says that V̌(˜P) is a free ˜E-module of rank 1 and
Corollary 5.54 gives us a surjection

HomC(O)
(

˜P, d
)

̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P)� V̌
(

 d
)

.

Choose a basis element of V̌(˜P) over˜E, then this gives us an isomorphism of˜E-modules,
˜P∼=˜E and hence a map O[[G]]�˜P compatible with ϕV̌. (We note that all such choices
differ by a unit of ˜E, and in the non-commutative setting ϕV̌ is uniquely determined up
to conjugation by˜E×.) And thus we have a surjection of G -representations

HomC(O)
(

˜P, d
)∼=HomC(O)

(

˜P, d
)

̂⊗O[[G]]op O
[[G]]

� HomC(O)
(

˜P, d
)

̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P)� V̌
(

 d
)

,

where the first isomorphism is given by φ �→ φ̂⊗1. The G -action on HomC(O)(˜P, d) is
given by

(144) g � φ = g � (φ̂⊗1)= φ̂⊗ g = φ̂⊗ (1 � g)= (φ ◦ ϕV̌(g)
)

̂⊗1= φ ◦ ϕV̌(g).

Since�∼= π⊕2 Lemma 4.15 says that HomC(O)(˜P, d) is a free O-module of rank 2, and
hence HomC(O)(˜P, d)∼= V̌( d). Since V̌( d) is a lattice in ρ we deduce that KerϕV̌ ⊂
Kerρ. �
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Corollary 9.6. — Let ϕ : O[[G]]� R be a quotient such that
⋂

ρ Kerρ = 0, where the in-

tersection is taken over all continuous representations ρ :R→ EndM(W), where M is a finite extension

of L, dimM W≤ 2 and (ρ,W) is absolutely irreducible. Then KerϕV̌ ⊆Kerϕ.

9.2. Cayley-Hamilton quotient. — We will construct a quotient O[[G]] � R, sat-
isfying the conditions of Corollary 9.6, and such that Rop satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 9.3. This will imply that˜E∼=Rop. After twisting we may assume that χ1 is trivial
and ζ = ε−1. The ring R will turn out to be isomorphic to Rps,1[[G]]/J, where Rps,1 is a
(commutative) deformation ring parameterizing all 2-dimensional pseudocharacters lift-
ing the trace of the trivial 2-dimensional k-representation of G with determinant equal to
1, see the conditions (o)–(iii) in Proposition 9.12 below, and J is a closed two-sided ideal
generated by g2 − T(g)g + 1, for all g ∈ G , where T : G → Rps,1 is the universal pseu-
docharacter with determinant 1. Using this we will show that for a finite extension M of
L an absolutely irreducible M-representation of˜EM can be at most 2-dimensional.

Recall that the maximal pro-p quotient G of GQ p
is a free pro-p group generated

by 2 elements, which we denote by γ and δ. We let

(145) R := O[[t1, t2, t3]]̂⊗O O[[G]]
J

,

where J is a closed two-sided ideal generated by

(146) γ 2 − 2(1+ t1)γ + 1, δ2 − 2(1+ t2)δ+ 1,

(147) (γ δ)2 − 2(1+ t3)γ δ + 1, (δγ )2 − 2(1+ t3)δγ + 1.

Sending x �→ γ − 1, y �→ δ− 1 induces an isomorphism between O[[G]] and O[[x, y]]nc,
the ring of non-commutative formal power series. We denote the images of t1, t2, t3, x, y

in R by the same letters. We note that the elements t1, t2 and t3 are central in R.
Substituting γ = 1 + x and δ = 1 + y in the relations defining the ideal J we get

that the following relations hold in R:

(148) x2 = 2t1(1+ x), y2 = 2t2(1+ y),

(149) (x+ y+ xy)2 = 2t3(1+ x+ y+ xy), (x+ y+ yx)2 = 2t3(1+ x+ y+ yx).

Since 2 is invertible in R, and every a ∈ 1+mR is a unit, we get that t1, t2, t3 ∈m2
R.

Thus the natural map O[[G]] → R is surjective on tangent spaces and, since both rings
are complete,

(150) O[[G]]� R
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is surjective and dimmR/(m
2
R+�LR)≤ 2. Let Jab be the ideal generated by the relations

(148), (149) in the commutative ring O[[t1, t2, t3, x, y]]. Then we have a natural surjection

(151) R � O[[t1, t2, t3, x, y]]
Jab

∼= O[[x, y]].

Since the target is commutative, (151) factors through Rab � O[[x, y]]. Since dimmR/

(m2
R +�LR)≤ 2 we obtain Rab ∼= O[[x, y]] and dimmR/(m

2
R +�LR)= 2.

Definition 9.7. — Let C be the commutative ring

O[[t1, t2, t3]][a1, a2, b1, b2]
(a1 + a2 − 2t1, a1a2 − 2t1, b1 + b2 − 2t2, b1b2 − 2t2)

let mC be the maximal ideal of C and let A := ( C C
mC C

)

, P= (mC C
mC mC

)

.

Proposition 9.8. — There exists a continuous representation of G on a free rank 2 module over

C, which induces a homomorphism of O[[t1, t2, t3]]-algebras ρ : R → A. In particular, trρ(γ )=
2(1+ t1), trρ(δ)= 2(1+ t2), trρ(γ δ)= 2(1+ t3) and det(ρ(g))= 1, for all g ∈ G .

Proof. — We note that P is a two sided ideal of A and A is P-adically complete.
Let

α =
(

a1 1
0 a2

)

, β =
(

b1 0
b b2

)

with b= 2+ 2t3 − (1+ a1)(1+ b1)− (1+ a2)(1+ b2) ∈mC. Sending g �→ g − 1 induces
an isomorphism (1+Pi)/(1+Pi+1) ∼=Pi/Pi+1, where the right hand side is a group
with respect to addition. Since Pi/Pi+1 is a finite dimensional O/�L O-vector space, we
deduce that 1+P is a pro-p group. Hence, γ �→ 1+ α and δ �→ 1+ β induces a group
homomorphism G → 1+P and hence an algebra homomorphism

(152) O[[t1, t2, t3]]
[[

G
]]→A.

By construction of C we have det(1 + α) = det(1 + β) = 1, tr(1 + α) = 2(1+ t1) and
tr(1+β)= 2(1+ t2). Hence, det((1+α)(1+β))= 1 and a direct calculation shows that
tr((1+ α)(1+ β))= 2(1+ t3). Hence, (152) factors through ρ :R→A. �

Corollary 9.9. — The natural map O[[t1, t2, t3]]→R is injective.

Proof. — Since the composition O[[t1, t2, t3]]→R
ρ→A is injective, where ρ is the

representation constructed in the Proposition 9.8, we obtain the claim. �
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Let H be the subgroup of G generated as an abstract group by γ and δ. There
is a natural length function � :H→ Z≥0, �(h)=min(

∑

i≥1 |mi|), where the minimum is
taken over all finite expressions h= γ m1δm2 . . ., with mi ∈ Z. We let

� := {1, γ, δ, γ δ, δγ }
and given an integer m≥ 0 we define

Sm :=
{

g ∈H : �(g)≤ m
}

,

and for a subset S of H we define

�(S) := {g1g2 : g1, g2, g
−1
1 g2 ∈ S

}∪ {g−1
1 g2 : g1, g2, g1g2 ∈ S

}

.

We note that if 1 ∈ S then by taking g1 = 1 we obtain that �(S) contains S and by taking
g2 = 1 we get that �(S) contains S−1, the set of inverses of the elements of S.

Lemma 9.10.

(i) S2 ⊂�(�(�));
(ii) Sm ⊂�(�(�(Sm−1))), for m≥ 3.

Proof. — Since 1 ∈ �,�(�) will contain �∪�−1 and also γ 2, δ2, γ −1δ, δ−1γ . Thus
all the elements of S2, except for γ δ−1 and δγ −1, are contained in�(�)∪�(�)−1, which
is a subset of �(�(�)). To finish the proof of (i), we observe that since γ, δ−1, γ −1δ−1 ∈
�(�), γ δ−1 ∈�(�(�)) and since δ, γ −1, δ−1γ −1 ∈�(�), δγ −1 ∈�(�(�)).

Let g = γ m1δm2 . . . be an expression of g such that �(g) =∑i≥1 |mi| ≥ 3. Without
loss of generality we may assume m1 = 0. If |m1| > 1 then g ∈ �(Sm−1) as we may take
g1 = γ ε, g2 = γ −εg where ε = m1/|m1|, so that g = g1g2 and g−1

1 g2 ∈ Sm−1. Hence, if |mj|> 1
for some j, then g ∈ �(�(Sm−1)), for we may take (for odd j ) g1 = γ m1 . . . δmj−1γ mj and
g2 = δmj+1 . . . and so g = g1g2 and g−1

1 g2 ∈ �(Sm−1) by the previous calculation. Thus we
may assume |mi| = 1 for all i and since �(g) ≥ 3 this implies m3 = 0. Let g1 = γ m1δm2 ,
g2 = γ m3 . . ., if m1 and m3 have the same sign then g−1

1 g2 ∈ Sm−1, if not then g−1
1 g2 =

δ−m2γ m3−m1 . . . ∈�(�(Sm−1)). �

Corollary 9.11. — Let B be a topological ring and let f : G → B be a continuous function

such that

(153) f
(

g−1h
)− f (g)f (h)+ f (gh)= 0, ∀g, h ∈ G.

Then f is uniquely determined by its values at the elements of �. Moreover, the image of f is contained

in the closure of the subring of B generated by f (g), g ∈ �.
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Proof. — Since f is continuous and H is dense in G , f is uniquely determined by its
restriction to H. Using (153) and Lemma 9.10 we deduce that f |H is uniquely determined
by f (g), g ∈ � and f (H) is contained in the subring of B generated by f (g), g ∈ �. Since
H is dense in G, f (G) is contained in the closure of this ring. �

Proposition 9.12. — Let T(g) := g + g−1 ∈ R then T(g) ∈ O[[t1, t2, t3]] for each g ∈ G .

Moreover, T is the unique continuous function T : G → O[[t1, t2, t3]] such that

(o) T(1)= 2;

(i) T(g)2−T(g2)

2 = 1;

(ii) T(gh)=T(hg);

(iii) T(g−1h)−T(g)T(h)+T(gh)= 0;

(iv) T(γ )= 2(1+ t1), T(δ)= 2(1+ t1), T(γ δ)= T(δγ )= 2(1+ t3).

Proof. — We note that T : G →R is continuous and satisfies (o), (i) and (iv). Now

(154) T
(

g−1h
)−T(g)T(h)+T(gh)= h−1T(g)−T(g)h−1.

So (iii) holds for all g, h ∈ G such that T(g) is central in R. Since T(g) is central in R
for every g ∈ �, using Lemma 9.10 we deduce that (iii) holds for every g, h ∈ H and
by continuity of T and density of H, we get that (iii) holds. It follows from Lemma 9.9
and (iv) that the closure of the subring of R generated by T(g), g ∈ � is O[[t1, t2, t3]].
It follows from Corollary 9.11 that T(g) ∈ O[[t1, t2, t3]] and is uniquely determined. It
remains to show that T satisfies (ii). Let ρ :R→A be the homomorphism constructed in
Proposition 9.8. Recall that A is a subring of the ring of 2×2 matrices over a commutative
ring C. Hence for every a ∈A we have

(155) a2 − tr(a)a+ det a= 0,

where tr : A→ C and det : A→ C are the usual trace and determinant. Since by con-
struction detρ(γ )= detρ(δ)= 1 we get that detρ(g)= 1 for all g ∈ G , and so we may
rewrite (155) to get

(156) ρ
(

T(g)
)= ρ(g)+ ρ(g)−1 = tr

(

ρ(g)
)

and hence ρ(T(gh)−T(hg))= 0. The restriction of ρ to O[[t1, t2, t3]] is injective and this
implies (ii). �

Corollary 9.13. — Let η : GQ p
→ k× andψ : GQ p

→ O× be continuous characters such that

ψ ≡ η2 (mod pL). Then the universal deformation ring Rps,ψ parameterizing 2-dimensional pseudo-

characters of GQ p
lifting 2η with determinant ψ is isomorphic to O[[x1, x2, x3]] and the universal

pseudocharacter is equal to the trace of the representation constructed in Proposition 9.8 twisted with√
ψ .
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Proof. — Since ψ modulo pL is a square and p = 2 there exists a continuous char-
acter ψ1 : GQ p

→ O× such that ψ2
1 = ψ . Corollary A.3 implies that it is enough to show

that the assertion after replacing GQ p
with its maximal pro-p quotient G and this follows

Proposition 9.12. �

Following [10] we introduce an involution ∗ on R, by letting g∗ := g−1, extending
it linearly on O[[t1, t2, t3]][[G]] and observing that J∗ = J.

Lemma 9.14. — O[[t1, t2, t3]] = {a ∈R : a= a∗}.
Proof. — Every a ∈ O[[t1, t2, t3]] is fixed by ∗ by construction. The map R → R,

a �→ a+a∗
2 is continuous and maps the subring O[[t1, t2, t3]][G] + J into O[[t1, t2, t3]] by

Proposition 9.12. Since the subring is dense in R, we conclude that the fixed points of ∗
are contained in O[[t1, t2, t3]]. �

Corollary 9.15. — Let a ∈R then a+ a∗ and a∗a are in O[[t1, t2, t3]].
Proof. — This follows from (ab)∗ = b∗a∗ and (a∗)∗ = a and Lemma 9.14. �

Corollary 9.16. — Let ρ :R→A be the representation constructed in Proposition 9.8. Then

(157) ρ
(

a+ a∗
)= tr

(

ρ(a)
)

, ρ
(

a∗a
)= det

(

ρ(a)
)

, ∀a ∈R.

Proof. — The function R → A, a �→ ρ(a + a∗) − tr(ρ(a)) is O[[t1, t2, t3]]-linear,
continuous, and zero on G by (156). Hence, it is zero on O[[t1, t2, t3]][G] + J and since it
is dense the function is zero on R. Now a2 − (a+ a∗)a+ a∗a= 0 in R. Hence,

0= ρ(a)2 − ρ(a+ a∗
)

ρ(a)+ ρ(a∗a)= ρ(a)2 − tr
(

ρ(a)
)

ρ(a)+ ρ(a∗a).
Since, ρ(a)2 − tr(ρ(a))ρ(a)+ det(ρ(a))= 0 in A we get ρ(a∗a)= detρ(a). �

Corollary 9.17. — Let g ∈ G and T as in Proposition 9.12 then g2 −T(g)g + 1= 0 in R.

Proof. — We have T(g)= g+ g−1 = g+ g∗ and the assertion follows from (157) and
the identity g2 − (g + g∗)g + g∗g = 0. �

To ease the calculations we set

(158) u := x− t1 = γ − 1− t1, v := y− t2 = δ− 1− t2.

We note that the images of u and v form a k-basis of mR/(m
2
R+�LR) and hence it follows

from (150) that u and v generate R topologically over O. Then (148) reads

(159) u2 = 2t1 − t2
1, v2 = 2t2 − t2

2 .
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In particular, u2 and v2 are central in R. Hence,

(160) u(uv− vu)=−(uv− vu)u, v(uv − vu)=−(uv− vu)v.

We also note that substituting t1 = γ+γ−1

2 − 1 and t2 = δ+δ−1

2 − 1 in (158) gives u= γ−γ−1

2 ,
v = δ−δ−1

2 . Hence,

(161) u∗ = −u, v∗ = −v, (uv−vu)∗ = −(uv−vu), (uv+vu)∗ = uv+vu.

Lemma 9.18. — Every element a ∈R maybe written as

(162) a= λ1 + λ2u+ λ3v + λ4(uv− vu)

with λi ∈ O[[t1, t2, t3]].
Proof. — It follows form (150) that a may be written as a formal power series with

coefficients in O in (non-commuting) variables u, v. It follows from (159) that u2, v2 ∈
O[[t1, t2, t3]] so we only need to deal with monomials of the form (uv)n, (uv)nu, (vu)n,
(vu)nv. Lemma 9.14 and (161) give that (uv − vu)2, uv + vu ∈ O[[t1, t2, t3]] and since
2 is invertible in R, we may substitute uv = (uv−vu)+(uv+vu)

2 and vu = (uv+vu)−(uv−vu)

2 . Thus
(uv)2 = λuv−λvu+μ and (vu)2 = λvu−λuv+μ with λ,μ ∈ O[[t1, t2, t3]], which leaves
us to deal with uvu and vuv. Since uvu= (uv + vu)u− u2v and vuv = (uv + vu)v − v2u

we are done. �

Corollary 9.19. — Let L′ be a finite extension of L and W a finite dimensional L′-vector space

with continuous R-action τ :R⊗O L′ → EndL′(W). Suppose that the representation W is absolutely

irreducible, then dimL′ W≤ 2.

Proof. — Since W is absolutely irreducible and finite dimensional over L′ we
have EndG(W) = L′ and thus τ induces a continuous homomorphism of O-algebras
O[[t1, t2, t3]] → L′. Since W is absolutely irreducible τ is surjective. It follows from
Lemma 9.18 that (dimL′ W)2 = dimL′ EndL′ W= dimL′(τ (R)⊗O L′)≤ 4. �

Lemma 9.20. — (uv− vu)∗(uv − vu) = 0 in R.

Proof. — It follows from (158) that uv − vu = γ δ − δγ . Using Corollary 9.16 it is
enough to show that det(ρ(γ δ − δγ )) = 0. If we specialize t1 = t2 = 0 this means it is
enough to show that the determinant of

(

1 1
0 1

)(

1 0
2t3 1

)

−
(

1 0
2t3 1

)(

1 1
0 1

)

=
(

2t3 0
0 −2t3

)

is non-zero in O[[t3]], which is clear. �
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Lemma 9.21. — Let m be a maximal ideal of C[1/p] and let ρm : R → A⊗C κ(m) be

the specialization at m of the representation ρ constructed in Proposition 9.8. Then the following are

equivalent:

(i) ρm is absolutely irreducible;

(ii) ρm(uv− vu) is invertible;

(iii) (uv− vu)(uv− vu)∗ ∈m.

Proof. — (i) implies (ii). The kernel of ρm(uv−vu) is stable under u and v, see (160).
If ρm(uv − vu)= 0 then the action of G factors throughout its abelian quotient, as γ δ −
δγ = uv − vu. Since ρm is absolutely irreducible, this would force the dimension of ρm

over κ(m) to be 1. Since the dimension is 2, we deduce that the kernel of ρm(uv − vu) is
zero, and hence it is invertible.

(ii) implies (i). Suppose that ρm is not absolutely irreducible. Then after replacing
κ(m) be a finite extension, we may choose a basis such that the matrices of ρm(γ ) and
ρm(δ) are both upper-triangular. Since, uv − vu= γ δ− δγ we deduce that ρm(uv − vu)

is nilpotent.
(ii) is equivalent to (iii). It follows from (157) that the image of (uv − vu)(uv − vu)∗

in κ(m) is equal to the determinant of ρm(uv− vu). �

Lemma 9.22. — Let f ∈ O[[x1, . . . , xn]] be non-zero then there exists ai ∈ pL, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

such that f (a1, . . . , an) = 0.

Proof. — Since O[[x1, . . . , xn]] is a unique factorisation domain, [46, 20.3], f is di-
visible by only finitely many prime elements. Hence, we may find an ∈ pL such that xn− an

does not divide f . Let f1 be the image of f in O[[x1, . . . , xn]]/(xn−an)∼= O[[x1, . . . , xn−1]].
By construction f1 is non-zero and we proceed as before. �

Proposition 9.23. — Let a= λ1+λ2u+λ3v+λ4(uv−vu) ∈R with λi ∈ O[[t1, t2, t3]]
and not all λi equal to zero. Then there exists a finite extension L′ of L and a 2-dimensional L′-vector
space W, with a continuous action τ :R⊗O L′ → EndL′ W such that τ is absolutely irreducible and

τ(a) = 0.

Proof. — Let λ = (uv − vu)∗(uv − vu) ∈ R, we note that λ is non-zero in R by
Lemma 9.20. Let f ∈ O[[t1, t2, t3]] be the product of λ and non-zero λi ’s. By Lemma 9.22
we may find a1, a2, a3 ∈ pL such that f (a1, a2, a3) = 0. Let C be the ring defined in Defi-
nition 9.7 and let m be any maximal ideal of C[1/p] containing (t1 − a1, t2 − a2, t3 − a3).
Then the residue field κ(m) of m is a finite extension of L. Moreover, the image of f in
κ(m) is equal to f (a1, a2, a3) and hence is non-zero. So the image of λ in κ(m) is non-
zero, and not all λi map to 0 in κ(m). Let τ = ρm : R ⊗O κ(m)→ A ⊗C κ(m) as in
Lemma 9.21. Since the image of λ in κ(m) is non-zero by construction, Lemma 9.21 im-
plies that τ is absolutely irreducible. Thus, τ is surjective. Since dimκ(m)A⊗C κ(m)= 4,
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we deduce from Lemma 9.18 that 1, τ(u), τ(v) and τ(uv − vu) are linearly indepen-
dent. Hence, τ(a) = 0, as κ(m) was constructed so that the images of non-zero λi are
non-zero. �

Corollary 9.24. — The centre of R is equal to O[[t1, t2, t3]].
Proof. — Suppose there exists a non-zero element z in the centre of R such that

z∗ = −z. Let (τ,W) and L′ be as in Proposition 9.23 with τ(z) = 0 then τ(z) is a scalar
matrix in EndL′(W). It follows from Corollary 9.16 that tr τ(z)= τ(z∗ + z)= 0 and thus
τ(z)= 0. We obtain a contradiction. Since 2 is invertible in R, Lemma 9.14 implies that
the centre is contained in O[[t1, t2, t3]]. The other inclusion holds by construction. �

Corollary 9.25. — R is a free O[[t1, t2, t3]]-module of rank 4.

Proof. — If 0= λ1 + λ2u+ λ3v+ λ4(uv− vu) then it follows from Proposition 9.23
that all λi = 0. The result then follows from Lemma 9.18. �

Corollary 9.26. — Let a ∈ R and suppose that a(uv − vu) = 0 or (uv − vu)a = 0 then

a= 0.

Proof. — Since (uv−vu)2 =−(uv−vu)(uv−vu)∗ is in O[[t1, t2, t3]] and is non-zero
by Lemma 9.20, the assertion follows from Corollary 9.25. �

Corollary 9.27. — ˜E∼= Rop. In particular, the functor V̌ induces an equivalence of categories

between C(O)B and the category of compact Rop-modules.

Proof. — Proposition 9.23 says that ϕ : O[[G]] � R satisfies the conditions of
Corollary 9.6 and thus we have KerϕV̌ ⊆Kerϕ and hence a surjection˜E � Rop. Corol-
lary 9.26 implies that Rop satisfies the conditions of Lemma 9.3 with t′ = uv − vu, hence
the surjection is an isomorphism. The last assertion follows from Proposition 5.45. �

Corollary 9.28. — Let Z be the centre of R, let n be a maximal ideal of Z[1/p] with residue

field κ(n) and let Tn : G → κ(n) be the specialization at n of the universal pseudocharacter T, see

Proposition 9.12. If the image of (uv − vu)(uv − vu)∗ in κ(n) is non-zero then R⊗Z κ(n) is a

central simple κ(n)-algebra of dimension 4. Moreover, R ⊗Z κ(n) is a matrix algebra over κ(n) if

and only if Tn is the trace of a 2-dimensional representation of G defined over κ(n).

Proof. — It follows from Corollary 9.25 that R ⊗Z κ(n) is a 4-dimensional κ(n)
algebra. Let m be any maximal ideal of C[1/p] containing n and let κ(m) be its residue
field. The representation ρm is absolutely irreducible, as part (iii) of Lemma 9.21 is sat-
isfied. Hence, R ⊗Z κ(m) ∼= M2(κ(m)) the algebra of 2 × 2 matrices over κ(n). Thus
the centre of R ⊗Z κ(n) is a one dimensional κ(n)-vector space, which implies that
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R ⊗Z κ(n) is a central simple κ(n)-algebra. If R ⊗Z κ(n) ∼= M2(κ(n)) then letting τ
be the standard module, we obtain that τ ⊗κ(n) κ(m)∼= ρm and hence tr τ = trρm = Tn

by Proposition 9.8. Conversely, if there exists a representation τ : G → GL2(κ(n)) such
that tr τ = Tn then tr τ = trρm and so τ is absolutely irreducible and the surjection
R � Endκ(n)(τ ) factors through R⊗Z κ(n) and is then an isomorphism, since both the
source and the target are 4-dimensional. �

Corollary 9.29. — Let Z be the centre of R, let n be a maximal ideal of Z[1/p] with residue

field κ(n) and let Tn : G → κ(n) be the specialization at n of the universal pseudocharacter T, see

Proposition 9.12. If the image of (uv− vu)(uv− vu)∗ in κ(n) is non-zero then the n-adic completion

of R[1/p] is an Azumaya algebra of rank 4 over the n-adic completion of Z[1/p]. Moreover, it is

a matrix algebra over the n-adic completion of Z if and only if Tn is the trace of a 2-dimensional,

absolutely irreducible representation of G defined over κ(n).

Proof. — It follows from Corollaries 9.24, 9.25 that the n-adic completion of R
is a free, rank 4 module over the n-adic completion of Z . The assertion follows from
Corollary 9.28 and the idempotent lifting Lemma. �

Corollary 9.30. — Let Z be the centre of R and let n be a maximal ideal of Z[1/p]. If

the image of (uv − vu)(uv − vu)∗ in Z[1/p]/n is zero then R[1/p]/nR[1/p] has at most 2
non-isomorphic irreducible modules.

Proof. — Let R1 :=R[1/p]/nR[1/p], L′ := Z[1/p]/n and let θ be the image of uv−
vu in R1. Let V be an irreducible right R1-module. It follows from (160) that Vθ is an R1-
submodule of V. Since the image of (uv− vu)2 =−(uv− vu)(uv− vu)∗ in L′ is zero, we
deduce that θ 2 = 0 and since V is irreducible we get Vθ = 0. Thus HomR1(R1/R1θ,V) =
0 and it is enough to show that dimL′ R1/R1θ ≤ 2. It follows from Corollary 9.25 that
R1 is a 4-dimensional L′ vector space. Let mθ : R1 → R1, a �→ aθ , then dim Ker mθ +
dim Im mθ = 4 and since θ 2 = 0 we have dim Im mθ ≤ dim Ker mθ . Thus dimL′ R1/

R1θ ≤ 2. �

9.3. The centre and Banach space representations.

Theorem 9.31. — Let � be a unitary absolutely irreducible admissible L-Banach space rep-

resentation with the central character ζ . Suppose that the reduction of some open bounded G-invariant

lattice in � contains π as a subquotient then �⊆ π ⊕ π .

Proof. — By Proposition 4.18 we may choose an open bounded G-invariant lattice
 in � such that the natural map HomC(O)(˜P, d)̂⊗˜E˜P →  d is surjective. It follows
from Corollaries 9.25 and 9.27 that the centre of˜E is noetherian and˜E is a finite module
over its centre. Hence  ⊗O k is of finite length by Corollary 4.41 and HomC(O)(˜P, d)L
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is finite dimensional over L. Since the block of π consists only of π itself we deduce that

�∼= (( d ⊗O k
)ss)∨ ∼= π⊕m,

where m is equal to the dimension of HomC(O)(˜P, d)L by Lemma 4.15. Since � is ab-
solutely irreducible, HomC(O)(˜P, d)L is an absolutely irreducible right ˜EL-module by
Proposition 4.42. Since ˜E ∼= Rop we deduce from Corollary 9.19 that the dimension of
HomC(O)(˜P, d)L is at most 2. �

Corollary 9.32. — Let � be as in Theorem 9.31 and suppose that � ∼= π then � ∼=
(IndG

P ψ)cont for some continuous unitary character ψ :T→ L× lifting χ and satisfying ψ |Z = ζ .

Proof. — Let  be as in the proof of Theorem 9.31. Since �∼= π we deduce from
Lemma 4.15 that HomC(O)(˜P, d) is a free O-module of rank 1. Hence, the action of˜E
on it factors through the action of ˜Eab. In particular, the element t ∈˜E defined in (142)
kills HomC(O)(˜P, d), and hence it follows from (142) that we have an isomorphism
HomC(O)(˜M, d)∼=HomC(O)(˜P, d). The assertion follows from Proposition 7.11. �

Let χ1 : Q×
p → k× be a continuous character. Recall that the block B of

π := IndG
P χ1 ⊗ χ1ω

−1 consists of only one isomorphism class, Proposition 5.42. So
Modl fin

G,ζ (O)B is the full subcategory of Modl fin
G,ζ (O) consisting of representations with

every irreducible subquotient isomorphic to π . Let Rps,εζ
χ be the universal deformation

ring parameterizing 2-dimensional pseudocharacters of GQ p
with determinant ζε lifting

χ := 2χ1 and let T : GQ p
→Rps,εζ

χ be the universal deformation of χ .

Corollary 9.33. — The category Modl fin
G,ζ (O)B is anti-equivalent to the category of right

compact Rps,ζ ε
χ [[GQ p

]]/J-modules, where J is a closed two-sided ideal generated by g2−T(g)g+εζ(g)
for all g ∈ GQ p

(p).

Proof. — By twisting we may assume that χ1 is trivial and ζ = ε−1, see the proof of
Corollary 9.13. We have shown in Corollary 9.13 that T factors through G , the maximal
pro-p quotient of GQ p

. Corollary A.4 says that Rps,ζ ε
χ [[GQ p

]]/J∼=Rps,ζ ε
χ [[G]]/J′, where the

ideal J′ is a closed two-sided ideal of Rps,ζ ε
χ [[G]] defined by the same relations. It follows

from Proposition 9.12 and Corollary 9.17 that Rps,1
χ [[G]]/J′ is the ring R considered

above. The assertion follows from Corollaries 9.24, 9.27 and Proposition 5.45. We also
note that the involution ∗ induces an isomorphism between R and Rop, so the category
of right compact R is equivalent to the category of left compact R-modules. �

Corollary 9.34. — The centre of the category Modladm
G,ζ (O)B is naturally isomorphic to Rps,ζ ε

χ .

Proof. — Corollary 9.28, Corollary 9.13, Proposition 5.45. �
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Let Banadm
G,ζ (L)

B be as in Proposition 5.36 and let Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B be the full subcat-
egory consisting of objects of finite length. Let � be in Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B, and let m(�) :=

HomC(O)(˜P,�d)⊗O L, where � is an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �. It follows
from Proposition 4.20 that m(�) is a finite dimensional L-vector space with continuous
˜E-action. Let n be a maximal ideal in Rps,εζ

χ [1/p], recall that Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

is the full
subcategory of Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B consisting of those � such that m(�) is killed by a power

of n.

Corollary 9.35. — We have an equivalence of categories

Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B ∼=
⊕

n∈MaxSpec Rps,ζ ε
χ [1/p]

Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B

n
.

The category Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

is anti-equivalent to the category of modules of finite length of the n-adic

completion of (Rps,ζ ε
χ [[GQ p

]]/J)[1/p].

Proof. — Apply Theorem 4.36 with C(O)= C(O)B. �

Corollary 9.36. — Suppose that the pseudo-character corresponding to a maximal ideal n of

Rps,ζ ε
χ [1/p] is the trace of an absolutely irreducible representation of GQ p

defined over the residue field

of n then the category Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

is anti-equivalent to the category of modules of finite length of the

n-adic completion of Rps,ζ ε
χ [1/p]. In particular, it contains only one irreducible object.

Proof. — Corollaries 9.29 and 9.35. The last assertion follows from the fact that the
only irreducible module is Rps,ζ ε

χ [1/p]/n. �

Let n be a maximal ideal of Rps,ζ ε
χ [1/p] with residue field L, let Tn : GQ p

→ L
be the pseudocharacter corresponding to n and let Irr(n) denote the set (of equivalence
classes of) irreducible objects in Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

.

Corollary 9.37. — If Tn =ψ1+ψ2 with ψ1,ψ2 : GQ p
→ L× continuous homomorphisms

then

Irr(n)= {(IndG
P ψ1 ⊗ψ2ε

−1
)

cont
,
(

IndG
P ψ2 ⊗ψ1ε

−1
)

cont

}

.

Proof. — Let Z be the centre of ˜E. We may identify ˜E with R and Z with
Rps,ζ ε
χ . Corollary 9.13 says that the universal pseudocharacter is equal to the trace of

the representation constructed in the proof of Lemma 9.9. In particular, if the im-
age of (uv − vu)(uv − vu)∗ in Z[1/p]/n is non-zero, then Tn is the trace of an abso-
lutely irreducible 2-dimensional representation, see the proof of Proposition 9.23. Since
Tn = ψ1 + ψ2 we deduce that the image of (uv − vu)(uv − vu)∗ in Z[1/p]/n is zero.
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Corollary 9.33 implies that for every N in C(O), V̌(N) is killed by g2−T(g)g+ εζ(g), for
all g ∈ GQ p

. Since

V
((

IndG
P ψ1 ⊗ψ2ε

−1
)

cont

)=ψ2, V
((

IndG
P ψ2 ⊗ψ1ε

−1
)

cont

)=ψ1,

both Banach space representations lie in Irr(n). If ψ1 = ψ2 then the representations are
non-isomorphic and we are done, since Corollary 9.30 says that Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

has at most
2 irreducible objects. Suppose that ψ1 = ψ2 and Irr(n) contains an irreducible object
� ∼= (IndG

P ψ1 ⊗ψ1ε
−1)cont . Then it follows from the proof of Corollary 9.30 that m(�)

is one dimensional. By Corollary 9.32, � is isomorphic to the parabolic induction of a
unitary character, and thus must be contained in one of the components that we have
handled already. Hence, if ψ1 =ψ2 then | Irr(n)| = 1. �

10. Non-generic case II

In this section we deal with the case, where in Colmez’s terminology the atome

automorphe consists of three distinct irreducible representations. We assume throughout
this section that p ≥ 5. After twisting we may assume that our fixed central character is
trivial and the block B consists of 1, Sp and πα := IndG

P α. The formalism developed in
Section 3 does not work in the category C(O)B. However, Colmez’s functor kills off all the
representations on which SL2(Q p) acts trivially and so it is natural to work in the quotient
category. We show in Section 10.3 that the category of compact O-modules with the
trivial G-action is a thick subcategory of C(O)B and the formalism of Section 3 applies in
the quotient category Q(O)B to a projective envelope˜Pπ∨α of π∨α . Using Proposition 5.56
we show that V̌ induces a surjection ϕ :˜E := EndC(O)(˜Pπ∨α )� Rψ

ρ , where ρ is the non-
split extension 0→ 1→ ρ→ ω→ 0 and Rψ

ρ is the universal deformation ring of ρ with
a fixed determinant. The proof requires all kinds of Ext calculations, which are carried
out in Sections 10.1, 10.2. (We suggest to skip them on first reading.)

The second difficulty is that Rψ
ρ is not formally smooth and hence we cannot use

the same argument as in the generic case. The functor IndG
P OrdP is left exact and we

have a natural transformation to the identity functor. This induces a functorial filtration
on every object of Modladm

G,ζ (O) and dually on every object of C(O)B and by functoriality
on˜E. In Section 10.4 we compare this filtration to the filtration on Rψ

ρ induced by powers
of the ideal defined by the intersection of Rψ

ρ and the reducible locus in Rψ
ρ [1/p]. We show

in Theorem 10.71 that ϕ is an isomorphism and V̌(˜Pπ∨α ) is the universal deformation of
ρ with the fixed determinant. In order to do this we need a good knowledge of the ring
Rψ
ρ . This is provided by the Appendix B using results of Böckle [9].

In Section 10.5 we compute the endomorphism ring of˜P1∨ ⊕˜PSp∨ ⊕˜Pπ∨α and show
that its centre is naturally isomorphic to Rψ

ρ and it is a finitely generated module over its
centre. As a consequence we may describe C(O)B as a module category over an explicit
ring.
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In Section 10.6 we apply the theory of Section 4 to describe the category of admis-
sible unitary L-Banach space representations of G of finite length whose reduction mod
� lies in Modladm

G,ζ (k)
B.

If π and τ are smooth k-representations of G on which Z acts trivially, in order to
simplify the notation we will write:

ei
G/Z(π, τ ) := dimk Exti

G/Z(π, τ ).

If it is clear from the context that we are working with G-representations, then we will
drop the index G/Z and write ei(π, τ ) instead. Similarly, if π and τ are representations
of T on which Z acts trivially, we will let ei

T/Z(π, τ ) := dimk Exti
T/Z(π, τ ).

We assume all the way till Section 10.6 that our fixed central character ζ is trivial.
This is harmless since we may always twist to achieve this, see Lemma 10.103. We recall
that the representation π(0,1), defined in (67), is the unique non-split extension of Sp by
1 with 2-dimensional I1-invariants.

10.1. Higher Ext-groups. — The dimensions of Ext1
G/Z groups between irreducible

representations in the block of the trivial representation, are given by:

(163) e1(1,1)= 0, e1(Sp,1)= 1, e1
(

IndG
P α,1

)= 1,

(164) e1(1,Sp)= 2, e1(Sp,Sp)= 0, e1
(

IndG
P α,Sp

)= 0,

(165) e1
(

1, IndG
P α
)= 0, e1

(

Sp, IndG
P α
)= 1, e1

(

IndG
P α, IndG

P α
)= 2,

see Theorems 11.4 and 11.5(ii) in [56]. We are going to determine the dimensions of
higher Ext-groups. It is shown in [31, 4.1.3] that

(166) OrdP 1= 0, R1 OrdP 1= α−1,

(167) OrdP Sp= 1, R1 OrdP Sp= 0.

It follows directly from (123), (124) and (166) that

(168) ei
G/Z

(

IndG
P 1,1

)= 0, i ≥ 0

and from (123), (124), (167) and Corollary 3.35 that

(169) e1
G/Z

(

IndG
P 1,Sp

)= e1
T/Z(1,1)= 2, e2

G/Z

(

IndG
P 1,Sp

)= e2
T/Z(1,1)= 1

and ei(IndG
P 1,Sp)= 0 for i ≥ 3.

Proposition 10.1. — R1 I(1) ∼= I(IndG
P α), R2 I(1) ∼= I(IndG

P α), R3 I(1) ∼= I(1)
and Ri I(1)= 0 for i ≥ 4.
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Proof. — The first assertion is given by [56, 11.2]. Since I1/Z1 is a Poincaré group
of dimension 3, see the proof of Corollary 5.23, H3(I1/Z1,1) is one dimensional and
Hi(I1/Z1,1) = 0 for i ≥ 4. We deduce that R3 I(1) ∼= I(π ⊗ μ), where π = 1 or π =
Sp and μ : G → k× is a smooth character, since all the 1-dimensional modules of the
Hecke algebra H are of this form. It follows from Proposition 5.26 that Ext3

G/Z(π ⊗
μ,1) = 0. Hence, π ⊗μ is in the block of 1 and so μ is trivial. If π ∼= Sp then the same
argument implies Ext3

G/Z(IndG
P 1,1) = 0, thus contradicting (168). It follows from (123),

(124) and (166) that ei(IndG
P α,1)= 0 for i ≥ 4 and

(170) e3
(

IndG
P α,1

)= 1, e2
(

IndG
P α,1

)= 2.

Since R1 I(1)∼= I(IndG
P α), Lemma 5.27 (i) implies that Ext1

H(I(IndG
P α),R

1 I(1)) is one
dimensional. Proposition 5.26 and (170) imply that HomH(I(IndG

P α),R
2 I(1)) is non-

zero. Since I1/Z1 is a Poincaré group of dimension 3 we have

dim H2(I1/Z1,1)= dim H1(I1/Z1,1)= 2.

As I(IndG
P α) is irreducible and 2-dimensional we obtain R2 I(1)∼= I(IndG

P α). �

Corollary 10.2. — For i ≥ 2, ei(1,1) = 0 and ei(Sp,1) = 0, except e3(1,1) = 1 and

e4(Sp,1)= 1.

Proof. — The only non-zero Exti
H groups for i ≥ 1 between I(1) and I(Sp) are

Ext1
H(I(1),I(Sp)) and Ext1

H(I(Sp),I(1)), see Lemmas 5.24 and 5.27, which are 1-di-
mensional. The assertion follows from Proposition 10.1 and Proposition 5.26. �

Lemma 10.3. — Let χ : T→ k× be a smooth character, then H2(I1/Z1, IndG
P χ) is 2-di-

mensional and Hi(I1/Z1, IndG
P χ)= 0, for i ≥ 3.

Proof. — By restricting to I1 we obtain

(171)
(

IndG
P χ
)|I1

∼= IndI1
I1∩P 1⊕ IndI1

I1∩Ps 1.

Shapiro’s lemma gives

(172) Hi
(

I1/Z1, IndG
P χ
)∼=Hi

(

(I1 ∩ P)/Z1,1
)⊕Hi

((

I1 ∩ Ps
)

/Z1,1
)

.

Since (I1∩P)/Z1
∼= (I1∩Ps)/Z1

∼= Zp �Zp is a compact torsion-free p-adic analytic group
of dimension 2, the assertion follows from [45, V.2.5.8] and [62]. �

Corollary 10.4. — Let χ : T → k× be a smooth character, then R2 I(IndG
P χ) is a 2-

dimensional k-vector space and Ri I(IndG
P χ)= 0, for i ≥ 3.

Proof. — Lemma 5.22 provides a natural isomorphism of k-vector spaces between
Hi(I1/Z1, IndG

P χ) and Ri I(IndG
P χ) and the assertion follows from Lemma 10.3. �
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Proposition 10.5. — R1 I(Sp) ∼= I(IndG
P 1), R2 I(Sp) ∼= I(1) and Ri I(Sp) = 0 for

i ≥ 3.

Proof. — Proposition 11.2 of [56] says that the natural maps induce isomorphisms
R1 I(IndG

P 1)∼=R1 I(1)⊕R1I(Sp) and R1 I(Sp)∼= I(IndG
P 1). Hence, applying I to the

exact sequence 0→ 1→ IndG
P 1→ Sp→ 0, and observing that R3(IndG

P 1) vanishes by
Corollary 10.4, we get

(173) R2 I(1) ↪→R2 I
(

IndG
P 1
)→R2 I(Sp)� R3 I(1).

The first arrow in (173) is a surjection, since both the source and the target are 2-dimen-
sional, see Proposition 10.1 and Corollary 10.4 respectively. This implies the last arrow
is an isomorphism. Further, we deduce from Corollary 10.4 and Proposition 10.1 that
Ri I(Sp)∼=Ri+1 I(1)= 0 for i ≥ 3. �

Proposition 10.6. — Let U be in Modl adm
T/Z (k) then for all i ≥ 0 we have an exact sequence

(174) Exti
G/Z

(

Sp, IndG
P U
)

↪→ Exti
G/Z

(

IndG
P 1, IndG

P U
)

� Exti
G/Z

(

1, IndG
P U
)

.

Proof. — Recall that by Corollary 5.17 it does not matter whether we compute the
Ext groups in Modsm

G/Z(k) or in Modl adm
G/Z (k). If V is in Modsm

G/Z(k) then

(175) Exti
G/Z

(

V, IndG
P U
)∼= Exti

P/Z(V,U),

see [31, 4.2.1]. Since the sequence 0→ 1→ IndG
P 1→ Sp→ 0 splits, when restricted to

P, we obtain the result. �

Corollary 10.7. — Let κ be in Modladm
T/Z (k) such that HomT(χ, κ) = 0 for all χ ∈

IrrT/Z(k), χ = 1T. Then ei(Sp, IndG
P κ) = 0 and Exti

G/Z(1, IndG
P κ)

∼= Exti
T/Z(1, κ) for all

i ≥ 0.

Proof. — Suppose that κ = J is injective in Modladm
T/Z (k). Then it follows from (123)

and (124) that Exti
G/Z(IndG

P 1, IndG
P J) = 0 for all i ≥ 1. Proposition 10.6 implies that

IndG
P J is acyclic for HomG/Z(1,∗) and HomG/Z(Sp,∗). Moreover, since R1 OrdP Sp= 0,

the U-coinvariants SpU are zero by [31, 3.6.2]. Hence, HomG(Sp, IndG
P J) = 0 and

HomG(1G, IndG
P J)∼=HomT(1T, J).

In general, let κ ↪→ J• be an injective resolution of κ in Modladm
T/Z (k). Since the

block of 1T contains only 1T itself, see Corollary 3.35, we may assume that for each
i ≥ 1 all HomT(χ, Ji)= 0 for all χ ∈ IrrT/Z(k), χ = 1T. By inducing we obtain a resolu-
tion IndG

P κ ↪→ IndG
P J• by acyclic objects for functors HomG(1,∗), HomG(Sp,∗). Since

HomG(Sp, IndG
P Ji)= 0 and HomG(1, IndG

P Ji)∼=HomT(1, Ji) we obtain the assertion. �
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Corollary 10.8. — Let κ be in Modladm
T/Z (k) such that HomT(χ, κ) = 0 for all χ ∈

IrrT/Z(k), χ = α, then ei(1, IndG
P κ)= 0 for all i ≥ 0.

Proof. — Frobenius reciprocity and the assumption on κ imply the assertion for
i = 0. It is enough to show the assertion when κ is injective in Modladm

T/Z (k), since then
we may deduce the general case as in the proof of Corollary 10.7. Suppose that κ = J is
injective, it follows from Proposition 10.6 and Lemma 7.4 that Exti vanishes for i ≥ 2. It is
enough to show the statement for i = 1. We know that Ext1

G/Z(1, IndG
P α)= 0, [56, 11.5].

Hence, if U is any representation of finite length with irreducible subquotients isomorphic
to IndG

P α then Ext1
G/Z(1,U)= 0. Since IndG

P J is a union of subobjects of finite length with
the irreducible subquotients isomorphic to IndG

P α we deduce the assertion. �

Corollary 10.9. — We have Exti
G/Z(1, IndG

P α)= 0 for all i ≥ 0. Moreover,

(176) e2
G/Z

(

Sp, IndG
P α
)= 2, e3

G/Z

(

Sp, IndG
P α
)= 1,

and ei
G/Z(Sp, IndG

P α)= 0 for i ≥ 4.

Proof. — The first assertion follows from Corollary 10.8. It follows from Proposi-
tion 10.6 that Exti

G/Z(Sp, IndG
P α)

∼= Exti
G/Z(IndG

P 1, IndG
P α), for all i ≥ 0. The last asser-

tion follows from (122). �

Corollary 10.10. — R1 I(πα) ∼= I(πα) ⊕ I(π(0,1)), R2 I(πα) ∼= I(π(0,1)),
Ri I(πα)= 0 for i ≥ 3.

Proof. — The first assertion is [20, Thm. 7.16]. Since Ext3
G/Z(Sp, IndG

P α) = 0 by
Corollary 10.9 and R3 I(IndG

P α) = 0 by Corollary 10.4, Proposition 5.26 implies that
Ext1

H(I(Sp),R2 I(IndG
P α)) = 0. If M is irreducible then Ext1

H(I(Sp),M) = 0 implies
that M∼= I(1), see [56, 11.3]. Thus I(1) is an irreducible subquotient of R2 I(IndG

P α).
Since Ext2

G/Z(1, IndG
P α)= 0, it follows from Proposition 5.26 that I(1) cannot be a sub-

module of R2 I(IndG
P α). If M is irreducible then Ext1

H(I(1),M) = 0 implies that M ∼=
I(Sp), [56, 11.3]. Since by Corollary 10.4 the underlying vector space of R2 I(IndG

P α) is
2-dimensional, we deduce that there exists a non-split sequence:

(177) 0→ I(Sp)→R2 I
(

IndG
P α
)→ I(1)→ 0.

Now Ext1
H(I(1),I(Sp)) is one dimensional, [56, 11.3], and the only non-split extension

is obtained by applying I to (67). �
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We record below the dimensions of Exti
G/Z(π, τ ), where τ , π are 1, Sp or IndG

P α.
All the other Ext-groups vanish.

τ = 1 τ = Sp τ = IndG
P α

i 1 2 3 4 i 1 2 3 i 1 2 3

1 0 0 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 0

Sp 1 0 0 1 Sp 0 0 1 Sp 1 2 1

IndG
P α 1 2 1 0 IndG

P α 0 0 0 IndG
P α 2 1 0

Using the table one can construct minimal injective resolutions of 1, Sp and IndG
P α:

Remark 10.11. — Let κ be an object of Modladm
G/Z (k) and ι : socG κ ↪→ J an injective

envelope of socG κ in Modladm
G/Z (k). Since J is injective there exists φ : κ → J such that

the composition socG κ → κ → J is equal to ι. Since ι is an injection, we deduce that
socG Kerφ = 0 and since Kerφ is an object of Modladm

G/Z (k), we deduce that φ is injective.
Since ι is essential, so is φ and hence for every irreducible object π of Modladm

G/Z (k) we
have HomG/Z(π, κ)∼= HomG/Z(π, J) and thus HomG/Z(π, J/κ)∼= Ext1

G/Z(π, κ). Hence,
if we know the dimensions of Ext1

G/Z(π, κ) for all irreducible π then we may determine
socG(J/κ) and thus construct the next step in the injective resolution. This way we obtain
an injective resolution κ ↪→ J• such that for all irreducible π in Modladm

G/Z (k) the complex
HomG(π, J•) has zero differentials. In particular, Exti

G/Z(π, κ)
∼=HomG(π, Ji) for all i ≥

0. Since in a locally finite category every injective object is determined by its socle up
to isomorphism, the knowledge of Exti

G/Z(π, κ) for all irreducible π determines Ji up
to isomorphism. It should be pointed out that these kind of arguments are standard in
commutative algebra, see for example [46, Thm. 18.5].

Using the table and Remark 10.11 we get:

(178) 0→ 1→ J1 → JSp ⊕ Jπα → J⊕2
πα
→ Jπα ⊕ J1 → JSp → 0,

(179) 0→ Sp→ JSp → J⊕2
1 → J⊕2

1 → JSp → 0,

(180) 0→ πα→ Jπα → JSp ⊕ J⊕2
πα
→ J⊕2

Sp ⊕ Jπα → JSp → 0

where πα = IndG
P α and Jπ denotes an injective envelope of π .

10.2. Preparation. — Since e1(1,Sp)= 2 there exists a unique smooth k-representa-
tion τ1 of G/Z such that HomG(1, τ1)= 0 and we have an exact sequence:

(181) 0→ Sp→ τ1 → 1⊕ 1→ 0.
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Applying OrdP to (181) and using (166), (167) we get

(182) OrdP τ1
∼=OrdP Sp∼= 1, R1 OrdP τ1

∼= (R1 OrdP 1
)⊕2 ∼= (α−1

)⊕2
.

Lemma 10.12. — e1(1, τ1)= 0, e1(Sp, τ1)= 2, e1(IndG
P α, τ1)= 2.

Proof. — Since e1(1,1) = 0, we get the first claim by applying HomG/Z(1,∗)
to (181). From (182) and the 5-term sequence for OrdP, see (123), we get that

(183) Ext1
G/Z

(

IndG
P 1, τ1

)∼= Ext1
T/Z(1,1),

(184) Ext1
G/Z

(

IndG
P α, τ1

)∼=HomT/Z

(

α−1,
(

α−1
)⊕2)

are both 2-dimensional. Since e1(1, τ1)= 0, by applying HomG/Z(∗, τ1) to the exact se-
quence 0 → 1 → IndG

P 1 → Sp → 0 we deduce that Ext1
G/Z(Sp, τ1) ∼=

Ext1
G/Z(IndG

P 1, τ1). �

Proposition 10.13. — I(τ1) ∼= I(π(0,1)), R1 I(τ1) ∼= I(Sp) ⊕ I(IndG
P α)

⊕2,

R2 I(τ1)∼= I(1)⊕ I(IndG
P α)

⊕2.

Proof. — We apply I to (181). Suppose that the connecting homomorphism
∂ : I(1)⊕2 → R1 I(Sp) is zero. Then we would have an exact sequence of H-modules
0 → I(Sp)→ I(τ1)→ I(1)⊕2 → 0. Since Ext1

H(I(1),I(Sp)) = 1 by [56, 11.3], we
would obtain HomG(1, τ1)∼=HomH(I(1),I(τ1)) = 0 contradicting the construction of
τ1. Hence, ∂ is non-zero. Since R1 I(Sp) ∼= I(IndG

P 1) by Proposition 10.5, the image
of ∂ is 1-dimensional. Hence, we obtain a non-split extension 0 → I(Sp)→ I(τ1)→
I(1)→ 0. Since the only non-split extension between I(Sp) and I(1) is realized by ap-
plying I to (67) we deduce that I(τ1)∼= I(π(0,1)). The cokernel of ∂ is isomorphic to
I(Sp). Hence, we obtain an exact sequence

(185) 0→ I(Sp)→R1 I(τ1)→R1 I(1)⊕2.

As e1(IndG
P α, τ1)= 2 by Lemma 10.12 and Ext1

H(I(IndG
P α),I(τ1))= 0 by Lemma 5.27,

Proposition 5.26 implies that dim HomH(I(IndG
P α),R

1 I(τ1)) = 2. Since R1 I(1) ∼=
I(IndG

P α) by Proposition 10.1, we deduce that the last arrow in (185) is surjective. Since
Ext1

H(I(IndG
P α),I(Sp)) = 0 by Lemma 5.27, we get R1 I(τ1) ∼= I(Sp)⊕ I(IndG

P α)
⊕2.

As R3 I(Sp)= 0 by Proposition 10.5, we have an exact sequence:

(186) 0→R2 I(Sp)→R2 I(τ1)→R2 I(1)⊕2 → 0.

Propositions 10.5 and 10.1 give R2 I(Sp)∼= I(1) and R2 I(1)∼= I(IndG
P α). Lemma 5.27

implies that the sequence (186) is split. This gives the last assertion. �
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Since ei(1, IndG
P α) = 0 for i ≥ 0, Corollary 10.9, by applying HomG(∗, IndG

P α)

to (181), we deduce that Exti
G/Z(τ1, IndG

P α)
∼= Exti

G/Z(Sp, IndG
P α) for all i ≥ 0. In par-

ticular, e1(τ1, IndG
P α)= 1 and hence there exists a unique smooth k-representation τ2 of

G/Z such that HomG(Sp, τ2)= 0 and there exists an exact sequence:

(187) 0→ IndG
P α→ τ2 → τ1 → 0.

Lemma 10.14. — OrdP τ2
∼= α−1, R1 OrdP τ2

∼= α−1 ⊕ α−1.

Proof. — We apply OrdP to (187). Since HomG(Sp, τ2) = HomG(1, τ2) = 0 we
have HomT(1,OrdP τ2) ∼= HomG(IndG

P 1, τ2) = 0. Since OrdP τ1 = 1 and there are
no extensions between α−1 and 1, we deduce that the connecting homomorphism
∂ : OrdP τ1 → R1 OrdP(IndG

P α) is injective. Since both the source and the target are 1-
dimensional we deduce that ∂ is an isomorphism. Hence, OrdP τ2

∼= OrdP(IndG
P α) and

R1 OrdP τ2
∼=R1 OrdP τ1. �

Corollary 10.15. — ei(IndG
P 1, τ2)= 0, for i ≥ 0.

Proof. — Lemma 10.14, (123). �

Lemma 10.16. — e1(1, τ2)= 0, e1(Sp, τ2)= e2(Sp, τ2)= 0, e1(IndG
P α, τ2)≤ 4.

Proof. — Since e1(1, IndG
P α) = e1(1, τ1) = 0 we deduce that e1(1, τ2) = 0. By ap-

plying HomG/Z(∗, τ2) to the exact sequence 0 → 1 → IndG
P 1 → Sp → 0 and using

Corollary 10.15 we obtain Exti
G/Z(1, τ2)∼= Exti+1

G/Z(Sp, τ2) for i ≥ 0. Hence, e1(Sp, τ2)=
e2(Sp, τ2)= 0. Since e1(IndG

P α, IndG
P α)= e1(IndG

P α, τ1)= 2 the last assertion follows af-
ter applying HomG/Z(IndG

P α,∗) to (187). �

For a smooth character χ : T/Z → k× we denote by Jχ its injective envelope in
Modladm

T/Z (k). We note that uniqueness of injective envelopes implies that (Jχ)s ∼= Jχ s and
Jχ ∼= J1 ⊗ χ . Let J1G , JSp and Jπα be injective envelopes of the trivial representation, Sp
and πα := IndG

P α in Modladm
G/Z (k), respectively.

Proposition 10.17. — There exist exact sequences:

(188) 0→ IndG
P J1T → J1G → Jπα → 0,

(189) 0→ IndG
P Jα→ Jπα → JSp → 0,

(190) 0→ (

IndG
P J1T

)

/1G → JSp → J⊕2
πα
.
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Proof. — The injections in (188) and (189) follow from Proposition 7.1. Lemma 7.4
gives ei(IndG

P 1, IndG
P J1) = 0 for i ≥ 1. Proposition 10.6 gives ei(1, IndG

P J1) = 0 and
ei(Sp, IndG

P J1) = 0 for i ≥ 1. Lemma 7.4 implies that e1(IndG
P α, IndG

P J1) = 1, and
ei(IndG

P α, IndG
P J1) = 0 for all i ≥ 2. This gives (188), see Remark 10.11. Similarly we

obtain (189), noting that ei(1, IndG
P Jα)= 0 for all i ≥ 0, see Corollary 10.8.

Applying HomG/Z(1,∗) to the exact sequence:

(191) 0→ 1G → IndG
P J1 → κ→ 0

we get ei(1, κ) = 0 for i = 0 and i = 1. (Here we are using the fact that e1(1,1) =
e2(1,1)= e1(1, IndG

P J1)= 0.) As e1(Sp,1)= 1 and e1(Sp, IndG
P J1)= e2(Sp,1)= 0 we get

dim HomG/Z(Sp, κ)= 1 and Ext1
G/Z(Sp, κ)= 0. Since all the irreducible subquotients of

IndG
P J1 are either 1G or Sp we have HomG/Z(IndG

P α,κ)= 0. Moreover, e1(IndG
P α,1)=

e1(IndG
P α, IndG

P J1) = 1, e2(IndG
P α, IndG

P J1) = 0 and thus Ext1
G/Z(IndG

P α,κ)
∼=

Ext2
G/Z(IndG

P α,1) is 2-dimensional. Hence, we deduce the existence of (190). �

Let

(192) 0→ 1→ κ→ πα→ 0

be a non-split extension. Since Ext1
G/Z(πα,1) is one dimensional κ is uniquely determined

up to isomorphism. Applying OrdP to (192) we obtain:

(193) OrdP κ = 0, R1 OrdP κ ∼=R1 OrdP πα ∼= 1.

It follows from (123) that

(194) e1(πα, κ)= 0, e1
(

IndG
P 1, κ

)= 1.

Lemma 10.18. — e1(κ, κ)= 0, e1(Sp, κ)= 2, e1(κ,Sp)= 2.

Proof. — The first assertion follows since e1(1,1)= 0, e1(1,πα)= 0 thus e1(1, κ)=
0 and e1(πα, κ)= 0 by (194). For the second apply HomG/Z(∗, κ) to 0→ 1→ IndG

P 1→
Sp→ 0 and use (194). Since e1(πα,Sp)= e2(πα,Sp)= 0 we have e1(κ,Sp)= e1(1,Sp)=
2. �

Lemma 10.19. — Let β in Modsm
G/Z(k) be such that socG β ∼= Sp and the semisimplification

is isomorphic to Sp⊕1⊕ πα then e1(β,β)≤ 3.

Proof. — Since e1(πα,Sp) = e2(πα,Sp) = 0 there exists an exact sequence 0 →
Sp → β→ κ→ 0. Since e1(Sp,Sp) = e2(Sp,Sp) = 0 we get e1(Sp, β) = e1(Sp, κ)= 2.
Since e1(κ, κ)= 0 we get e1(κ,β)= e1(κ,Sp)− e0(κ, κ)= 1. Thus e1(β,β)≤ e1(κ,β)+
e1(Sp, β)= 3. �
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Remark 10.20. — Using the bound of Lemma 10.19 and the results of Kisin [41]
one may show that V induces an isomorphism between the deformation functors of β
with a fixed central character and V(β) with a fixed determinant.

Lemma 10.21. — Let G be a compact torsion-free p-adic analytic pro-p group of dimension

d and let τ be in Modsm
G (k) then there exists a natural isomorphism between Extd

G(1, τ ) and the

G-coinvariants τG.

Proof. — Since H0(G,∗)∼=HomG(1,∗) and Hi(G,∗) is the i-th derived functor of
H0(G,∗), [64, §2.2], for all i ≥ 0 we have a natural isomorphism of functors Exti

G(1,∗)∼=
Hi(G,∗). Since G is compact torsion-free and p-adic analytic, it is a Poincaré group of
dimension d , [45, 2.5.8], [62]. Since G is pro-p, it acts trivially on the dualizing module.
If τ is finite then Poincaré duality induces an isomorphism Hd(G, τ )∼=H0(G, τ ∗)∗ ∼= τG ,
[64, I.4.5], where ∗ denotes k-linear dual. In general, we may write τ as a union of finite
subrepresentations τ = lim−→ τi . We have

Hd(G, τ )∼= lim−→ Hd(G, τi)∼= lim−→ (τi)G ∼= τG,

where the first isomorphism is given by [64, I.2.2 Cor. 2]. �

In Lemmas below κ is the representation defined in (192).

Lemma 10.22. — I(κ)∼= I(1), R3 I(κ)= 0.

Proof. — Since Ext1
H(I(πα),I(1)) = 0, Lemma 5.27, we have I(κ) ∼= I(1).

Lemma 10.3 and Lemma 10.21 imply that the I1/Z1-coinvariants of πα are zero. Hence,
I1/Z1-coinvariants of κ are also zero, since otherwise we would obtain a I1-equivariant
splitting of (192), which would contradict I(κ) ∼= I(1). Lemma 10.21 implies that
H3(I1/Z1, κ)= 0 and it follows from Lemma 5.22 that R3 I(κ)= 0. �

Lemma 10.23. — R1 I(κ)∼= I(π(0,1)), R2 I(κ)∼= I(Sp), Ri I(κ)= 0 for i ≥ 3.

Proof. — Lemmas 10.22 implies that R3 I(κ)= 0. It follows from Lemma 5.23 that
Ri I(κ)= 0 for i ≥ 4. Applying I to (192) and using Proposition 10.1, Lemma 10.22 and
Corollary 10.10 we obtain an exact sequence:

R1 I(κ) ↪→ I(πα)⊕ I
(

π(0,1)
)→ I(πα)→R2 I(κ)

→ I
(

π(0,1)
)

� I(1).

It follows from Proposition 5.26 and (194) that HomH(I(πα),R1 I(κ)) = 0, which im-
plies the assertion. �
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Lemma 10.24. — e1(π(0,1), κ)= 2, e2(π(0,1), κ)= 1.

Proof. — Using Lemmas 5.24, 5.27 one obtains Exti
H(I(π(0,1)),I(π(0,1)) is 1-

dimensional and Exti
H(I(π(0,1)),I(Sp)) = 0 for i = 0, i = 1. The assertion follows

from Proposition 5.26 and Lemma 10.23. �

10.3. Quotient category.

Lemma 10.25. — Let 0→ π1 → π2 → π3 → 0 be an extension in Modsm
G/Z(O) then G

acts trivially on π1 and π3 if and only if it acts trivially on π2.

Proof. — Choose v in π2 then the map g �→ (g − 1)v defines a group homomor-
phism ψ :G→ (π1,+). Since Z acts trivially on π2, ψ will factor through G/Z SL2(Q p).
The order of G/Z SL2(Q p) is prime to p, as p> 2. Since every element of π2 is killed by a
power of p, we deduce that ψ is zero. Hence, G acts trivially on π2. The other implication
is trivial. �

Let T(O) be the category of compact O-modules with the trivial G-action. It fol-
lows from Lemma 10.25 that T(O) is a thick subcategory of C(O) and hence we may
build a quotient category Q(O) := C(O)/T(O). Recall, [35, §III.1], that the objects of
Q(O) are the same as the objects of C(O), the morphisms are given by

(195) HomQ(O)(M,N) := lim−→ HomC(O)
(

M′,N/N′),

where the limit is taken over all subobjects M′ of M and N′ of N such that G acts trivially
on M/M′ and N′. Let T : C(O)→Q(O) be the functor T M = M for every object of
C(O) and T f : T M→ T N is the image of f :M→N in lim−→ HomC(O)(M′,N/N′) under

the natural map. The category Q(O) is abelian and T is an exact functor, [35, Prop 1,
§III.1]. In our situation it is easy to describe the homomorphisms in the quotient category
explicitly. For an object M of C(O), we denote by IG(M) := (M∨/(M∨)G)∨ ⊆M.

Lemma 10.26. — Let M and N be objects of C(O), then HomC(O)(IG(M),1)= 0 and

(N/NG)G = 0. In particular,

(196) HomQ(O)(T M,T N)∼=HomC(O)
(

IG(M),N/NG
)

.

Proof. — The first two assertions follow from Lemma 10.25. Hence, it follows
from the definition that HomQ(O)(T (IG(M)),T (N/NG)) ∼= HomC(O)(IG(M),N/NG).
Moreover, Lemme 4 in [35, §III.1] implies that the natural maps induce isomorphisms
T IG(M)∼= T (M), T N∼= T (N/NG). �
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Lemma 10.27. — If P is a projective object of C(O) with HomC(O)(P,1)= 0 then T P is

a projective object of Q(O) and

HomC(O)(P,N)∼=HomQ(O)(T P,T N)

for all N.

Proof. — Since HomC(O)(P,1) = 0 we get HomC(O)(P,NG) = 0. Since P is pro-
jective we deduce HomC(O)(P,N) ∼= HomC(O)(P,N/NG). The second assertion follows
from Lemma 10.26. The exactness of HomQ(O)(T P,∗) follows from [35, Cor 1, §III.1],
which says that every exact sequence of Q(O) is isomorphic to an exact sequence of the
form 0 → T M1 → T M2 → T M3 → 0, where 0 → M1 → M2 → M3 → 0 is an exact
sequence in C(O). �

Lemma 10.28. — The category Q(O) has enough projectives.

Proof. — Let M be in C(O) and let P � IG(M) be a projective envelope of IG(M) in
C(O). Since HomQ(O)(IG(M),1)= 0 by Lemma 10.26 we also have HomQ(O)(P,1)= 0.
Thus T P is projective in Q(O) by Lemma 10.27 and since T is exact we have T P �
T IG(M)∼= T M. �

Lemma 10.29. — If HomC(O)(N,1)= 0 then for every essential epimorphism q :M � N,

T q : T M � T N is an essential epimorphism in Q(O).

Proof. — Let a : T → T M be a morphism in Q(O) such that the composition
T q◦ a :T→ T N is an epimorphism. We claim that a is an epimorphism. After replacing
T with the image of a we may assume that a is a monomorphism. It follows from [35,
Prop 1, §III.1] that there exists a monomorphism u :M′ →M in C(O) such that a :T→
T M is isomorphic to T u : T M′ → T M. Now T q ◦ T u = T (q ◦ u) : T M′ → T N′ is an
epimorphism, and hence G acts trivially on the cokernel of q ◦ u in C(O), see Lemme 3
in [35, §III.1]. As HomC(O)(N,1)= 0, we get that q ◦ u is an epimorphism, and since q

is essential, u : M′ → M is an epimorphism, which implies that T u (and hence a) is an
epimorphism. �

We note that the category Q(O) is O-linear. Since T is exact we have (T M)[� ] ∼=
T (M[� ]) and T M/�T M ∼= T (M/�M). The composition C(k)→ C(O) T→ Q(O)
factors through the quotient category Q(k) := C(k)/T(k) and induces an equivalence of
categories between Q(k) and the full subcategory of Q(O) consisting of the objects killed
by � . We denote by T1 and Tα the following objects of Q(k):

(197) T1 := T
(

IndG
P 1
)∨
, Tα := T

(

IndG
P α
)∨
.
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We note that since T (1)∼= 0 in Q(k) and since T is exact we have

(198) T1
∼= T Sp∨ ∼= T τ∨1 ,

where τ1 is the representation defined by (181).

Lemma 10.30. — HomQ(k)(T M,T1)∼=HomG(IndG
P 1,M∨), for all M in C(k).

Proof. — Since Exti
G/Z(IndG

P 1,1)= 0 for i ≥ 0 by (168), we have

HomG

(

IndG
P 1,M∨)∼=HomG

(

IndG
P 1,M∨/

(

M∨)G)∼=HomQ(k)(T M,T1).

The last isomorphism follows from Lemma 10.26. �

Proposition 10.31. — The hypotheses (H1)–(H5) hold in Q(k) with S = Tα and Q =
T τ∨2 , where τ2 is the representation defined by (187).

Remark 10.32. — The hypotheses (H1)–(H5) are stated in Section 3 assuming that
C is a full subcategory of Modpro aug

G (O), where G is a locally pro-p group, but the state-
ments make sense in any k-linear abelian category, such as Q(k).

Proof of Proposition 10.31. — If π1, π2 are irreducible non-trivial in Modladm
G/Z (k) then it

follows from Lemma 10.26 that T π∨1 and T π∨2 are irreducible in Q(k) and T π∨1 ∼= T π∨2
implies π1

∼= π2. In particular, T1 and Tα are irreducible, non-zero and non-isomorphic
in Q(k). Conversely, it follows from Lemma 10.26 that every irreducible non-zero object
of Q(k) is isomorphic to T π∨, where π is an irreducible non-trivial representation in
Modladm

G/Z (k). Let Jπα be an injective envelope of IndG
P α in Modladm

G/Z (k), then P := J∨πα is a
projective envelope of (IndG

P α)
∨ in C(k) and it follows from Lemmas 10.27 and 10.29

that T P is a projective envelope of Tα in Q(k). It follows from Lemma 10.16 and Re-
mark 10.11 that we have an exact sequence in Modladm

G/Z :

(199) 0→ τ2 → Jπα → J⊕d
πα
→ κ→ 0,

where d = dim Ext1
G/Z(IndG

P α, τ2)≤ 4 and HomG(IndG
P 1, κ)= 0 by Corollary 10.15. By

dualizing (199) and applying T we get an exact sequence:

(200) 0→ T κ∨ → T P⊕d → T P→ T τ∨2 → 0.

Let π be an irreducible representation of Modladm
G/Z (k) with π ∼= 1 and π ∼= IndG

P α. Since
T π∨ is irreducible in Q(k), is not isomorphic to Tα and T P is a projective envelope of Tα

in Q(k), we deduce that HomQ(k)(T P,T π∨) = 0. Applying HomQ(k)(∗,T π∨) to (200)
we get that

(201) HomQ(k)

(

T τ∨2 ,T π∨
)= 0, Ext1

Q(k)

(

T τ∨2 ,T π∨
)= 0,
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(202) Ext2
Q(k)

(

T τ∨2 ,T π∨
)∼=HomQ(k)

(

T κ∨,T π∨
)

.

It follows from (201) that (H1) and (H3) hold. Dualizing (187) and applying T we get
an exact sequence 0 → T1 → T τ∨2 → Tα → 0. Since Tα ∼= T1, (H2) holds. Further,
applying HomQ(k)(∗,Tα) to (200) we deduce that

(203) dim Ext1
Q(k)

(

T τ∨2 ,Tα

)≤ d ≤ 4,

hence (H4) holds. Since HomG(IndG
P 1, κ) = 0 we deduce from Lemma 10.30 that

HomQ(k)(T κ∨,T1) = 0. Since T1 is the maximal proper subobject of T τ∨2 , it follows
from (202) that (H5) is satisfied. �

Remark 10.33. — It follows from (199) that the hypotheses (H1)–(H4) hold in C(k)

with S= π∨α and Q= τ∨2 . The problem is that (H5) does not hold in C(k): one may calcu-
late using the results of Section 10.1 that Ext2

G/Z(1, τ2)∼= Ext2
G/Z(1, τ1)∼= Ext2

G/Z(1,Sp) =
0. This implies that Ext2

G/Z(τ1, τ2) = 0 since e1(Sp, τ2)= 0 by Lemma 10.16. Dually we
obtain that Ext2

C(k)(τ
∨
2 , τ

∨
1 ) = 0.

Lemma 10.34. — Ext1
Q(k)(T1,T1), Ext1

Q(k)(T1,Tα), Ext1
Q(k)(Tα,Tα) are 2-dimensio-

nal and Ext1
Q(k)(Tα,T1) is 1-dimensional.

Proof. — Let JSp, Jπα be injective envelopes of Sp and πα := IndG
P α in Modladm

G/Z (k).
It follows from Lemma 10.12 that we have an exact sequence:

(204) 0→ τ1 → JSp → J⊕2
Sp ⊕ J⊕2

πα
.

Moreover, if we let κ be the cokernel of the second arrow then the monomorphism
κ ↪→ J⊕2

Sp ⊕ J⊕2
πα

induced by the third arrow is essential. Let π be Sp or πα then we know
from Lemmas 10.27 and 10.29 that T J∨π is a projective envelope of T π∨ in Q(k). By
dualizing (204), applying T and then HomQ(k)(∗,T π∨) we obtain

Ext1
Q(k)

(

T1,T π∨
)∼=HomQ(k)

(

T κ∨,T π∨
)∼=HomQ(k)

(

T J∨,T π∨
)

,

where J = J⊕2
Sp ⊕ J⊕2

πα
. The last isomorphism follows from the fact that T π∨ is irre-

ducible, and T J∨ � T κ∨ is essential by Lemma 10.29. Hence Ext1
Q(k)(T1,T1) and

Ext1
Q(k)(T1,Tα) are 2-dimensional. To calculate dimensions of Ext1

Q(k)(Tα,Tα) and
Ext1

Q(k)(Tα,T1) the same argument may be applied to (180). �

The functor V̌ : C(O)→RepGQ p
(O) kills the trivial representation and hence ev-

ery object in T(O). It follows from Corollaire 2 in [35, §III.1] that V̌ factors through
T : C(O)→Q(O). We denote V̌ :Q(O)→RepGQ p

(O) by the same letter. We have

(205) V̌(T1)∼=V(Sp)∨(ε)∼= 1, V̌(Tα)∼=V
(

IndG
P α
)∨
(ε)∼= ω.
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Lemma 10.35. — The functor V̌ induces an injection

V̌ : Ext1
Q(O)(S1,S2) ↪→ Ext1

O[GQ p ]
(

V̌(S1), V̌(S2)
)

,

for S1,S2 ∈ {T1,Tα}.
Proof. — We interpret Ext1 as Yoneda Ext and the extension 0→ S2 → E→ S1 →

0 is mapped to 0→ V̌(S2)→ V̌(E)→ V̌(S1)→ 0. If this extension splits, then V̌(E)∼=
V̌(S1)⊕ V̌(S2) is killed by� . Since V̌(S1) and V̌(S2) are non-zero by (205) the exactness
of V̌ implies that E is killed by � . Thus it is enough to show that V̌ induces an injection

Ext1
Q(k)(S1,S2) ↪→ Ext1

k[GQ p ]
(

V̌(S1), V̌(S2)
)

.

This assertion follows from the work of Colmez. We first treat the case S1
∼= S2. Let

χ : T/Z → k× be a smooth character. Since T/Z ∼= Q×
p the space Ext1

T/Z(1,1) ∼=
Hom(Q×

p , k) is 2-dimensional. Fix τ ∈ Hom(Q×
p , k) and let Yτ be the corresponding

extension of 1 by itself. Since parabolic induction is exact we have an exact sequence

0→ IndG
P χ→ IndG

P Yτ ⊗ χ→ IndG
P χ→ 0.

We denote πχ := IndG
P χ . Since χ is trivial on Z we may write it as χ = χ−1

1 ⊗ χ1, then
V(πχ)∼= χ1ω. It is shown in the proof of [23, VII.4.14] that the composition of

Hom
(

Q×
p , k
)→ Ext1

G/Z(πχ,πχ)
V→ Ext1

k[GQ p ](χ1ω,χ1ω)∼=Hom
(

Q×
p , k
)

is the identity map. Using the anti-equivalence of categories, we obtain a surjection

Ext1
C(k)

(

π∨χ ,π
∨
χ

) V̌
� Ext1

k[GQ p ]
(

χ−1
1 , χ

−1
1

)∼=Hom
(

Q×
p , k
)

.

Since V̌ factors through T , we obtain a surjection

Ext1
Q(k)

(

T π∨χ ,T π∨χ
) V̌
� Ext1

k[GQ p ]
(

χ−1
1 , χ

−1
1

)∼=Hom
(

Q×
p , k
)

.

When χ = 1 or χ = α we know by Lemma 10.34 that the source is 2-dimensional. Since
the target is 2-dimensional, the map is an isomorphism. We deal with the case S1 ∼= S2

similarly.
We claim that the map V̌ : Ext1

Q(k)(T1,Tα)→ Ext1
k[GQ p ](1,ω) is surjective. For

every non-zero smooth homomorphism τ : Q×
p → k, Colmez constructs an extension

0 → Sp → Eτ → 1 → 0, see [23, VII.4.19], and shows that Ext1
G/Z(IndG

P α,Eτ ) is 1-
dimensional, [23, VII.4.26], see also Lemma 10.18. If we let ετ be a non-split exten-
sion 0 → Eτ → �→ IndG

P α→ 0, then V(ετ ) defines an element of Ext1
k[GQ p ](1,ω).

It follows from [23, VII.4.25], that the V(ετ ) for different τ span the 2-dimensional
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space Ext1
k[GQ p ](1,ω). Since T E∨

τ
∼= T1 we get our claim by applying V̌ to the extension

0→Tα→ T �∨ → T E∨
τ → 0. Since Ext1

Q(k)(T1,Tα) is 2-dimensional by Lemma 10.34
we deduce that V̌ induces an isomorphism.

Finally, since Ext1
Q(k)(Tα,T1) is 1-dimensional, it is enough to produce an ex-

tension 0 → IndG
P α → �→ Sp → 0, such that 0 → 1 → V(�)→ ω→ 0 is non-

split. We know that Ext1
G/Z(Sp, IndG

P α) is 1-dimensional, see [56, 11.5 (ii)]. Let 0 →
IndG

P α→�→ Sp → 0 be a non-split extension. Applying OrdP to it gives an isomor-
phism R1 OrdP� ∼= R1 OrdP Sp = 0. It follows from [31, 3.3.1] that the space of U-
coinvariants of � is zero. Since the space of U-coinvariants of IndG

P α is 1-dimensional,
we deduce from [23, VII.1.8] that the space of Gal(Q p/Q

ab
p )-invariants of V(�) is 1-di-

mensional, where Qab
p is the maximal abelian extension of Q p. Hence, V(�) can not be

split. �

Let B= {1,Sp∨, (IndG
P α)

∨} be the block of the trivial representation. Let C(O)B
be the full subcategory of C(O) consisting of all M whose irreducible subquotients
lie in B. It follows from 5.5 that C(O)B is abelian and C(O) ∼= C(O)B ⊕ C(O)B,
where C(O)B is the full subcategory of C(O) consisting of those M which no irre-
ducible subquotient lies in B. Since T(O) is contained in C(O)B we may build a
quotient category Q(O)B := C(O)B/T(O) and we have an isomorphism of categories
Q(O) ∼= Q(O)B ⊕ C(O)B. Recall that RepGQ p

(O) is the category of continuous rep-

resentations of GQ p
on compact O-modules. Let RepB

GQ p
(O) be the full subcategory of

RepGQ p
(O) with objects τ such that there exists M in C(O)B, such that τ ∼= V̌(M).

Proposition 10.36. — The functor V̌ induces an equivalence of categories between Q(O)B
and RepB

GQ p
(O).

Proof. — We note that since Q(O)B is a direct summand of Q(O), for every object
M of Q(O)B a projective envelope of M in Q(O) lies in Q(O)B. This implies that if M
and N are objects of Q(O)B then Exti

Q(O)B(M,N) = Exti
Q(O)(M,N) for all i ≥ 0. It is

enough to show that for M and N objects of Q(O)B, V̌ induces a bijection

(206) HomQ(O)(M,N)
∼=→HomO[GQ p ]

(

V̌(M), V̌(N)
)

,

where HomO[GQ p ] means morphisms in the category RepGQ p
(O). We may write M ∼=

lim←− Mi and N ∼= lim←− Nj , where the limit is taken over all the quotients of finite length.

Then V̌(M) ∼= lim←− V̌(Mi) and V̌(N) ∼= lim←− V̌(Nj), where V̌(Mi) and V̌(Nj) are of finite

length. Now

(207) HomO[GQ p ]
(

V̌(M), V̌(N)
)∼= lim←− HomO[GQ p ]

(

V̌(M), V̌(Nj)
)

.
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The kernels of V̌(M)→ V̌(Mi) form a basis of open neighbourhoods of 0 in V̌(M). Since
V̌(Nj) is of finite length it carries the discrete topology and hence every φ : V̌(M)→
V̌(Nj) in RepGQ p

(O) factors through V̌(Mi)→ V̌(Nj) for some i. We obtain:

(208) HomO[GQ p ]
(

V̌(M), V̌(Nj)
)∼= lim−→ HomO[GQ p ]

(

V̌(Mi), V̌(Nj)
)

.

Since (207) and (208) also hold for M and N in Q(O), it is enough to verify (206) when
M and N are of finite length.

One may show that (206) holds, when M and N are of finite length, by proving a
stronger statement: (206) holds and V̌ induces an injection

(209) Ext1
Q(O)(M,N) ↪→ Ext1

O[GQ p ]
(

V̌(M), V̌(N)
)

.

The proof is by induction on �(M)+ �(N), where � denotes the number of irreducible
subquotients, see the proof of Lemma A.1 in [56]. Since the only irreducible objects in
Q(O)B are Tα and T1 the initial induction step follows from Lemma 10.35. �

Corollary 10.37. — The category RepB

GQ p
(O) is abelian.

Lemma 10.38. — If M is an object of Q(O)B then the action of GQ p
on V̌(M) factors

through Gal(F(p)|Q p), where F=Q p(μp) and F(p) denotes the maximal pro-p extension of F.

Proof. — If M is irreducible then M ∼= T1 or M ∼= Tα , and it follows from (205)
that Gal(Q p|F) acts trivially on V̌(M). If M is of finite length then the cosocle filtra-

tion on M induces a filtration of V̌(M) such that Gal(Q p|F) acts trivially on the graded

pieces. This implies that the image of Gal(Q p|F) in AutO(V̌(M)) is a p-group, and hence

Gal(Q p|F(p)) acts trivially on V̌(M). The general case may be deduced form this by
taking projective limits, as in the proof of Proposition 10.36. �

Remark 10.39. — Lemma 10.38 allows us to consider RepB

GQ p
(O) as the full

subcategory of Modpro aug
Gal(F(p)|Q p)

(O). Since Gal(F(p)|F) is an open pro-p subgroup of
Gal(F(p)|Q p), this enables us to apply the results of Section 3 with C=RepB

GQ p
(O).

Let ˜P � (IndG
P α)

∨ be a projective envelope of (IndG
P α)

∨ in C(O). Then T˜P �
Tα is a projective envelope of Tα in Q(O) by Lemma 10.27 and hence V̌(˜P)� ω is a
projective envelope of ω in RepB

GQ p
(O). Let

˜E := EndC(O)(˜P)
T∼= EndQ(O)(T˜P)

V̌∼= Endcont
O[GQ p ]

(

V̌(˜P)
)

,

where the first isomorphism is given by Lemma 10.27 and the second by Proposi-
tion 10.36.
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Corollary 10.40. — The hypotheses (H0)–(H5) hold in RepB

GQ p
(O) with S = V̌(Tα) ∼=

ω and Q = V̌(T τ∨2 ) ∼= V̌(τ∨2 ), which is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by the non-split

extension

(210) 0→ 1→ V̌
(

τ∨2
)→ ω→ 0.

Proof. — Since˜P is O-torsion free by Corollary 5.19 and V̌ is exact and O-linear,
we deduce that the sequence 0 → V̌(˜P)

�→ V̌(˜P)→ V̌(˜P/�˜P)→ 0 is exact. Hence,
V̌(˜P) is O-torsion free and so (H0) holds in RepB

GQ p
(O). The equivalence of categories

established in Proposition 10.36 and the Ext- calculations made in Proposition 10.31
show that (H1)–(H5) hold in RepB

GQ p
(k), and hence in RepB

GQ p
(O) by Proposition 3.17. �

Corollary 10.41. — The functor m �→m̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P) is exact.

Proof. — Since the hypotheses are satisfied by Corollary 10.40, the assertion follows
from the Corollary 3.12. �

Lemma 10.42. — For a compact right˜E-module m, we let m̂⊗˜E T˜P be an object of Q(O)B
corresponding to m̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P) under the equivalence of categories induced by V̌, see Proposition 10.36.

Then T (m̂⊗˜E˜P)∼=m̂⊗˜E T˜P.

Proof. — This follows from Lemma 5.53 and the fact that V̌ factors through T . �

Corollary 10.43. — SL2(Q p) acts trivially on ̂Tor
1
˜E(k,

˜P).

Proof. — It follows from Corollary 10.41 and Lemma 10.42 that T (̂Tor
1
˜E(k,

˜P))= 0,
which implies the assertion. �

Definition 10.44. — Let R be the universal deformation ring of V̌(τ∨2 ) and let Rψ be the de-

formation ring parameterizing deformations of V̌(τ∨2 ) with determinant equal to the cyclotomic character.

Here we consider the usual deformations with commutative coefficients.

In the Appendix B we have recalled a construction of an explicit presentation of R
and Rψ due to Böckle, [9].

Proposition 10.45. — The functor V̌ induces a surjection ϕ :˜E � Rψ .

Proof. — The intersection of maximal ideals of Rψ [1/p] corresponding to the irre-
ducible representations is zero by Lemma B.10. Moreover, it follows from Corollary B.5
that Rψ is O-torsion free. Hence, the ring denoted by R′ in the statement of the Proposi-
tion 5.56 is equal to Rψ . We will prove the assertion by modifying the proof of Proposi-
tion 5.56.
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We note that V̌(τ∨2 ) ∼= k̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P) ∼= V̌(k̂⊗˜E˜P), and has only scalar endomor-
phisms. Since V̌(˜P) is ˜E-flat by Corollary 10.41, ˜Eab

̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P) is a deformation of V̌(τ∨2 )
to ˜Eab. Thus we obtain a natural map ϕ : R →˜Eab, where R is the universal deforma-
tion ring of V̌(τ∨2 ). To show the surjectivity of ϕ it is enough to show that it induces
a surjection on tangent spaces, which is equivalent to showing that the natural map
Ext1

RepB
GQ p

(k)
(V̌(τ∨2 ), V̌(τ

∨
2 ))→ Ext1

GQ p
((V̌(τ∨2 ), V̌(τ

∨
2 )) is injective. This assertion follows

from (209). Hence, ϕ : R � ˜Eab is surjective. We proceed as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 5.56 to show that every closed point in m ∈ Spec Rψ [1/p], corresponding to an irre-
ducible representation lies in Spec˜Eab. This implies that R � Rψ factors through ϕ. As
explained in the proof of Proposition 5.56 it is enough to produce a map of O-algebras
x :˜E → κ(m), such that κ(m)⊗˜E V̌(˜P) is isomorphic to κ(m)⊗˜E ρun,ψ , where ρun,ψ is
the universal deformation with determinant ψ . It follows from [41, 2.3.8] that part (iii)
of Proposition 5.56 holds, and then the argument in the proof of Proposition 5.56 allows
us to conclude. �

Corollary 10.46. — Let m̃ be the maximal ideal of˜E then dim m̃/(m̃2 +�˜E)= 4.

Proof. — It follows from Corollary B.5 that the tangent space of Rψ is 4-dimensio-
nal. Hence, Proposition 10.45 implies that the tangent space of˜E is at least 4-dimensional.
By Proposition 10.36 and since (H1) and (H3) hold in Q(k) we have:

Ext1
RepB

GQ p
(k)

(

V̌
(

τ∨2
)

, V̌
(

τ∨2
))∼= Ext1

Q(k)

(

T τ∨2 ,T τ∨2
)∼= Ext1

Q(k)

(

T τ∨2 ,Tα

)

and is of dimension at most 4 by (203). Hence it follows from Lemma 3.29 that the
tangent space of˜E is at most 4-dimensional. �

Let ˜Pα∨ be a projective envelope of α∨ in CT/Z(O) and ˜M = (IndG
P (
˜Pα∨)∨)∨. All

the irreducible subquotients of ˜M are isomorphic to (IndG
P α)

∨ and hence T induces
an isomorphism EndC(O)(˜M) ∼= EndQ(O)(T ˜M) by Lemma 10.26. Thus it follows from
Proposition 7.2 that we have a natural surjection

(211) ˜E∼= EndQ(O)(T˜P)� EndQ(O)(T ˜M)∼= O[[x, y]].
We let ã be the kernel of (211), then ã is also the kernel of EndC(O)(˜P)� EndC(O)(˜M).

Proposition 10.47. — The image of ã in Rψ is equal to r := Rψ ∩⋂x mx where the in-

tersection is taken over all maximal ideals of Rψ [1/p] such that the corresponding representation ρx is

reducible. Moreover,˜E/̃a∼=Rψ/ϕ(̃a).

Proof. — Since we know that Rψ/r ∼= O[[x, y]] by Corollary B.6, ˜E/̃a ∼= O[[x, y]]
by (211), and ϕ is surjective, it is enough to show that r contains ϕ(̃a).
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Let x be a maximal ideal of Rψ [1/p] with residue field L and let ρx be the corre-
sponding representation. Suppose that ρx is reducible then since detρx = ε we have an
exact sequence 0→ δ−1 → ρx → δε→ 0, where δ : GQ p

→ L× is a continuous character,
lifting the trivial character 1 : GQ p

→ k×.
Let χ : T→ L× be the character χ := δε⊗ δ−1ε−1. Then χ is trivial on Z and is

a deformation of α :T→ k× and hence defines a maximal ideal y :˜E→ EndC(O)(˜M)→
L, such that Homcont

O (O ⊗˜E,y ˜M,L) ∼= (IndG
P χ)cont . It follows from the construction of

Colmez’s functor that V((IndG
P χ)cont)∼= δ−1 and hence L⊗˜E,y V̌(˜M)∼= V̌(O ⊗˜E,y ˜M)L ∼=

δε. Since V̌(˜P) is a free ˜E-module of rank 2 by Corollary 5.55, L ⊗˜E,y V̌(˜P) is a 2-
dimensional L-representation of GQ p

lifting k ⊗˜E V̌(˜P) ∼= V̌(τ∨2 ). Moreover, we know
that L ⊗˜E,y V̌(˜P) admits L ⊗˜E,y V̌(˜M) ∼= δε as a quotient. Lemma B.9 implies that
ρx
∼= L ⊗˜E,y V̌(˜P), which implies that y = ϕ−1(x). Since by construction y contains ã,

we deduce that x contains ϕ(̃a). Hence, ϕ(̃a) is contained in Rψ ∩⋂x mx where the in-
tersection is taken over all maximal ideals of Rψ [1/p] with residue field L such that the
corresponding representation ρx is reducible. Remark B.8 implies that this ideal is equal
to r. �

10.4. Filtration by ordinary parts. — Let P be a projective envelope of (IndG
P α)

∨

in C(k) and let E = EndC(k)(P). Recall that uniqueness of projective envelopes implies
the existence of an isomorphism P ∼=˜P⊗O k, and hence E ∼=˜E⊗O k. Moreover, T P is
projective in Q(k) and EndQ(k)(T P)∼= E by Proposition 10.27. Since ˜E/̃a∼= O[[x, y]] is
O-torsion free, we have an injection ã⊗O k ↪→ E, and we denote the ideal ã⊗O k by
a. We are going to show that ϕ, defined in Proposition 10.45, induces an isomorphism

an/an+1
∼=→ ϕ(a)n/ϕ(a)n+1, for all n≥ 1. Using this we will show in Theorem 10.71 that ϕ

is an isomorphism.

Lemma 10.48. — Let κ be an object of Modladm
T/Z (k), let θ be a subspace of (IndG

P κ)
G and

let τ be the quotient:

(212) 0→ θ→ IndG
P κ→ τ→ 0.

Then OrdP τ ∼= κ s, R1 OrdP τ ∼= (κ/θ)⊗α−1, where we have identified θ with the subspace of κT

by evaluating at 1.

Proof. — We note that evaluation at 1 induces an isomorphism (IndG
P κ)

G ∼= κT,
which allows us to identify θ with a subspace of κT. It follows from [31, 4.1.1] that
OrdP θ = 0 and from the proof of [31, 4.1.2] that we have a commutative diagram

R1 OrdP θ

∼=

R1 OrdP IndG
P κ

∼=

θ ⊗ α−1 κ ⊗ α−1

.
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Hence, OrdP τ ∼=OrdP IndG
P κ

∼= κ s and R1 OrdP τ ∼= (κ/θ)⊗ α−1. �

Lemma 10.49. — Let τ be in Modladm
G/Z (k) such that HomG(π

′, τ ) = 0 for all irre-

ducible π ′ not isomorphic to 1, Sp or IndG
P α. Then G acts trivially on the kernel of the natural

map IndG
P OrdP τ→ τ .

Proof. — We denote the kernel by K. By construction we have OrdP K = 0.
If χ is irreducible in Modladm

T/Z (k) and χ = 1, χ = α−1, then HomT(χ,OrdP τ) ∼=
HomG(IndG

P χ, τ)= 0, the first quality holding by the adjointness property of OrdP, and
the second by our assumption on τ together with Corollary 5.47. Since there are no ex-
tensions between α−1 and 1 in Modladm

T/Z (k), we deduce that OrdP τ ∼= κ1 ⊕ κα−1 , where
all the irreducible subquotients of κ1 are isomorphic to 1 and all the irreducible sub-
quotients of κα−1 are isomorphic to α−1. Hence, there are no non-zero homomorphisms
between IndG

P κ1 and IndG
P κα−1 and so we may write K=K1 ⊕Kα−1 where all the irre-

ducible subquotients of K1 are 1 or Sp and all the irreducible subquotients of Kα−1 are
IndG

P α
−1. Since OrdP K= 0 we get that Kα−1 = 0. Now (K/KG)G = 0 by Lemma 10.25.

Hence, if K =KG then we must have HomG(Sp,K/KG) = 0. However, this implies that
K contains Sp or IndG

P 1 as a subobject, which contradicts OrdP K= 0. �

Lemma 10.50. — Let J be an injective object in Modladm
T/Z (k) and τ an object of Modladm

G/Z (k).

If HomT(OrdP τ, J⊗ α−1)= 0 then Ext1
G/Z(τ, IndG

P J)= 0.

Proof. — Since by (126) and assumption HomT(OrdP τ,R1 OrdP IndG
P J) = 0, by

applying OrdP to the extension 0 → IndG
P J → κ → τ → 0 we obtain an injection

J⊗ α−1 ↪→R1 OrdP κ . Since J is injective the injection splits. As G=GL2(Q p) we have
R1 OrdP κ ∼= κU ⊗ α, where subscript U denotes the coinvariants by the unipotent rad-
ical of P, [31, 3.6.2]. Thus κU

∼= (IndG
P J)U ⊕ τU

∼= J ⊕ τU. Since HomG(κ, IndG
P J) ∼=

HomT(κU, J) we obtain a splitting. �

On every τ in Modladm
G/Z (k) we define an increasing filtration τ • by subob-

jects uniquely determined by (1) τ 0 = 0 and (2) gri+1 τ := τ i+1/τ i is the image of
IndG

P OrdP(τ/τ
i)→ τ/τ i.Dually on every M in C(k) we define a decreasing filtration M•

by subobjects M0 =M and Mi be the kernel of M→ ((M∨)i)∨ and let gri M :=Mi/Mi+1.

Lemma 10.51. — The filtration is functorial: for every φ : τ → κ in Modladm
G/Z (k) we have

φ(τ i)⊆ κ i and for every ψ :M→N in C(k) we have ψ(Mi)⊆Ni , for all i ≥ 0.

Proof. — Trivially φ(τ 0) ⊆ κ0. Suppose φ(τ i) ⊆ φ(κ i) then we get a map φ :
τ/τ i → κ/κ i . The natural transformation IndG

P OrdP → id induces a map gri+1 τ →
gri+1 κ and hence φ(τ i+1)⊆ κ i+1. �
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Lemma 10.52. — Let J be an injective object in Modladm
G/Z (k). Then for i ≥ 1 we have:

(213) OrdP gri+1 J∼=OrdP J/Ji ∼=R1 OrdP gri J.

Proof. — From IndG
P OrdP(J/Ji−1)� gri J ↪→ J/Ji−1 and left exactness of OrdP we

deduce that OrdP gri J
∼=→ OrdP J/Ji−1, for all i ≥ 1. This gives the first isomorphism

in (213). Since J is injective we have R1 OrdP J = 0 and since R2 OrdP = 0, we get
R1 OrdP J/Ji = 0, for all i ≥ 1. Thus applying OrdP to 0 → gri J → J/Ji−1 → J/Ji → 0
we get the isomorphism OrdP J/Ji ∼=R1 OrdP gri J, for all i ≥ 1. �

Lemma 10.53. — J1
1G
∼= IndG

P J1T , J1
πα
∼= IndG

P Jα , J1
Sp
∼= (IndG

P J1T)/1G, where J1T and

Jα denote injective envelopes of 1T and α in Modladm
T/Z (k).

Proof. — The first two isomorphisms follow from the Propositions 10.17 and 7.1(i).
Applying OrdP to (189) gives us an isomorphism OrdP(JSp) ∼= R1 OrdP(IndG

P Jα) ∼= Jα ⊗
α−1 ∼= J1T . The last isomorphism follows from (190). �

Lemma 10.54. — For all i ≥ 0 we have exact sequences 0 → J1
1G
→ Ji+1

1G
→ Ji

πα
→ 0,

0→ J1
πα
→ Ji+1

πα
→ Ji

Sp → 0, 0→ J2
1G
→ Ji+2

1G
→ Ji

Sp → 0.

Proof. — By construction of the filtration for each τ in Modladm
G/Z (k) and i, j ≥ 0 we

have an isomorphism (τ/τ i)j ∼= τ i+j/τ i . We apply this observation to (188) and (189). �

Lemma 10.55. — gr2 JSp
∼= IndG

P (Jα/α), e1(1G, J2
Sp)= 0.

Proof. — It follows from (213) and Lemma 10.48 that OrdP gr2 JSp
∼= Jα−1/α−1 and

hence there is a surjection IndG
P (Jα/α) � gr2 JSp. The injectivity of this map follows

from Lemma 10.49 and (190). Corollary 10.8 implies that e1(1G,gr2 JSp) = 0. It follows
from (190) that e1(1G, J1

Sp)= 0. Hence, e1(1G, J2
Sp)= 0. �

Lemma 10.56. — Let 0 → 1 → κ→ πα → 0 be a non-split extension. There exists an

exact sequence 0→ κ→ J2
1G
→ J2

Sp → 0.

Proof. — We recall from Section 10.2 that κ is uniquely determined up to isomor-
phism, since e1(πα,1)= 1. Since socG κ ∼= 1 there exists an injection ι : κ ↪→ J1G. Since 1
occurs as a subquotient of κ with multiplicity one, HomG(κ, J1G) is 1-dimensional and so
the image of ι does not depend on the choice of ι. Since 1 ↪→ J1G is essential J1

1G
∩ κ = 0.

Since J1
1G
∼= IndG

P J1T by Lemma 10.53, it does not contain πα as a subquotient and we de-
duce that J1

1G
∩κ = 1 and hence we have an injection πα ∼= κ/1 ↪→ J1G/J

1
1G
∼= Jπα . Hence,

κ is contained in J2
1G

and since J2
1G
/J1

1G
∼= J1

πα
∼= IndG

P Jα by Lemmas 10.54 and 10.53, we
obtain an exact sequence

(214) 0→ IndG
P J1T/1G → J2

1G
/κ→ IndG

P (Jα/α)→ 0.
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Since JSp is injective there exist a map J2
1G
/κ→ JSp extending the injection IndG

P J1T/1G
∼=

J1
Sp ↪→ JSp. Since e1(πα, κ) = 0, see (194), and HomG(πα, J2

Sp) = 0 we obtain
HomG(πα, J2

1G
/κ) = 0 and it follows from (214) that socG J2

1G
/κ ∼= socG IndG

P J1T/1G,
which implies that the map J2

1G
/κ → JSp, constructed above, is an embedding, as it in-

duces an isomorphism on G-socles. By applying OrdP to (214) and using (213) we obtain
isomorphisms

OrdP

((

J2
1G
/κ
)

/J1
Sp

)∼=R1 OrdP J1
Sp
∼=OrdP

(

JSp/J1
Sp

)

,

and so J2
1G
/κ ∼= J2

Sp. Thus (214) coincides with the tautological exact sequence 0→ J1
Sp →

J2
Sp → gr2 JSp → 0. �

Lemma 10.57. — e1(π(0,1), J2
Sp)= 1.

Proof. — Combining (188) and (189) we obtain an exact sequence 0 → J2
1G
→

J1G → JSp → 0. Hence, e1(π(0,1), J2
1G
) = 1 and e2(π(0,1), J2

1G
) = 0. Since Sp occurs

only once as a subquotient of π(0,1) we have e0(π(0,1), JSp)= 1. It follows from (190)
and Lemma 10.53 that any map π(0,1)→ JSp has image lying in J1

Sp, and hence
in J2

Sp. Thus e0(π(0,1), J2
Sp) = 1. We apply HomG(π(0,1),∗) to the exact sequence

of Lemma 10.56. Since e1(π(0,1), κ) = 2, Lemma 10.24, we obtain an isomorphism
Ext1

G/Z(π(0,1), J
2
Sp)
∼= Ext2

G/Z(π(0,1), κ). The assertion follows from Lemma 10.24. �

It follows from Lemma 10.55 and (213) that OrdP gr3 JSp
∼= J1T/1T. Moreover, since

e1(1G, J2
Sp)= 0 by Lemma 10.55, we have an exact sequence

(215) 0→ (

IndG
P (J1T/1T)

)G → IndG
P (J1T/1T)→ gr3 JSp → 0.

In particular, HomG(1,gr3 JSp)=HomG(πα,gr3 JSp)= 0 and

HomG

(

Sp,gr3 JSp

)∼=HomG

(

IndG
P 1,gr3 JSp

)∼=HomT(1, J1T/1T),

where the last isomorphism follows from Lemma 10.48. Hence, socG gr3 JSp
∼= Sp⊕2 and

we have an isomorphism

(216) gr3 JSp/ socG gr3 JSp
∼= IndG

P

(

J1T/ soc2
T J1T

)

.

Since e1(1,1)= e2(1,1)= 0 we have isomorphisms:

Ext1
G/Z

(

1,gr3 JSp

)∼= Ext1
G/Z

(

1, IndG
P (J1T/1T)

)
10.7∼= Ext1

T/Z(1, J1T/1T).

In particular, e1
G/Z(1,gr3 JSp)= e2

T/Z(1,1)= 1. Using (216) we deduce that

HomG

(

1,gr3 JSp/ socG gr3 JSp

)∼=HomT

(

1, J1T/ soc2
T J1T

)
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is 3-dimensional. Since e1(1, socG gr3 JSp) = e1(1,Sp⊕2) = 4 we deduce that the natural
map

(217) Ext1
G/Z

(

1,gr3 JSp

)→ Ext1
G/Z

(

1,gr3 JSp/ socG gr3 JSp

)

is zero.

Proposition 10.58. — e1(1, J3
Sp)= 0.

Proof. — Let τ be the subrepresentation of J3
Sp such that τ contains J2

Sp and τ/J2
Sp
∼=

socG gr3 JSp. In particular, J3
Sp/τ = gr3 JSp/ socG gr3 JSp. We have a commutative diagram:

Ext1
G/Z(1, J

3
Sp)

10.55

Ext1
G/Z(1, J

3
Sp/τ)

=

Ext1
G/Z(1,gr3 JSp)

0

(217)
Ext1

G/Z(1, J
3
Sp/τ).

Hence, the top horizontal arrow is zero and we obtain an exact sequence:

(218) 0→HomG

(

1, J3
Sp/τ

)→ Ext1
G/Z(1, τ )→ Ext1

G/Z

(

1, J3
Sp

)→ 0.

As (J3
Sp/τ)

G ∼= (J1T/ soc2
T J1T)

T is 3-dimensional, if e1(1, J3
Sp) = 0 then e1(1, τ ) ≥ 4. As

e1(1, J2
Sp)= 0 we have an injection Ext1

G/Z(1, τ ) ↪→ Ext1
G/Z(1, τ/J

2
Sp). Since τ/J2

Sp
∼= Sp⊕2,

e1(1, τ/J2
Sp)= 4 and the injection must be an isomorphism. This implies the existence of

an exact sequence

(219) 0→ J2
Sp → τ ′ → τ⊕2

1 → 0,

with socG τ
′ ∼= Sp, where τ1 is the representation defined by (181). Since socG τ

′ ∼= Sp,
we have e0(π(0,1), J2

Sp)= e0(π(0,1), τ ′)= 1. Applying HomG/Z(π(0,1),∗) to (219) we
deduce that e1(π(0,1), J2

Sp)≥ e0(π(0,1), τ⊕2
1 )≥ 2. This contradicts Lemma 10.57. �

Corollary 10.59. — e1(1, J4
πα
)= 0.

Proof. — Lemma 10.54 gives an exact sequence 0→ J1
πα
→ J4

πα
→ J3

Sp → 0. Corol-
lary 10.8 says that ei(1, J1

πα
)= 0 for all i ≥ 0. Hence, e1(1, J4

πα
)= e1(1, J3

Sp)= 0, where the
last equality follows from Proposition 10.58. �

The following technical result will be useful later, in the arguments of Section 10.5.

Lemma 10.60. — Let J be an injective envelope of 1G or πα in Modladm
G/Z (k). The

exact sequence 0 → J1 → J → J/J1 → 0 induces isomorphisms EndG( J) ∼= EndG( J/J1),

EndG(gr1 J)∼= EndG(gr1( J/J1)).
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Remark 10.61. — Proposition 10.17 and Lemma 10.53 imply J1G/J
1
1G
∼= Jπα and

Jπα/J
1
πα
∼= JSp.

Proof. — Let Jχ be an injective envelope of χ in Modladm
G/Z (k), where χ is either

1T or α. Lemma 10.53 says that J1 ∼= IndG
P Jχ . It follows from (213) that OrdP J ∼=

OrdP IndG
P Jχ ∼= Jχ s . Since χ s = χα−1 we get HomT(OrdP J, Jχ ⊗ α−1) = 0 and thus

Ext1
G/Z( J, IndG

P Jχ) = 0 by Lemma 10.50. Hence we obtain an exact sequence 0 →
HomG( J, J1)→ HomG( J, J)→ HomG( J, J/J1)→ 0. Since J is injective R1 OrdP J =
0 thus the U-coinvariants JU are zero, [31, 3.6.2], and so HomG( J, J1) = 0. As
OrdP J/J1 ∼=R1 OrdP J1 ∼= Jχ ⊗ α−1 we get HomG( J1, J/J1)= 0 and so HomG( J, J/J1)∼=
HomG( J/J1, J/J1).

The second assertion follows by the same argument with J2 instead of J. Note
that J1 = gr1 J∼= IndG

P Jχ and gr2 J= gr1( J/J1). Now OrdP J2 ∼=OrdP J, hence Ext1
G/Z( J2,

IndG
P Jχ) = 0 by Lemma 10.50, and R1 OrdP J2 ∼= OrdP J/J2 ∼= R1 OrdP gr2 J by (213).

Hence, J2
U
∼= (gr2 J)U and so

HomG

(

J2,gr1 J
)∼=HomG

(

gr2 J,gr1 J
)= 0.

The last equality follows from the fact that gr1 J and gr2 J do not have a common irre-
ducible subquotient, as gr1 J ∼= IndG

P Jχ and gr2 J is a quotient of IndG
P Jχ sα by (213) and

χ = χ sα since p ≥ 5. We obtain an isomorphism HomG( J2, J2) ∼= HomG( J2,gr2 J) ∼=
HomG(gr2 J,gr2 J). On the other hand from the exact sequence 0 → HomG( J1, J)→
HomG( J2, J)→HomG(gr2 J, J)→ 0 we obtain an exact sequence 0→HomG( J1, J1)→
HomG( J2, J2)→HomG(gr2 J, J1)→ 0 from the functoriality of the filtration. Hence, an
isomorphism HomG( J1, J1)∼=HomG( J2, J2). �

We let dInd : CT(O)→ CG(O) be the functor dIndG
P N := (IndG

P N∨)∨. With this
notation we have ˜M∼= dIndG

P
˜Pα∨ , and hence M := ˜M⊗O k ∼= dIndG

P P∨α , where˜Pα∨ (resp.
Pα∨ ) is a projective envelope of α∨ in CT(O) (resp. CT(k)). Moreover, we have

E/a∼= EndCT(k)(Pα∨)∼= EndCG(k)(M)∼= EndQ(k)(T M),

see Corollary 7.2, (211). We let J̌ : CG(k) → CG(k) be the functor J̌ (N) =
(IndG

P (OrdP N∨))∨.

Proposition 10.62. — Let Pα∨ be a projective envelope of α∨ in CT/Z(k). There exists a

decreasing filtration P•α∨ of Pα∨ by subobjects, such that

(i) P0
α∨ = Pα∨ ;

(ii) rad Pi
α∨ ⊆ Pi+1

α∨ ⊆ Pi
α∨ , for all i ≥ 0;

(iii) for i ≥ 0 we have

(220) T P2i/T P2i+1 ∼= T dIndG
P Pi

α∨,
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(221) T P2i+1/T P2i+2 ∼= T dIndG
P

((

Pi
α∨
)s ⊗ α∨),

where Pi = ( J/Ji)∨ and J• is the filtration of J by ordinary parts. Moreover, HomQ(k)(T P2i,T1)= 0.

Proof. — Let J be an injective envelope of IndG
P α in Modladm

G/Z (k). It follows from
Lemma 10.49 that for i ≥ 1 we have an exact sequence

(222) 0→ θi → IndG
P OrdP

(

gri J
)→ gri J→ 0,

where G acts trivially on θi . By evaluating at the identity, we may identify θi with a sub-
space of (OrdP gri J)T. Lemma 10.48 says that

(223) R1 OrdP gri J∼= ((OrdP gri J
)

/θi

)s ⊗ α−1.

For i ≥ 1 let κi :=OrdP gri J. We deduce from Proposition 7.1 that we have an injection
IndG

P Jα−1 ↪→ J. Hence, κ1
∼= Jα−1 ∼= J1 ⊗ α−1 and θ1 = 0. It follows from (213) and (223)

that κT
2i−1 = 0 and hence θ2i−1 = 0, for all i ≥ 1. We deduce from (213) and (223) that

κ2i
∼= (κ2i−1)

s ⊗ α−1 and we have an exact sequence

(224) 0→ θ2i → κ2i → κ2i+2 → 0

of T-representations, where T acts trivially on θ2i . In particular, κi is a successive extension
of copies of α−1 when i is odd, and a successive extension of copies of 1T when i is even.

Since T θ∨i = 0 we deduce from (222) that

(225) T
(

gri J
)∨ ∼= T

(

IndG
P κi

)∨ ∼= T
(

IndG
P κ

s
i

)∨
.

We let Pi
α∨ := (κ s

2i+1)
∨ ∼= (κ2i+2 ⊗ α)∨ then P0

α∨
∼= ( Js

α−1)
∨ ∼= Pα∨ . Moreover, by twist-

ing (224) by α and dualizing we obtain injections Pi+1
α∨ ↪→ Pi

α∨ with semi-simple cokernel.
Hence, rad Pi

α∨ ⊆ Pi+1
α∨ . Part (iii) follows from (225). Moreover, we deduce from (213) that

HomG

(

IndG
P 1, J/J2i

)∼=HomT(1, κ2i+1)= 0.

Since Pi ∼= ( J/Ji)∨, Lemma 10.30 implies that

HomQ(k)

(

T P2i,T1

)
(10.30)∼= HomG

(

IndG
P 1, J/J2i

)∼=HomT

(

1,OrdP

(

J/J2i
))

(213)∼= HomT

(

1,OrdP gr2i+1 J
)∼=HomT(1, κ2i+1)= 0.

�

Lemma 10.63. — HomC(k)(P2,1∨G)= 0, HomC(k)(P4,1∨G)= 0.

Proof. — The assertion is equivalent to HomG(1, Jπα/J
2i
πα
)= Ext1

G/Z(1, J
2i
πα
)= 0 for

i = 1,2. If i = 2 this follows from Corollary 10.59. Proposition 10.17 gives an exact
sequence 0→ J2

πα
→ Jπα → J⊕2

πα
, which proves the assertion for i = 1. �
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Lemma 10.64. — The ideal a is a finitely generated right E-module and E/â⊗E P∼= P/P2,

aP∼= P2, â⊗E T P∼= aT P∼= T P2.

Proof. — Since ˜M⊗O k ∼= P/P1 and ˜M is O-flat, we deduce from the definition of
ã in (211) that

a= {φ ∈ E : φ(P)⊆ P1
}= {φ ∈ E : φ(P)⊆ P2

}

,

where the second equality follows from the fact that HomC(k)(P,P1/P2) = 0 as Lemma
10.65 implies that πα∨ is not a subquotient of P1/P2. Hence, aP ⊆ P2 and aT P ⊆ T P2.
On the other hand using (189) and (190) we get a surjection P⊕ P � P2. For i = 1 and
i = 2 let φi ∈ E be the composition

P→ P⊕ P � P2 ↪→ P,

where the first arrow is (id,0) if i = 1 and (0, id) if i = 2. Then φ1, φ2 ∈ a and P2 =
φ1(P)+ φ2(P). Hence, P2 ⊆ aP and so aP= P2 is closed in P, which implies E/â⊗EP∼=
P/aP∼= P/P2. Using Lemma 2.9 and exactness of HomC(k)(P,∗) we get

a∼=HomC(k)(P,aP)∼=HomC(k)

(

P,P2
)

.

Hence, a = φ1E + φ2E is a finitely generated right E-module. In particular, aT P =
φ1(T P) + φ2(T P) = T P2 is an object of Q(k). Since T P is E-flat by Lemma 10.41,
we obtain â⊗E T P∼= aT P. �

Lemma 10.65. — HomQ(k)(T P,T P2i−1/T P2i)= 0, for all i ≥ 1.

Proof. — All the irreducible subquotients of T P2i−1/T P2i are isomorphic to T1,
see (221). Since T P is a projective envelope of Tα in Q(k), see Lemmas 10.27 and 10.29,
there are no non-zero homomorphisms. �

Lemma 10.66. — We have an isomorphism of E-modules:

(226) HomQ(k)

(

T P,T P2i/T P2i+2
)∼=HomCT(k)

(

Pα∨,Pi
α∨
)

,

for all i ≥ 0.

Proof. — The E-module structure on the left hand side is given by the action of
E= EndQ(k)(T P) on T P and on the right hand side by the action of E/a∼= EndCT(k)(Pα∨)
on Pα∨ . Since T P is projective, HomQ(k)(T P,∗) is exact and so we get:

HomQ(k)

(

T P,T P2i/T P2i+2
)

10.65∼= HomQ(k)

(

T P,T P2i/T P2i+1
)

(220)∼= HomQ(k)

(

T P,T dIndG
P Pi

α∨
)
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10.27∼= HomC(k)

(

P,dIndG
P Pi

α∨
)

10.51∼= HomC(k)

(

P/P1,dIndG
P Pi

α∨
)

(220)∼= HomC(k)

(

dIndG
P Pα∨,dIndG

P Pi
α∨
)

∼= HomCT(k)

(

Pα∨,Pi
α∨
)

. �

Lemma 10.67. — Let m be a compact E/a-module. If HomC(k)(P2i,1∨G)= 0 for a fixed i

then

(227) HomQ(k)

(

T P2i/T P2i+2,m̂⊗E T P
)∼=HomQ(k)

(

T P2i,m̂⊗E T P
)

.

Proof. — Since a acts trivially on m we have m̂⊗E T P∼=m̂⊗E T P/aT P. It follows
from Lemma 10.51 that the filtration on T P is E-invariant. Lemma 10.64 gives us an
exact sequence:

(228) m̂⊗E T P1/T P2 →m̂⊗E T P→m̂⊗E T P/T P1 → 0.

We may find an exact sequence of compact E-modules:

(229)
∏

i∈I

E/a→
∏

j∈J

E/a→m→ 0

for some index sets I and J. Applying ̂⊗E T P1/T P2 to (229) we deduce that m̂⊗E T P1/T P2

is a quotient of
∏

j∈J T P1/T P2. Hence, it follows from (221) that all the irreducible sub-
quotients of m̂⊗E T P1/T P2 are isomorphic to T1. Since HomQ(k)(T P2i,T1) = 0 by
Proposition 10.62, we get an injection:

(230) HomQ(k)

(

T P2i,m̂⊗E T P
)

↪→HomQ(k)

(

T P2i,m̂⊗E T P/T P1
)

.

Hence, we obtain a commutative diagram:

HomQ(k)

(

T P2i,m̂⊗E T P
)

HomQ(k)

(

T P2i,m̂⊗E T P/T P1
)

HomQ(k)

(

T P2i+2,m̂⊗E T P
)

HomQ(k)

(

T P2i+2,m̂⊗E T P/T P1
)

.

It is enough to show that the right vertical arrow is zero. As P/P1 ∼= dIndG
P Pα∨ , Corol-

lary 7.3 says m̂⊗E P/P1 ∼= dIndG
P (m̂⊗E Pα∨). In particular, m̂⊗E P/P1 ∼= J̌ (m̂⊗E P/P1)

and so the second step of filtration on m̂⊗E P/P1 is zero. Hence, Lemma 10.51 implies
that

HomC(k)

(

P2i,m̂⊗E P/P1
)∼=HomC(k)

(

P2i/P2i+1,m̂⊗E P/P1
)

.
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Since HomC(k)(P2i,1∨G)= 0 by assumption, Lemma 10.26 implies that

(231) HomQ(k)

(

T P2i,T
(

m̂⊗E P/P1
))∼=HomQ(k)

(

T P2i/T P2i+1,T
(

m̂⊗E P/P1
))

.

Since T (m̂⊗E P/P1)∼= m̂⊗E T P/T P1 by Lemma 10.42, the right vertical arrow in the
diagram above is zero. �

Let ϕ :˜E � Rψ be the homomorphism defined in Proposition 10.45, let r be the
ideal of Rψ defined in Proposition 10.47 and let rk = r⊗O k.

Lemma 10.68. — If HomC(k)(P2i,1∨G) = 0 and ai
̂⊗E T P ∼= T P2i for a fixed i then

the map ϕ induces an isomorphism ai/ai+1
∼=→ ri

k/r
i+1
k
∼= ni , where n is the maximal ideal of E/a.

Moreover, ai+1
̂⊗E T P∼= T P2i+2.

Proof. — Recall that E/a∼= k[[x, y]], let n be the maximal ideal of E/a and let K be
the quotient field of E/a. We have a surjection

T P2i ∼= a
i
̂⊗E T P � a

i/ai+1
̂⊗E T P,

We note that since a is a finitely generated right E-module, aj is a closed submod-
ule of aj−1 for all j ≥ 1 and hence ai/ai+1 is a compact E/a-module. It follows from
Lemma 10.67 that the surjection factors through T P2i/T P2i+2 � ai/ai+1

̂⊗E T P. We
apply HomQ(k)(T P,∗) and use Lemmas 2.9 and 10.66 to get a surjection of (right) E-
modules: HomCT(k)(Pα∨,P

i
α∨)� ai/ai+1, where E acts on m := HomCT(k)(Pα∨,P

i
α∨) via

E/a∼= EndCT(k)(Pα∨). It follows from Proposition 10.62(ii) that radi Pα∨ ⊆ Pi
α∨ . Since Pα∨

is flat over E/a, see the proof of Proposition 3.34, and k̂⊗E/a Pα∨ ∼= α∨ is irreducible,
we get that radi Pα∨ ∼= ni

̂⊗E Pα∨ ∼= niPα∨ . Since Pi
α∨ ⊆ Pα∨ we have ni ⊆ m ⊆ E/a.

Hence, dimK m ⊗E K = 1 and we have an injection m ↪→ m ⊗E K . Proposition 10.47
and Corollary B.6(ii) give a surjection m � ϕ(a)i/ϕ(a)i+1 � ni. Since ni ⊗E K is 1-
dimensional, the map induces an isomorphism m ⊗E K ∼= ni ⊗E K . Hence, the com-
position m → ni is injective, and so ϕ : ai/ai+1 → ϕ(a)i/ϕ(a)i+1 is injective, and thus
an isomorphism. Since HomQ(k)(T P2i,T1) = 0 by Proposition 10.62, Lemma 2.10 im-
plies that the evaluation map m̂⊗E T P → T P2i/T P2i+2 is surjective. Since the compo-
sition m̂⊗E T P → T P2i/T P2i+2 → ai/ai+1

̂⊗E T P is an isomorphism, we deduce that
T P2i/T P2i+2 ∼= ai/ai+1

̂⊗E T P. Since T P is E-flat and ai
̂⊗E T P ∼= T P2i by assumption,

we deduce that T P2i+2 ∼= ai+1
̂⊗E T P. �

Lemma 10.69. — The map ϕ induces isomorphisms a/a2 ∼= rk/r
2
k
∼= n and a2/a3 ∼=

r2
k/r

3
k
∼= n2, where n is the maximal ideal of E/a.

Proof. — Since HomC(k)(P2,1∨G) = 0 by Lemma 10.63 and â⊗E T P ∼= T P2 by
Lemma 10.64, Lemma 10.68 implies that a/a2 ∼= rk/r

2
k
∼= n and a2

̂⊗E T P∼= T P4. Since
HomC(k)(P4,1∨G)= 0 by Lemma 10.63, Lemma 10.64 implies a2/a3 ∼= r2

k/r
3
k
∼= n2. �
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Proposition 10.70. — The surjection of graded rings ϕ• : gr•
a
(E)� gr•

rk
(Rψ

k ) is an isomor-

phism.

Proof. — It follows from Lemma B.5 that Rψ

k
∼= k[[x, y, z,w]]/(xz − yw) and

rk = (z,w). Thus Rψ

k /rk
∼= k[[x, y]] and gr•

rk
(Rψ

k )
∼= (Rψ

k /rk)[z̄, w̄]/(xz̄ − yw̄). It fol-
lows from Proposition 10.47 that ϕ0 induces an isomorphism E/a ∼= Rψ

k /rk
∼= k[[x, y]].

Lemma 10.69 implies that ϕ1 induces an isomorphism a/a2 ∼= rk/r
2
k . In particular,

gr•
a
(E)/gr>1

a
(E) ∼= gr•

rk
(Rψ

k )/gr>1
rk
(Rψ

k ) is a commutative ring. Hence, we have a surjec-
tion

(232) β : (E/a)[z̄, w̄]nc � gr•
a
(E)

such that the image of xz̄− yw̄ is zero, where the source is a polynomial ring in two non-
commutative variables with coefficients in˜E/a. Lemma 10.69 implies that ϕ2 induces an
isomorphism a2/a3 ∼= r2

k/r
3
k . Hence, z̄w̄ − w̄z̄ maps to zero in gr•

a
(E). Thus gr•

a
(E) is a

commutative ring and (232) factors through

(E/a)[z̄, w̄]/(xz̄− yw̄)� gr•
a
(E)� gr•

rk

(

Rψ
)∼= (E/a)[z̄, w̄]/(xz̄− yw̄).

Since any surjection of a noetherian ring onto itself is an isomorphism we deduce the
assertion. �

Theorem 10.71. — The map ϕ induces an isomorphism˜E∼=Rψ .

Proof. — We deduce from Proposition 10.70 that ϕ induces an isomorphism

E/ai
∼=→ Rψ

k /ϕ(a)
i , for all i ≥ 1. Passing to the limit we get an isomorphism E ∼= Rψ

k .
Since Rψ is O-flat by Corollary B.5, we get that (Kerϕ)⊗O k = 0. Hence, Kerϕ = 0 by
Nakayama’s lemma. �

Corollary 10.72. — V̌(˜Pπ∨α ) is the universal deformation of ρ with determinant equal to ζε.

Proof. — It follows from Theorem 10.71 that V̌ induces an isomorphism between
deformation functors and hence an isomorphism between the universal objects. �

10.5. The centre. — Let B= {1,Sp,πα} and let˜P1∨G,˜PSp∨ and˜Pπ∨α be projective en-
velopes of 1∨G, Sp∨ and π∨α in C(O). Let˜PB :=˜Pπ∨α ⊕˜PSp∨ ⊕˜P1∨G and˜EB := EndC(O)(˜PB).
Recall that the functor N �→ HomC(O)(˜PB,N) induces an equivalence of categories be-
tween C(O)B and the category of compact˜EB-modules, Proposition 5.45. In this section
we compute the ring ˜EB and show that it is a finitely generated module over its centre,
and that the centre is naturally isomorphic to Rψ .
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After twisting we may assume that our fixed central character ζ is trivial, see
Lemma 10.103 below. For a character χ : T/Z → k× we let ˜Pχ∨ be a projective enve-
lope of χ∨ in CT/Z(O) and let ˜Mχ∨ := (IndG

P (
˜Pχ∨)∨)∨. Further we define ˜M1∨T,0 by the

exact sequence:

(233) 0→ ˜M1∨T,0
ξ32→ ˜M1∨T

θ→ O → 0,

where O is equipped with the trivial G-action. Proposition 10.17 and Corollary 5.21
imply the existence of exact sequences:

(234) 0→˜Pπ∨α
ϕ31→˜P1∨G

ψ3→ ˜M1∨T → 0,

(235) 0→˜PSp∨
ϕ12→˜Pπ∨α

ψ1→ ˜Mα∨ → 0,

(236) ˜P⊕2
π∨α →˜PSp∨

ψ2→ ˜M1∨T,0 → 0.

Lemma 10.73. — HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α , ˜M1∨T), HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α , ˜M1∨T,0), HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,
˜Mα∨)

and HomC(O)(˜PSp∨, ˜Mα∨), all vanish.

Proof. — The proof in all the cases is the same, so we prove only the vanishing
of HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α , ˜M1∨T). The irreducible subquotients of ˜M1∨T are isomorphic to 1∨G and
Sp∨. In particular, π∨α is not a subquotient. Since˜Pπ∨α is a projective envelope of π∨α , we
deduce that HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α , ˜M1∨T)= 0. �

We let ϕ32 := ϕ31 ◦ ϕ12 :˜PSp∨ ↪→˜P1∨G and denote:

˜E11 := EndC(O)(˜Pπ∨α ), ˜E22 := EndC(O)(˜PSp∨), ˜E33 := EndC(O)(˜P1∨G).

For i = 1,2,3 we let ãii := {φ ∈˜Eii : ψi ◦ φ = 0}, with ψi defined in (234), (235), (236).
Let e1, e2 and e3 be idempotents in˜EB cutting out˜Pπ∨α ,˜PSp∨ and˜P1∨G respectively.

Lemma 10.74.

(237) ˜E11
∼=→HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α ,˜P1∨G), z11 �→ ϕ31 ◦ z11,

(238) ˜E22
∼=→HomC(O)(˜PSp∨,˜Pπ∨α ), z22 �→ ϕ12 ◦ z22,

(239) HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,
˜PSp∨)

∼=→HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,
˜Pπ∨α ), z23 �→ ϕ12 ◦ z23,

(240) HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α ,˜PSp∨)
∼=→ ã11, z21 �→ ϕ12 ◦ z21,
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(241) HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,
˜Pπ∨α )

∼=→ ã33, z13 �→ ϕ31 ◦ z13,

(242) HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,
˜PSp∨)

∼=→ ã33, z23 �→ ϕ32 ◦ z23.

Proof. — The proof in all the cases is the same, one uses (234), (235) and (236)
together with Lemma 10.73 and the left exactness of Hom. The assertion in (242) follows
from (239) and (241). �

Lemma 10.75. — There exists β :˜PSp∨ →˜P1∨G such that ψ3 ◦ β = ξ32 ◦ψ2. Moreover, the

following sequence:

(243) ˜Pπ∨α ⊕˜PSp∨
ϕ13⊕β−→˜P1∨G → O → 0

is exact.

Proof. — Since HomC(O)(˜PSp∨,O) = 0, we deduce from (233) that ξ32 induces

an isomorphism HomC(O)(˜PSp∨, ˜M1∨T,0)
ξ32◦∼= HomC(O)(˜PSp∨, ˜M1∨T). Since ˜PSp∨ is pro-

jective we deduce from (234) that ψ3 induces a surjection HomC(O)(˜PSp∨,˜P1∨G)
ψ3◦�

HomC(O)(˜PSp∨, ˜M1∨T). Hence, there exists β :˜PSp∨ →˜P1∨G such that ψ3 ◦ β = ξ32 ◦ ψ2.
Combining (233) with (234) we obtain (243). �

Proposition 10.76. — Restriction to˜Pπ∨α in (234) and to˜PSp∨ in (235) induces isomorphisms:

˜E33
∼=→˜E11, z33 �→ z33|̃Pπ∨α and˜E11

∼=→˜E22, z11 �→ z11|̃PSp∨ .

Proof. — We only show the first claim, the second can be proved in an identical
manner. Since HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α , ˜M1∨T) = 0 by Lemma 10.73, every endomorphism of ˜P1∨G
maps ˜Pπ∨α to itself. Hence, we obtain a well defined map r :˜E33 →˜E11. Now both ˜E33

and˜E11 are O-torsion free, since˜P1∨G and˜Pπ∨α are by Corollary 5.19. Nakayama’s lemma
for compact O-modules applied to the cokernel and then to the kernel of r implies that
it is enough to show that r ⊗O k :˜E33 ⊗O k →˜E11 ⊗O k is an isomorphism. Let Jπ be
an injective envelope of an irreducible representation π in Modladm

G/Z (k), Pπ∨ projective
envelope of π∨ in C(k) and˜Pπ∨ projective envelope of π∨ in C(O). Then

EndC(O)(˜Pπ∨)⊗O k ∼= EndC(k)(Pπ∨)∼= EndG( Jπ)op,

where the first isomorphism follows from (28) in Section 3.1, the second since J∨π is a pro-
jective envelope of π∨ and thus is isomorphic to Pπ∨ . Now the assertion of the Proposition
follows from Lemma 10.60. �

Corollary 10.77. — Let z lie in the centre of˜EB. If the restriction of z to any of˜Pπ∨α ,˜PSp∨ or
˜P1∨G is equal to zero then z= 0.
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Proof. — Since C(O)B is equivalent to the category of compact ˜EB-modules, for
every object M of C(O)B, z defines a functorial homomorphism zM :M→M. It follows
from the functoriality that for every subobject N of M, zN is equal to the restriction of zM

to N. The assertion follows from Proposition 10.76 and this observation. �

Corollary 10.78. — The rings˜E11,˜E22 and˜E33 are naturally isomorphic to Rψ . In particular,

they are commutative noetherian integral domains.

Proof. — The isomorphism ˜E11
∼= Rψ in Theorem 10.71 is natural since it is in-

duced by a morphism of deformation functors. The sequences (234) and (235) are not
canonical, but are minimal projective resolutions of ˜M1∨G and ˜Mα∨ respectively. Since any
two minimal projective resolutions of the same object are isomorphic, a different choice
of an exact sequence in (234) would conjugate the homomorphism˜E33 →˜E11 by an ele-
ment of˜E33. Since as a consequence of Proposition 10.76 all the rings are isomorphic and
hence are commutative, we deduce that the homomorphism˜E33 →˜E11 does not depend
on the choice of (234). The last assertion follows from the explicit description of Rψ in
Corollary B.5 below. �

Corollary 10.79. — For i = 1,2,3, ãii is the annihilator of HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α , ˜Mα∨),

HomC(O)(˜PSp∨, ˜M1∨T,0) and HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,
˜M1∨T) respectively. Moreover,˜Eii/̃aii is O-torsion free.

Proof. — The proof in all cases is the same. We deal with i = 1. By applying
HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α ,∗) to (234) we deduce that HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α , ˜Mα∨) = ψ1 ◦˜E11

∼= ˜E11/̃a11.
Since ˜E11 is commutative the annihilator of ψ1 coincides with the annihilator ψ1 ◦˜E11.
Further, since ˜Mα∨ is O-torsion free so is HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α , ˜Mα∨) and hence˜E11/̃a11. �

It follows from Corollary B.5 that Rψ is O-torsion free. Thus we have an injection
Rψ ↪→Rψ [1/p]. Let r be the intersection of the reducible locus in Rψ [1/p] with Rψ , see
Corollary B.6.

Lemma 10.80. — The image of r in ˜Eii via the natural isomorphism of Corollary 10.78 is

equal to ãii .

Proof. — If i = 1 then the assertion follows from Proposition 10.47 and Theo-

rem 10.71. We claim that the isomorphisms˜E33
∼=→˜E11

∼=→˜E22 of Proposition 10.76 iden-
tify ã33 with ã11 and ã11 with ã22. Since HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,

˜Mα∨) and HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α , ˜M1∨T,0)

are zero by Lemma 10.73, using Corollary 10.79, we get that the image of ã33 is con-
tained in ã11 and the image of ã11 is contained in ã22. Hence, we obtain surjections
˜E33/̃a33 �˜E11/̃a11 �˜E22/a22. Since˜Eii/̃aii is O-torsion free it is enough to show that the
surjections are isomorphisms after tensoring with k. This assertion follows from the last
assertion in Lemma 10.60. �
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We embed Rψ into˜EB diagonally using the isomorphisms of Corollary 10.78:

(244) Rψ ↪→˜E11 ⊕˜E22 ⊕˜E33 ↪→˜EB, z �→ z11 ⊕ z22 ⊕ z33.

Lemma 10.81. — Let ψ ∈˜EB such that e3 ◦ψ ◦ e2 = 0 then z◦ψ =ψ ◦z for all z ∈Rψ .

Proof. — It follows from the definition of the embedding that z commutes with
ϕ31 and ϕ12 and hence with their composition ϕ32. Since the rings ˜E11, ˜E22 and ˜E33 are
commutative the assertion follows from Lemma 10.74. �

Lemma 10.82. — HomC(O)(O,˜P1∨G)= 0.

Proof. — If not then by composing˜P1∨G � O →˜P1∨G we would obtain a zero divisor
in EndC(O)(˜P1∨G)

∼=Rψ . �

Lemma 10.83. — Let˜P1∨G,0 be the kernel of˜P1∨G � O. Then restriction induces an isomor-

phism EndC(O)(˜P1∨G)
∼= EndC(O)(˜P1∨G,0).

Proof. — It follows from (243) that˜P1∨G,0 is a quotient of˜PSp∨ ⊕˜Pπ∨α , which implies
that HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,0,O)= 0. Thus every endomorphism of˜P1∨G maps˜P1∨G,0 to itself. Since
˜P1∨G,0 contains the image of ϕ13 the assertion follows from Proposition 10.76. �

Lemma 10.84. — Let N be an object of C(O)B. Then G acts trivially on N if and only if

HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α ⊕˜PSp∨,N)= 0.

Proof. — Let N be an object of C(O) then HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α ⊕˜PSp∨,N)= 0 is equiva-
lent to the assertion that none of the irreducible subquotients of N are isomorphic to π∨α
or Sp∨. If N is an object of C(O)B then the last condition is equivalent to the assertion
that all the irreducible subquotients of N are isomorphic to 1∨G, which is equivalent to G
acting trivially on N by Lemma 10.25. �

Corollary 10.85. — Let˜P :=˜Pπ∨α ⊕˜PSp∨ and let˜E := EndC(O)(˜P). The functor T N �→
HomQ(O)(T˜P,T N) induces an equivalence of categories between Q(O)B and the category of compact
˜E-modules.

Proof. — It follows from Lemma 10.84 that the category T(O), defined in Sec-
tion 10.3, is precisely the kernel of the functor N �→ HomC(O)(˜P,N). Given this, the
assertion follows from [35, §IV.4, Thm. 4]. �

Lemma 10.86. — Let z ∈˜E33 and let z11 and z22 denote the restriction of z to ˜Pπ∨α and
˜PSp∨ respectively via (234) and (235). Then ξ ◦ (z11 ⊕ z22)= z ◦ ξ for all ξ ∈HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α ⊕
˜PSp∨,˜P1∨G).
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Proof. — Let˜P :=˜Pπ∨α ⊕˜PSp∨ ,˜E := EndC(O)(˜P), let˜P1∨G,0 be the kernel of˜P1∨G � O
and let

m :=HomC(O)(˜P,˜P1∨G)
∼=HomC(O)(˜P,˜P1∨G,0).

Since ˜P1∨G,0 is a quotient of ˜P by (243), Lemma 2.10 implies that the natural map
m̂⊗˜E˜P→˜P1∨G,0 is surjective. Let K be the kernel, Lemma 2.9 implies that HomC(O)(˜P,K)
= 0. Thus G acts trivially on K by Lemma 10.84. It follows from Lemma 10.82 that ev-
ery endomorphism of m̂⊗˜E˜P maps K to itself. Thus we obtain well defined sequence of
maps

End˜E(m)→ EndC(O)(m̂⊗˜E˜P)→ EndC(O)(˜P1∨G,0)→ End˜E(m),

in which composition of any three consecutive one is an identity. The arrows are given
by φ �→ [ξ ̂⊗v �→ φ(ξ)̂⊗v]; φ �→ [ξ ̂⊗v +K �→ φ(ξ ̂⊗v)+K]; φ �→ [ξ �→ φ ◦ ξ ] re-
spectively, see also the proof of Proposition 4.19. Since z11 ⊕ z22 lies in the centre of ˜E
by Lemma 10.81, it defines an element of End˜E(m) by ξ �→ ξ ◦ (z11 ⊕ z22). Let z′ be
the image of z11 ⊕ z22 in EndC(O)(˜P1∨G,0) via the above maps. Tautologically we have
z′ ◦ ξ = ξ ◦ (z11 ⊕ z22). From (243) we obtain a commutative diagram

˜Pπ∨α ⊕˜PSp∨

z11⊕z22

ϕ13⊕β
m̂⊗˜E˜P

z11⊕z22

˜P1∨G,0

z′

˜Pπ∨α ⊕˜PSp∨
ϕ13⊕β

m̂⊗˜E˜P ˜P1∨G,0.

Thus the restriction of z′ to ˜Pπ∨α is equal to z11, which is equal to the restriction of z to
˜Pπ∨α . It follows from Proposition 10.76 and Lemma 10.83 that z= z′. �

Theorem 10.87. — The centre of˜EB (and hence the centre of C(O)B) is naturally isomorphic

to Rψ , defined in Definition 10.44.

Proof. — It follows from Lemma 10.81 and Lemma 10.86 that the image of Rψ

via (244) lies in the centre of˜EB. Conversely, suppose that z′ lies in the centre of˜E. Since
the restriction map z �→ z|̃Pπ∨α induces an isomorphism Rψ ∼=˜E11 there exists z ∈Rψ such
that (z− z′)|̃Pπ∨α = 0. It follows from Corollary 10.77 that z= z′. �

Remark 10.88. — We note that it is shown in Corollary B.16 below that sending
deformation to its trace induces an isomorphism between the ring Rψ and Rps,ψ

trρ the
deformation ring parameterizing 2-dimensional pseudocharacters lifting trρ with deter-
minant ψ .
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Corollary 10.89. — Let T : GQ p
→ Rps,ζ ε

trρ be the universal 2-dimensional pseudocharacter

with determinant ζε lifting trρ. For every N in C(O)B, V̌(N) is killed by g2 −T(g)g+ ζε(g), for

all g ∈ GQ p
.

Proof. — If N ∼=˜Pπ∨α then the assertion follows from Theorem 10.71 and Corol-
lary B.16. Since V̌ is exact, V̌(˜PSp∨) is a GQ p

-subrepresentation V̌(˜Pπ∨α ), see (235), thus
the assertion also holds for N∼=˜PSp∨ and hence for˜P :=˜Pπ∨α ⊕˜PSp∨ . Let˜E := EndC(O)(˜P)
then Proposition 10.36 and Lemma 5.53 imply that

V̌(N)∼= V̌
(

HomC(O)(˜P,N)̂⊗˜E˜P
)∼=HomC(O)(˜P,N)̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P),

which implies the claim. �

Lemma 10.90. —˜EB is a finitely generated torsion-free Rψ -module.

Proof. — It is enough to prove the statement for ei
˜EBej , i, j = 1,2,3. If (i, j) = (3,2)

then the assertion follows from Lemma 10.74 as ˜Eii
∼= Rψ , ãii

∼= r and Rψ is an integral
domain. Let m := HomC(O)(˜PSp∨,˜P1∨G). It follows from the proof of Lemma 10.86 that
m is generated over Rψ by ϕ23 and β . It remains to show that m is torsion free. We may
dualize (178) and using Proposition 5.21 lift it to an exact sequence:

(245) 0→˜PSp∨ →˜P1∨G ⊕˜Pπ∨α →˜P⊕2
π∨α →˜PSp∨ ⊕˜Pπ∨α →˜P1∨G → O → 0.

We apply HomC(O)(˜PSp∨,∗) to (245) and use Lemma 10.74 to obtain an exact sequence
0 → Rψ → m ⊕ Rψ → Rψ ⊕ Rψ of Rψ -modules. Since Rψ is an integral domain we
deduce that m is torsion free. �

For δ ∈˜EB we let δij = ei ◦ δ ◦ ej . This notation is consistent with (244).

Lemma 10.91. — Let δ, γ ∈˜EB then the image of δij ◦ γji under the isomorphism˜Eii
∼=˜Ejj

of Proposition 10.76 is equal to γji ◦ δij .

Proof. — There exists z ∈ Rψ such that zii = δij ◦ γji . Since (γji ◦ δij − zjj) ◦ γji =
γji ◦ zii − zjj ◦ γji = 0 and˜EB is a torsion free Rψ -module we obtain the claim. �

By Corollary B.6 the ideal r is generated by two elements c0 and c1. For each pair
ei
˜PB and ej

˜PB appearing in (240), (241), (242) we may choose ϕk
ji ∈HomC(O)(ei

˜PB, ej
˜PB)

such that ϕij ◦ϕk
ji = ckei for k = 0 and k = 1. It follows from Lemma 10.74 that the elements

ϕ0
ji and ϕ1

ji generate ej
˜EBei as an Rψ -module, which is isomorphic to r. It follows from

Lemma 10.91 that ϕk
ji ◦ ϕij = ckej for k = 0,1. We record this below:

(246) ϕ12 ◦ ϕk
21 = cke1, ϕ31 ◦ ϕk

13 = cke3, ϕ32 ◦ ϕk
23 = cke3,
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(247) ϕk
21 ◦ ϕ12 = cke2, ϕk

13 ◦ ϕ31 = cke1, ϕk
23 ◦ ϕ32 = cke2.

By definition of ϕ32 and (241) we have:

(248) ϕ31 ◦ ϕ12 = ϕ32, ϕ12 ◦ ϕk
23 = ϕk

13,

(249) ϕk
21 ◦ ϕ l

13 = ϕk
21 ◦ ϕ12 ◦ ϕ l

23 = ckϕ
l
23, ϕ32 ◦ ϕk

21 = ϕ31 ◦ ϕ12 ◦ ϕk
21 = ckϕ31.

Since ϕ12 ◦ (ϕk
23 ◦ϕ31−ϕk

21)= ϕk
13 ◦ϕ31− cke1 = 0 and (240) is an isomorphism we obtain:

(250) ϕk
23 ◦ ϕ31 = ϕk

21, ϕk
13 ◦ ϕ32 = ϕk

13 ◦ ϕ31 ◦ ϕ12 = ckϕ12.

Lemma 10.92. — Let β ∈ HomC(O)(˜PSp∨,˜P1∨G) be the morphism constructed in Lemma

10.75. Then there exist unique d0, d1 ∈Rψ such that c0β = d0ϕ23 and c1β = d1ϕ23. Moreover,

(251) β ◦ϕk
21 = dkϕ31, ϕk

13 ◦β = dkϕ12, β ◦ϕk
23 = dke3, ϕk

23 ◦β = dke2.

Proof. — The uniqueness follows from the fact that ˜EB is Rψ -torsion free, see
Lemma 10.90. It follows from (237) that there exists dk ∈Rψ such that β ◦ ϕk

21 = dkϕ31. It
follows from (247) that ckβ = β ◦ϕk

21 ◦ϕ12 = dkϕ31 ◦ϕ12 = dkϕ32. There exists ak ∈Rψ such
that β ◦ ϕk

23 = ake3. We may multiply by ck to get ckake3 = dkϕ32 ◦ ϕk
23 = dkcke3. Since Rψ

is an integral domain we obtain ak = dk . Lemma 10.91 implies ϕk
23 ◦ β = dke2. Moreover,

ϕk
13 ◦ β = ϕ12 ◦ ϕk

23 ◦ β = dkϕ12. �

Lemma 10.93. — Sending x �→ c0, y �→ c1, z �→ d0, w �→ d1 induces an isomorphism of

rings O[[x, y, z,w]]/(xw− yz)∼=Rψ .

Proof. — Since˜EB is a torsion free Rψ -module, (c0d1− c1d0)β = (d0d1− d1d0)ϕ23 =
0 implies c0d1 = c1d0. Thus the map is well defined. It is enough to show that it is surjec-
tive, since we know that Rψ can be presented as O[[x, y, z,w]]/( f ), see Corollary B.5,
and xw − yz is a prime element in a factorial ring. Let b := {b ∈ Rψ : θ ◦ b = 0}, where
θ : ˜M1∨T � O is defined in (233). Applying HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,∗) to (236) we obtain a surjec-
tion HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,

˜PSp∨)� HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,
˜M1∨T,0), thus ψ2 ◦ ϕ0

23 and ψ2 ◦ ϕ1
23 generate

HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,
˜M1∨T,0) as an Rψ -module. Applying HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,∗) to (233) we obtain

an exact sequence

0→HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,
˜M1∨T,0)→HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,

˜M1∨T)→ O → 0.

As HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,
˜M1∨T)

∼=˜E33/̃a33
∼= Rψ/r ∼= O[[x, y]] we deduce that b contains r and

the images of ξ32 ◦ ψ2 ◦ ϕ0
23 and ξ32 ◦ ψ2 ◦ ϕ1

23 generate b/r as an Rψ -module. Since by
definition, see the proof of Lemma 10.86, ψ3 ◦ β = ξ32 ◦ψ2 and β ◦ ϕk

23 = dke3 by (251),
we deduce that the images of d0 and d1 generate b/r. Hence Rψ/(d0, d1, c0, c1)∼= O and
so the map is surjective. �
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Corollary 10.94. — The GQ p
-representation corresponding to the ideal (c0, c1, d0, d1) in

Rψ [1/p] is characterized as the unique non-split extension 0→ 1→V→ ε→ 0.

Proof. — Let n0 = (c0, c1, d0, d1) ⊂ Rψ . It follows from the proof of Lemma 10.93
that there exists a surjection ˜M1∨T/n0˜M1∨T � O where G acts trivially on O. It follows
from Lemma 7.10 applied with m=Rψ/n0

∼= O that � :=Homcont
O (˜M1∨T/n0˜M1∨T,L) is a

parabolic induction of a unitary character, which reduces to the trivial character modulo
� . Since �G = 0 we deduce that � ∼= (IndG

P 1)cont and thus V(�) ∼= ε. Let n′ be the
maximal ideal of Rψ [1/p] corresponding to V and let n′0 :=Rψ ∩n′. Theorem 10.71 and
Corollary 10.72 imply that V ∼= V̌(˜Pπ∨α /n

′
0
˜Pπ∨α )⊗O L. It follows from Proposition 10.36

that

HomQ(O)(˜M1∨T/n0˜M1∨T,
˜Pπα/n

′
0
˜Pπ∨α )⊗O L

∼=HomGQ p

(

V̌(˜M1∨T/n0˜M1∨T), V̌(˜Pπα/n
′
0
˜Pπ∨α )

)⊗O L

is non-zero thus n0 = n′0. �

Since

˜EB =
⎛

⎜

⎝

Rψ e1 Rψϕ12 Rψϕ0
13 +Rψϕ1

13

Rψϕ0
21 +Rψϕ1

21 Rψ e2 Rψϕ0
23 +Rψϕ1

23

Rψϕ31 Rψϕ32 +Rψβ Rψ e3

⎞

⎟

⎠

the multiplication in ˜EB is determined by (246), (247), (250) and (251). One may check
that the Rψ -module structure of HomC(O)(˜PSp∨,˜P1∨G) is completely determined by Lem-
mas 10.92, 10.93 and Corollary 10.94. We also point out that

(252) ˜E := EndC(O)(˜Pπ∨α ⊕˜PSp∨)=
(

Rψ e1 Rψϕ12

Rψϕ0
21 +Rψϕ1

21 Rψ e2

)

and the multiplication is given by ϕ12 ◦ ϕk
21 = cke1, ϕk

21 ◦ ϕ12 = cke2 for k = 0,1, where c0

and c1 are generators of r, the intersection of Rψ and the reducible locus in Rψ [1/p].

Lemma 10.95. — Let˜E be the ring in (252) and let n be a maximal ideal of Rψ [1/p] with

residue field L containing r. Then˜E⊗Rψ Rψ [1/p]/n has two non-isomorphic irreducible modules, both

of them 1-dimensional.

Proof. — Let b be the two sided ideal in˜E⊗Rψ Rψ [1/p]/n generated by the images
of ϕ12, ϕ0

21, ϕ1
21. Since n contains r = (c0, c1) we have b2 = 0 and the quotient by b of

˜E⊗Rψ Rψ [1/p]/n is isomorphic to L× L. This implies the assertion. �
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Remark 10.96. — We note that the Galois side sees only the quotient category
Q(O)B, see Proposition 10.36, and this category is equivalent to the category of compact
modules of the endomorphism ring of T˜PSp∨ ⊕ T˜Pπ∨α , which is isomorphic to the ring
in (252) by Corollary 10.85. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 10.36 that the ring is
isomorphic to EndGQ p

(V̌(˜PSp∨)⊕ V̌(˜Pπ∨α )).

Remark 10.97. — We are going to describe V̌(˜PSp∨) as a GQ p
-representation. Corol-

lary 10.72 says that V̌(˜Pπ∨α ) is the universal deformation of ρ with determinant ζε.
Hence, V̌(˜Pπ∨α )/rV̌(˜Pπ∨α ) is the universal reducible deformation of ρ with the determi-
nant ζε. Thus we have an exact sequence 0 → N1 → V̌(˜Pπ∨α )/rV̌(˜Pπ∨α )→ Nω → 0,
where N1 is the deformation of the trivial representation and Nω is a deformation of
ω to Rψ

ρ /r. One may deduce from Theorem B.16 and the proof of Proposition B.19
that these deformations are universal. We apply V̌ to (235) to obtain an exact sequence
0 → V̌(˜PSp∨)→ V̌(˜Pπ∨α )→ V̌(˜Mα∨)→ 0. Proposition 10.47 implies that r acts trivially
on V̌(˜Mα∨), and since all the irreducible subquotients of V̌(˜Mα∨) are isomorphic to ω,
the surjection V̌(˜Pπ∨α )/rV̌(˜Pπ∨α )� V̌(˜Mα∨) factors through the surjection Nω � V̌(˜Mα∨).
But both are free Rψ

ρ /r-modules of rank 1. Hence, the surjection is an isomorphism. This
implies that V̌(˜PSp∨) is the kernel of the map from the universal deformation of ρ with
determinant ζε to Nω.

Let˜P∗ be a direct summand of˜PB, let ˜E∗ := EndC(O)(˜P∗). The rings ˜E∗ and ˜EB

are finitely generated modules over a noetherian ring Rψ , thus they are right and left
noetherian. Every finitely generated module carries a canonical topology, with respect
to which the action is continuous. Since the rings are noetherian the canonical topology
is Hausdorff. Let c be a non-zero element of Rψ and let Modfg

˜EB[1/p][c−1] denote the full

subcategory of finitely generated˜EB[1/p]-modules consisting of those modules on which
c acts invertibly. Define a functor

Q :Modfg
˜EB[1/p]

[

c−1
]→Modfg

˜E∗[1/p]
[

c−1
]

,

m �→HomC(O)
(

˜P∗,m0 ⊗˜EB
˜PB

)

L
,

where we have chosen a finitely generated˜EB-submodule m0 ⊂m such that m=m0[1/p]
and equipped it with the canonical topology. Since HomC(O)(˜P∗,˜PB) is a finitely gener-
ated Rψ -module, Q (m) is a finitely generated˜E∗[1/p]-module. The definition of Q does
not depend on the choice of m0, since any two are commensurable.

Lemma 10.98. — If Q is faithful then it induces an equivalence of categories.
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Proof. — Since HomC(O)(˜PB,∗) induces an equivalence between C(O) and the
category of compact˜EB-modules, Lemma 2.9 implies that the natural map

HomC(O)(˜PB,N)̂⊗˜EB
˜PB →N

is an isomorphism. Thus the functor m0 �→ m0
̂⊗˜EB

˜PB is exact and hence Q is exact.
Define

R :Modfg
˜E∗[1/p]

[

c−1
]→Modfg

˜EB[1/p]
[

c−1
]

,

m �→HomC(O)
(

˜PB,m0
̂⊗˜E∗˜P∗

)

L
.

We claim that Q ◦ R is equivalent to the identity functor. The claim implies that Q is
fully faithful and surjective, hence an equivalence of categories. We may choose R(m)0

to be the maximal O-torsion free quotient of HomC(O)(˜PB,m0
̂⊗˜E∗˜P∗). Then we have a

surjection

m0
̂⊗˜E∗˜P∗ ∼=HomC(O)

(

˜PB,m0
̂⊗˜E∗˜P∗

)

̂⊗˜EB
˜PB � R(m)0̂⊗˜EB

˜PB

with the kernel killed by a power of p. Since HomC(O)(˜P∗,m0
̂⊗˜E∗˜P∗) ∼= m0, see

Lemma 2.9, is O-torsion free, we get m0 ∼=HomC(O)(˜P∗,R(m)0̂⊗˜EB
˜PB). �

Lemma 10.99. — Let m be in Modfg
˜EB[1/p][c−1] and choose m0 ⊂ m as above. Then the

kernel of c :m0
̂⊗˜EB

˜PB →m0
̂⊗˜EB

˜PB is zero and the cokernel is killed by a power of p.

Proof. — Let K be the kernel and C be the cokernel. Lemma 2.9 gives an exact
sequence

0→HomC(O)(˜PB,K)→m0 c→m0 →HomC(O)(˜PB,C)→ 0.

Since m0 is finitely generated and c is invertible on m we deduce that there exist pn such
that HomC(O)(˜PB, p

nC)= 0 and HomC(O)(˜PB,K)= 0. Since K and pnC are objects of
C(O)B this implies that they are 0. �

Proposition 10.100. — Let c ∈ r be non-zero and ˜P∗ be either ˜Pπ∨α , ˜PSp∨ or ˜P1∨G then Q

induces an equivalence of categories between Modfg
˜EB[1/p][c−1] and Modfg

Rψ [1/p][c−1].

Proof. — Let m be in Modfg
˜EB[1/p][c−1] and let N = m0

̂⊗˜EB
˜PB. It follows from

Lemma 10.80 that c kills ˜M1∨T , ˜Mα∨ . Since c acts invertibly on m Lemma 10.99 im-
plies that HomC(O)(˜M∗,N)= 0 and Ext1

C(O)(˜M∗,N)= 0 is killed by a power of p, where
∗ = 1∨T or ∗ = α∨. Thus (234) and (235) imply that we have an isomorphism of Rψ [1/p]-
modules:

HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,N)L
∼=HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α ,N)L

∼=HomC(O)(˜PSp∨,N)L.
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If Q (m)= 0 then 0=HomC(O)(˜PB,N)L ∼=m. Hence the functor m �→ Q (m) is faithful.
The assertion follows from Lemma 10.98. �

Proposition 10.101. — Let n be the maximal ideal of Rψ [1/p] corresponding to 0→ 1→
V→ ε→ 0, let c ∈Rψ ∩ n be non-zero and let˜P∗ =˜PSp∨ ⊕˜Pπ∨α then Q induces an equivalence of

categories between Modfg
˜EB[1/p][c−1] and Modfg

˜E[1/p][c−1], where˜E is the ring described in (252).

Proof. — We have an exact sequence˜P∗ →˜P1∨G → O → 0, see (243), and c kills O,
see Corollary 10.94. The proof is then the same as the proof of Proposition 10.100. �

Let n be a maximal ideal of Rψ [1/p] with residue field L and let n0 := n∩Rψ . Sup-
pose that n0 contains r. Then the Galois representation corresponding to n is reducible.
Thus it follows from Theorem 10.71 and Corollary 10.72 that we have a non-split se-
quence 0→ψ1 → V̌(˜Pπ∨α /n0˜Pπ∨α )→ψ2 → 0, where ψ1,ψ2 : GQ p

→ O× are continuous
characters such that ψ1 is congruent to V̌(Sp∨) = 1 and ψ2 is congruent V̌(π∨α ) = ω
modulo � .

Proposition 10.102. — Let n, ψ1 and ψ2 be as above then we have isomorphisms of Banach

space representations of G:

Homcont
O (˜M1∨T/n0˜M1∨T,L)

∼= (IndG
P ψ1 ⊗ψ2ε

−1
)

cont
,

Homcont
O (˜Mα∨/n0˜Mα∨,L)∼=

(

IndG
P ψ2 ⊗ψ1ε

−1
)

cont
.

Proof. — Lemma 10.80 identifies r with ã11, and by the definition of ã11, we have
that˜Pπ∨α /̃a11˜Pπ∨α is the quotient of˜Pπ∨α by the submodule generated by the images of all
endomorphisms of ˜Pπ∨α , whose image lies in the first term ˜PSp∨ of (235). Now using the
fact that HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α , ˜M1∨T,0)= 0, see Lemma 10.73, we deduce that this submodule is
precisely the image of the first arrow in (236). Hence, we obtain an exact sequence:

(253) 0→ ˜M1∨T,0 →˜Pπ∨α /r˜Pπ∨α → ˜Mα∨ → 0.

As ˜Mα∨ is Rψ/r-flat, see Corollary 7.3, and n0 contains r by applying Rψ/n0̂⊗Rψ/r we
obtain an exact sequence:

(254) 0→ ˜M1∨T,0/n0˜M1∨T,0 →˜Pπ∨α /n0˜Pπ∨α → ˜Mα∨/n0˜Mα∨ → 0.

Applying Rψ/n0̂⊗Rψ/r to (233) gives an exact sequence:

(255) ˜M1∨T,0/n0˜M1∨T,0 → ˜M1∨T/n0˜M1∨T → Ô⊗RψRψ/n0 → 0.
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Lemma 7.10 implies that V̌(˜M1∨T/n0˜M1∨T) = 0. Since V̌ is exact and it kills the represen-
tations on which G acts trivially we deduce that

(256) V̌(˜M1∨T/n0˜M1∨T)
∼=ψ1, V̌(˜Mα∨/n0˜Mα∨)∼=ψ2.

Lemma 7.10 says that Homcont
O (˜M1∨T/n0˜M1∨T,L) and Homcont

O (˜Mα∨/n0˜Mα∨,L) are parabol-
ic inductions of unitary characters. As V((IndG

P χ1 ⊗ χ2ε
−1)cont) ∼= χ2 and the central

character is trivial we deduce the assertion. �

10.6. Banach space representations. — Let ψ : T → L× be a unitary character. It is
shown in [29, 5.3.4] that if ψ = ψ s then (IndG

P ψ)cont is irreducible and otherwise ψ fac-
tors through det, and so extends to ψ :G→ L× and we have a non-split exact sequence
of admissible unitary L-Banach space representations

(257) 0→ψ→ (

IndG
P ψ
)

cont
→ ̂Sp⊗ψ→ 0,

where ̂Sp is the universal unitary completion of the smooth Steinberg representation over
L. Moreover, ̂Sp is irreducible, see [18, 4.5.1], [29, 5.1.8 (1)].

Let ζ : Z → L× be a continuous unitary character and let � be an admissible
unitary L-Banach space representation of G with a central character ζ and let � be an
open bounded G-invariant lattice in �. Let η :Q×

p → k× be a smooth character.

Lemma 10.103. — If �⊗O k contains η ◦ det, Sp⊗η ◦ det or (IndG
P α)⊗ η ◦ det as a

subquotient then there exist a unique continuous unitary character η̃ :Q×
p → L× such that ζ = η̃2 and

η̃≡ η (mod pL).

Proof. — Since� is unitary, the central character ζ is unitary and Z acts on�⊗O k

by the character ζ modulo pL. Since the central character of η ◦ det, Sp⊗η ◦ det and
(IndG

P α)⊗ η ◦ det is η2, we deduce that ζ ≡ η2 (mod pL). Let [η] : Q×
p → O× be the

Teichmüller lift of η. Then ζ [η]−2 takes values in 1+pL. Since p = 2 we may take a square
root by the usual power series expansion. Let η̃ := [η]√ζ [η]−2. This proves existence. For
the uniqueness we may assume that both η and ζ are trivial, in which case the assertion
follows since (as p = 2) the equation X2−1 has a unique solution in L, which is congruent
to 1 modulo pL. �

Proposition 10.104. — Suppose that � is absolutely irreducible then:

(i) if�⊗O k contains η ◦det and does not contain (IndG
P α)⊗η ◦det as subquotients and

(a) if � ⊗O k contains Sp⊗η ◦ det as a subquotient then � ∼= (IndG
P ψ)cont and

�∼= (1⊕ Sp)⊗ η ◦ det;
(b) if �⊗O k does not contain Sp⊗η ◦ det as a subquotient then � ∼= η̃ ◦ det and

�= η ◦ det;
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(ii) if � ⊗O k does not contain η ◦ det and contains Sp⊗η ◦ det as subquotients then

�∼= ̂Sp⊗ η̃ ◦ det and �∼= Sp⊗η ◦ det.
(iii) if�⊗O k contains (IndG

P α)⊗η◦det and does not contain Sp⊗η◦det as subquotients

then �∼= (IndG
P ψ)cont and �∼= (IndG

P α)⊗ η ◦ det.

Proof. — After twisting by η̃−1 ◦ det, constructed in Lemma 10.103, we may as-
sume that η and ζ are trivial. Let πα = IndG

P α and let˜P1∨G ,˜PSp∨ and˜Pπ∨α be projective
envelopes of 1∨G, Sp∨ and π∨α in CG/Z(O). Let˜P1∨T be a projective envelope of the trivial
representation of T in CT/Z(O) and let ˜M1∨T := (IndG

P (
˜P1∨T)

∨)∨. Recall that (234) is an
exact sequence:

(258) 0→˜Pπ∨α →˜P1∨G → ˜M1∨T → 0.

Lemma 4.11 says that the Schikhof dual �d is an object of C(O). Suppose that
� ⊗O k contains 1 and does not contain πα as subquotients. Then Lemma 4.13
implies that HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨α ,�

d) = 0 and HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,�
d) = 0. Using (258) we get

HomC(O)(˜M1∨T,�
d) = 0. The assertion in (i) follows from Proposition 7.11.

Let (IndG
P 1)0cont be a unit ball in (IndG

P 1)cont with respect to the supremum norm.
Let (̂Sp)0 be the image of (IndG

P 1)0cont inside ̂Sp, then (̂Sp)0 is an open bounded G-
invariant lattice in ̂Sp. Since (IndG

P 1)0cont ⊗O k ∼= IndG
P 1 we deduce that (̂Sp)0 ⊗O k ∼= Sp

and hence ((̂Sp)0)d ⊗O k ∼= Sp∨. Now using (179) and Corollary 5.21 we get an exact
sequence

˜P⊕2
1∨G
→˜PSp∨ →

(

(̂Sp)0
)d → 0.

If � ⊗O k contains Sp and does not contain 1 then HomC(O)(˜PSp∨,�
d) = 0 and

HomC(O)(˜P1∨G,�
d) = 0. Hence, HomC(O)(((̂Sp)0)d,�d) = 0 and so dually

Homcont
L[G](�, ̂Sp) = 0. As both representations are irreducible and admissible we deduce

that �∼= ̂Sp.
The proof of (iii) is identical to the proof of (i), using (235) instead of (234), and ˜Mα∨

instead of ˜M1∨T . �

Theorem 10.105. — Suppose that � is absolutely irreducible and �⊗O k contains η ◦ det,
Sp⊗η◦det or (IndG

P α)⊗η◦det as a subquotient then� is contained in (1⊕Sp⊕ IndG
P α)⊗η◦

det. Moreover, if the inclusion is not an isomorphism then we are in one of the cases of Proposition 10.104.

Proof. — By twisting we may assume that ζ and η are both trivial. Let π be ei-
ther 1, Sp or πα and ˜Pπ∨ a projective envelope of π∨ in C(O). If � is not one of the
representations described in Proposition 10.104 then � contains 1, Sp and πα . Thus it
follows from Lemma 4.15 that HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨,�d) is non-zero. Since by Corollary 10.78,
EndC(O)(˜Pπ∨) ∼= Rψ is commutative and � is absolutely irreducible, we deduce from
Theorem 4.36 that HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨,�d)L is an absolutely irreducible finite dimensional
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Rψ [1/p]-module. Hence, HomC(O)(˜Pπ∨,�d)L is one dimensional and Lemma 4.15 im-
plies that π occurs in � with multiplicity 1. �

Let B= {η ◦ det,Sp⊗η ◦ det, (IndG
P α)⊗ η ◦ det}, πB := (1⊕ Sp⊕πα)⊗ η ◦ det,

˜PB a projective envelope of π∨
B

in C(O) and ˜EB := EndC(O)(˜PB). The ring ˜EB is a
finitely generated module over its centre, and the centre is naturally isomorphic to Rps,εζ

χ ,
see Theorem 10.87 and Remark 10.88, where Rps,εζ

χ is the universal deformation ring pa-
rameterizing 2-dimensional pseudocharacters with determinant ζε lifting χ := η+ ωη.
Let Banadm

G,ζ (L)
B be as in Proposition 5.36 and let Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B be the full subcate-

gory consisting of objects of finite length. Let � be in Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B, choose an open
bounded G-invariant lattice � and let m(�) :=HomC(O)(˜PB,�

d)⊗O L. It follows from
Proposition 4.20 that m(�) is a finite dimensional L-vector space with continuous ˜EB-
action. Let n be a maximal ideal in Rps,εζ

χ [1/p] and Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

the full subcategory of
Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B consisting of those � such that m(�) is killed by a power of n.

Corollary 10.106. — We have an equivalence of categories

Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B ∼=
⊕

n∈MaxSpec Rps,ζ ε
χ [1/p]

Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B

n
.

The category Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

is anti-equivalent to the category of modules of finite length of the n-adic

completion of˜EB[1/p].
Proof. — Apply Theorem 4.36 with C(O)= C(O)B. �

Let � in Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B be absolutely irreducible, we say that � is ordinary if it is
isomorphic to one of the representations in Proposition 10.104, otherwise we say that �
is non-ordinary.

The ring ˜EB is described explicitly in Section 10.5. However, in many cases one
can give a simpler description of the category Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

. Let n be a maximal ideal
of Rps,ζ ε

χ [1/p] with residue field L, let Tn : GQ p
→ L be the pseudocharacter correspond-

ing to n and let Irr(n) denote the set (of equivalence classes of) irreducible objects in
Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

.

Proposition 10.107.

(i) if Tn = η̃+ η̃ε then

Irr(n)= {η̃ ◦ det, ̂SpL ⊗ η̃ ◦ det,
(

IndG
P η̃ε⊗ η̃ε−1

)

cont

}

.

(ii) if Tn = ψ1 + ψ2 with ψ1,ψ2 : GQ p
→ L× continuous homomorphisms and Tn =

η̃+ η̃ε then

Irr(n)= {(IndG
P ψ1 ⊗ψ2ε

−1
)

cont
,
(

IndG
P ψ2 ⊗ψ1ε

−1
)

cont

}
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and Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

is naturally equivalent to the category of modules of finite length of the

n-adic completion of˜E[1/p], see (252) for definition and description of˜E.

(iii) if Tn is irreducible then Irr(n)= {�n} with�n absolutely irreducible non-ordinary. The

category Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

is equivalent to the category of modules of finite length of the n-adic

completion of Rps,ζ ε
χ [1/p].

Proof. — Suppose that n contains the reducible locus in Rps,εζ
χ [1/p]. Since 1 = ω

and the residue field of n is L, we get that Tn =ψ1 +ψ2 with ψ1,ψ2 : GQ p
→ L× contin-

uous homomorphisms. It follows from Proposition 10.102 that Irr(n) contains the semi-
simplification of unitary principal series appearing in (ii). Recall that (IndG

P χ1 ⊗ χ2)cont

is irreducible if and only if χ1 = χ2. We get that | Irr(n)| ≥ 3 if Tn = η̃ + η̃ε and
| Irr(n)| ≥ 2, otherwise. The representations in Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B, on which SL2(Q p) acts

trivially, form a thick subcategory. The quotient category QBanadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B is equivalent to
the category of˜E[1/p]-modules of finite length, Theorem 4.36 and Lemma 10.84. Since
we have fixed a central character and p> 2 any � in Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B on which SL2(Q p)

acts trivially is isomorphic to η̃⊕m. Hence, if n does not kill m(η̃) then

Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B

n
∼=QBanadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B

n

and the last category is equivalent to the category of modules of finite length of the n-
adic completion of ˜E[1/p] by Theorem 4.36. This category has 2-irreducible objects by
Lemma 10.95. If n kills m(η̃) then QBanadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

has one irreducible object less than
Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

. Again Lemma 10.95 allows us to conclude.
Suppose that n does not contain the reducible locus then it follows from Proposi-

tion 10.100 that Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n

is equivalent to the category of modules of finite length of
the n-adic completion of Rps,ζ ε

χ [1/p]. This category contains only one irreducible object
and hence Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

contains only one irreducible object �. Since all the ordinary
representations have already appeared in (i) and (ii) and | Irr(n)| > 1 in those cases, we
deduce that � cannot be ordinary. �

11. p-adic Langlands correspondence

Let� be a unitary irreducible admissible L-Banach space representation of G with
a central character. We say that� is ordinary if� is either a unitary character�∼= η◦det,
a twist of the universal completion of the smooth Steinberg representation by a unitary
character �∼= ̂Sp⊗ η ◦ det or � is a unitary parabolic induction of a unitary character.
We assume throughout that p≥ 5.

Theorem 11.1. — Let � be a unitary admissible absolutely irreducible L-Banach space repre-

sentation of G with a central character and let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �. Then

�⊗O k is of finite length. Moreover, one of the following holds:
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(i) �⊗O k is absolutely irreducible supersingular;

(iii) �⊗O k is irreducible and

(259) �⊗O l ∼= IndG
P χ ⊗ χσω−1 ⊕ IndG

P χ
σ ⊗ χω−1,

where l is a quadratic extension of k, χ : Q×
p → l× a smooth character and χσ is a

conjugate of χ by the non-trivial element in Gal(l/k);
(iii) (�⊗O k)ss ⊆ (IndG

P χ1 ⊗ χ2ω
−1)ss ⊕ (IndG

P χ2 ⊗ χ1ω
−1)ss for some smooth charac-

ters χ1, χ2 :Q×
p → k×.

Further, the inclusion in (iii) is not an isomorphism if and only if � is ordinary.

Proof. — Let π be an irreducible subquotient of �⊗O k. Suppose that π is abso-
lutely irreducible. Then it follows from Theorems 6.4, 8.8, 9.31 and 10.105 that either
(i) or (iii) holds. Further, if the inclusion in (iii) is not an isomorphism then � is ordi-
nary, see Corollaries 8.9, 9.32 and Theorem 10.105. If π is not absolutely irreducible
then it follows from Corollary 5.44 that π ⊗k l is isomorphic to IndG

P χ ⊗ χσω−1 ⊕
IndG

P χ
σ ⊗ χω−1. The previous argument applied to �L′ where L′ is a quadratic un-

ramified extension of L shows that

(�⊗O l)ss ⊆ IndG
P χ ⊗ χσω−1 ⊕ IndG

P χ
σ ⊗ χω−1.

Since �⊗O k contains π we deduce that �⊗O k ∼= π . �

We refer the reader to Section 5.7 for the definition of the functors V and V̌.

Corollary 11.2. — If � is a unitary admissible absolutely irreducible L-Banach space repre-

sentation of G with a central character then dimL V(�)≤ 2. Moreover, dimL V(�) < 2 if and only

if � is ordinary.

Proof. — Let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �. It follows from The-
orem 11.1 that dimk V(�⊗O k)≤ 2 and the equality is strict if and only if the inclusion
in Theorem 11.1(iii) is not an isomorphism. Hence V(�) is a free O-module of rank at
most 2, see [41, 2.2.2] or the proof Lemma 5.51. Since V(�) is an O-lattice in V(�) we
get the assertion. �

Let � be an absolutely irreducible non-ordinary unitary L-Banach space repre-
sentation of G with a central character ζ . Then � is an object of Banadm

G,ζ (L)
B for some

block B, Proposition 5.36. Let � be the semi-simplification of the reduction modulo
� of an open bounded G-invariant lattice � in �. Suppose that � contains an abso-
lutely irreducible representation; this can be achieved by replacing L with a quadratic
unramified extension. Then there are essentially four possibilities for B, described in
Proposition 5.42. Recall that Modlfin

G,ζ (O)B is the full subcategory of Modlfin
G,ζ (O) con-

sisting of representations with all the irreducible subquotients in B, and C(O)B is the
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full subcategory of C(O) anti-equivalent to Modlfin
G,ζ (O)B via Pontryagin duality. The

centre of the category C(O)B is naturally isomorphic to Rps,ψ
tr V(�)

, the deformation ring
parameterizing 2-dimensional pseudocharacters of GQ p

with determinant ψ = εζ lifting
tr V(�), Corollaries 6.5, 8.11, 9.34, Theorem 10.87. Since�d is an object of C(O)B and
�∼=Homcont

O (�d,L) we obtain a ring homomorphism:

x :Rps,ψ
tr V(�)

[1/p]→ Endcont
G (�)

∼= L,

where the last isomorphism follows from Corollary 4.42.

Proposition 11.3. — The representation V(�) is absolutely irreducible with determinant εζ .

Moreover, tr V(�) is equal to the pseudocharacter corresponding to x ∈ Spec Rps,ψ
tr V(�)

[1/p].

Proof. — Let Tx : GQ p
→ L be the pseudocharacter corresponding to x. There

exists a unique semi-simple continuous representation Vx of GQ p
, defined over a finite

extension of L, such that tr Vx = Tx and det Vx = ζε, [65, Thm. 1]. The representation
Vx is absolutely irreducible, since otherwise Corollaries 8.15, 9.37 and Proposition 10.107
would imply that� is ordinary. It follows from Corollaries 6.7, 8.12, 9.33 and 10.89 that
V(�) is killed by g2 − Tx(g)g + εζ(g) for all g ∈ GQ p

. Since V(�) is 2-dimensional by
Corollary 11.2, the main result of [10] implies that Vx

∼=V(�). �

Theorem 11.4. — Assume p≥ 5, the functor V induces a bijection between isomorphism classes

of

(i) absolutely irreducible admissible unitary non-ordinary L-Banach space representations of G
with the central character ζ , and

(ii) absolutely irreducible 2-dimensional continuous L-representations of GQ p
with determinant

equal to ζε,

where ε is the cyclotomic character, and we view ζ as a character of GQ p
via the class field theory.

Proof. — It follows from Proposition 11.3 that V maps one set to the other. The
surjectivity follows from [41, 2.3.8]. We show injectivity: suppose that V(�1)∼= V(�2).
As V(�)∼=V(�), Theorem 11.1 implies that�1 and�2 lie in Banadm

G,ζ (L)
B for the same

block B. Let x ∈ Spec Rps,ψ
tr V(�)

[1/p] be the maximal ideal corresponding to tr V(�1) =
tr V(�2). Proposition 11.3 implies that�1 and�2 are killed by x and hence are objects of
Banadm

G,ζ (L)
B
x . Since V(�1)∼= V(�2) is absolutely irreducible this category contains only

one irreducible object, see Corollaries 6.8, 8.14, 9.36 and Proposition 10.107. Hence,
�1

∼=�2. �

Let V be an absolutely irreducible 2-dimensional L-representation of GQ p
with

determinant ψ := ζε. Let V be the semi-simplification of a reduction modulo � of a
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GQ p
-stable O-lattice in V. We assume that V is either absolutely irreducible or a direct

sum of two one dimensional representations. This can always be achieved by replacing
L by a quadratic unramified extension. Let Rψ

V be the deformation ring representing the
deformation problem of V with determinant ζε to local artinian L-algebras, and let Vu

be the universal deformation of V with the determinant ζε.

Lemma 11.5. — Let m1, m2 be Rψ

V-modules of finite length. Then the natural map

HomRψV
(m1,m2)→HomGQ p

(m1 ⊗RψV
Vu,m2 ⊗RψV

Vu) is an isomorphism.

Proof. — The assertion is true if both modules are of length one, since then both
groups are isomorphic to EndGQ p

(V)∼= L. Moreover,

Ext1
RψV
(L,L)∼=Hom

(

Rψ

V,L[ε]/
(

ε2
))∼= Ext1

GQ p
(V,V).

Given this we may finish the proof in the same way as in Proposition 10.36: we argue by
induction on �(m1)+ �(m2) that the functor m �→ m ⊗RψV

Vu induces an isomorphism

between Hom-groups and an injection on Ext1-groups. �

Corollary 11.6. — Let m be a Rψ

V-module of finite length. Then

m∼=Homcont
GQ p

(

Vu,m⊗RζεV
Vu
)

.

Proof. — Let m be the maximal ideal of R := Rψ

V, and let V(m) := m ⊗R Vu.
Then Homcont

GQ p
(Vu,V(m)) ∼= lim−→ HomGQ p

(Vu/mnVu,V(m)) ∼= lim−→ HomR(R/mn,m) ∼=
m, where the second isomorphism follows from Lemma 11.5. �

Let � be an absolutely irreducible admissible unitary L-Banach space represen-
tation of G with central character ζ , corresponding to V by Theorem 11.4, so that
V(�) ∼= V. Let Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L) be the category of admissible unitary L-Banach space rep-
resentations of G of finite length with the central character ζ and let Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)� be
the full subcategory of consisting of the representations with all irreducible subquotients
isomorphic to �.

Theorem 11.7. — Let B ∈ Banadm
G,ζ (L) be of finite length with all irreducible subquotients

isomorphic to � and let m(B)=HomGQ p
(Vu, V̌(B)) then

V̌(B)∼=m(B)⊗RψV
Vu.

Moreover, the functor B �→m(B) induces an anti-equivalence of categories between Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)� and

the category of Rψ

V-modules of finite length.
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Proof. — Let B be the block corresponding to V, so that if V is absolutely irre-
ducible then B= {π}, where π is a supersingular representation of G, with V(π)∼= V,
and if V ∼= χ1 ⊕ χ2, then B consists of all the irreducible subquotients of the principal
series representations IndG

P χ1 ⊗ χ2ω
−1 and IndG

P χ2 ⊗ χ1ω
−1, and let Z be the centre

of the category C(O)B. Let � be an open bounded G-invariant lattice in �, and let
� denote the semi-simplification of �/��. The isomorphism V(�) ∼= V implies that
V(�)∼=V. This implies that� is an object of Banadm

G,ζ (L)
B and�d is an object of C(O)B.

The action of Z on �d induces a ring homomorphism x : Z[1/p]→ EndG(�)∼= L, and
we let n be the kernel of x. Let Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

be the full subcategory of Banadm
G,ζ (L)

B con-
sisting of all Banach space representations of finite length, which are killed by some power
of n. We note that � is in Banadm

G,ζ (L)
B
n

by construction of n. Moreover, it follows from
Corollaries 6.8, 8.14, 9.35 and 9.36 and Proposition 10.107(iii) that � is the only irre-
ducible object in the category. Hence, Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n
= Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)�. The second part of
the Corollaries referred to above says that Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

is anti-equivalent to the category
of modules of finite length over the n-adic completion of Z[1/p]. To prove the theorem
we need to write out how this equivalence is realized.

If V is absolutely irreducible we let π be supersingular representation of G, with
V(π)∼=V. If V∼= χ1⊕χ2 then we let π = IndG

P χ1 ⊗ χ2ω
−1. Since p≥ 5 we may assume

without loss of generality that χ1 = χ2ω
−1, so that π is irreducible. Let ˜P be a projec-

tive envelope of π∨ in C(O) and let ˜E = EndC(O)(˜P). The action of Z on ˜P induces a
homomorphism of rings Z →˜E. If π is supersingular, or π is a principal series with
χ1 = χ2 then this map is an isomorphism, see Proposition 6.3, Corollary 8.11 and Propo-
sition B.17, Corollary 10.78 and Theorem 10.87. If π ∼= IndG

P χ ⊗ χω−1 then B= {π}
and so Z is the centre of˜E.

The functor B �→ m(B) := HomC(O)(˜P,�d)L, where � is any open bounded
G-invariant lattice in B, is faithfull when restricted to Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)�: since π appears
as a subquotient of �, Lemma 4.13 implies that m(�) = 0, and the assertion fol-
lows from the exactness of m, see Lemma 4.9. Since Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)� = Banadm
G,ζ (L)

B
n

and
m is faithfull, it follows from Theorem 4.36 that m induces an anti-equivalence of
categories between Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)� and the category of modules of finite length of the
n-adic completion of ˜E[1/p]. The inverse functor m �→ �(m) is defined in Defini-
tion 4.26. So that for B ∈ Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)� and � an open bounded G-invariant lat-
tice in B, we have �d ∼= HomC(O)(˜P,�d)̂⊗˜E˜P. Lemma 5.53 implies that V̌(�d) ∼=
HomC(O)(˜P,�d)̂⊗˜EV̌(˜P). Since π occurs in B with finite multiplicity, Lemma 4.15 im-
plies that HomC(O)(˜P,�d) is a free O-module of finite rank. In particular, it is finitely
generated over ˜E. Since ˜E is noetherian, the module is finitely presented and hence we
may replace ̂⊗ with ⊗. Hence, V̌(B) ∼= m(B) ⊗˜E V̌(˜P). As m(B) is killed by a power
of n we may replace ˜E with the n-adic completion of ˜E[1/p] and V̌(˜P) with the n-adic
completion of V̌(˜P)L.
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To finish the proof we only have to relate the n-adic completion of ˜E[1/p] to Rψ

V

and the n-adic completion of V̌(˜P)L to Vu. Assume that π ∼= IndG
P χ ⊗ χω−1 for any

character χ , so that ˜E is commutative. In this case we know that V̌(˜P) is the universal
deformation with determinant εζ of a 2-dimensional representation ρ, and ˜E ∼= Rψ

ρ is
the deformation ring representing this deformation problem, where ρ ∼= V(π) if π is
supersingular and ρ is a non-split extension of χ2 by χ1 if π ∼= IndG

P χ1 ⊗ χ2ω
−1, see

Proposition 6.3, Corollary 8.7, Theorem 10.71, Corollary 10.72. Since V ∼= V̌(�) ∼=
L⊗˜E,x V̌(˜P), [39, (2.3.5)] implies that the n-adic completion of Rψ

ρ [1/p] is isomorphic to
Rψ

V, and the n-adic completion of V̌(˜P)L is isomorphic to Vu. Hence, V̌(B)∼=m(B)⊗RψV

Vu for all B ∈ Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)�, and Corollary 11.6 implies that m(B)∼=HomGQ p

(Vu, V̌(B)).

We assume that π ∼= IndG
P χ ⊗ χω−1, for some character χ , so that V ∼= χ ⊕ χ .

Let Rps,ψ
tr V

be the deformation ring parameterizing 2-dimensional pseudocharacters of
GQ p

with determinant ψ = εζ lifting tr V, and let T : GQ p
→Rps,ψ

tr V
be the universal pseu-

docharacter with determinant ψ lifting tr V. In this case ˜E is isomorphic to the oppo-
site ring of Rps,ψ

tr V
[[GQ p

]]/J, where J is a closed two-sided ideal generated by the elements

g2−T(g)g+ψ(g) for all g ∈ GQ p
, and Z ∼=Rps,ψ

tr V
, see Section 9.3. Moreover, V̌(˜P) is a free

˜E-module of rank 1, see Section 9.1. It follows from (144) that if m is a compact right˜E-
module then V̌(m̂⊗˜E˜P)∼=m̂⊗˜E V̌(˜P)∼=m, where the action of GQ p

on m is induced by
the natural homomorphism GQ p

→Rps,ψ
tr V
[[GQ p

]]/J. In particular, V̌(˜P)∼=Rps,ψ
tr V
[[GQ p

]]/J
with GQ p

acting on the left. Since the specialization of T at n is the trace of V, the n-adic
completion of Rps,ψ

tr V
is isomorphic to Rps,ψ

tr V .
Let E be the n-adic completion of˜E[1/p]. Corollary 9.29 implies that E is isomor-

phic to the ring of 2× 2 -matrices over Rps,ψ
tr V . Let e= ( 1 0

0 0

)

then eE is a free Rps,ψ
tr V -module

of rank 2 with a continuous GQ p
-action. Since for every invertible 2 × 2-matrix A we

have A+ (det A)A−1 = (tr A) Id, the trace of GQ p
-representation on eE is equal to T, and

the trace of GQ p
-representation on L ⊗Rps,ψ

tr V
eE is equal to tr V. Since V is irreducible,

this implies eE is a deformation of V to Rps,ψ
tr V , which induces a ring homomorphism

Rψ

V → Rψ

tr V. Moreover, the composition Rps,ψ
tr V → Rψ

V → Rps,ψ
tr V , where the first arrow is

induced by taking a trace of a deformation of V, is the identity map. Since V is absolutely
irreducible the first arrow is an isomorphism by [50], and hence the second arrow is an
isomorphism, which implies that eE ∼= Vu. Since the same argument applies with 1− e

instead of e, we deduce that the n-adic completion of V̌(˜P)L is isomorphic to Vu ⊕ Vu

as a GQ p
-representation, and E is the ring of 2× 2-matrices over Rψ

V. Thus the rings Rψ

V

and E are Morita equivalent, which implies that V̌(B)∼=HomGQ p
(Vu, V̌(B))⊗RψV

Vu for

all B ∈ Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)�. �
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Remark 11.8. — Since Banadm.fl
G,ζ (L)

B
n
= Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)�, it follows from Proposi-
tion 5.36 and Theorem 4.36 that the category Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)� is a direct summand of
Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L). Concretely this means that every admissible unitary L-Banach space rep-
resentation B, which is of finite length and has a central character ζ decomposes as
B ∼= B1 ⊕ B2, where all the irreducible subquotients of B1 are isomorphic to � and none
of the irreducible subquotients of B2 is isomorphic to �.

Remark 11.9. — We note that one may also prove an analog of Theorem 11.7,
when V is reducible. Let ψ1,ψ2 :Q×

p → L× be unitary characters satisfying ψ1ψ2 = εζ .
Let χ1, χ2 :Q×

p → k× be their reduction modulo � . Let B be the block corresponding
to χ1 ⊕ χ2, Z the centre of C(O)B and n the maximal ideal of Z[1/p] corresponding
to the pseudocharacter ψ1 +ψ2. Then it follows from Corollaries 8.15, 9.37 and Propo-
sition 10.107 that the irreducible representations of Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

are precisely the irre-
ducible subquotients of (IndG

P ψ1 ⊗ψ2ε
−1)cont , (IndG

P ψ2 ⊗ψ1ε
−1)cont . Since Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

is closed under subquotients and extensions in Banadm
G,ζ (L), it is uniquely determined by its

irreducible objects. One then can reinterpret the anti-equivalence of categories between
Banadm.fl

G,ζ (L)
B
n

and the category of modules of finite length over certain n-adic comple-
tions, see Corollaries 8.13, 9.35 and Proposition 10.107(i), (ii) and Remark 10.96 in terms
of the Galois side.

For example, if ψ1ψ
−1
2 = ε±1,1, so that both unitary principal series representa-

tions are irreducible and distinct, then Theorem 11.7 holds if we replace Vu with Vu
1⊕Vu

2,
and Rψ

V with Endcont
GQ p
(Vu

1 ⊕ Vu
2), where Vu

1 is the universal deformation of the non-split
extension ψ1 by ψ2, and Vu

2 is the universal deformation of the non-split extension ψ2

by ψ1 with determinant εζ . Our assumptions imply that the extensions are unique up
to isomorphism. If χ1χ

−1
2 = 1,ω±1 then the assertion follows from Proposition B.26,

Corollary 8.13 and [39, (2.3.5)]. If χ1 = χ2ω
±1 then one may show the assertion using

Remarks 10.96 and 10.97 instead. If χ1 = χ2 then one has to do some work to show
that the n-adic completion of V̌(˜P) is isomorphic to Vu

1 ⊕Vu
2. We leave the details to the

interested reader.

12. Unitary completions

We determine all the absolutely irreducible admissible unitary completions of ab-
solutely irreducible locally algebraic L-representations of G with p ≥ 5. Such repre-
sentations are of the form π ⊗L Wl,k , where π is a smooth absolutely irreducible L-
representation of G, that is a stabilizer of v is an open subgroup of G for all v ∈ π ,
and Wl,k = detl ⊗Symk−1 L2, see [53]. The study of such completions was initiated by
Breuil [17], [18] and our results confirm his philosophy, see [18, §1.3]. We deduce the
main result of this section, Theorem 12.7, by combining Theorem 11.4 with some deep
results of Colmez.
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Lemma 12.1. — If π = η ◦ det is a character then π ⊗L Wl,k admits a unitary completion

if and only if k = 1 and val(η(p))=−l.

Proof. — This is well known, see for example [57, Lem. 7.3]. �

Lemma 12.2. — Let χ1, χ2 : Q×
p → L× be smooth characters. If the representation

(IndG
P χ1 ⊗ χ2| � |−1)sm ⊗Wl,k admits a unitary completion then

(i) −(k + l)≤ val(χ1(p)), val(χ2(p))≤−l and

(ii) val(χ1(p))+ val(χ2(p))=−(k + 2l).

Proof. — See [57, Lem 7.9], [28, Lem. 2.1]. �

Theorem 12.3. — Suppose that π ∼= (IndG
P χ1 ⊗ χ2| � |−1)sm satisfies the conditions of

Lemma 12.2 then the universal unitary completion of π ⊗ Wl,k is an admissible absolutely irre-

ducible L-Banach space representation. Moreover, the universal completion is ordinary if and only if

val(χ1(p))=−l or val(χ2(p))=−l.

Proof. — Since by assumption π is irreducible, χ1χ
−1
2 = | � |±1 and so

(

IndG
P χ1 ⊗ χ2| � |−1

)

sm
∼= (IndG

P χ2 ⊗ χ1| � |−1
)

sm
.

We may assume that val(χ1(p)) ≤ val(χ2(p)). Suppose that val(χ2(p)) < −l then if
χ1 = χ2 the assertion is a deep result of Berger-Breuil [7, 5.3.4], if χ1 = χ2 then
the assertion follows from [55]. If val(χ2(p)) = −l then it follows from [19, 2.2.1]
that the universal unitary completion is isomorphic to (IndG

P ψ)cont , where ψ
((

a b
0 d

)) =
χ2(a)a

lχ1(d)|d|−1dk+l−1. �

Lemma 12.4. — Let ψ : P → L× be a continuous character and let P0 be a compact open

subgroup of P. Then HomP0(Wl,k,ψ) is at most 1-dimensional and is non-zero if and only if

ψ
((

a b
0 d

))= aldk+l−1 for all
(

a b
0 d

) ∈ P0.

Proof. — The restriction of ψ to U is trivial, since U is contained in the derived
subgroup of P. We identify Wl,k with the space of homogeneous polynomials in x and
y of degree k − 1 with G-action given by

(

a b
c d

)

� P(x, y) = (ad − bc)lP(ax + cy, bx + dy).
The space of U∩ P0-coinvariants of Wl,k is 1-dimensional, spanned by the image of yk−1.
Since

(

a 0
0 d

)

yk−1 = dk−1(ad)l yk−1 we obtain the assertion. �

Lemma 12.5. — Let ψ : P → L× be a continuous unitary character and let � :=
(IndG

P ψ)cont . If �alg = 0 then �alg ∼= (IndG
P χ1 ⊗ χ2)sm ⊗ Wl,k and ψ

((

a b
0 d

)) =
χ1(a)a

lχ2(d)d
k+l−1, for some smooth characters χ1, χ2 :Q×

p → L× and integers k, l with k ≥ 0.
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Proof. — Let τ be a smooth L-representation of G and W=Wl,k for some integers
k, l, then

HomG(τ ⊗W,�)∼=HomG

(

τ,HomL(W,�)
)

∼=HomG

(

τ,HomL(W,�)sm
)

,

where HomL(W,�)sm denotes smooth vectors for the action of G on HomL(W,�) by
conjugation; explicitly it is the union of HomH(Wl,k,�) for all compact open subgroups
H of G. If HomG(τ ⊗W,�) = 0 there exists a compact open subgroup H0 of G such
that HomH0(W,�) = 0. Frobenius reciprocity and Lemma 12.4 imply that ψ

((

a b
0 d

))=
aldk+l−1 for all

(

a b
0 d

) ∈ H0 ∩ P. Hence, ψ = ψsmψalg, where ψsm : P → L× is a smooth
character, trivial on H0 ∩ P and ψalg

((

a b
0 d

))= aldk+l−1 for all
(

a b
0 d

) ∈ P. Lemma 12.4 im-
plies that if (l ′, k′) = (l, k) then HomG(τ⊗Wl′,k′,�)= 0 for all smooth representations τ .
It follows from [53] that �alg ∼=HomL(W,�)sm ⊗W. We identify W with the space ho-
mogeneous polynomials in x and y of degree k− 1. The map f ⊗ P �→ [g �→ f (g)P(c, d)],
for all g = ( a b

c d

) ∈G induces an injection (IndG
P ψsm)sm⊗W ↪→�, and hence an injection

(IndG
P ψsm)sm ↪→HomL(W,�)sm. It follows from Lemma 12.4 and Frobenius reciprocity

that for all open subgroups H⊆H0 the space of H-invariants in the source and the target
have the same dimension equal to |H\G/P|. Hence, the injection is an isomorphism. �

Lemma 12.6. — Let η :Q×
p → L× be a continuous unitary character. If (̂Sp⊗η◦det)alg =

0 then η is locally algebraic and (̂Sp⊗ η ◦ det)alg ∼= Sp⊗η ◦ det.

Proof. — Since the surjection q : (IndG
P η⊗ η)cont � ̂Sp ⊗ η ◦ det admits a P-

equivariant splitting, [23, VI.2.3] implies that q induces a surjection on locally algebraic
vectors. The assertion follows from Lemma 12.5. �

Theorem 12.7. — Suppose that the central character of π ⊗Wl,k is unitary and either π is

special series and k > 1 or π is supercuspidal. Then π ⊗Wl,k admits precisely P1(L) non-isomorphic

absolutely irreducible admissible unitary completions.

Proof. — Let � be an absolutely irreducible admissible unitary L-Banach space
representation of G containing π ⊗Wl,k as a G-invariant dense subspace. Since π ⊗Wl,k

is dense in �, the central character of � is equal to the central character of π ⊗ Wl,k .
It follows from Lemmas 12.5 and 12.6 that � is not ordinary. Hence, V := V(�) is an
absolutely irreducible 2-dimensional L-representation of GQ p

by Theorem 11.4. Since�
contains a locally algebraic representation π ⊗Wl,k , V is de Rham [23, VI.6.13], with
Hodge-Tate weights a< b, [23, VI.5.1], where b− a= k (the precise formula for a and b

depends on the normalization of the correspondence). Since V is de Rham, it is poten-
tially semistable and to V one may associate a 2-dimensional Weil-Deligne representa-
tion WD(V), see for example [36]. Colmez has shown that �alg ∼= LL(WD(V))⊗Wl,k ,
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[23, Thm. 0.21], where LL denotes the classical (modified) local Langlands correspon-
dence [23, §VI.6.11]. In the supercuspidal case the proof was conditional on the results
of Emerton, which have now appeared in [32, §7.4]. Thus determining all the isomor-
phism classes of the absolutely irreducible admissible unitary completions of π ⊗ W is
equivalent to determining all the isomorphism classes of the absolutely irreducible 2-
dimensional potentially semistable L-representations V of GQ p

with Hodge-Tate weights
a < b, such that HomG(π,LL(WD(V))) = 0. If π is special series then (after twisting
by a smooth unitary character) it follows from [23, VI.6.50] that the set of such V con-
sists of a family of semi-stable non-crystalline representations indexed by the L-invariant
L ∈ L and one crystalline representation. If π is supercuspidal then the last condition is
equivalent to LL(WD(V))∼= π and the assertion follows from [36]. �
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Appendix A: Two dimensional pseudocharacters

We recall some standard facts about 2-dimensional pseudocharacters. We refer the reader
to [3, §1] for more information. Let G be a profinite group and (A,m) a local artinian
O-algebra. We assume that p> 2. A 2-dimensional A-valued pseudocharacter is a con-
tinuous function T : G → A satisfying: (1) T(1) = 2; (2) T(gh) = T(hg) for all g, h ∈ G ;
(3) the relation

T(g)T(h)T(k)=T(g)T(hk)+T(h)T(gk)+T(k)T(gh)−T(ghk)−T(gkh)

for all g, h, k ∈ G . One may show that if ρ : G → GL2(A) is a continuous representa-
tion then trρ is a 2-dimensional pseudocharacter. Given a 2-dimensional pseudochar-
acter T : G → A one may show, [22, Prop. 1.29], that the function D(g) := T(g)2−T(g2)

2
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defines a continuous group homomorphism G → A×. It is shown in [22, 1.9, 1.29]
that T �→ (T,D) induces a bijection between 2-dimensional pseudocharacters and pairs
of functions (T,D), where D : G → A× is a continuous group homomorphism and
T : G → A is a continuous function satisfying: T(1)= 2, T(gh)= T(hg), D(g)T(g−1h)−
T(g)T(h)+T(gh)= 0 for all g, h ∈ G .

Let ρ : G → GL2(k) be a continuous representation and let Dps be the functor
from local artinian augmented O-algebras with residue field k to the category of sets,
such that Dps(A) is the set of all 2-dimensional A-valued pseudocharacters T, such that
T ≡ trρ (mod mA). If for every open subgroup H of G , Homcont(H,Fp) is a finite di-
mensional Fp-vector space then the functor Dps is pro-represented by a complete local
noetherian O-algebra. We note that this finiteness condition is satisfied if G is the absolute
Galois group of a local field. We usually work with a variant: fix a continuous character
ψ : G → O× lifting detρ and let Dps,ψ be a subfunctor of Dps such that T ∈ Dps,ψ(A)
if and only if T(g)2−T(g2)

2 is equal to (the image of ) ψ(g) for all g ∈ G . We will refer to
Dps,ψ as a deformation problem with a fixed determinant. One may show that if Dps is
pro-represented by R then Dps,ψ is pro-represented by a quotient of R.

Lemma A.1. — Let G be a finite group, let S= k[G]/J, where J is the two sided ideal in k[G]
generated by g2 − 2g + 1 for all g ∈G. Then the image of G in S× is a p-group.

Proof. — Suppose not then there exists a prime l = p and g ∈G such that the image
of g in S× has order l. Since the greatest common divisor of xl − 1 and (x − 1)2 in k[x]
equal to x − 1 we may find polynomials a(x), b(x) ∈ k[x] such that (xl − 1)a(x) + (x −
1)2b(x)= x− 1. Since the images of gl − 1 and g2− 2g+ 1 are equal to 0 in S, we deduce
that the image of g in S is trivial. �

Let ρ : G → GL2(k) be a continuous representation, K be the kernel of ρ, K(p)
the maximal pro-p quotient of K and H the kernel of K � K(p). We note that H is a
normal subgroup of G .

Let (A,m) be a local artinian O-algebra with residue field k. Let T : G → A be a
continuous 2-dimensional pseudocharacter lifting trρ. Since A is finite and T is continu-
ous Ker T := {h ∈ G :T(gh)=T(g),∀g ∈ G} is an open subgroup of G .

Proposition A.2. — H ⊆Ker T.

Proof. — Choose an open normal subgroup N of G contained in K ∩Ker T. Let
G := G/N and let J be the two sided ideal in A[G] generated by elements g2 − T(g)g +
T(g)2−T(g2)

2 , for all g ∈ G and let S := A[G]/J. We claim that the image of K in S× is a p-
group. Since the kernel of S× → (S/mS)× is a p-group, it is enough to show that the image
of K in (S/mS)× is a p-group. Since S/mS is a quotient of k[G]/(g2− trρ(g)g+detρ(g) :
g ∈ G) the claim follows from Lemma A.1. For each g ∈ G we denote the image of g in S
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by ḡ. It follows from the claim that h̄= 1 for all h ∈ H. We may extend T : G → A linearly
to T : A[G] → A, which factors through T : A[G] → A as N ⊆Ker T, and then factors
through T : S→ A and so we have T(ḡ)= T(g) for all g ∈ G . In particular, if h ∈ H then
T(gh)=T(ḡh̄)=T(ḡ)=T(g) for all g ∈ G . �

Corollary A.3. — The inclusion Dps
G/H ⊆Dps

G is an isomorphism of functors.

Proof. — It follows from Proposition A.2 that for all artinian local O-algebras
(A,m) with residue field k we have Dps

G/H(A)=Dps
G (A). �

Suppose that Dps
G/H is pro-represented by a complete local noetherian O-algebra

(R,m), then Dps
G is also pro-represented by (R,m) by Corollary A.3. Let T : G →

G/H → R be the universal pseudocharacter lifting trρ. Let J (resp. J′) be a closed two-
sided ideal in R[[G]] (resp. R[[G/H]]) generated by the elements g2 −T(g)g + T(g)2−T(g2)

2
for all g ∈ G (resp. g ∈ G/H).

Corollary A.4. — The natural map R[[G]]/J→R[[G/H]]/J′ is an isomorphism.

Proof. — If N is an open normal subgroup of G and n ≥ 1 let a(N , n) be the
kernel of R[[G]]� R/mn[G/N ]. The ideals a(N , n) for all open normal subgroups N
and all n ≥ 1 form a system of open neighbourhoods of 0 in R[[G]]. It follows from the
proof of Proposition A.2 that for each n ≥ 1 we may choose an open normal subgroup
Nn of G such that for all open normal subgroups N of G contained in Nn the image of
H in R[[G]]/( J+ a(N , n)) is trivial. Thus R[[G]]/( J+mnR[[G]])∼= R[[G/H]]/( J′ +
mnR[[G/H]]) for all n≥ 1, which yields the claim. �

Appendix B: Some deformation rings

Let ω : GQ p
→ F×p ↪→ k× be the cyclotomic character modulo p. It follows from local Tate

duality and Euler characteristic that Ext1
Fp[GQ p ](ω,1) is one dimensional. Let 0 → 1 →

ρ→ ω→ 0 be a non-split extension. This determines ρ up to isomorphism. The purpose
of this appendix is to describe explicitly various deformation rings of ρ, by spelling out
what a general result of Böckle in [9], says in this particular case. We then show using
results of Bellaïche [2] that the universal deformation ring of ρ is isomorphic to the
universal deformation ring of trρ. In Section B.1 we consider the easier, generic reducible
case. We assume p≥ 5 until Section B.1, and p≥ 3 in Section B.1.

We may think of ρ as a group homomorphism ρ : GQ p
→ GL2(Fp) ↪→ GL2(k),

g �→ ( 1 κ(g)
0 ω(g)

)

. Let H be the image of GQ p
in GL2(k) and let U be the p-Sylow subgroup of

H. Since ρ is non-split U is non-trivial, hence U∼= Fp, let G be the subgroup of diagonal
matrices in H, then G ∼= F×p and H ∼= U � G. Let L be the fixed field of Kerρ and let
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F = LU. Then F is the fixed field of Kerω and hence is equal to Q p(μp), where μp is
the group of p-th roots of unity. We identify Gal(F/Q p) with G. Let GF be the absolute
Galois group of F.

If ρA : GQ p
→ GL2(A) is a deformation of ρ to (A,m) then ρA(GF) is contained

in
(

1+m A
m 1+m

)

, and hence ρA factors through Gal(F(p)/Q p), where F(p) is the composi-
tum of all finite extensions of p power order of F in Q p. Now Gal(F(p)/F) ∼= GF(p) the
maximal pro-p quotient of GF. Since the order of G = Gal(F/Q p) is prime to p, we
may choose a splitting of exact sequence 1→ GF(p)→Gal(F(p)/Q p)→G→ 1, so that
Gal(F(p)/Q p)∼= GF(p)� G.

We will recall some facts about Demuškin groups, see for example [49, §III.9]
for details. A finitely generated pro-p group P is a Demuškin group, if H2(P,Fp) is one

dimensional and the cup product H1(P,Fp)×H1(P,Fp)
∪→H2(P,Fp) is a non-degenerate

bilinear form. If p > 2 a Demuškin group P is uniquely determined up to isomorphism
by two parameters n = n(P) the dimension of H1(P,Fp) and q = q(P) the number of
elements in the torsion subgroup of Pab, and is isomorphic to a pro-p group generated
by n elements x1, . . . , xn and one relation x

q

1(x1, x2)(x3, x4) . . . (xn−1, xn), where (x, y) =
x−1y−1xy. We note that since p> 2 the non-degeneracy of bilinear form implies that n is
even and it follows from the presentation of P that Pab ∼= Zn−1

p ⊕ Z/qZ. It is well known,
see for example [49, 7.5.8], that if F is a finite extension of Q p containing μp, then GF(p)

is a Demuškin group with n= [F :Q p] + 2 and q equal to the number of p power order
roots of unity in F. In our situation F=Q p(μp) and so n= p+ 1 and q= p.

Following [9] we are going to construct a universal deformation of ρ using the
presentation of GF(p). For a p-group P we define a filtration P1 = P, Pi+1 = Pp

i (Pi,P),
where (Pi,P) denotes a closed subgroup generated by the commutators, and let gri P :=
Pi/Pi+1. We let F be a free pro-p group on p+ 1 generators, and we choose a surjection
ϕ : F � GF(p). Since GF(p) is a Demuškin group there exists an element r ∈ F such that
Kerϕ is the smallest normal closed subgroup of F containing r. Since the order of G is
prime to p, we may let G act on F so that ϕ is G-equivariant, see Lemma 3.1 in [9]. We
denote by ω̃ :G→ Z×

p the Teichmüller lift of ω.

Lemma B.1. — We may choose generators x0, . . . , xp of F so that

(i) gxig
−1 = x

ω̃(g)i

i , for g ∈G and 0≤ i ≤ p;

(ii) the image of r in gr2 F is equal to the image of

r′ := x
p

1(x1, xp−1)(x2, xp−2) . . . (x p−1
2
, x p+1

2
)(xp, x0).

Proof. — The assertion follows from [42, Prop. 3], where the cup product is de-
scribed in terms of the image of r in gr2 F . We know that

gr1 F ∼= gr1 GF(p)∼= Fp ⊕μp ⊕ Fp[G]
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as a representation of G, see Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in [9]. Moreover, the summand μp is
the image of the torsion subgroup of GF(p)

ab under the natural map GF(p)
ab � gr1 GF(p).

We fix ξ1 ∈ μp ⊂ gr1 GF(p), which generates μp as Fp[G]-module. Now H1(GF(p),Fp) ∼=
Homcont(GF(p),Fp)∼= (gr1 GF(p))

∗ as a G-representation, Hence, we may find an Fp-basis
χ0, . . . , χp of H1(GF(p),Fp) such that G acts on χi by ω−i , χ1(ξ1) = 0, χp(ξ1) = 0 and,
since the cup product defines a non-degenerate bilinear pairing and G acts on H2(GF,Fp)

by ω−1, we have χi ∪ χj = 0 unless i + j ≡ 1 (mod p− 1). Further, by replacing χi by a
scalar multiple λχi, with λ ∈ F×p , we may achieve that r̄(χp∪χ0)= 1 and r̄(χi ∪χp−i)= 1

for 1 ≤ i ≤ (p− 1)/2, where r̄ : H2(GF(p),Fp)
∼=→ Fp is the isomorphism defined in [42,

Prop 3]. Let ξ0, . . . , ξp be an Fp-basis of gr1 GF(p) dual to χ0, . . . , χp. Then G acts on ξi by
the character ωi . Since the order of G is prime to p, we may find xi ∈ F satisfying (i) and
mapping to ξi in gr1 F . Since the images of x0, . . . , xp form a basis of gr1 F , they generate
F . Part (ii) follows by construction from the Proposition 3 in [42]. �

Let R be the ring

(B.1) R := O[[a0, a1, c0, c1, d0, d1]]
(pc0 + c0d1 + c1d0)

.

Let P be a pro-p subgroup of GL2(R) generated by the matrices mi for 0≤ i ≤ p, where
mi = 1 if i ≡ 0,±1 (mod p− 1), and

mp−2 =
(

1 1
0 1

)

, m1+(p−1)j =
(

1 0
cj 1

)

,

m(p−1)j =
(

(1+ aj)
1
2 (1+ dj)

1
2 0

0 (1+ aj)
1
2 (1+ dj)

− 1
2

)

,

for j = 0 and j = 1. We embed G ↪→ GL2(R), g �→ ( 1 0
0 ω̃(g)

)

. One has gmig
−1 = m

ω̃(g)i

i for
all 0≤ i ≤ p and hence xi �→ mi defines a G-equivariant homomorphism α : F → P and
hence a group homomorphism α : F � G→GL2(R).

Proposition B.2. — There exists a continuous group homomorphism

ϕ′ : F � G � Gal
(

F(p)/Q p

)

such that ϕ′(g)≡ ϕ(g) (mod GF(p)3), and a commutative diagram:

F � G
α

ϕ′

GL2(R)

Gal(F(p)/Q p).

ρ̃
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Proof. — Let us observe that for j = 0 and j = 1 the commutator

(m1+(p−1)j,m(p−1)(1−j))=
(

1 0
cjd1−j 1

)

and (mi,mp−i)= 1 if i ≡ 1,0 (mod p− 1) hence

(B.2) m
p

1(m1,mp−1)(m2,mp−2) . . . (m p−1
2
,m p+1

2
)(mp,m0)= 1

as pc0 + c0d1 + c1d0 = 0 in R. Since α(xi)= mi , we get that α(r′)= 1, where r′ is defined
in Lemma B.1. Since r ≡ r′ (mod F3) we deduce that α(r) ∈ α(F3) and the assertion
follows from Proposition 3.8 in [9]. Namely, it is shown there that there exists an element
r1 ∈ Kerα ∩ F p(F ,F), such that r1 ≡ r (mod F3), and G acts on r1 by a character.
It follows Lemma B.1(ii) that the character is equal to ω̃. Let R be the smallest closed
normal subgroup of F containing r1 and set D := F/R. Since α(r1)= 1 and G acts on
r1 by a character, we deduce that α factors through α :D � G→GL2(R).

We claim that D � G ∼= Gal(F(p)/Q p). Since r1 ≡ r ≡ r′ (mod F3), D is a De-
muškin group with n(D) = p + 1 and q(D) = p, see [49, 3.9.17]. Hence, we know that
D ∼=Gal(F(p)/F). To see that we may choose this isomorphism G-equivariantly we ob-
serve that since r ≡ r1 (mod F3) Proposition 3 in [42] implies that the diagram:

H1(D,Fp)×H1(D,Fp)
∪

H2(D,Fp)

r̄1∼=

H1(F ,Fp)×H1(F ,Fp)

∼=

∼=

Fp

H1(GF(p),Fp)×H1(GF(p),Fp)
∪

H2(GF(p),Fp)

r̄∼=

commutes and is G-equivariant. The claim follows from Theorem 3.4 in [9]. �

Theorem B.3 ([9]). — R is the universal deformation ring of ρ and the equivalence class of ρ̃,

defined in Proposition B.2, is the universal deformation.

Proof. — We note that since ω = 1, Endk[GQ p ](ρ) = k and hence the deformation
functor Defρ is representable. Moreover, local Tate duality implies that

H2(GQ p
,Adρ)∼=H0

(

GQ p
,Hom(Adρ,ω)

)∼=HomGQ p
(ρ,ρ ⊗ω)

is 1-dimensional and hence H1(GQ p
,Adρ) is 6-dimensional by local Euler-Poincaré

characteristic. We have a natural transformation of functors η : hR → Defρ , which
maps a homomorphism ψ : R → A to the equivalence class of the representation

ρA : Gal(F(p)/Q p)
ρ̃→ GL2(R)

ψ→ GL2(A). Moreover, one may check directly that this
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induces an isomorphism hR(k[ε])∼=Defρ(k[ε]). Hence, we obtain a surjection Rρ � R,
where Rρ is the ring representing Defρ . It is shown in Theorem 6.2 of [9] that this map
is an isomorphism. �

Corollary B.4. — Let x ∈ Spec R[1/p] be a maximal ideal with residue field E. The corre-

sponding representation ρx : GQ p
→GL2(E) is reducible if and only if c0 and c1 are 0 in E.

Proof. — Let a be the ideal of R generated by c0 and c1. It follows from the con-

struction of the universal deformation ρ̃ that the image of GQ p

ρ̃→GL2(R)→GL2(R/a)
is contained in the subgroup of upper triangular matrices. Hence, if the image of c0 and
c1 in E is zero then ρx is reducible. Conversely, suppose that ρx is reducible then for all
g, h ∈ GQ p

the matrix ρx(g)ρx(h)−ρx(h)ρx(g) is nilpotent. In particular, for j = 0 and j = 1
the matrix ρx(ϕ

′(x1+(p−1)j)ρx(ϕ
′(xp−2))− ρx(ϕ

′(xp−2))ρx(ϕ
′(x1+(p−1)j)) is nilpotent. Since it

is equal to
(

1 0
c̄j 1

)(

1 1
0 1

)

−
(

1 1
0 1

)(

1 0
c̄j 1

)

=
(−c̄j 0

0 c̄j

)

we deduce that c̄j the image of cj in E is zero. �

Let ψ : GQ p
→ O× be a continuous character, lifting ω and let Defψρ be subfunctor

of Defρ parameterizing the deformations with determinant equal to ψ .

Corollary B.5. — The functor Defψρ is represented by

Rψ ∼= O[[c0, c1, d0, d1]]
(pc0 + c0d1 + c1d0)

.

Proof. — Let λ0, λ1 ∈�O such that ψ(ϕ′(xj(p−1))) = 1 + λj , for j = 0 and j = 1.
By construction we have det mi = 1, if i ≡ 0 (mod p − 1), and det mj(p−1) = 1 + aj . We
deduce that Defψρ is represented by R/(a0 − λ0, a1 − λ1), which implies the claim. �

Corollary B.6. — Let r=Rψ ∩⋂x mx where the intersection is taken over all maximal ideals

of Rψ [1/p] such that ρx is reducible. Then r= (c0, c1). In particular,

(i) Rψ/r∼= O[[d0, d1]];
(ii) let n be the maximal ideal of Rψ

k /rk , then for all i ≥ 0 there exists a surjection of Rψ -

modules: ri
k/r

i+1
k � ni .

Proof. — Corollary B.4 implies that (c0, c1) is contained in r and the image of r

in Rψ/(c0, c1) is equal to the intersection of all the maximal ideals of Rψ/(c0, c1)[1/p].
Since Rψ/(c0, c1)∼= O[[d0, d1]] by Corollary B.5, we deduce that r= (c0, c1). Now Rψ

k
∼=

k[[c0, c1, d0, d1]]/(c0d1 + d0c1). Let S= k[[c0, c1, d0, d1]] and we denote by b the ideal of S
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generated by c0, c1. Then gr•
b

S is isomorphic to a polynomial ring in two variables over
k[[d0, d1]]. The element t = c0d1 + d0c1 is pure of grade 1. Since Rψ

k
∼= S/tS, and rk is

the image of b, we have an exact sequence 0 → gri−1
b

S → gri
b

S → ri
k/r

i+1
k → 0 for all

i ≥ 1, where the first non-trivial arrow is given by multiplication by t. Now gri
b

S is a
free k[[d0, d1]]-module with monomials in c0 and c1 of homogeneous degree i as a basis.
Sending c0 �→ d0, c1 �→ −d1 induces a surjection of k[[d0, d1]]-modules gri

b
S � ni . Since

this map kills t the surjection factors through ri
k/r

i+1
k � ni . �

Remark B.7. — We will deduce in the course of the proof of Proposition 10.70 that
the map in (ii) is an isomorphism.

Remark B.8. — We note that in the definition of r it is enough to consider the ideals
with residue field L, since it follows from Lemma 9.22 that such ideals are Zariski dense
in O[[d0, d1]][1/p].

Lemma B.9. — Suppose that the representations ρx and ρy corresponding to maximal ideals x

and y of Rψ [1/p] with residue field L are reducible and have a common subquotient then x= y.

Proof. — Since the determinant is fixed we deduce that ρx and ρy have the same
semisimplification δ ⊕ δ−1ψ , where δ : GQ p

→ L× is a continuous character, lifting the
trivial character 1 : GQ p

→ k×. If ρx is semisimple then the action of GQ p
on ρx factors

through G ab
Q p

, and hence the action of GQ p
on any stable O-lattice of ρx factors through

G ab
Q p

, and hence the same holds for the reduction of any stable O-lattice modulo� . Since
the action of GQ p

on ρ does not factor through G ab
Q p

we deduce that both ρx and ρy are not
semisimple. Since the reduction of δ2ψ−1 modulo � is equal to ω−1 and p ≥ 5, δ−2ε−1

cannot be equal to the trivial or the cyclotomic character. This implies Ext1
GQ p
(εδ−1, δ) is

1-dimensional. Hence, ρx
∼= ρy and so x= y. �

Corollary B.10. — The intersection of all the maximal ideals of Rψ [1/p] such that ρx is

irreducible is zero.

Proof. — Let S= O[[c0, c1, d0, d1]] and g = pc0 + c1d0 + c0d1 and f ∈ S, not divisible
by g. It is enough to construct ϕ : S→Q p, such that ϕ(f ) = 0, ϕ(g)= 0 and ϕ(c0) = 0,
since the last condition implies that the representation associated to kerϕ is irreducible
via Corollary B.4.

Substituting c′1 := c1 − d0 we get g = d2
0 + c′1d0 + c0d1 + pc0. Hence, we may write

f = qg+ r, where r = d0f1+ f2, with f1, f2 ∈ O[[c0, c
′
1, d1]], see [44, IV§9]. The polynomial

X2 + c′1X+ c0d1 + pc0 is irreducible over O[[c0, c
′
1, d1]] and hence also over its quotient

field. As r = 0 we deduce that h := f 2
2 − c′1f1f2 + (c0d1 + pc0)f

2
1 = 0. We may choose

ϕ : O[[c0, c
′
1, d1]] → Q p such that ϕ(c0) = 0 and ϕ(h) = 0, see Lemma 9.22. We may

extend it to S so that ϕ(g)= 0. If ϕ(f )= 0 then ϕ(f1)ϕ(d0)+ ϕ(f0)= 0, and since ϕ(d0)

is a root of X2 + ϕ(c′1)X+ ϕ(c0d1 + pc0), we would obtain that ϕ(h)= 0. �
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Let Dps
trρ be the deformation functor parameterizing all the 2-dimensional pseu-

docharacters of GQ p
lifting trρ. We know that Dps

trρ is pro-represented by a complete
local noetherian O-algebra (S,mS). Trace induces a morphism of functors Defρ →Dps

trρ

and hence homomorphism of local O-algebras θ : S → R. It follows from [40, 1.4.4]
that θ is surjective. We note that this can also be deduced from Theorem B.3, since we
have written down the universal deformation explicitly. We are going to show that θ is an
isomorphism.

Lemma B.11. — Trace induces a bijection Defρ(k[x]/(x2))
∼=→Dps

trρ(k[x]/(x2)).

Proof. — Since θ is surjective we already know that the map is an injection. Hence
to show surjectivity it is enough to show that both spaces have the same dimension as
k-vector spaces. It follows from [2, Thm 2] that dimk Dps

trρ(k[x]/(x2)) = 6, which is also
the dimension of Defρ(k[x]/(x2)). �

Let F := O[[a0, a1, c0, c1, d0, d1]] it follows from Lemma B.11 that there exist surjections

F
κ

� S
θ

� R, which induce isomorphisms on the tangent spaces. We may assume that the
composition κ ◦ θ is the one used to present R in (B.1). Given a local O-algebra (R,m)
we denote R := R/�R, and let Rn := R/(mn +�R).

Let β : F→ k[x]/(x3) be a homomorphism of O-algebras such that a0, a1, c0, d1 �→
0, c1, d0 �→ x. Let ρβ : F � G→GL2(k[x]/(x3)) be a representation defined by the same
formulas used to define α in Proposition B.2.

Lemma B.12. — Let h ∈ F � G be such that trρβ(hg)= trρβ(g) for all g ∈ F � G then

ρβ(h)= 1.

Proof. — Since 1 = ω, trρβ(g) determines the diagonal entries of ρβ(g) for all g ∈
F � G, see (B.3) below. In particular, for all g ∈ F � G the diagonal entries of ρβ(gh) are
equal to the diagonal entries of ρβ(g). Let xi ∈ F be the generators defined in Lemma B.1.
Applying the last observation to g = x0, g = xp−2 we deduce that ρβ(h) is unipotent upper-
triangular, and to g = xp we deduce that ρβ(h)= 1. �

Lemma B.13. — The surjection κ : F 3 � S3 is not an isomorphism.

Proof. — Suppose κ is injective then F 3
∼= S3. We may consider trρ as a pseu-

docharacter of F � G and let D′ be the deformation functor parameterizing 2-dimensio-
nal pseudocharacters of F � G lifting trρ. Corollary A.3 says that every 2-dimensional
pseudocharacter of GQ p

lifting trρ is a pseudocharacter of Gal(F(p)/Q p) and thus using
Proposition B.2 we may consider Dps

trρ as a subfunctor of D′. Using [2, Thm. 2] we de-
duce that dimk D′(k[x]/(x2))= 6. Thus if S3

∼= F 3 then D′(k[x]/(x3)) = Dps
trρ(k[x]/(x3)).

This would mean that every 2-dimensional pseudocharacter of F � G lifting trρ is
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automatically a pseudocharacter of Gal(F(p)/Q p). This would mean that there exists
T ∈Dps

trρ(k[x]/(x3)), such that T(ϕ′(g))= trρβ(g) for all g ∈ F � G. The equality would
imply that for all h ∈ Kerϕ′ and g ∈ F � G we have trρβ(hg) = trρβ(g). Lemma B.12
implies that Kerϕ′ is contained in Kerρβ . However, as β(pc0 + c1d0 + c1d0)= x2 = 0 we
obtain a contradiction to the universality of the representation constructed in Proposi-
tion B.2. �

Lemma B.14. — The map θ induces an isomorphism S3
∼=R3.

Proof. — Since S3 →R3 is surjective it is enough to show the equality of dimensions
as k-vector spaces. We have dimk R3 ≤ dimk S3 < dimk F3 = dimk R3 + 1, where the strict
inequality follows from Lemma B.13 and the equality from (B.1). �

Theorem B.15. — The map θ : S→R is an isomorphism.

Proof. — Since R is O-torsion free it is enough to show that θ : S → R is an iso-
morphism. Let f = c0d1 + c1d0 ∈ F , so that R = F/(f ) and let m be the maximal ideal
of F . It is enough to show that κ(f ) = 0. It follows from Lemma B.14 that there exists
g ∈m3, such that κ(f )= κ(g). Thus θ(κ(g))= 0 an so there exists h ∈ F such that g = fh.
Now h cannot be a unit as g ∈m3 and f /∈m3. Hence h ∈m and so 1− h is a unit. Since
κ(f (1− h))= κ(f )− κ(g)= 0 and 1− h is a unit we deduce that κ(f )= 0. �

Corollary B.16. — Letψ : GQ p
→ O× be a continuous character lifting detρ and let Sψ and

Rψ be the rings pro-representing functors Dps,ψ
trρ and Defψρ then trace induces an isomorphism Sψ ∼=Rψ .

B.1 Generic reducible case. — Let χ1, χ2 : GQ p
→ k× be continuous characters, such

that χ1χ
−1
2 = 1,ω±1. We assume that p ≥ 3. This assumption and a standard calcula-

tion with local duality and local Euler-Poincare characteristic imply that both subspaces
Ext1

k[GQ p ](χ1, χ2) and Ext1
k[GQ p ](χ2, χ1) are 1-dimensional. Let

0→ χ1 → ρ12 → χ2 → 0, 0→ χ2 → ρ21 → χ1 → 0

be non-split extensions. From now on the indices i, j will mean either (i, j) = (1,2) or
(i, j) = (2,1). Since Ext1

k[GQ p ](χj, χi) is 1-dimensional, such ρij exists and is unique up
to isomorphism. Since χ1 = χ2 we have EndGQ p

(ρij)= k thus the universal deformation
problem Dρij

for ρij is (pro-)representable by a ring Rij . Our assumptions χ1χ
−1
2 = 1,ω±1

imply that H2(GQ p
,Adρij) = 0 and H1(GQ p

,Adρij) is 5-dimensional. Hence, Rij is for-
mally smooth of relative dimension 5 over O. Let ρ̃ij be the universal deformation of
ρij .

Let G be the image of GQ p
in k× × k× under the map g �→ (χ1(g),χ2(g)) and let

P be the maximal pro-p quotient of the kernel of this map. Since the order of G is prime
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to p after choosing some splitting we may assume that the action of GQ p
on ρ̃ij factors

through P � G. Let χ̃1 and χ̃2 be the Teichmüller lifts of χ1 and χ2 respectively.
Let χ be the trace of ρij , so that χ = χ1+χ2 and let Dps

χ be the functor parameter-
izing all the 2-dimensional pseudo-characters lifting χ . The functor is represented by a
ring Rps

χ . Trace induces a morphism of functors Dρij
→Dps

χ and hence a ring homomor-
phism θ :Rps

χ →Rij .

Proposition B.17. — Trace induces an isomorphism θ :Rps
χ

∼=→Rij .

Proof. — The map is surjective by [40, 1.4.4]. Now the tangent space of Rps
χ is at

most 5-dimensional by Theorem 2 in [2], alternatively the Proposition can be deduced
from [2] Theorem 4 and Remark 3. Since Rij is formally smooth of relative dimension 5
over O, we deduce that the map is an isomorphism. �

Corollary B.18. — Let T : GQ p
→Rps

χ be the universal 2-dimensional pseudocharacter lifting

χ then tr ρ̃12(g)=T(g)= tr ρ̃21(g), for all g ∈ GQ p
.

Let r be the residubility ideal in Rps
χ in the sense of [3, Def. 1.5.2]. It is uniquely

determined by the following universal property: an ideal J of Rps
χ contains r if and only

if T (mod J) = T1 + T2, where T1,T2 : GQ p
→ Rps

χ /J, are deformations of χ1 and χ2,
respectively, to Rps

χ /J, see [3, Prop. 1.5.1]. We note that since χ1 = χ2, T1 and T2 are
determined uniquely by T (mod J) by the formulas:

(B.3) Ti(g)= 1
|G|
∑

h∈G

χ̃−1
i (h)T(hg) (mod J).

Proposition B.19. — Rps
χ /r is formally smooth of relative dimension 4 over O.

Proof. — Let Dχ1 and Dχ2 be the universal deformation problems for χ1 and χ2,
respectively. A standard argument shows that they are represented by formally smooth
O-algebras Rχ1 , Rχ2 , which are of relative dimension 2 over O. The functor Dχ1 ×Dχ2

is represented by the ring Rχ1
̂⊗O Rχ2 , which is formally smooth of relative dimension

4 over O. By the definition of the reducibility ideal, the map a : Dχ1 × Dχ2 → Dχ ,
(T1,T2) �→ T1 +T2 factors through the map ā :Dχ1 ×Dχ2 →Hom(Rps

χ /r,∗). It is triv-
ially injective, when the functors are evaluated, and it follows from (B.3), that is also
surjective. Hence, ā is an isomorphism of functors and so Rps

χ /r
∼=Rχ1

̂⊗O Rχ2 . �

Corollary B.20. — The reducibility ideal r is a principal ideal.

Proof. — In fact we prove a stronger statement. It follows from Proposition B.17
that Rps

χ is formally smooth of relative dimension 5 over O. Thus we may deduce from
Proposition B.19 that r is generated by an element contained in the maximal ideal of Rps

χ ,
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but not contained in the square of the maximal ideal. Alternatively, one could use [3,
Prop. 1.7.1]. �

Since the order of G is prime to p, we may choose a basis {vij

1, v
ij

2} of ρ̃ij , such that
G acts on vij

1 by the character χ̃1 and on vij

2 by the character χ̃2. Fixing a basis allows us
to think about ρ̃ij as a continuous group homomorphism ρ̃ij : GQ p

→ GL2(Rij), so that
ρ12 =

( χ1 ∗
0 χ2

)

and ρ21 =
(

χ1 0
∗ χ2

)

.

Lemma B.21. — EndGQ p
(ρ̃ij)=Rij .

Proof. — Since the characters χ̃1 and χ̃2 are distinct EndGQ p
(ρ̃ij) ⊆ EndG(ρ̃ij) =

{(

λ 0
0 μ

) : λ,μ ∈ Rij

}

. Since ρij is non-split, there exist g ∈ GQ p
such that either the en-

try (1,2) or the entry (2,1) of ρ̃ij(g) is a unit in Rij . The only elements of EndG(ρ̃ij)

commuting with ρ̃ij(g) are scalar matrices, which then commute with everything. �

Definition B.22. — For (i, j)= (1,2) and (i, j)= (2,1), let rij be the ideal of Rij generated

by the (j, i)-entry of ρ̃ij(g), for all g ∈ GQ p
.

Proposition B.23. — The isomorphism θ of Proposition B.17 maps r to rij .

Proof. — Since ρ12 =
( χ1 ∗

0 χ2

)

and ρ21 =
(

χ1 0
∗ χ2

)

, the ideal rij is contained in the
maximal ideal of Rij . By construction of rij , the representation ρ̃ij (mod rij) is reducible.
Hence, its trace is a direct sum of two characters, which are deformations of χ1 and χ2 to
Rij/rij . Thus, r is contained in θ−1(rij), and so θ(r)⊂ rij .

Let K be the quotient field of Rps
χ /r. If for some g ∈ GQ p

the (j, i)-entry of ρ̃ij(g)

(mod θ(r)) is non-zero, then the representation ρ̃ij ⊗Rij
K is absolutely irreducible. How-

ever, this is impossible as the trace of ρ̃ij ⊗Rij
K is a sum of two characters. This implies

that rij ⊂ θ(r). �

We fix a generator c of the ideal r. It follows from Proposition B.23 that θ(c) is a
generator of r12. Let ρ̃c

12 : GQ p
→GL2(R12) be the representation defined by

ρ̃c
12(g) :=

(

θ(c) 0
0 1

)

ρ̃12(g)

(

θ(c)−1 0
0 1

)

.

A priori the image of ρ̃c
12 lands in the GL2 of the quotient field of R12, but since R12 =

θ(c)−1r12, the image is contained in GL2(R12).
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Proposition B.24. — The representation ρ̃c
12 is a deformation of ρ21 to R12. The induced map

α :R21 →R12 is an isomorphism, making the following diagram:

R21
α

R12

Rps
χ

θ

=
Rps
χ

θ

commute.

Proof. — The reduction of ρ̃c
12 modulo the maximal ideal of R12 is of the form

(

χ1 0
∗ χ2

)

. Since R12 = θ(c)−1r12, there exists g ∈ P, such that ∗(g) = 0. This implies that
the extension is non-split. Since Ext1

GQ p
(χ1, χ2) is one dimensional, we deduce that the

reduction of ρ̃c
12 modulo the maximal ideal of R12 is isomorphic to ρ21. Hence, ρ̃c

12 is a
deformation of ρ21 to R12. This induces the map α : R21 → R12. Since trρc

12 = trρ12 =
trρ21 we obtain a commutative diagram as above. Since θ is an isomorphism, we deduce
from the diagram that α is also an isomorphism. �

Corollary B.25. — HomGQ p
(ρ̃ij, ρ̃ji) is a free Rps

χ module of rank 1.

Proof. — It follows from the Proposition B.24 that ρ̃c
12
∼= ρ̃21 ⊗R21,α R12. Hence, it is

enough to show that HomGQ p
(ρ̃12, ρ̃

c
12) is a free R12-module of rank 1. If we think of ρ̃12,

ρ̃c
12 as representations of GQ p

on R12v
12
1 ⊕R12v

12
2 , then inside the ring of 2× 2-matrices

over the quotient field of Rij , we have equalities of Rij-modules:

(B.4) HomGQ p

(

ρ̃12, ρ̃
c
12

)=
(

θ(c) 0
0 1

)

EndGQ p
(ρ̃12),

(B.5) HomGQ p

(

ρ̃c
12, ρ̃12

)= EndGQ p
(ρ̃12)

(

1 0
0 θ(c)

)

.

The assertion follows from Lemma B.21. �

Proposition B.26. — The centre of the ring EndGQ p
(ρ̃ij ⊕ ρ̃ji) is isomorphic to Rps

χ . Moreover,

EndGQ p
(ρ̃ij ⊕ ρ̃ji) is a free Rps

χ -module of rank 4.

Proof. — The ring EndGQ p
(ρ̃ij ⊕ ρ̃ji) is isomorphic to

(B.6)

(

EndGQ p
(ρ̃ij) HomGQ p

(ρ̃ij, ρ̃ji)

HomGQ p
(ρ̃ji, ρ̃ij) EndGQ p

(ρ̃ij)

)

∼=
(

Rps
χ 1i Rps

χ #ij

Rps
χ #ji Rps

χ 1j

)

where#ij is described in Corollary B.25. It follows from Corollary B.25 that#ij ◦#ji = c1i

and#ji ◦#ij = c1j . Since Rps
χ is an integral domain we deduce that α1i+β#ji+γ#ij+δ1j

is central if and only if β = γ = 0 and α = δ. �
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Corollary B.27. — Let c be a generator of the reducibility ideal r in Rps
χ . Then EndGQ p

(ρ̃ij ⊕
ρ̃ji)[1/c] is isomorphic to the ring of 2× 2 matrices over Rps

χ [1/c].

Proof. — The isomorphism is induced by sending
(

1 0
0 0

) �→ 1i ,
(

0 1
0 0

) �→#ij ,
(

0 0
1 0

) �→
c−1#ji and

(

0 0
0 1

) �→ 1j . �

Remark B.28. — Let ψ : GQ p
→ O× be a continuous character, congruent to χ1χ2

modulo � . The results of this section hold if instead of working with an unrestricted
deformation problem, we consider only those deformations with determinate equal to
ψ . The proofs carry over word for word, except that one has to subtract 2 from every
dimension, and in the proof of Proposition B.19 one obtains an isomorphism Rps,ψ

χ /r∼=
Rχ1 , since the determinant condition imposes the relation T1T2 = ψ , and hence T2 is
uniquely determined by T1.
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